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ÀBSTRACT OF THESTS

This thesis is divided in to six parts. part r examines thesocio-political concept of privacy and proposes new definition.
For the reasons which are discussed in that Part, the 'control,notion of privacy is rejected. Rather privacy is defined in
terms of the 'circul-ation' (defined stiputatively) of information
as that condition which arises when the circulation of intimate(also defined stipulatively) information about an individual is
limited to those persons (organisations, institutj-ons etc. ) to
whose actual or constructive knowledge of that information the
subject does not object ¡ ot would not object were that
circul-ation brought to the individual's cognizance.

Part rr then considers whether privacy as defined is under
threat, and, Lf sor whether such threat is significant. This
examination also considers the relationship between privacy and
inf ormation management .

Part IfI turns t,o an examination of the Iaw. This consideration
is not an exegesis of existing legal protections. In view of the
information-based definition which is proposed in part I, this
examination considers the degree to which interests alreadyprotected by Australian Law are allied to, and compatible withlprivacy (as defined), in order to ascertain the degree to whichprivacy receives protection against interference, and theavailability of remedies.

Part IV considers the international obligations to protect
privacy applying in Australia. These inevitably influence both
the assessment of the adequacy of existing legal protection, and.consideration of whether,- anã if sor hoi, Jp".iti. protãåtiãn
might be provided to privacy.

Part v starts from the assumption that privacy should be
recognised in Australian law, and considers the case against
this. It then moves on to consider the OECD Guidelines Govèrning
the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Fl-ows of Personal Data.

Finally, in Part VI, the examination turns to a consideration of
how privacy might be accorded express protection in Australian
law. Although the precise definition of a cause of action is
beyond the scope of the thesis, Part Vf briefly considers the
remedies which coul-d be provided and the defences which could be
recognised.
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INTRODUCTION

privacy has been invoked to justify abortion, euthanasia, suicide,

the use of contraceptives, opposition to telephone interception

and identity cards, and the'right to reproduce as many children

as you please' , to cite just a few examples. I one writer

abandoned the concept of privacy in disgust, describing it as

'unmanageable and to a large extent unintelligible.'2 Another

suggested that few concepts are as 'vague or less amenable to

definition and structural treatment than privacy'3

Philosophers have attempted to define privacy in terms of

'personhood', 'sanctuarY' , 'repose', and 'autonomy'. Their

definitions have been open to a variety of interpretations and

applications, and have been substantially ignored by lawyers, who

have viewed these metaphysical definitions as being of IittIe

practical use.4

l. Quote from Lupton, M. L. , 'Some Aspects ot
prosecution, Wrongful Arrest, and the Right of Privacy'
speculum Juris. 47 , @ 62. see below page 460, n'
rãference to some the 'rights' claimed in the name of
American law.

2. Palmer, G., 'Privacy and the Law' , I1975] N.z.L.J. 747, @ 748

MaI i c ious
, ( r973) B

14 for a
privacy in

3. Dixon,
Charter for
r97 , @ 199.

R.c. 1ir),
an Expanded

'The Griswold Penumbra: Constitutional
Law of Privacy', (I965) 64 Mich. L. Rev.

4. ArLz, D.E., 'PrivacY Law in
Informational and Decisional Rights"
esp. G 175, makes a similar Point.

Massachusetts:
(l-986) 70 Mass

Territorial 'L. Rev. I73,
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In turn, lawyers have proffered practical definitions, such as

'the claim of individuals, groupsr ot institutions to determine

for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about

them is communicated to others', which have been as unsatisfactory

to the philosophers as theirs' have been to the lawyers.5

Àrthur 14i11er described privacy as:

difficult to define because it is exasperatingly

vague and evanescent, often meaning strikingly

different things to different people. In part this

is because privacy is a notion that is emotional in

its appeal and embraces a multitude of different

"rights," some of which are intertwined, others

often seemingly unrelated or inconsistent.6

The object of this thesis is to identify the conceptt oY concepts,

of privacy; to acertain whether it is protected by Australian law;

whether this is adequate; and whether privacy could or should be

provided with additional protection. Accordingly, the first part

of this thesis examines the notion of privacy ( in so far as it may

exist), the vray in which it has been defined or categorised by

5. Definition proposed by Westin, A.F 'Pr ivacy and Freedom',
t(f967) L970. The Bodley Head. Londonl '

.l

e 7.

6. Miller, A.R. ,
and Dossiers r' ,
omitted).

'The Assault on Privacy: Computers'
1197f. Signet Books. N.Y.l ' @ 40

Data Banks '(citations
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other writers, contrasts privacy with the concepts to which it is

alliedi and attempts to identify and define it.

The view taken in this thesis is that privacy may be defined,

albeit not with the degree of mathematical exactitude claimed by

some. It is, essentially, a condition of ignorance. In a sense,

people have privacy only to the extent to which others are

ignorant about them. This ignorance, however, mâY be neither

accidental nor unintentional. A person may be capable of learning

about another but may refrain from doing so for whatever reason.

It may be less of an ignorance than an abstention in a sense' a

condition of immunity.

Consequently, the definition postulated is that privacy is that

condition (state of affairs) of an individual which arises when

the circulation of intimate (personal) information about that

individual is limited to those persons t oY organisations , and/ot

institut ions ( governmental or otherwise ) to whose actual or

constructive knowledge of that information the individual does not

object t oy would not object were the fact of that circulation to

be brought to the individual's cognizance.

The condition of privacy is passive. It arises out of the

existence of Iimitations upon the circulation of information. It

does not depend upon that Iimitation being achieved by any

particular means. Consequently, PEivacy is not dependent upon the

information-subject controlling the circulation of information.
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It is argued that privacy is distinguishable from autonomy and

freedom as such.7 Pr ivacy is , however, dependant , upon the

recognition of what Bazelon described as a division 'between the

individual and the collective, between self and society.rB The

relationship between the drawing of this line and the recognition

of privacy is discussed in Part I

The second part

defined in this

privacy advanced

upon information

privacy.

of this thes is discusses whether privacy r âs

thesis, is under threat. As the definition of

is information based, this examination centres

management practices and their connection with

Chapter 7 examines the ways in which the circulation of apparently

innocuous information may affect individual privacy.

Consequently, it discusses the \¡tays in which technological and

economic changes have affected individual privacy. In order to

illustrate these effects, chapter B contains a brief discussíon of

the implications for individual privacy of the record systems

which have developed to support the 'cashless society'.

7 . ManeIi, M. , 'JudicÍal Posr tivism and Human Rights
" 

t1981.
Hippocrene Books. N.Y. L e 275. Pace Australian Law Reform
Commission, Report No. 22, 'Privacy'r TItB3. AGPS. Canberral r vo1.
2., @ 3, para. 1033: 'Claims to privacy are part of the claim that
the autonomy of each individual should be protected and his
integrity respected. '

8.
587 ,

BazeIon, D.L., 'Probing Privacy', (I977) 12 Gonzaga L. Rev.
@ s92.
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The third part of this thesis turns to the legal recognition of

privacy and the extent to which it may be recognised in Australian

law in the sense in which it has been defined in Part I.

Some

used )

that

have claimed that privacy ( in whatever sense

has no

this term may be

Lucas, suggestedis actually disregarded. One commentator'

this disregard is in:

part at least ... because Australia

systematic and enforceable law of privacy.9

On the other hand, Campbell and Whitmore put what seems to be a

better view of the situation. They acknowledge that restrictions

of the invasion of privacy do exist in Australian law. However'

they view these restrictions as inchoate:

Such restrictions on invasion of privacy as do

exist in Australia might fairly be described as a

ragbag of Common Law and statutory provisions

developed primarily to achieve other purposes. l0

SimiIarIy, the Australian Law Reform Commission concluded that
, Ip] rivacy interests are relatively weII protected by the existing

law... ' 1I

9. Lucas, R. ,
(1986) 11 LegaI

'The Press Council: Gua rding the Fourth Estate' ,

Service Bulletin 15, @ f7.

10. Campbell, 8., & Whitmore, H.,
Sydney Univ. Press. Sydneyl ' @ 372.

'Freedom in Australia', [1973.

11. A. L. R. c., supra n' 7, e r44, para' 1307'
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As wilt be seen from the discussion in Part III, many of the

reasons for the view expressed by Campbell and Whitmore may be

found within the fabric of Anglo-Australian judicial techniques.

Privacy concepts and perceptions have been f itted, and

occassionally contorted, into the already acknowledged forms of

Iegal principte. As a consequence' the 'ragbag' to which these

authors refer consists of conmon 1aw and statutory forms of 1aw

which have come to encompass notions which are closely allied to

what has been defined as privacy ¡ ot which are practically

indistinguishable from it.

part III is not a full exegesis of all forms in which privacy as

defined may attract the protection of the l-aw. It focuses upon

what seem to be the important, or at least widespread and

significant, circumstances in which interests which are legally

protected are akin to, or even.(practically) indistinguishable

from, privacy as defined. What emerges is that, while wide-

ranging, the common Iaw protection of 'personality' rights is ad

hoc and incomple te.L2

In recent times, the notion of privacy has also come to have an

international overlay creating a potential, wider-ranging, more

incl-usive basis for the recognition of privacy in domestic 1aw.

Australia accepted an international obligation to protect privacy

L2. Redmond-Cooper' R., 'The Press and
(1985) 34 I.C.L.Q. 769, e 769, described the
English law to privacy as 'piecemeal and
Fleming, J. G., 'The Law of Torts', [1983.
sydneyJ, @ 568- 575.

the Law of Privacy' ,
protection offered bY

incomplete' . See also
6th ed. Law Book Co.
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by ratifying the International Covenant on CiviI and Political

Rights. Article 17 of that Covenant provides that:

1. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or

unlawful interference with his privacy, family,

home t ot correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on

his honour or reputation.

2.

Iaw

Everyone

against

has the right to the protection of the

such interference or attacks.

Consequently there is a new influence upon the development of

domestic law in this regard. The international obligat ion to

protect privacy is one of the factors which must influence

whether, and if sor the manner in which and extent to which

Australian Iaw should protect privacy.

The fourth part of the thesis examines the nature and extent of

this obligation. As wilI be seen, the history of the

internationaL recognition of human rights, the construction and

application of similar clauses in the European Covenant on Human

Rights, provides a necessary background to and guidance in

determining, ât least for the present, what might be expected in

Austral ia.

Given that the existing forms in which privacy is recognised in

Australian 1aw are scattered and sporadic, the fifth part moves on

to discuss whether privacyr âs defined, can or should be defined

as a discrete legaI interest. The International Covenant might
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seem to assume this but for purposes of this discussion the

has been reversed. Chapter 23 examines the case against

recognition of privacy as a discrete interest.

onus

the

This discussion is complemented by chapter 24. This chapter

discusses some legislative proposals for the recognition of

privacy: the Australian BilI of Rights Bill I985, the Privacy Bill
1986, and the Privacy (Consequential Amendments) BilI 1986.

The Australian Bitl of Rights BiII 1985 !,¡as discharged from the

Senate Notice Paper on 28 November 1986. Had it been enacted, it

would have created a general lega1 right to privacy. However, as

is discussed in chapter 24, this may not have been a particularJ-y

extensive right.

The Privacy Bill 1986 and the supporting Privacy (Consequential

Amendments) Bill 1986 both lapsed upon the dissolution of the

Commonwealth Parliament on 5 June I987. (So also did Senator

Michael Macklin's Privacy Protection BiII 1987 which was

substantially modelled upon the Privacy Bill 1986. ) The Bills

v¡ere largely modelled upon the OECD Guidelines Governing the

Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data which

are reproduced as appendix II to this thesis. The Bills and the

OECD Guidelines are discussed in chapters 24 and 25 respectively.

As discussed in Part II of the thesis, information management

practices poss implications for a wider range of interests than
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mere privacy. rn general-, the primary interest which may be

affected by information management practices is 'fairness, in
which privacy is merely one consideration.

The oEcD Guidelines Governing the Protection of privacy and

Transborder Flows of Personal Data would, if applied in Australia,
regulate information management practices. As is discussed in
chapter 25, their application, mutatis mutandis to AustralianI

record-systems may provide extensive protection to privacy.
Consequently, enacting legislation modelled upon the privacy Bill
1986 would promote fair information management practices.

However, enacting legislation of this type would

protect privacy against ad hoc interferences - such

do little to

as occur when

trespassers read personal diaries or newspapers

information against the wishes of the subjects.

publish personal

Given the definition espoused here, Part VI explores the nature

and extent to which privacy might be protected, whether by $/ay of

specific acknowledgment, recognition within the framework of other
legaI forms t ot extra-1egaI protection. Chapter 26 discusses

what, if ârìY, elements should be treated as conditions precedent

to the recognition of any cause of action for interference with
privacy; and to what defences or justifications it should be

subject. Although not strictly within the purview of the thesis,
chapter 26 concludes with a brief examination of the types of

remedies which should be avaiLable in respect of compì-aints of

r

i'

i

interferences with privacy simpliciter.
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CHAPTER 1

DEFINITION OF PRIVACY

There is no single definition of privacy which is universally
accepted. To some extent this is symptomatic of the nature of the

subject-maLter, particularly when it is viewed in its socio-
poJ-itical context. The definition most commonry used is 'the
right to be let alone' . 1 This a1luring, if not very helpful,
phrase was first used by Warren and Brandeis in their article 'The

Right to Privacy' in I890.2 Sparkes described this phrase as

having an:

impressive soundr ârì impressiveness enhanced by the

famil iari ty and superf icial s impl icity of i ts

component words.3

fn view of the extraordinary influence which Warren and Brandeis'

article has exercised over the Anglo-American literature about

privacy, it is as well to examine it carefully.4

1. Warren, S.D. & Brandeis, L
4 Harv. L. Rev. I93, e 193.

D., 'The Right to Privacyr, (1890)

2. rbid.

3. Sparkes, A.W.
"Privacy"t, (t9Bf)

|"The Right To Be Let Alone": A Violation of
20 A.S.L.P. 58, @ 60.

4. The continental approach to privacy, especially as
exemplified by the French (moraI rights) and German (personality
rights) Literature is very different. This discussion focuses
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rt has become customary, 5 i f not necessari ly accurate, 6 to
credit Warren and Brandeis with having introduced the concept of
privacy into American raw. Their article has been applauded by

numerous writers one went so far as to describe it as'perhaps
the most influentiar 1aw journar piece ever published' .7

Despite this, there is some truth in Barronrs allegation that
their article is 'seldom read' . B rheir article may be more of a

symbol than something which gives deep substance to the ultimate
recognition of privacy.

upon concept of pri vacy as it is perceived in the English-speaking
and common 1aw wor1d. According to Markesinis, 8.S., 'The Right
To Be Let Alone versus Freedom of speech', [1986] public Law 67,
there are some themes common to the American, EngJ-ish and German
approaches see esp. G 6B 70. See also Handford, p.R., 'Moral
Damage in Germany', (1978) 27 I.C.L.g. 849.

5. Eg. Weisman, 4.M., rPubl-icity as an Aspect of privacy and
Personal- Autonomyr, (1982) 55 So. Calif . L. Rev. 727 | @ 732.
Rohr, J.A. , rPrivacy: Law and Values I , (I97 4) 49 Thought 353, @

355. Davis,F., 'What Do We Mean by "Right to privacy?"r (1959) 4
S.D. L. Rev. I, @ 3.

6. See text accompanying nn. 27 37 on pages 10 13 below.

7. Dionisopoulos, P.A. & Ducat, C.R., 'The Riqht to privacy',
I1976. West Publishing Co. St. Paul, Minn.]r @ 20 See generally:
Blousteint 8.J., rPrivacy, Tort Law and constitution: rs warren
and Brandeisr Tort Petty and unconstitutional as well?', (1968) 46

fn. 16 ) per te J.; T lme Inc. v.
U.S. 374 (1967), @ 380 per Brennan J; Ka ven, H. , Pr vacy in
Tort Law Were Warren and Brandeis Wrong?r ( 1966 ) 31 L. &
Contemp. Probs. 326, @ 327

Tex. L. Rev. 611, G

469 (7975), @ 487 (

612¡ Cox Broadcastin Cor v. Cohn,

B. Barron, J.H., 'Warren and Brandeis, The Right to
Harv. L. Rev. 193 ( 1890 ) : Demystifying a Landmark
(1979) l3 Suffolk L. Rev. 875, @ 877

420 u. s.
Hi11, 385

Privacyr 4
Citation',
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Warren and Brandeisr article has become something of a'bible'to

the advocates of privacy. Because of this, it is necessary to

examine the article for both its actual- thesis and its effects

upon the political and philosophical discussions of privacy.

This Part examines the political-, or philosophical, interesL(s)

which is (are) characterised, or perhaps perceivedr âs privacy.

This is preliminary to any anaylsis of any regal interest in

privacy. Equally' it is necessary to determine whether it is
possible to isolate any distinct interest or interests, and what

thist ot these, mây be, before examining the concept of privacy

(if there is any such concept).

Much of the influence Warren and Brandeisr article has

literature is attributable toexercised over the

perceptions, and in

political conditions

Because the influence

be, has sometimes

neces sary

Privacyr .

to examine legends which surround 'The right To

which

pr i vacy

some cases misconceptions, about both the

of the 1890's and the authors' intentions.

of these beliefs, wrong as some of them may

overborne the authors' intentions, it is
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1.1. rThe Right to Privacy'

Four legends have grown up around rThe Right to privacy'. some

may be apocryphal.

1 Warren and Brandeis r,vere the first publicists and the first
jurists either to consider the question of privacy or to

advocate its recognition in 1aw.9

Their article was inspired by the outrageous conduct of the

press of the duy,10 and in particular by its treatment of

the Warren famiIy.11

9. eg. WeÍsman, supra n.5, @ 732,rThe first legal scholars...'

2.

10. Cowen , Z ., 'Individual
Publishing Inc. Dobbs Ferry,

Liberty and the Lawr, II977. Oceana
N.Y.l ' G Bo

11. Glancy, D.J., rThe fnvention of the Riqht to Privacy', (1979)
2I Arizona L. Rev. l-, @ Bf ; Wacks, R., 'The Protection of
Privacyr, [1980. Sweet & MaxwelI. London], G I (repeats the myth
of the 'irate father'); Prosser, W., rPrivacyr, (1960) 4B Calif.
L. Rev. 383, @ 383, 423. An Alternative explanation by Hutton,
E.J., Nehra, K.S., and Sastri, D.S., rThe Right of privacy in the
United States , Great Britain, and Tndiar , in Cì-aude , P. , ( ed. ) ,
'Comparative Human Rightsr, []970. John Hopkins Press. Baltimorel
I27 | esp @ 130, was Brandeis hras annoyed by intrusions into his
life.
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6

Judge Cooley had earl-ier defined privacy as the right'to be

1et alone ' .12

4. Warren and Brandeis adopted Judge Cooley's definition.l3

Most of these statements are false. They

consideration since they go to the heart of

dot

the

however, warrant

notion of privacy

as it is most commonly perceived in both

and the common law cases.

Anglo-American I iterature

I. 1. l. The first publicists

The right rto be let alone' which Warren and Brancleis

contemplated appears to have been forged out of an amalgam of two

distinct interests: what 'The Nation' had described as the

"'natural- and inalienable"l4 ri.ght of everybody to keep his

12. Cooley, T.M., rA Treatise on the Law of Torts', I1888. 2nd.
ed. Callaghan & Co. Chicagol , @ 29 . Eg. Samuels, G. ,
'fnfringements of Individual privacy', (1972) 2 Med. J. of Aust.
355 ' G 355. Madgwick, D. , 'Privacy under Attack' , t1968. NCCL.
Londonl, G 3; Kacedan, 8.W., 'The Right of Privacy', (1932) 12
Boston. U. L. Rev. 353, 600, @ 355 (esp. @ fn. 2) ¡ and Dworkin,
G., rPrivacy and the Lawr, in Young, J.B. (ed), 'Privacy', []978.
John Wiley & Sons. Chichesterl, 113, esp. G 114.

13. Eg.
Privacy I

rPrivacy
98 Am. U

Seipp, D.J., rEnglish Judicial Recognition of A Right to
(f 983) 3 Ox. J. Leg. Studies 325, G 328; and Pipe, G.R.,
Establ-ishing Restrictions in Government Inquíry', (1969)
L. Rev. 516, G 521.

14. In quotes
I ndependence ?

in the original.
Or perhaps an

A reference
i nvocat ion

to the Declaration of
of natural rights
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affairs to himself...¡'15 and the right of a person to 'immunity
in his home against the prying eyes of government and the

protection of person, property and papers against even the

processes of the 1aw, except in a few specified casesrrl6 which

cooley had identified. Both writers and courts of law had

addressed themselves to these issues before Warren and Brandeis

published their article.

( i ) Publicists

As early as 1869 rThe Nationr, one of the most infruential

American periodicals of its day, had taken issue with tax-

assessor's records. It saw them as infringing a personrs right to

'keep his affairs to himsel-f ' . 17 Godkin, the editor of 'The

Nationr, was also a consistently vocal critic of the (a1leged)

excesses of the press and the percieved diminution of privacy.lB

thinking?

15.
453 |

16. CooleyrT.M., rA Treatise on
which Rest Upon the Legislative
American Union', 11927. 8th ed. by
Co. Bostonl, G 610-611.

rThe Way It Ought Not to be Collectedr, (1869) 9 The Nation
@ 4s3.

the Constitutional- Limitations
Power of the States of the
W. Carrington. Little Brown &

I7 Supra n. 15.

18. Edwin L.
for 3B years.

Godkin, was editor of the Nation and Evening
Others critics included Henry James (novelist),

Pos t
who
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In LBB0, he addressed himself to what Henry

'newspaperization' . 19 Godkin warned:

the community has a great deal to fear from

may be called excessive publicity t ot rather

the loss by individuals of the right

privacy. 2o

He repeated these fears in JuIy 1890, five months

and Brandeis published their article.2l

James termed

what

from

to

before Warren

Glancy,22 among

which provided

othersr23 suggested that it hras Godkin's article

the inspiration for Warren and Brandeis a claim

used (coined?) the term 'newspaperized' in his preface to 'The
Reverberator, Madame de Mauves, A Passimate Pilgrim and Other
Tales', t(1908) 1936. Charles Scribner's Sons. N.Y.l, @ xv; John
Bascom (philosopher and one time president of the University of
Wisconsin), who mourned excesses of the press in 'Public Press and
Personal Rightsr, (fBB4) 4 Educ. 604t esp. @ 604-605; and Camp,
editorial, rJournalÍsts and Newsmongers', (1890) 40 (July) Century
It4agazine 313, @ 315, calLed for laws to better protect 'private
rights and public morals'.

19. Ibid. See also Godkin, E.L., rLibel and Its Legaì- Remedy',
(LBB0) 12 J. Soc. Sci. 69

20. rbid. @ 82

2I. Godkin, 8.L., rThe Rights of the Citizen
Reputation' , (July 1890 ) B Scribers Magazine
Brandeis' article (supra n.1) was published on l5

IV To his Own
58; Warren and
December 1890.

22. Glancy, supra n. 11, @ 9 et. seq.

23. Eg. Adams , E. , rThe Right
Law of Libel-r , ( 1905 ) 39 Am. L
esp.@BB7-BBB.

the Relation to the
Barron, supra n. I,

to Privacy and
Rev. 37, @ 37;
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which Brandeis specifically rejected.24 Glancy noted that Warren

and Brandeis had rexpressly disavowed the suggestion that the

Godkin article' had prompted them to write theirs. However,

Glancy suggested that rGodkin's influence on Warren and Brandeis

is apparent in numerous ways'.25 In so doing, Glancy relied upon

the fact that both articles contained a:

sweeping panorama of the historical development of

human sens i t ivity, culminat ing in the right to

privacy.26

( ii ) Jurists

Whilst the writers hrere particularly concerned with unwanted

publicity and the disclosure of 'private' informationr2T the

nineteenth century courts had been confronted with an increasing

24. Glancy, supra n. 11, @ 9, fn. 49, quoting from Urofsky,
& Levy, D.W., (eds), 'Letters of Louis D. Brandeis:
Reformer' , Vo1ume 1 ( 1807 1907 ) , [197]. State Univ. N. Y. l
@ 302-303. Letter from L.D. Brandeis, 8 Apri1, 1905 and
from S.D. Warren to L.D. Brandeis, 10 April, 1905.

M.I.,
Ilrba n

r eSP.
Letter

25. G1ancy, supra n. 11, @ 9.

26. rbid.

27. Holbrook, J.,rTen Years Among the MaiI Bags' (notes from the
diary of a special agent of the Post Office Department), [1888.
Loomis National Library Assoc. N.Y.l, @ 6: 'The laws of the land
are intended not only to preserve the person and material property
of every person sacred from intrusion, but to secure the privacy
of his thoughtsr so far as he sees fit to withhold them from
others. I
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number of compl-aints of intrusions into, and interferences with
the enjoyment of, property, both real and personal.

During the nineteenth century, courts dealt with an increasing
number of cases in which defendants' actions or behaviour
evidentry went beyond a simple trespass and in some sense

affronted the then prevalent conception of the enjoyment of
property. ïn some circumstances, courts, at least in America,
appear to have offered protection to persons against interferences
with their personal affairs. The views of one American court in
1831 exemplified this in respect of real_ property. According to
the judge:

No man has the right to pry into the secrecy of
your O\^/n home.28

rn IB74 ' Judge Cooley articulated what he sar^r to be the purpose of
the Michigan constitutional prohibition on unreasonable search and

seizure. In doing so he appeared to extend the legaI protection
traditionally accorded to property to some situations involvinq
individual-s:

28. C ommonweal-th v. Lovett, 6 Pa. L.J.R. 226 (1831), @ 227. The
attitude. See eg.Engl i sh courts appear to have taken a similar

Merest es . v. Harve , (1814) 5 Taunt 442, 443¡ I2B E.R. 76I, Gper G bbs C. re erring to an intruder who rwalks up and down
in while the ownerbefore the window of [a] house, and looks

is at dinner'. In that case the court upheld an award of damagesfor trespass against the defendant who had entered theplaintiff's property 'searchi.g, hunting, and beating for game'
( Id ) . The relationship between the interest protected by theaction for trespass and privacy is discussed below in chaptei I1.



to

and

upon

I1

make sacred privacy of the citizen's dwelling
person against everything but process issued

a showing of legal cause for invading it.29

The views expressed by Bradley J. in the u.s. supreme court in
1BB6 were consistent with this expandinq notion of the

inviolability of property and the incipient protection it could

provide to personal affairs.30 ln an extensive discussion of the

sanctity of private property, Bradrey J. quoted at ì-ength from

Lord Camden I s condemnation of general warrants in Entick v

Carrinaton.3l Prefacing his quotatíons with the statement that

Lord Camden's:

great judgment is considered as one of the

landmarks of Enqlish liberty the true and

ultimate expression of constitutional 1aw, it may

be conf idently asserted that i ts propos i t ions \^/ere

in the minds of those who framed the Fourth

Amendment to the IU.S. ] ConsLitution ,. ..32

29. Wiemer v. Bunbury, 30 Mich . 20 1 ( 1874 Michigan Supreme
Michigan State Constitution, Art. VI, s.
lie in the treatment of the person as

Court), @ 208, discussing
26. The explanation may
property.

30. Boyd v. U.S., 1I6 U.S.616 (1886), opinion of the court read
617 -638 .by Bradley J., esp. @

31 . Entick v. Carrington ( 1765 ) 19
[1558-I774] efl E.R. Rep. 4L.

32. Supra n. 30, @ 626-627.

Howell's State Trials 1029;
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Judge Bradley quoted from Lord Camdenrs judgment:

The great end for which men entered into society

\^/as to ensure their property By the l-aws of

England, every invasion of private property, be it

ever so minute, is a trespass . where private

papers are removed and carried away the secret

nature of those goods will be an aggravation of the

trespass, and demand more considerable damages in

that respect.33

Judge Bradley concluded:

IL is not the breaking of his doors, and the

rummaging of his drawers ' that constiLutes the

essence of the offence; but it is the invasion of

his indefeasible right of personal security'

personal liberty and private property, where that

right has never been forfeited by his conviction of

some public offence.34

This was a property-based notion of privacy which encompassed both

real and personal property. This property-orientation is further

emphasised by the report of an homicide trial by 'The Chicago

Mail' newspaper in 1890. Discussing the acquittal of a man

33. rbid. , @ 627-628. The
increase in damages is also
227t text accompanying n. 2.

possibility that there will-
noted in below in chapter 1

be an

' PaQe1

34
esp.

Ibid., G 630. See also
per Marston C.J. G I49.

De May v. Roberts, 9 N.W. I46 (1881),
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charged over his shooting of an official who had forcibly entered

the defendantts home \,vithout a warrant, the ne!ìrspaper commented:

Any citizen has a right to defend his privacy to

whatever extent he may find necessary...35

These views may have been extreme even in their day. (It appears

fromrThe Chicago Mail'report that the defendant may have been

convicted on a previous occasion.36) However, it is impossible

to ignore the evidence: privacy' property-oriented as it may have

been, was far from being an alien value in the late 1800rs. rn a

recent article, one writer examined the nineteenth century law

with respect to privacy. The concl-usion is interesting:

The picture that emerges by 1890 is one of ample

and explicit protection of privacy in its own

right ' 37

35.
Maill

rA Man I s House His Castle' ,
(newsp.), (1890) 9(15) Public

reproduced from'The Chicago
Opinion 342, @ 342.

36. rbid. G 342. 'a fresh decision by Judge Collins'.

37. Note, rThe Right to Privacy in Nineteenth Century America',
( l98l ) 94 Harv. L. Rev. 1892 ' @ 1894. But cf. Zelermyer , vI. ,
'Invasion of Privacy' , [1959. Syracuse Univ. Press. N. Y. ] ¡ @ 25:
'The searcher may find an occasional reference to privacy in cases
decided before 1890, but today there is veritable agreement that,
as currently conceived, the right of privacy owes its inception to
the brilliance of an article published in that yearr.
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I.I.2. Conduct of the press

Barron examined the newspapers from LBS3 to 1891 in detaiI.3B He

was ah/are that this was the era of the'ye11ow press'and the

emergence of scandal sheets. Barron was aware of the difficul-ties
inherent in any attempt to revaluate, through the eyes of the

hypothetical nineteenth-century reasonable man, the press-privacy

confLict in Boston' in the I890 ' =.39 However, Barron does not

appear to have been as satisfied as Glancy that the

disgust at excessive newspaper discussion of

private matters had grown into a sense of outrage

at yeIlow journalism's encroachments on the private

lives of individuals.40

Barron emphatically rejected the suggestion that the Warren family

had been the victim of intrusive publicity.4l However, Zimmerman

suqgested that the authors may have taken exception to what she

described as 'restrained' reports in two newspaper gossip columns

describing the wedding breakfast which Warren had held for a

cousin and her new husband.42

38. Barron, supra n. B

39. rbid., @ BB4.

40. Glancy, supra n. 11' @ 10.

4I. Barron, supra n. B, G 891-907.

42. Zimmerman, D.L.,
[¡üarren and Brandeis's

'Requiem For A
Privacy Tortr ,

Heavyweight: A Farewell To
(f983) Ae Cornel-I L. Rev.
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Barron also refuted the suggestion that there had been. an

offensive report of the wedding of Warrenrs daughter. At most,

the daughter could have been only seven years of age in 1890.43

Criticism of the press seems to have been common in the Ìatter
part of the nineteenth centurjz.44 It may be that Warren and

Brandeis simply wished to contribute their ideas to the

contemporary debate. Alternatively, Glancy may have been correct

when she suggested that their motive may have been partially

commercial: an attempt to advertise the name of the firm.45

Barron offered an unflattering conclusion:

The unromantic reality appears to be that the

origin of the Warren-Brandeis article lies to a

great extent in the hypersens itivity of the

patrician lawyer-merchant and verbal facility and

29I, @ 296. See also Barron, supra n. B, G 893 894.

43. Barron, supra n. B, G 893. This explanation was
several writers. See f or eg. Kal-ven, supra n. '7 |
Prosser, supra n. 11, G 383.

advanced by
@ 329, and

44. Barron, supran. B, G BB9 et seq. Glancy, supra n. 11, G l0
et seq. Emery, E. , 'The Press and America' , 11972. 3rd ed.
Prentice-Hal1. N.J.l, G 695 noting the widespread criticism of the
journal-ism. Rutland, R.4., rThe Newsmongers: Journalism in the
Life of the Nation 1690-I972', 11973. Dial Press. n.Y.l; Tebbel,
J . , rThe Compact History of the American Newspaperr , [ 1963 .
Hawthorn Books Inc. N. Y. I .

45. Glancy, supran. 11, @ b
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ideological ambival-ence of his friend and former

law partner.46

It is futile to ascribe a motive to Warren and Brandeis today.

The standards by which to assess publications have changed in the

past century so that a publication which today is viewed as beinq

innocuous may have been viewed as offensive in 1890.47 The

evidence is ambivalent. Perhaps they rea1ly \^Jere concerned about

'newspapermongering'.48 It is evident that'newspapermongering'

was a serious matter at that time. Whatever its motivation, the

artic.l-e must stand on its own merits.

The Warren and Brandeis article occupies the central place in the

English language privacy literature. It may be, for the reasons

discussed earlier, that its importance has been unjustifiabty

exaggerated. However, it must stand or fal1 upon its intrinsic

merits. It is too important an articl-e to be explained away as a

product of offensive ne!üspaper (or 'yellow press') journalism, or

viewed as merely an expression of outrage. It may have been

intended as such but the evidence in support of this is

equivocal. Even if this v¡as its object' numerous writers,

46 Barron, supra n. B , G 907. Warren & Brandeis
partners from IB79 to 18B9 when Warren retired
partnership to manage the family business after his
death. But the firm name was not changed until 1897.

47. Barron' ibid' @ 89I 907, also makes this point.

had been
from the

father's

48. Camp, supra n. lB, @ 315
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reconstructed it
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its authors in his judicial pronouncements, have

into an articul-ation of general principle.

1.1.3. Judge Cooleyrs definition

Judge Cool-ey used the phrase rto be let alone'.49 He did not

offer this as a definition of privacy. He used it in the context

of an analysis of assault, in reference to personal security. He

was referring to neither of the earlier mentioned interests:

neither to freedom from publicity nor to security against

governmental intrusion.50 As confirmed by reference to battery,

he was simply referring to the correlative of the law of assaul-t

and battery: the 'right' of persons to be free of the fear of

personal harm and the fear of bodily injury.

It is ccrtainly possible to extend this thesis to justify the

protection of privacy. lVarren and Brandeis may have been

j ust i fied in doing so. However, this invofves a cons iderable

extension. In a sense, Warren and Brandeis appear to have used

Cooley twice-over.

49, 'A Treatise on the Law of Torts', supra n. l- 2, @ 29.

50. This point is also emphasised
the Community: Lessons from the
CSIRO, Australial, @ 18.

by Finighan, W.R., 'Privacy in
American Experience' , l197B,
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In the first instance' Warren and Brandeis relied upon Cooley's

analysis of assault and its correlative the freedom from

assaulL to identify the right to be free from harm. In the

second instance¡ they relied upon this initial premise as evidence

of the correctness of their conclusion: that the law \^ras

developÍng in such a v/ay as to protect the right to enjoy life.

Glancy suggested that Warren and Brandeis had viewed 'the right to

privacy'as both an important attribute of, as weIl as a vital
protection for, individualism.5l rhis is consistent with their

duaL use of Cooleyrs thesis.

At one level, Warren and Brandeis treated the freedom from assaulL

as being a minimal condition for the enjoyment of l-ife, and

assumed that the content of what should be defined as an'assault'

would expand beyond the fear of merely physical harm. At the

second level, and simultaneously, Warren and Brandeis seem to have

viâwed the individual as being defined by something more than mere

physical immunity.

Warren and Brandeis appear to have invoked these two assumptions

to justify their final premises that the law of assault would

expand to provide protection to the individual; and that it wouÌd

be possible to maintain, or retain, individualism, and thus to

enjoy life in a manner analoqous to the Lockian state of nature,

only if the Iaw were to provide protection to and support for

51. Glancy, supra n. 11, @ 22.
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individualsr control over their 'thoughts, sentiments and emotions

personal appearance, sayings r acts, and personal

relations, domestic or otherwise. t 52

The passage from CooleyrsrTreatise on the Law of Torts'to which

Warren and Brandeis referred in their article reads as follows:
Personal immunity. The right to one's person may

be said to be a right of complete immunity: to be

let alone. The corresponding duty is, not to

inflict an injury, and not, within such proximity

as might render it successful, to attempt the

infliction of an injury . There is consequently

abundant reason in support of the rule of law which

makes the assault a legal wrong, even though no

battery takes pIace.53

Judge Cooley extended the notion of injury to encompass the fear

of injury within the law of assault itself an extension of the

law of battery. He consciously extended the notion of personal

injury, and its correlative, personal immunity, to include matters

other than actual bodiJ-y harm. His focus hras upon freedom from

injury, and freedom from fear of injury, rather than upon the

enjoyment of life in the expanded sense for which Warren ancl

Brandeis are nor{r seen as authority.

52. Warren and Brandeis,
Glancy, supra n. 1I, @ 22 et

supra n. I, @ I9B,2I3. See also
sêe, on this point.

53. Supra n. 12, @ 29 (Cooley's emphasis).
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This point is underlined by cooley's use of the term privacy. in
his 'TreaLise on Constitutional Limitations'.54 He used the term

in the context of an extensive discussion of the importance of the

security of person and private property against search and seizure
during which he referred at length to Lord camden's judgment

(noted above).55

lVarren and Brandeis recognised this in their article. They noted

that 'it has been found necessary from time to time to define anew

the exact nature and extent' of the tfu11 protection' to person

and property which they claimed \4¡as provided by the common law.56

They described the action of assault as having grown out of the

action for battery; the 1aw of nuisance as having deveì-oped in
order to protect persons I against offensive noises and odors

Isic] ' ;57 and the law of sl-ander and IibeI as developing to
protect reputation. According to Warren and Brandeis this latter
development was particularly significant. It \,/as evidence that:

regard for human emotions extended the scope of

54. Cooley, T.M
Which Rest Upon
Union', supra n.

. I rA Treatise on The
The Legislative Power
16.

Constitutional
of the States

Limi tat ions
of American

55. Ibid. , vol.1, @ 610-636. See
nn. 3L-34, @ page 11 et seq.

earlier discussion accompanying

56. Warren & Brandeis, supra n. I, @ 193.

57. rbid., G 194.



personal immunity

individual.5B

2I

beyond the body of the

Warren and Brandeis

greater protection.

commented:

se i zed

They

upon

did

thi s

this

expansion to posit
quite explicitly.

even

They

Recent inventions and business methods call
attention to the next step which must be taken for
the protection of the person, and for securing to
the individual what Judge Cooley calls the right

"to be let alone".59

1. 1.4. lùarren and Brandeis I argument

Warren and Brandeis explicitly adopted Coo1ey's phrase 'to be let
alone' . They did not proffer it as a definition of privacy. They

used it, as Sparkes noted,

precisely as Cooley tdidl : as a

characterisation of that general right to immunity

and protection which it is the business of the Law

to protect. They argue Id] that the right to

privacy should be recognised "as a part of the more

58 . rbid.

¡

59. rbid, @ 195.
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general right to immunity of the person'

right to one's personality".60

the

In a sense, the authors seem to have expanded the notion of injury

rather than the notion of immunity. Cooley had expanded the

notion of injury to include the fear of injury. Warren and

Brandeis further expanded the notion of fear of injury from merely

fear of bodily harm to include fear of injury to intangibles, such

as fear of interference with 'civi1 privileges' , I It] houghts 
'

emotions, and sensations' .61 Accordinqly, they expanded the

notion of immunity of the person ItoJ the right to one's

personal íty' .62

In Warren and Brandeis' article, the 'right to be 1et alone' \n¡as

equated with the right to en joy lif e. Privacy ' they argued ' \^¡as

one of the attributes of the enjoyment of Iife.63 Consequentl-Yr

it was necessary to protect privacy in order to secure the right

to enjoy life.

quotation is from Warren and60. Sparkes, supra n
Brandeis, supra n.1
and Its Legal Protect
@ 46.

. 3,
,@
iont,

@ 63. The
207. See

[1975, D
also Gavison' R.E., 'PrivacY

Phil. (unpublish. ), Oxfordl,

61. Warren & Brandeis, supra n. 1' @ r93 195.

62. Ibid, @ 207. In a sense, their article may be seen as an
exemplar of the common law tradition: the development of new
rights and causes of action by the expansion of otherwise
recognised, but not necessarily related, 1ega1 remedies.

63. rbid., @ 207
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Warren and Brandeis appear to have approached their argument from

two premises neither of which they considered it justified in

any detail. On the one hand, they assumed that the common law was

designed to protect the individual from harm. On the other hand,

they assumed that the object of the common law was to regulate

society to promote the maximum enjoyment of life. They regarded

these two premises as being the obverse of each other. They

assumed that the reason why people should be protected from harm

hras to promote the maximum enjoyment of life.

fn a sense, Warren and Brandeis appear to have relied upon a third

premise to justify these first two assumptions. They assumed that

the common law readiJ-y adapted to changed circumstances. In this,

they appear to have been influenced by the emerging views espoused

by some American jurists of the time. As they stated it:

PoIitical, social, and economic changes entail the

recognition of nev/ rights, and the common 1aw, in

its eternal youth' gro\^ts to meet the demands of the

society.64

Vrlarren and Brandeis' schematic depiction of the interests which

they saw as requiring protection \¡¡as never intended to stand

simply as an argument for the adoption of any particular

definition of privacy. They argued that the common 1aw inevitably

responded to the changing social, political and economic

conditions; and that it \¡/as thus inevitable that it would develop

64. rbid., @ 193.
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people's feelings and their enjoyment of life in

the more prosaic elements of person and property.

Pratt took exception to this. Asserting that 'the authors'

rhetoric exceeds their logi c' ,6 5 he accused Warren and Brandeis

of glibly sliding from the right to life to the right to enjoy

Ii.f e. This may be so. rn Australia and England, the common law

has not developed in the way that Warren and Brandeis envisaged;

and it may be that it was not doing so in 1890. However, Warren

and Brandeis' article v/as a product of American jurisprudence

rather of than English legaI theory.

Warren and Brandeis' argument was not that the common 1aw was

developing so as to protect pri.vacyr defined as being'let alone'.

Rather, their argument took the following scheme: (i) as a matLer

of history, the common law has evolved to protect an j-ncreasingly

wide range of interests; ( i i ) it \4tas developing to protect a

general right to enjoy Iife as well as the right to life itself;

(iii) the 'right to be let alone' was an essential attribute of

the enjoyment of Iif e; (iv) tfre recognition of privacy $¡as one of

the elements of the enjoyment of life because one of the ways in

which people were 1et alone was by the recognition of their

privacy; theref ore ( v ) the common l-aw would evol-ve to protect

,65. Pratt,
Londonl , @

Warren and

W.F.' Pr vacy nBr ta n t97 Assoc. U n Iv.
the general thrust
@ 20-2I.

Pres s .
of the20. For a discussion of

Brandeis argument' see esp.
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privacy because this l¡/as one of the elements of the right to be

Iet al-one.66

Pratt claimed that Lhe f irst and second premises were \^¡rong. He

may be correct in this. Writing eighty-one years after Warren and

Brandeis publ ished their article, Fleming remarked that there

\^tefe:

many situations ín which a person is left without

redress against conduct drastically violating
prevailing standards of taste and propriety.6T

Pratt may have taken Warren and Brandeis I rhetoric rather more

seriously than the authors had intended. They contented that the

right 'to be let al-oner would develop into the right to enjoy

life. However, they did not use the two phrases inter-changeably.

Consequently, the fact that the right to Iife may in some

circumstances conflict with the right 'to be let alone', as Pratt

noted, does not prove Lhat Warren and Brandeis v/ere *ro.tg.68

Warren and

which the

Brandeis did not equate

recognition of privacy

privacy with the ultimate goal

was supposed to promote. The

66. See Kacadan, supra n. 12, for a discussion of the early
English and American cases which Kacadan considered reflected the
'adaptability of Lhe common law' ( ibid' @ 354 ) . Warren and
Brandeis may be assumed to have been famíliar with at l-east some
of these cases.

67. Fleming, J.G. , rThe Law of Tortsr , lI97I. 4th.ed. , Law Book
Co. Sydneyl, @ 532.

68. Pratt, supra n. 65, @ 2I.
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authors equated being'let alonerwith privacy only to the extent

that they considered it was possible to'be let alone'only when

privacy \¡/as secured. They viewed privacy as being an attribute of

personal immunity. A person's immunity would be infringed equally

by an interference with privacy and an assaul-t. Consequently, to

the extent that privacy was not respected, the right 'to be let

alone | \nlas inf ringed.

This was not because the authors regarded the two interests as one

and the same. They viewed the protection of privacy as being

necessary for the enjoyment of Iife: an interference with a

person's privacy \^/as as much an interf erence with that person's

rightrto be let alone' as was an ordinary assault or battery.

rncorrect as it is, the belief that Warren and Brandeis (if not

Judge Cooley) Oefined privacy as the right to be let alone runs

deep.69 It is reinforced by Brandeis' reiteration of this phrase

'right to be let alone' in his much publicised dissent in Olmstead

v. tI.s.70 ThaL case concerned the admissibility of evidence

obtained by an i11ega1 telephone tapping an action Justice

69. See eg. Emerson, T.I., 'The Right to Privacy and Freedom of
the Pressr, (1979) 14 Harv. C. R. C. L. L. Rev. 329 | G 338:
'Warren and Brandeis, going back to Thomas Cooleyt originally
defined privacy as a broad "right to be let alone"'i Schafer, A. ,
'Privacy: A Philosophical overview', in Gibson, D. (ed. ),
'Aspects of Privacy Law" [1980. Butterworths. Toronto], L, @ 6.

70. Olmstead v. U.S. , 277 U.S. 438 (1928), esp. @ 478-479.
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Brandeis described as an

Government upon the Privacy of

runjustifiable intrusion by

the individual...'71

the

Warren and Brandeis appear to have assumed that the right'to be

let alone'was one of the interests which is fundamental to the

existence of what they regarded as a liberal political system. To

the extent that they viewed the recognition of privacy as a

logical pre-condition for the recognition of a comprehensive right

'to be let alone' , the recognition of privacy itself was regarded

as fundamental to the existence of a Iiberal political system,

just as \^/as the freedom from assauLt or arbitrary arrest.

Consequently, the authors appear to have viewed the legal

recognition of privacy as a pre-condition for, or at least an

attribute of, the legal recognition of a right'to be let alone'.

This was not because Warren and Brandeis viewed privacy as co-

extensive with'being 1et alone'. They appear to have viewed the

tegal recognition of privacy as being "necessary" to secure the

right I to be let alone' in the same way as the 1egal right to

marry may be viewed (by some) as being "necessary" to the leqal

recognition of the right to found a family.

The right 'to be let alone' was

universaJ. maxim, to follow Sparkes

terminology.T2 rt is the principle

consequently treated as the

in the adoption of Kantian

which Brandeis saw as being

7r. rbid., @ 478.

72. Sparkes, supra n. 3, @ 66 et seq.
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fundamental- to the U.S. Bill of Rights;73 and which Warren and

Brandeis had earlier seen as underrying any system of civil or

criminal 1aw which purported to protect individuals from the

abusive exercise of power by either government or fellow
citizens.

73. See eg. Pollak, L.H., rThe Right to be
Penn. Bar Association J. 399¡ and Griswold,
Let Aloner, (1960) 55 Wis. U.L. Rev. 2L6.

Let Al-one' , (1967 )
E.N., rThe Right to

38
be
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CHAPTER 2

PRIVACY: DTSCRETE INTEREST OR UNIVERSAL MAXIM?

The phrase'to be let alone'is patently inapt as a definition of
privacy. It is 'absurdly wide' ;1 and far exceeds any

interest (s ) or right ( s ) which could reasonabì.y be claimed by any

individual living in an organised society' .2 There are few

interests (or rights) which might not be contained within this
description: an assault is pre-eminently a case of not letting a

person alone. Further, as Pratt noted, the right to be rlet

al-one'may sometimes confrict with the right to rife itself.3

Freund described

lega1 concept' .4

be let alone' is

privacy defined

It is difficult

far too expansive to

in this way as 'too greedy a

to disagree. The phrase 'to
be a functional- juristic

L. Sparkes ¡ A.W; ,
Privacyr, (198f) 20

'The Right to be Let Alone: A Viol_ation of
A.S.L.P.58, @ 69.

2. rReport of the
Younger 11972, HMSO,

Committee on Privacy', Chairman Sir Kenneth
Londonl , Cmnd . 5012 t @ 10, para . 37 .

3. Pratt, W.F., rPrivacy in Britain', 11979. Assoc. Univ. press.
Londonl , @ 2I.

4. Freund, P.A,., rPrivacy: One Concept or Many', in Nomos XflI,
Pennock, J.R., & Chapman, J.W. (eds. ), rPrivacyr, II971. Atherton
Press. N.Y.l, I82, @ L92.
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concept. It is reflective of the European 'right of personality'

embodied in the American Bill of Rights, which, in turn, reflects

the influence of the French enlightenment.

Warren and Brandeis were conscious of the breadth of the phrase

'to be let alone'. As was noted previously, they advocated the

recognition of privacy to secure the Inext step' in the

development of a legal system which had as its object the securing

to the individual of the right I to be let al-one' .5

Griswol-d acknowledged this when he described the 'right to be let

aLone' as the 'underlying theme' of the American Bill of

Rights.6 However, some writers have taken Warren and Brandeis

1itera1ly. DonaId Madgwick described the right to privacy as

stated 'in its simplest form r ... the "right to be let

alone't.j t

Nonetheless, the phrase has begun to colonize. In I973, Justice

Douglas of the U.S. Supreme Court claimed:

5. See discussion at pages 2I 28 above, esp. n. 59.

L.
6. Griswold, E.N., rThe Riqht to be Let Al-one', (1960) 55 Nw U

Rev. 216, esp. @ 2I7.

7. Madgwick, D., rPrivacy under Attack', [1968. N.C.C.L.
Londonl, @ 3. Madgwick cites in support of this proposition'Judge
Cooley: Torts , 2nd ed, IBBB. ' See also LeBlâng, J. D. , I fnvasion
of Privacy: Medical Practice and the Tort of Intrusion', (1979) lB
Washburn L. J. 205, @ 205¡ Unterberget t G.M., rThe Right of
Privacy', (1940) 5 Missouri L. J. 343, @ 344.
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the right "to be let alone" ... includes the

privilege of an individual to plan his ov/n affairs,

for, "outside of plainly harmfuI conduct, every

American is left to shape his ohrn life as he thinks

best, do what he pleases, go where he ÞIeases."B

other courts have seen 'the right to be let alone' as a core

concept of Iiberty. They have seen it as providing 'totaI
personal immunity from governmental control' ,9 and the freedom

to do as one pleases ' subject only to the rights and welfare of

other members of society.l0 (This appears to be precisely how

Brandeis sa\4r the right: as a universal maxim. )

This !{as recognised by the Massachusetts' Supreme Judicial Court

in an advisory opinion delivered in Ig7B. The court suqqesteO

that the US Supreme Court had extended the (American )

constitutional rzones of privacy' :

B. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (I973) | per Douglas J. (conc. ), @

Kent v. Dulles, 357 U.S. 116, e 126.2L3 | quoting from

9. Ravin v. State 537 P 2d. 494
Breese v

( 1975. AIaska ) r
smirh 501 P. 2d.

G 500 per
I59 (197s.Rabinowitz C.J., quoting from

Àlaska).

10. Ravin v. State,
State ex re1. Zander

ibid. , @ 509,
v. District

per Rabinowitz C.J. ;
Court of the Fourth

see also
Judicial

District of the State of Montana, 591 P. 2d.
and subsequently filed opinion per Shea J. ,
privacy point, 594 P. 2nd 273¡ and Botelho, B.
The Right to Privacy', (L976) 12 Willamette L.

656 (1979. Mont. ) ,
dissenting on the

M., rState v Ravin:
J. 394.
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only to fundamental matters relating to marriage,

procreation, contraception, family relationships

and child-rearing and education.ll

As Artz commented, the qual-ifier 'only' seems to understate the

usage of the 'zones of privacy' .12 The American courts have

developed a wide ranging body of case-l-aw concerning what ArLz

caIled 'decisionaL privacy' - the freedom of personal choice.

This category of cases seems to be primarily concerned with

autonomy . I 3

Some legislatures appear to have been as taken with the phrase'to

be let alone' as have some of the courts. The Florida (State)

Constitution was amended in I980 to include the following

provÍs ion :

Right of Privacy. - Every natural person has the

right to be Iet alone and free from governmental

intrusion into his private life, except as

otherwise provided herein. This section shall- not

be construed to limit the public's right of access

1I. Opinion of the Justices
Massachusettsl to the Senate,
(r978), @ Bt8.

Iof the Supreme
375 Mass 795¡

Judicial
376 N.E.

Court of
2d. 810

12. Artz, D.E., rPrivacy
rnformational and Decisional
@ r93 - 199.

Massachusetts :
( 1986 ) 70 Mass.

Law in
RighLs I 

,
Territorial,
L. Rev. 173,

13. rbid., @ 193.
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to public records and meetings as provided by

taw.14

This development has justified Davis' criticism that privacy,

viewed essentially as the right to be let alone, is nothing more

than a distillate of other more explicit causes of action: a

'sociological notion and not a jural concept aL all'.15 However,

it does not follow from the fact that it is not a jural concept

that it may not become one.

Davis' criticism rests upon the assumption that Warren and

Brandeis were intending to create a specific jural concept. It is

noL certain that this h¡as their intention. As h/as noted above r ârì

analysis of the socio-political foundation of privacy is

preliminary to an analysis of a legal right to privacy. It is

arguable that Warren and Brandeis were merely attempting to sketch

the broad thrust of the development of the 1aw: to identify the

directions in which the law should develop. Despite having noting

the limits which should constrain their 'right to privacy' , t-he

authors did not attempt to formulate a precise cause of action.

14. Fl-orida Constitution , art I, sect . 23, passed by a 603
majority of the voters on 4 November 1980. See generally Cope,
G.8., 'A 0uick Look at Florida's New Right of Privacyr, (1081) 55
FIa. B. J. 12¡ and Jackson, J.S., rlnterpreting Fl-orida's New
Constitutional- Right of Privacyr, (198I) 33 Univ. F1a. L. Rev.
565.

l-5. Davis, F
s.D.L.R. I, G

'What Do We Mean by "Right to Privacy"?', (1959) 4

19.
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Nonetheless, if Warren and Brandeis were correct to treat the

recognition of privacy as one of the attributes of a society in

which people have the right to enjoy life in their terms, are

'Iet alone'- then privacy could have been defined as 'being let

alone' only if Warren and Brandeis were defining the ends in terms

of the means. They were not. The authors were arguing for the

'next step' in the development of legaI protection.I6

Privacy must be examined as a component part of 'being let alone',

whether the object is a study of privacy per se or a study of the

ultimate goal a comprehensive right 'to be let alone' as Warren

and Brandeis suggested. However, the object here is an analysis

of the notion of privacy which may be only one element of Warren

and Brandeis I being 'Iet alone' . Adopting, as some have

suggesLed, l7 the phrase 'to be l-et alone' as a definition of

privacy, would amount to an attempt to explain the part by

reference to the who1e.

The international- treatment of privacy

Privacy is one of the interests

Decl-aration of Human Rights and the

Civil and PoliticaI Rights. The word

seems to support this view.

listed in the Universaf

International Covenant on

privacy is used in neither

16. Warren, S. D
( 1890 ) 4 Harv. L
19 20 above.

Brandeis, L. D. ,
I93, @ 195. see

Right to
discussion

Privacyr ,
on pages

and
Rev.

rThe
a1 so

17. See supra n.7. This has also been suç¡gested by
judges. See, for example, the partially dissenting
Judge Walsh in the Dudgeon case, (1982) 45 Series A,

some English
opinion by

judgments a
para. B.decisions of the European Court of Human Rights, @ 4I,
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refer to the

as comprising

entire range of interests

the notion of being tlet

Privacy is merely one of the many interests recognised by the

international human rights instruments which have been adopted by

the Members of the United Nations in an attempt to give substance

to the notion of thuman rights and fundamental freedoms' which

they have undertaken to promote and protect.l9

Strangely enough' adopting this definition would excl-ude from

consideration many of the injuries most commonly compJ-ained of in

the name of privacy. For instance, C's surreptitíously
observation of A in Ars bedroom would be viewed by most people as

a paradigm of privacy intrusion. Yet it may not involve any

abrogation of Ars right to be let alone. Indeed, the object of

the exercise would be to let A alone: to observe A in A's naturaÌ

state as it ".r".20 A would be 'not Iet alone'only if A were

a\^/are of the observat ion.

Compiling

subjectrs

a comprehensive personaì- dossier without the dossier-

knowledge would not automatically interfere with a right

IB. See the discussion of
rights in Part IV below.

the international recognition of human

19. Charter of the united Nations, articles 55(c) c 56.

20. Sparkes, supra n. L, @ 61, offers a similar example.
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'to be let alone' .21 rt could be an invasion of privacy. As

McCloskey pointed out:

Privacy can be totally invaded throughout the whole

of a person's Iif e, \n/ithout his knowledge, without

his liberty being in any h¡ay restricted, and

without the person becoming any less a person qua

Person ' 22

2.r. Some approaches to the definition of privacy

It follows from this that the phrase'to be let al-one'is useless

as a definition. Confronted with this conclusion there are four

different types of responses evident in Lhe literature:
(1) attempts to refine the phrase: to 'repair' its failings;
(2) the adoption of a series of Inon-definitional'

categories in place of the one universal definition;

2I. Any use of the information in the dossi
the subjects of the existence of the dossier, may interfere with
their rightsrto be let alone'. But the compilation or keeping of
the dossier, let alone its use, should probably be viewed as an
invasion of the subject's privacy.

22. McCloskey, H.J
55 Philos , I7, @ 2I

f
rPrivacy and the Right to Privacy', (1980)
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(4)

forswear i ng

attempts to
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the task of

postulate a

def inition

comp 1e te Iy

at aIl-; and/or

new definition.

2.I.L. Refinements of rto be let alonel

The most widely acclaimed of the modifications of the'to be let

alone' formula is the one which was adopted by the Nordic

Conference of Jurists in 1967.23 The variant which they

postulated was:

The Right to Privacy is the right to be let aLone

to live one's o\4rn life with the minimum degree of

interference. In expanded form, this means:

23. Strömholm, S. ( ed ) r 'Right to Privacy and Rights of the
Personality: A Comparative Surveyr, 11967, P.A. Norstedt ç Sðners
Forlag. Stockholml, @ 237. À version of this was adopted in the
I97I proposal by Brian Wal-den see his Riqht of Privacy Bill I97I
(U.K. ) reproduced in Taylor, G.D.S., 'Privacy and the Public',
( 1971 ) 34 Mod. L. Rev. 2BB. This definition has been quoted
extensively in the literature. See for example: Dworkin, G. ,
"Privacy and the Lawr, in Young, J.B. (ed), rPrivacy', [1978. John
Wiley & Sons. Chichesterl, ll3, @ 114; International- Commission of
Jurists, rThe legal protection of privacy: a comparative survey of
ten countries', (I972) 24 fnt. Soc. Sci. J. 4I7, @ 420; Australian
Law Reform Commission, Report No. 11, rUnfair Publication:
Defamation and Privacyr , 1L979. AGPS. Canberral , @ 112 (para.
2I3) ¡ Story, H. , 'Infringement of Privacy and its Remedies' ,
(1973 ) 47 A.L.J. 498, @ 507 et seq. , discussing the Vùalden Bill;
Story, H.,'Aspects of the Rule of Law and the Right of Privacyr,
(f975) 6 Justice (Aust. ICJ) I, @ 3; United Nations Human Rights
Commission on Human Rights, Scientif ic and Technol-ogical
Development, UN Doc. E/CN.4/I028/Add.2 (29 December I970), @ 7¡
and South Australian Law Reform Committee, 'Interim Report
Regarding the Law of Privacy', t30 July I97I. S.A. Law Reform
Committee. Adelaidel, Draft Right of Privacy Billr esp.
definition in c1. 9.
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The right of the individual to lead his own Iife
protected against: ( a ) interference with his
private, famil-y and home life; (b) interference
with his physical- or mental integrity or his moral

or intellectual freedom; (c) attacks on his honour

and reputat ion; (d ) be ing placed in a f al_se I ight;
(e) the disclosure of irrelevant and embarrassing

facts relating to his private life; (f) the use of

his name, identity or likeness; (g ) spying,

watching and besetting; (h) interference with his

correspondence; ( i ) misuse of his private

communicationst wr.itten or oral-,t (j) Aisclosure of

information given or received by him in

circumstances of professional confidence.

Not content with this, the conference nominated a non-exhaustive

list of twelve matters which this definition of the right to
privacy was intended to cover.24

This approach does not appear to be particularly helpful. It

merely describes the various ways in which the conference thought

that privacy might be affected. It does not offer any guide to

what privacy is, nor to how privacy may be defined. To some

extent, this category of rights illustrates the consequences of

treating privacy as an aI1 embracing and generalised right to be

let alone meaning "al-l- things to a1L " people. It is a list of

some obnoxious interferences with the rights of individuals to

24. Strömholm, ibid.
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live as they choose. However, there is not necessarily any common

el-ement between the various injuries.

These attempts to refine the 'being let alone' definition do not

overcome the deficiencies inherent in the attempt to define

privacy in terms of the universal goal which it may promoter âS

was díscussed earlier. It may aggravate those deficiencies by

shifting the focus away from the nature of the interest injured to

the means by which the injury is effected.

ln the foì-lowing pages, in the course of the attempt to formulate

a ne\4t definition of privacy' a distinction is essayed between

injuries to privacy, and injuries to closely related interests.

For the reasons which are given in that discussion, most of the

injuries which the Nordic Conference nominated do not really

affect privacy.

2.I.2. Non-def initional categories

Prosser is traditionally credited with having differentiated the

four distinct injuries which are commonly complained of in the

name of privacy.25 However, his categories fo11ow closely those

25. Prosser, W.L., 'Privacyr, (I960) 48 Ca1if. L.Rev. 383, esp. @

389.
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of an earrier \^/riter. rn 1936, Dickler posturated three

interests:

The unvrarranted, unprivileged, intentional
intrusion on the personal- lives of others so as to
cause them mental distress and/or physical pain

analogous to the Law of trespass.

The unwarranted, unprivileged, inLentional
discl-osure of personal thoughts, habits, manners,

affairs, appearance and history of others so as to
occasion them emotional disturbance analogous to

the 1aw of libel.
The unhrarranted, unprivileged, intentional

appropriation of another's name I Iikeness,
appearance, history or reputation for the purpose

of profit or gain analogous to the l_aw of
property. 26

Prosser nominated four categories.

1. Intrusion upon the plaintiff's seclusion or

solitude r or into his private af fairs.
2. Public disclosure of embarrassing private
facts about the plaintiff.

3. Publicity which places the ptaintiff in a

false light. in the public eye. Iand]

distinct

26. Dickler, G . | 'Right of P rivacy: A Proposed Redefinition',(1936) 70 u.s.L. Rev. 435-456, quoted by Finighan, w.R., 'privacyin the community: Lessons from the American Experience', Il97B.
CSIRO. Australial, @ 32.
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4. Appropriation, for the defendant's advantage,

of the ptaintiff's name or likeness.27

These four categories are little more than a refinement of those

proposed by Dickler.

Like the attempts to refine the phrase being 'let arone' , this
categorisation approach tends to focus attention upon the means by

which any given injury is effected. rn so doing, it obscures the

analysis of the concept as a whole.

This may not be accidental. Prosser concluded that there hras no

s ingle privacy interest. He described his four categories as

being:

tied together by the common name, but otherwise

havIing] almost nothing in common except that each

represents an interference with the right of the

plaintiff to "be let aIone".28

Prosser's categories are unobjectionabl-e, but unhelpful in this
context. (However, these categories are noted in the dicussion in

Part III below. They are illustrative of some of the ways in
which privacy may be invaded, and thus indicate some of the,

27. Prosser, supra n. 25, e 389. Prosser was mereì-y attempting
to make sense of the American jurisprudence, and his categories
may have succeeded in this. Some writers have suggested than an
examination of the American cases would not be he1pful. Ka1ven,
H., rPrivacy and Tort Law Were Warren and Brandeis Wrong?',
(1966) 31 L. & Contemp. Probs.326, @ 327, describes the American
cases as unbeatably trivial.
28. Prosser, W.L., rHandbook on the Law of Tortsr, lI97I. 4th

ed. West PubIish. Co. St. PauI, Minn.l, @ 804.
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otherwise legarry recognised, interests with which privacy

al- I ied. )

1S

rt is argued throughout this thes is that it is poss ible to

identify some common element by which to distinguish privacy :

that privacy is not s imply a 'cluster of rights ' . 29 The

categorisation-rather-than-definitional approach is rejected

because it mereì.y illustrates different types of interferences

with autonomy, some of which also interfere with privacy.

2.L.3. Forswearing definition

The focus of this discussion is upon the concept of privacy, not

the J-ega1 right to privacy. This distinction is important. Even

where the attempt to define privacy is abandoned, privacy may be

recognised and protected by 1aw. A stipulative definition may be

adopted for the purposes of legal analysis.

It is possible to distinguish

which give rise to liabiì-ity

adopting formal standards. fn

between those states of affairs

and those which do not, by the

legal analysís, this generally

29. Thompson, J.J., rThe Right to Privacy', (1975) 5 (4) Philos.
& Public Aff. 295t @ 306. See also Gerstein, R.S., 'California's
Constitutional Right to Privacy: The Development of the Protection
of Private Life', (f982) 9 Hastings Const. L.0.385, esp. G 414:rThe difficulty is that there is no clear substantive concept
lying behind the word "privacy" ...I



involves drawing

definitions' .30 To

described as a

process' .3f
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' conceptual I ines and hence r us ing legaI

this extentr the use of definitions has been

'salient feature of the legal- reasoning

There are at least four types of legal definition: syntactical,

Iexical, stipulative, and analytical. fn general, a syntactical

definition generally designates a lega1 term as a shorthand

description; a Iexical definition provides information about how a

term is or has been used; a stipulative definition specifies how a

word is to be used in a given context or in the future; and an

analytical definition is intended to give 'directions as to how a

term of art is to be applied to certain types of factual

situations'.32

It is the latter type of essence-stating definition which is

sought here. Sparkes noted that

The essence-stating Socratic type of definition is

usually not available. Most of our concepts simply

do not have the requisite structure: Instead of a

" common corêrr 7 there is a " f ami Iy resemblance " .

Sometimes the unifying element(s) is/are even more

30. Jackson,
Jurimetrics J

K.T. t
377,

'Def inition in LegaI Reasoning' , ( l-985 ) 25(4)
@ 377.

3l_. rbid., e 377.

32. rbid., G 381,
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complex and even less available to direct empirical

sensing.33

Thus far it has been patently racking in the case of privacy.
There is not the pool of identifiable and uncontroversial data

from which to extract a clear statement of principre. As is
indicated throughout this thesis, there is 1ittle unanimity about

the types of action which may interfere with privacy and even l-ess

as to what types of injury should be treated as privacy-injuries.
Some students of privacy, among them the Australian Law Reform

commission, Laboured mightily in an attempt to produce a

definition of privacy, and then conceded defeat.34

But Mccloskey, for one, has suggested that a fairure to define
privacy is not automatically a defeat:

Privacy is an ordinary Ianguage wordr âD ordinary

J-anguage concept, not a finely honed philosophical

or legal concept. This means that we may well find

incoherences, incons istencies in the ordinary

concept such that, to be made a clear, coherent,

useful concept, it needs to be clarified, modified,

33. Sparkes, supra n. L f g 58 (citations omitted).

34. Australian Law Reform commission, Report No. 22, 'privacy',
t1983. AGPS. canberra) r vol. L, @ 10 11, para. 20: according to
the commission, 'the term privacy Iisl used Lo describe a genus of
interests Iand the Commissionl stayed as close as possible to
the ordinary lanuage concept.' The A.L.R.c. studied privacy for
seven years. See al_so Stephen, J.F., 'LiberLy, EquaIity,
Fraternity', t(1874) !úhite, R.J. (ed), 1967. Cambridge Univ.
Press. Londonl G 120 : 'To define the province of privacy is
distinctly impossible but it can be described in general terms.'
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and made to be such. However, if this is done in a

very radical wây, the new concept may lose its
rel-evance to the ordinary language concept. I

suggest, therefore, that the concept may be

explicated as closely as possible to the ordinary

Ianguage usage concept, and then, if privacy so

understood seems in certain respects not to merit,
or not to Iend itself to, legal protection and

assistance, this be said.35

The Australian Law Reform Commission professed to agree

him.36 Similar observations may be made about the

'negligence | .

wi th

term

This approach should be rejected. It is vital to elucidate what

is actually meant by privacy what it is that is common to those

injuries complained of in the name of privacy. The way that this
phenomenon differs from other, perhaps overlapping, interests

should be examined. fn the result the ordinary language concept

may have to be modif ied. This would not be so revoJ-utionary a

result: the ordinary language usage of a word frequently reflects,
inter alia, its technical meaning.

fn many cases, the technical

language usage of a word.

departs from the ordinary

especially so where the

definition

This is

35. McCloskey, rNotes relating to Law Reform Commission Seminar
on Privacyr, (unpublished), 8 JuIy I977, p. 4¡ quoted in A.L.R.C.
Report No. 22'Privacy', ibid, voI. 1 @ 10-lI, para.20.

36. rbid.
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to formulate a technical definition upon the basis

common denominator usage of the word in ordinary

The definition which is adopted wilI control the analysis of the

obligation. Richard Bilder commented a propos the concept of
human rights:

The issue of definition is not trivial. For what

we think human rights really are wiII inevitably
influence not only our judgment as to which types

of claims to recognize as human rights, but also

our expectations and programs for implementation

and compliance with these standards.3B

This is particularry true of a common law based analysis.

Similarly, the way in which facts are viewed and the fulfilment or

breaches of obligations assessed may be determined by the forum in

which they are mooted.

1ie to the interpretation of the Constitution of37. Anology may
the Commonwealth
N. S .W. v. Brewer

of Australia. See esp. Attorne -General for
Em Io ees Union of N.S.W. the Un on Labe

case (1e08 ) .L.R. ,ÞêfH qq ns J. 611-612¡ Jumbunna
Coal- Mine N. L v. Victorian CoaL Ì"liners' Association, (1908) 6
C.L.R. 309, esp.
Airways Pty. Ltd.

per OrConnor J. G 367-368¡ Australian NaLional
v. Commonwealth (tfre AirIi nes case), (1945) 7I

c.L.R. 29, esp. per D I XON J. @ B5; R. v. Coldhami ex parte
Australian Social Welfare Union, ( 1983 ) 153 C. L. R. 297, per curiam
@

38. Bilder, R.B. , 'Rethinking International- Human Rights: Some
Basic Questions', [1969] Wisc. L. Rev. 17I, @ 174.
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Bilderrs remarks are clearly applicable

defining privacy wiII not resolve al-I

surrounding the concept. As Weyrauch

context, definitions frequently fail

clarification.39

to privacy. However,

of the difficulties

commented in another

to yield the desired

39. ltTeyrauch, W.,
Ethnocentricism in Regard
E. (ed.), rHuman Rightsr,

'On Definitions, Tautologies and
to Universal Human Rightsr , in Pollack,
ÍI97I. W.S. Hein. Buffalo, NY.l, @ 198.
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CHAPTER 3

TOWÀRDS A NE T DEFINITION

Privacy is not a precisely defined term in e ither legaI or

political discourse. As McCloskey pointed out, privacy is an

ordinary language word. There is littl-e point in analysing the

concept in splendid isolation if the definition then postulated is
inconsistent with the generally accepted meaning of the word. It
would then be of little assistance as a juridical concept.

That is not to sây, however, that the definition must be entirely
consistent with the common usage. Perhaps analogy may 1ie to the

word 'family' an ordinary language word of variable breadth

according to the context in which it is used; yet capable of

bearing a distinct juridical- meaning for certain purposes, such as

in the law of succession. Similarly, consider the term 'sabbath':
a word with a clear cultural meaning yet capable of appJ-ying to

any one of several days according to the speaker's culture.

Schafer commented:

The most irnportant

definition is that

data. The data in

criterion of

the definition

adequacy for

should rrfit"

consist of

any

the

ourthis case would



These I shared intuitions I are legion; and, because they are

intuitive, they may be contradictory. However, it is helpful to

contemplate briefly the \¡/ays in which the concept of privacy is

invoked and the functions commonJ-y assigned to it.

Privacy is a social practice2 - a creature of life in

society.3 It has been influenced by philosophical traditions
such as those said to have been based upon natural law in its

various guises. It reflects, and is Iargely dependent, upon the

notions of individualism inherent in the 'lives, liberties and

estates'postulated by writers such as Locke as being part of the

private preserve'and immune from public interfe.ence.4

49

shared

ga ined

intuitions of when privacy is or is not

or lost, respected or violated.l

Li ke

this sense, Warren and Brandeis appear to have been correct.

1 . Schafer , A. , 'Privacy: A Philosophical Overview' , in
Gibson, D. (ed) , rAspects of Privacy La\.rr , [1980. Butterworths.
Torontol, I, esp. @ 4.

2. Reiman, J.H. I rPrivacy, Intimacy and Personhood', (I975) 6
Philos. ç Public Aff. 26, G 38.

3 Gross, H

@ 36

rThe Concept of Privacyr, (1967) 42 N.Y.U.L. Rev.
34,

4. Locke, J., 'Concerning The True-Original Extent and End of
CiviI Governmentr (Second Treatise on Government), t(1690) L9521
William Benton pubJ-isher, Encycl-opaedia Britannica, fnc. Chicagol ,
25-8 I .

all social practicesr Þrivacy is evolutionary in nature. fn
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Privacy concerns arise in a society only after bodily integrity
and security of property have been secured. In the state. of

nature when life was 'solitaryr Þoor, nasty, brutish, and

short'5 there was littIe time to be concerned with 'spiritual
nature, feelings and intellect' .6 The Oxford English

Dictionary offers a definition which harks back to 1450: Privacy

is the

state or condition of being withdrawn from the

society of othersr or from public interest;
seclus ion.7

It is difficult to argue

characterisation of privacy as:

a boundary control process

make themsel-ves open and

sometimes close themselves

with Altmanrs phenomonological-

whereby people sometimes

accessible to others and

off from others. B

fn

has

general, the reason behind a complaint that a

been violated appears to be that the person's

person's privacy

wishes in regard

5. Hobbes, T., 'Leviathan, Or, Matter, Form, and Power of a
Commonwealth Ecclesiastical and Civilr , t ( 1651 ) 1952, William
Benton publisher, Encyclopaedia Britannica, fnc. Chicagol , 49, @

B5 ( chapter t3 ) .

6. Warren, S.D. & Brandeis, L.D., 'The Right to Privacy', (1890)
4 Harv. L. Rev. 193, @ 193.

7.
Vol.

Oxford English Dictionary. tf933, Clarendon Press, Oxfordl,
B, @ 13BB (first listed definition).

8. Altman, I., 'Privacy
Culturally Specific', (I977)

Regulation: Culturally Universal
33 J. of Soc. issues 66, @ 67.

or
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to the drawing of this boundary Iine have

fashion. The question is whether this
entertained in the first instance.

been thwarted in some

complaint should be

The extent to which persons may wish to be'open and accessiblet

may be thwarted when a stranger enters the public park in which

they are rel-axing; or when an errant correspondent fails to reply

to letters ì or when a creditor writes wíth a reminder of an

outstanding debt. rt would stretch credurity, however, to suggest

that these circumstances shourd give rise to any right to

compJ-ain, 1et al-one to seek a remedy in some f orm involving the

Iaw.

The significance of this boundary control process has long been

recognised. The probrem is how, and where, to strike a balance

between the societal and the individual interest not a novel

problem. This dilemma is not ne\^/. There are several distinct
questions: should such a balance be struck (ie. should individuals
be provided with defences against their society at all_)?; how

should it be struck (ie. by what mechanisms, procedures etc.)?;
and where should it be struck? The lonq running debates over the

third question wilI probably never end.

The first question is l-ess controversial in a democfatic society.

It is an article of faith in a liberal democracy that the

interests of the individual must be recognised to be in some

respects distinct¡ ot at Ieast distinguishable, from those of the

society at large.
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The reason most commonly advanced in support of this distinction

is that its recognition promotes (or is a sine a non of)

individual autonomy; and a democracy exists only if its citizenry
retains at least some autonomy or independence.9 This

factor autonomy is generally nominated as the anslver to the

second question: the way in which the balance is struck is by the

recognition of the citizens' autonomy. However, there is a degree

of circularity in this reasoning. To some extent, a democracy is

defined as a society in which individuals are autonomous.

fn the view of most privacy theorists (nearly all, if one were to

disregard the Posnerian economistsl0 ) , privacy is integrally

related to autonomy: one of the functions of privacy most commoniy

explicated is that of the promotion of autonomy. ll A brief

examination of this function may be of some assistance in the

elucidation of the concept of privacy, although it must be

9. Weisman ¡ A.M. ¡ rPublicity as an Aspect of Privacy and
Personal- Autonomy', (1982) 55 So. Ca1if. L.Rev. 727, @ 734-735.
See also Henkin, L., rPrivacy and Autonomy', (I974) 74 Col. L Rev.
1410, for a discussion of the interplay between the notions of the
public good and private rights.

10. Posner, R.4., 'Privacy, Secrecy and Reputation', (1979) 28
Buf f al-o L. Rev. I , and 'The Right of Privacy' , ( 1978 ) 12 Geo. L.
Rev. 393, offers an economic-based analysis. According to Posner,
one aspect of privacy is the concealing or withholding of
information. rThis aspect is of particuÌar interest to the
economist now that the study of information has become an
important field of economics.' (12 Geo. L. Rev. 393, G 393.)

tl_.
Ya 1e

Gavison, R.
L.J. 42I, @

E., 'Privacy and the Limits of the Lawr' (1980) B9
448 et seq.
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description of what privacy does, is not a

PrivacY is.12

Many of the autonomy-based analyses of privacy rest upon Kantian

theory. Essentially, they posturate that privacy is integrar to

ethicar systems in which people are treated not as means, but as

ends in themselves.l3 Benn \â/as one of the recent exponents of

this thesis.l4 He argued that a 'principle of non-inference' is

derived from a commitment to a minimum principle of mutual- respect

where that respect means 'the recognition of an equal' .15

According to the Benn thesis, this general principle of privacy

( ie. non-interference) :

12. See Weisman, supra n. 9, G 734.

13. KanL, f. , rThe Philosophy of Kantr , D.J. Friedrich (ed. ) ,
[L977. Modern Library Inc. N.Y.], @ 178: 'Act so as to treat man,
in your own person as well as in that of anyone else, aì-ways as an
end, never merely as a means'.

14. Benn, S. I. , 'The Protection and Limitation of Privacy' ,(1978) 52 A.L.J. 601, 686¡ rFreedom, Autonomy and the Concept of
a Personr, (I976) 76 Arist. Soc. Proceedings 109; 'Privacy,
Freedom and Respect for Persons r, in Pennock, J.R., &

Chapman, J.W., (eds. ), Nomos XIII, 'Privacy' []97I. Atherton
Press. N.Y.l, 1; see also: Craven, J.B. (jr), 'Personhood: The
Right to Be Let Aloner, lI976l Duke L.J. 699¡ Fried, C.,rPrivacy', (1968) 77 Yale L. J. 475¡ Bloustein, E.J., 'Privacy as
an Aspect of Human Dignity: An Answer to Dean Prosserr, (1964) 39
N.Y.U.L. Rev. 962, 1003, and 'Privacy, Tort Law and the
Constitution: fs Warren and Brandeis' Tort Petty and
Unconstitutional as WeIl?r, (1968) 46 Tex. L. Rev. 61I.

I5. Benn I I97Bt @ 605.
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bars A from intentionalì-y observing, reporting orì¡

or otherwise participating in Brs activities except

at B's invitation or with his agreement.l6

This argument focuses attention upon the means according to which

individuals' \n/ishes in the boundary contror process are

disregarded' and centres upon that disregard, rather than upon the

intrusion itself. In some senses at least, this must leave the

analysis vul-nerable to the criticism that it is of no practical
use.

A society can recognise interests defined by reference to their
possessors' subjective wishes only by requiring every member of

the society to act at their periI. Members of the society are

thus denied any means by which to determine in advance whether any

given actiont ot omission, mây give offence to another member of

the society other than actually seeking the consent of every

other member of the society. In practice, this is not

satisfactory. Simply by the fact of membership of society,

individuals must be said to recognise that their wishes cannot

invariably prevail.

The autonomy-based concept of privacy appears to

McCuIlum style concept of freedom. lT It views freedom

adopt a

as being

16. rbid.

L7. MacCullum,
76 Phi]os. Rev.

G.C.
312.

(jr), rNegative and Positive Freedom', (I976)
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freedom (of people defined as ends in themsel-ves and inherently

worthy of respect), from some constraint or restraint of some eype

(here an unwanted intrusion, observation etc.), to do or become

something (here an autonomous individuat¡.18

KeIvin appears to have rested his analysis of privacy upon an

analogous concept. He saw privacy as being a condition which was

essentiatly the obverse of the condition under which an individual
is subject to social power. l9 Kelvin described this latter as

being the position of persons under the influence of another (or

others) who forces them to act in a manner in which they woul-d

have been unì-ikely to act in the absence of that other.20

However, Kelvin noted a crucial distinction: mere privacy (ie.

the condition of a person not subject to social power) will not

suffice to secure autonomy. Kelvin pointed out that people must

be a,¡/a re of th i s immun i ty :

tB. rbid., @ 314.

I9. Kelvin, P., rA Social-Psychological
(1973) L2 Br. J. of soc. cIin. Psychology

Examination of
248, @ 250.

20. rbid., @ 25r.

Privacy' ,
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as freedom is

emphasis. )
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prlvacy 1s

perce ived

pe rce i ved pr 1 vacy j ustf

freedom.2l (Kelvin's

If this is sor then it is not the boundary control process which

is central to autonomy. It is the recognition of this boundary

control process' however this recognition is secured, which is
central to autonomy. rn a sense, grivacy itserf may be

irrelevant. Autonomy is primarily dependent upon perceptions.

It may be that the individual's knowledge or belief that the

society at large recognises and respects the boundary control
process is sufficient to secure the required autonomy. The fact
that the boundary control process is actually disregarded may be

irrerevant if the individual's perception is to the contrary

Kantian theorists may consider that this duplicity of itself
implies a disrespect for persons because respect is a fundamental

requirement in its o\^rn right, not merely þecause it promotes (or

may promote) autonomy. However, Kelvin's thesis may be borne out

by an examination of the functions attributed to privacy.

2L. rbid., @ 25 2. This view was endorsed by Sundstrom, 8., Burt,
R.E. ' & Kamp' D., rPrivacy aL Work: Architectural- Correlates of
Job Satisfaction and Job Performance', (I980) 23 (l) Academy of
Management Journal I01, @ 10I-102. See also Simmel, A. ,
'Privacy', in si11s, D.L. (ed), rrnternationar Encyclopaedia of
the Social Sciencesr, [1968. McMil]-an Co. & Free press. N.y.l,
Vo1. 11, 480, @ 482:rThe greater the (perceived) probability than
an action wilI be observed, the greater the probability that the
action will be in compliance with the perceived social norms of
the observer t .
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If it is true that people continually adjust their behaviour to

take account of the presence of anotherr22 then each must be

aware of the otherrs presence and of the type (if not the actual

identity) of that other in order to make the appropriate

adjustment. It is the knowledge or belief, however incorrect,

that a person is free from observation, either generally or by

some particular person as the case may be, which serves to remove

the relevant inhibition or perhaps to waive it temporarity.2:

3. 1. I Be ing-apart-f rom-othe rs I

The condition of 'being-apart-from-others'24 appears to have two

distinct functions.25 First, it provides the individual with an

'off stage'26 area in which to relax and rehearse the various

22. Simmel, ibid.; Van de Vate' D. (lr), rThe Genesis of
Privacy', (1966-67) 7 J. of Existentialism 233t @ 232¡ Gouldner,
A.W., & Peterson, R.4., rNotes on Technology and the Moral- Orderr,
1I962. Bobbs-MerriIl. Indianapolis, Ind.l ' @ 44-45.

23. See
73 Am. J
privacy.

Schwartz, B. ,
of Sociology

I The
74r,

Soc i al
for a

Psychology
discussion

of
of

Privacyl, (1968)
this function of

24. Weistein, M.A
Pennock, & Chapman,

, rThe
(eds),

Uses of
supra n.

Privacy in the Good Life' ,
L4, 88, @ 88.

25. See Schwartz, supra n. 23, for a discussion of this.

26. Goffman, 8., 'The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life',
ÍI964. Edinborough Univ. Press. Edinboroughl , and rRelations in
Public'r t1971. Penguin. Englandl. Schneider, C.D., 'Shame,
Exposure and Privacyr, [I977. Beacon Press. Boston] ' G 41, Þrêfers
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social roles which people perform

Secondly, it provides the society at

ignorance' which is, according to

in their

large with

Moore and

soc ial I ive ".27
'some quotient of

Tumi n,2B necessary

for the continuation of any social gtoup.29

The first of these functions has been seized upon by the defenders

of privacy as demonstrating the importance of privacy in a

democratic society. No longer are they restricted to pious

phitosophical claims such as

Privacy is a social ritual by means of which an

individual's moral title to his existence is

conferred . 3 o

27. See generally: AItman, I.,'Privacy, A conceptuaL Analysis',
(1976) B (1) Enviroñ. & Behaviour, Tì Laufer, R.S.' & Wolfe, Nl.,
I Privacy as a Concept and a Social Issue: A Multidimensional
Developmental Theory'¡ (L977) 33 J. of Soc. Issues 22¡ Derlega,
V.J., & Chaikin, 4.L., rPrivacy and Self-Disclosure in Social
Relationships', (L977) 33 J. of Soc. fssues, I02¡ Margulis' S.T.'
'Conceptions of Privacy: Current Status and Next Steps', (I977 ) 33
J. of Soc. Issues 5 ; Schein, V. E. , I Individual Privacy and
Personnel Psychology: The Need for a Broader Perspective', (I977)
33 J. of Soc. Issues 154.

28. Moore ¡ W. E. ¡ & lumin r M.M
Ignorance' (I949 ) 14 Am. SociaI
B., & Strauss, A.r rAwareness
(1964) 29 Am. Social Rev. 669.

, 'Some Sociological Functions of
Rev. 787, @ 792 See also G1aser'

Contexts and Social Interaction',

29. rbid.
Structure t ,

See also Merton 'Í1964. Free Press.
R.K.,

N.Y.],
'Soc ial

@ 343 et
Theory and Social
seq.

30. Reiman, J.H., I

Philos. a PubIic Aff.
Privacy, Intimacy
26, @ 39'

and Personhood' , (L976) 6
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The claim that individuals must be free to choose their'masks'31

in order to be free may now be couched in socio-political

terminology.32 This argument has considerable force in a

democratic society.

It would seem that it is the recognition of an'off stage'area

which distinguishes a democratic society from a totalitarian one.

There is thus some substance in Ryan's claim that'the concept of

a constitutional democracy has [historicaÌly] presupposed

individual privacy in its wídest sense'.33 Henkin, among others,

has written elegantly upon the importance of individuals having

the right to reserve some aspect of life to themsel-ves in a

political system which presupposes limited government.34

31. Karafiol, E., rThe Right to Privacy and the
(1978) 12 Geo. L. Rev. 513, G 518.

Sidis caser ,

32. See supra nn. 25 29, and accompanying text.

33. Ryan , E.F. , 'Privacy , Orthodoxy and Democracyr , (I973 ) 51
Can Bar Rev. 84, @ 85; Donnelly' J. , rCultural Rel-ativism and
Universal Human Rights (1984) 6 Human Riqhts Q.400, @ 416,
comments: 'Privacy is of great value to the relatively autonomous
individual , it helps to promote his individuality. It is,
however, fundamentally foreign to traditional, communitarian
societies as h/e can see even in English in the etymological
connection between privacy and privation.'

34. Henkin, supra n. 9. See also: Fmerson, T.1., rThe Right of
Privacy and Freedom of the Pressr, (I979) 4 Harv. C.R.C.L.L. Rev.
329, esp. @ 337 ¡ Walker, P.G., 'Restatement of Liberty' [1951.
Hutchson & Co. Londonl, @ 338 et see.; Kurland, P.,rThe Private
I: Some Reflections on Privacy and the Constitution', 11976. Univ.
of Chicago Press (The Nora and Edward Ryerson Lecture). Chicagol;
BurreJ-1, G.E. (jr), 'MentaI Privacy: An fnternational Safeguard to
Governmental Intrusions into the Mental Processes' , ( 1975 ) 6

Calif. W. Int'1 L.J. Il0, @ I24 et seq.
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Henkin, and Ryan, among others, have treated privacy as a pre-

condition for the existence of liberal democracy. There. is

nothing novel in the proposition that some degree of separateness

must be recognised if the individual is to be given an opportunity

to exercise free and independent judgment in participating in the

decision-making processes of society.35 Consider , for example,

(in its simplest form) tfre argument for secret ba11ots.

This is not an argument for compulsory separateness. fn some

contexts, individual separateness may be antithetical to

participation in the decision-making processes. (The decision-

making process is dependent upon a mixture of collective and

separate participation.) In this sense, privacy has come to stand

squarely in the civil libertarian tradition, the main thrust of

which is to declare certain areas of human activity (eg. religion,

speech and press) outside of the sphere of governmental

control . 3 6

35. Emerson,
Random House.

rThe System of Freedom of Expression', [1970.
@ s46.

T.I.'
N.Y.lr

36.
353,

Rohr, J.4., 'Privacy: Law and Values', (I974) 49 Thought
@ 373.
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3.2. Related notions

Privacy is not the only phenomenon typified by an absence of

unwanted access by others a 'being apart from others' .37

Solitude, seclusion, secrecy and confidentiality also involve

separateness. These rel-ated notions may, and often do,

overlap. There is nothing strange about this: there are many grey

or overlapping areas of philosophical discourse. However, these

concepts are not synonymous.3B tt is possible to differentiate

between them in general terms.

Some preliminary distinctions must be drawn before examining these

concepts in any detail. All these concepts have an adjectival

element. Thus, for instance, a place may be secret; an item of

information may be a confidence secretly communicated; or a person

may withdraw into a secret place in order to be secluded t ot to

impart a confidence. For the purposes of the comparison with

privacy, this discussion focuses upon the person and the activity'

not upon the physical location.

37. Weinstein, supra n. 24. Some writers have focused upon this
aspect to define privacy. For instance SkaLa, S.M., 'fs There a
Legaì- Right to Privacy?' (1977) 10 Uni. Qfd. L. J. I27, @ I27,
describes the right to privacy as the'c1aim of the individual to
be protected from unjustifiable intrusions by the media and
various governmental agencies.'

38. Simmel, supra n. 2I, G 480.
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If the location \^¡ere the primary factor distinguishing between

these concepts, many private or secluded actions or communications

woul-d be classed as secreL. The focus is thus upon the human

perception and the human activity: not the place in which it

happens to occur.

The focus is therefore upon the personaL activity which is to be

characterised, and where possible, irrelevant ( frequently

locational) considerations which otherwise might col-our the

transaction are disregarded. Thus, for instance, in considering

the status of any given communication, the contents of the

communication, and the motives or conduct of the persons privy to

it should be examined, but the examination should not unduly

influenced by the place in which the communication \¡tas made

(unless there is some evidence that the location utas chosen for

reasons a1lied to the motives of the persons privy to the

communication).

SoI i tude ,

cond i t ions

These are

seclus ion, sec recy

being open

\^/ays of be i ng

of I not

different

and confidentiaì.ity are all-

to or shared with publi" ' .39

apart from others. Solitude is

39. WeLlman, C., 'A New Conception of Human Rights" paper No.8,
del-ivered @ the lVorld Congress on Philosophy of Law and Social
Philosophy', L4-2I, August, I97L' Sydney Canberra, @ 15. He
suggested that privacy is'the opposite of being public', and the
'state of being unobserved or unknown, confidential, undisturbed
or secluded'. Moore' B. (1r), 'Privacy: Studies in Social and
Cultural History' [1985. M.E. Sharpe. N.Y. ] , took a similiar
view. Perhaps the distinctions drawn here are a product of a
twentieth century democratic economy.
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essentialty a condition of being alone:40 it is the condition of

the last person on earth'41 straddling the border between

isolation (and loneliness) and Thoreau's secIusion.42 tt may be

the condition of the contemplative recluse t oy of the paranoic

schizoid¡ or of Robinson Crusoe. It is a condition into which a

person may withdrav/, or into which a person may be impelled by

superior force. It is a condition of 'aloneness' and isolation,

but not necessarily peaceful retreat.

Secl-usion is closely related. Unlike solitude, the term secl-usion

lacks negative connotations.43 Like privacy' seclusion is an

interactive concept:44 it is a condition into which a per.son may

withdraw, either alone or in the company of a chosen few.

Seclusion requires a isolation in the sense of 'apartneSS' , but

not necessarily 'aloneness' .45 Like solitude, Secl-usion is a

40. Guntr Pr H. I Sc zo enomenon, b ect Re at ions and the
'beingSelf' , I f968. Hogarth Press. London] ' @ 205, argued that

alone may involve either isolation or privacy'.

4I. Uniacke, S., 'Privacy and the Right to Privacy', 1L976'771
A. S . L. P. I , G 20 , suggested that it is meaningless to describe
such a person as having privacy. See also Fried' supra n. I4,
@ 482.

42. Thoreau, D.H., 'Walden', t(1854) 1908. J.M. Dent & Sons. NY.l

43. Kelvin, supra n. 19, @ 253: 'sol-itude may be regarded
special case of isolation.'

asa

44. Finighan, W.R., rLeave
Hemisphere I6, @ 17; Laufer
Gross, supra n. 3, @ 35.

Me Alone,
and Wolfe,

( 1e7B ) 22(ro)
27, @ 33; and

But
supra

45. Uniacke, supra n. 4I.

n.
f
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a person may

which befits

withdraw; but, unlike solitude,

a rcheerelesIsic] mood'.46

An intrusive, externaL noise or evidence of an oppressive presence

may violate seclusion as effectively as the intrusion of an

unwanted third Þarty.47 Seclusion is a condition which is sought

as an escape: rOh blest seclusion from a jarring worl-d, Which he,

thus occupies, enjoys'.48 It is typically a condition into which

a person retreats in search of peace t ot relief: not a condition

into which a person is impeIIed. Expressed briefly, the

distinction is that seclusion involves being away from others, but

not necessarily alone; whil-st solitude involves being alone, but

not necessarily avrray f rom others.

Either solitude or seclusion may

ascribed to privacy: each provides

serve some

individuals

of the functions

with opportunites

46. Kyd. Thomas, OED., 1557(?) 1595 (?) quoted in the Shorter
Oxford English Dictionary I1967. 3rd. ed. C]-arendon Press.
oxfordl , @ 1942

47. Baron, R.M., & Mandel, D.R., rTowards an Ecological Model of
Density Effect of Dormitory Settlers', in Baum, 4., & Epstein,
Y.M. (eds), rHuman Response to Crowding', II978. Lawrence Erlbuam.
N.Y.l, @ 320. Thus unsolicited telephone calls and letters may
constitute an intrusion into seclusion but probably do not invade
privacy. But contra: Benn, S.f., rThe Protection and Limitation
of Privacyr , (f 978 ) 52 A.L.J. 601, G 608; Kaplan, M.R. ,rCommercial Speech and the Right to Privacy', (I980) 15 Col. J. of
L. & Soc. Prob. 277i Hirschl-eifer, J., rPrivacy: Its Origin,
Function and Naturê' r ( f9B0 ) 9 J. of Legal Studies 649 , G 650;
Parker, R.8., rA Definition of Privacyr, (I974) 27 Rutgers L. Rev.
275¡ and Schafer, supra n. I, @ 10.

48. Cowper, William, 1731
English Dictionary [I967.
@ l_825.

1800, guoted in the Shorter Oxford
3rd. ed. Clarendon Press. Oxfordl,
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for role-rehearsal and relaxation, and each offers relief from

exposure to social power. However, in neither case does . the

circulation of information about them affect their existence.

(The circulation of information may affect the use to which

solitude or seclusion is put, or the val-ued placed upon it.)

Thus, for example, Thoreaurs seclusion was not impaired when he,

or others, wrote about his experiences.49

Secrecy, confidentiality and privacy are closely related notions,

and, in turn, all three are closely related to seclusion and

solitude. A person may enjoy seclusion by wi-thdrawing into a

secret place i or may be involuntarily confined in solitude in a

secret place.

In some cases the term sel-ected may be chosen casuaIly. In other

cases, the selection may have been deliberate, the choice being

governed by the connotations desired. As Gavison commented,

secrecy has an 'unpì-easant sense t .50

49. Supra n. 42. Some writers have viewed privacy as being very
similar to seclusion eg. Winf ield, P.H., rPrivacy' , (1931) 47
L.Q.R. 23, @ 24:. 'infringement of privacy is unauthorized
interference with a person's seclusion of himself or of his
property from the public.' See also O'Brien, 'Privacy and the
Right of Access: Purposes and Paradoxes of Information Control',
(1978) 30 Admin. L. Rev. 45, @ 63: rPrivacy denotes the seclusion
or withdrawal of an individual from pubì-ic affairs'i and Note,rProtecting Privacy Under the Fourth Amendmentr, (f9Bl) 91 Yal-e L.
J.313, @ 330, fn.85.

50. Gavison, R.E., 'Privacy and its Legal- Protection', [1975.
D.Phi1. thesis (unpublish. ), OxfordJ. The relevant sections of
her thesis were published in (1980) B9 Yal-e L.J. 423 (supra n.
11). References are made to that article, see @ 434, fn.40. See
also l,riarren, C., & Laslett, 8., rPrivacy and Secrecy: A Conceptual
Comparison', (1977) 33 J. of Soc. rssues 43, @ 44: rSecrecy
implies the concealment of something which is negatively valued by
the excluded audience and, in some instances, by the perpetrator
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Both secrecy and confidentiality involve the notion of selective

discl-osure.51 However' regardless of the reason for the

concealment, the notion of secrecy connotes a desire for

concealment simpliciter, whilst the notion of confidence connotes

the imposition of conditions upon knowì-edge and well as a desire

for concealmenL.

Information is confidential because of the conditions relating to

its acquis ition: because it was communicated 1 iterally 'with
trust' . Thus, for example , ínformation is described as

confidential where it is communicated by virtue of employment (eg.

upon condition that it will not be used or relied upon in

circumstances outside of those directly related to iLs

communication); or is voluntarily imparted upon the condition that

the recipient wilI not disseminate it further (for instance, where

it is imparted in private upon a mutual understanding of

confidentiality ) .

A secret may be discovered

Alternatively, a secret may

number of people who may not

or known onJ-y to, one person.by,

be

be

known jointly

acquainted with

or severally

each other or

bya

even

as well . Privacy, by contrast, protects behaviour which i
either morally neutral or valued by society as well as th
perpetrators. '

S

e

.E.,
John

5I. Beardsley, rPrivacy, Autonomy and
Pennock & Chapman (eds.)' supra n.
'secrecy and Publ-icity: Dilemmas of
Hopkins Press. Baltimorel, @ 102-L06.

Selective
L4, G 56;

Disclosure, in
Rourke, R

t1961.Democracyt ,
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know of one anotherts existence. By contrast, a confidence arises

out of a particular relationship one in which one person

communicates information to another. Consequently, there must

always be at least two persons who know the information which is

the substance of the confidence although the confidence may

continue after the death of aIl save one of the persons.

Similar1y, when information is held in confidence between a number

of persons, each must be acquainted with all of the other persons

privy to the confidence. As between those persons who are not

acquainted with each other and/or the fact that the information is

commonly (and covertly) held' the information is secret.

Something may be secret so long as it is not known to the world at

large. The degree of secrecy may be affected by the number of the

person's privy to it. However, something may remain a secret when

it is l-earned by a third party contrary to the wishes of the

persons privy to it, provided that the third party does not

publish the information to the world at large or at l-east does not

inform the particular individual from whom it is intended to be

kept secreL.52 For this purpose, it is irrelevant how the third

party learns the information, and why that third party el-ects not

to publish it.

52. But contra: Benn' supra n. 47, G 603 (although the exampJ-e
Benn postulated is consistent with the suggestion that something
remains secret if it is not disclosed to the person from whom it
v/as intended to be concealed) .



By contrast,
persons privy
persons party

in derogation

6B

a confidence exists onJ-y by the agreement of

to it. A confidence may be breached when one of

to it communicates it to a third person t ot uses

of the terms under which it was communicated.

the

the

ir,

Where the confidence is learnt by a third party who j_s not party

to the confidential arrangement, and is thus immune from the

obligation of confidence, the 'confidence' may be a secreL vis-a-

vis that third party, v/hiIst remaining a confidence as between the

persons party to the confidential arrangement. This may be so

even where the third party is obliged to keep the 'confidence'
secret.

fn theory, although very rarely in practice, the obligations

attaching to a confidence may remain after the information has

been communicated to the world at large. Suppose, for instance, A

communicates information to B in confidence upon the condition

that B wilI not use that information in some specified manner. If

the information is subsequently reveal-ed to the world at Iarge,

although neither A nor B has breached the confidencer âñy third

party who discovers the information lawfully may use the

information in any lawfu1 manner. However, the obligation of

confidence may still preclude B from using the information in the

manner originally specif ied until A rel-eases B f rom B's

undertaking sincer âs betweeen A and B, the information remains a

'confidence r .53

53. In practice, of course, in these circumstances A would be
IikeJ-y to release B from the undertaking. If A I¡/ere to decline to
release B, it is unliklely ( in the absence of special
c ircumstances ) tfrat a court woul-d compel B to comply with the
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In this hypothesis, the position would have been different if A

had communicated the information to B as a secret. Where (through

no fault of either A or B), the information is disseminated to the

world at large, it woul-d cease to be a secret, and either A or B

would be free to use the information as they choose.

Privacy is akin to secrecy in that information may be known to

onJ-y the one person. Privacy is akin to confidence in that it may

be violated whenever a stranger Iearns the information contrary to
the privacy-claimant's wishes, yet information will remain private

notwithstanding that it has been discovered by or communicated to

the world at 1arge. The communication may interfere with a

person's privacy; but privacy does not cease to exist as a result.
Were this not Sor a person could not complain of an invasion of

privacy after an initial invasion.

It must be emphasised that the examination of the socio-political
privacy interest(s) is(are) distinct from, and preliminary, to an

examination of any legaI interest in privacy. Consequently,

Parentrs definition of privacy as excluding the 'knowJ-edge of

documented personal information' is rejecte6.54 T.f this h/ere to

be accepted, in many cases people would be unable to complain of

an invasion of privacy after the initial invasion.

unde rtak i ng .

54. Parent, W.4., rRecent work on the Concept of Privacy', (1983)
20 Am. Phil-os. 0. 34I , esp. @ 346 et seq. i 'A New Def inition of
Privacy for the Lawr, (1983) 2(3) Law & Philos.305.
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Parent appears to have fused an analysis of what privacy is with

an analysis of the circumstances in which a person may be Iiable

for invading the privacy of another. Consequently, Parent

attempted to exclude from the notion of privacy anything which had

entered into the public domain, regardless of how that occurred.

Parent relied upon the Sidis case55 to justify his distinction:

Suppose that A is browsing through some old

nev¡spapers and happens to see B's name in a story

about child prodigies Ior convicted felons] ...

Should we accuse A of invading Brs privacy? An

affirmative answer needlessly blurs the distinction

between the public and the private. What belongs

to the public domain cannot without glaring paradox

be ca1led private and consequently should not be

incorporated within a viable conception of

privacy.56

AS is discussed beÌow in chapter 26, there may be many

circumstances in which people who (intentionally or otherwise)

invade others' privacy should be immune from legaI action in the

name of privacy. However, this raises cons iderations distinct

34 F. Supp l9 (SDNY 1983),55.
aff'd

Sidis v. F-R. Publishing CorP.,
113 F.2d 806 (2a Cir. 1940).

56. 2(3) L. & Philos. , @ 308, supra n.
Phil 'Q' ' @ 347 , supra n' 54 ( convicted
illustration).

54. See
fe lons

also
used

20 Am.
as the
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relevant to the identification of privacy, which is the

the discussion in this Part.

The terms secret and confidential may overlap in many

circumstances. Where information relates to a thing, the thing

may be a secret, whilst the communication is confidential. Yet in

casual parlance, the communication may be described as 'secret'

rather than 'confidential' , especially when pejorative

connotations are intended. Alternatively, the communication may

be described as being of a secret in confidence. For example, if

B tells C in confidence what B has bought D for Drs birthday, the

gift may be a secret, whilst the communication, made 'with trustr

that C will not divulge it, may be confidential. The

communication is thus a'secret', or at least information about a

secret, communicated in confidence. The information about the

gift (the secret), hras itself secret when known only to B; it

became a confidence as well as a secret only when it was imparteci

to C upon the understanding that C would keep it to C.

Whereas a communication may be either a confidence or a secret, in

general, only a communication can be confidential or a

confidence. However, where the communication gives notice of a

thing, this latter may be a secret. It follows from this that a

secret may be either a thing or a communication.

In general,

because of

a conmunication is either secret or confidential

h/ay in which it was acquired or generated t ot thethe
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effects upon others of its dissemination, or the conditions under

which the recipient lttas initiated into its possession.

Privacy has a different focus. Unlike secrecy and

confidentiality, privacy is determined by the substance of

information, regardless of the number or nature of the persons

privy to it. It is not because of the obligations surrounding or

arising out of the circumstances in which the information is

communicated that private information should not be publicized.

Information is private because it is of a type which, bY its

nature, is non-pubJ-ic in that there is no reason for the society

at large to be made privy to it.57 tnis is so regardless of

circumstances which may justify a given third party from

disregardingr or overruling, the subject's wishes and obtaining

access to that information.5S

However,

interes t

prlvacy

else's

human curiosity

in the conduct of

is to be found in

business' overtones

is widespread; and societies have

their members. Perhaps the essence

what Uniacke described as the

of its assertion.59

'nobody

an

of

57. Shils, E.8., 'PrivacY: rts
(1966) 31 L. & Contemp. Probs.
disclosure or acquisition beYond
In privacy, disclosure is at the

Constitution and
28I, @ 2B3t fn.
the boundary is

discretion of the

Vic issitudes' ,
l: 'In secrecyt
prohibited | ...
possessor ...'

58. This distinction is reflective of the distinction
privacy and the right to privacy. see the discussion in
2A belòw of the possible defences to an action for privacy.

be tween
chapte r

59. Uniacke, s., 'Privacy and the Riqht to Privacy" 11976-19771
A.S.L.P. @ 5 (paper delivered I March 1977).
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The problem is how to determine what it

business' without relying exclusively

privacy-claimant. For the present' it

possible. The criteria by which this

are discussed in detail b.l-ow.60

is presumed that

determination may

is that is

upon the

'nobody

wishes

else t s

of the

this is

be made

Closely rel-ated as they may be, these concepts may be divided into

two types: those presupposing some form of physical separateness

( seclusion and solitude ) ; and those not bearing any such

presupposition (secrecy and confidentiality). Privacy appears to

be of the l-atter category. A person may enjoy the same amount of

privacy whilst standing in a crowded roomr âs whilst enjoying a

stroll in a forrest. Conversely, privacy may be abrogated by the

same act, regardl-ess of whether the person is in a crowded room or

alone in a forrest.6l

For example, Thoreaurs privacy would have been invaded if person C

had learned some intimate detail about Thoreaurs relationship with

his parents which Thoreau did not want C to learn, even though the

information was communicated to no-one. (C may have deduced the

information without it having been communicated by anyone else.)

If C did not reveal this information, it may have been a secret,

60 . See page 108 et seq. below.

61. But see Winf ieId, P.H. , 'Privacyr , (1931) 47 L.8.R. 23, esp
@ 24 for a contrary view: 'infringement of privacy is unauthorized
interf erence with a person's seclusion of himsel-f . '
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which h¡as also known by Thoreau. (ft may also have been a secret

which was not known to Thoreau.) However, only C would have held

this secret it was not a confidence which C shared with Thoreau

because Thoreau did not impart it to C (and would not have done so

'with trustr if Thoreau objected to Crs learning the information).

Howeverr rlêither Thoreau's solitude nor his seclusion would have

been affected by C's learning the information. Nor would

Thoreaurs secl-usion or solitude have been affected if C had

published the information to the world at Iarge. However, this
publication would have exacerbated the invasion of privacy which

had occured when C learnt the information), and vitiated the

secret. The fact that Thoreaurs privacy had already been

interfered with by C learning the information would not mean that

C's subsequent dissemination of the information constituted any

less of an invasion of Thoreaurs privacy.
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CHAPTER 4

CIRCULATION OF INFORMATION

In the earlier discussion, it was emphasised that only actual-

physical intrusion affects solitude. Actual physical intrusion

does not include the glint of binoculars nor the flash of a

camera g1obe. Consider the situation hypothesized in chapter 2

when intruder, C, observed person, A, in Ars bedroom without Ars

knowledge or consent, and assume further that A had not consented

to the intruder's observation. Ars solitude (assuming that A was

alone) was not affected by the intruder's observation, and it
would not be affected until C actually entered the room. By

contrast, the value of Ars seclusion may have been undermined the

instant that A became aware of that observation.

To the extent that seclusion is subjective, A's seclusion would

have been affected onJ-y if A \¡/ere av\rare of the unwanted presence

or observation. Ars seclusion would not have been affected by

mere observation. It would be affected by Ars knowledge that A

was no longer screened from view. If A were to remain ignorant of

the observation, Ars seclusion would be unimpaired. fn this

sense, secl-usion is similar to perceived privacy. However, A's

solitude wouÌd be unaffected by either the fact of observation, or

Ars knowledge of the observation. In the paradigm solitude case
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that of the isolated prisoner the subject is frequently aware of

some (occasionally unknown) observer.

Suppose that A had agreed to the observation. Ars seclusion

would not have been affected by the presence of an observer to

whose presence or observation A had consented. Ars solitude may

not have been affected by Ars knowledge of the observation.

However, Ars solitude would have been affected by C's presence,

regardless of whether A was a\^/are of , or consented to, the

presence. The fact that the observer, C, subsequently describes

to anotherr or to the world in general, what C observed whilst

watching A in Àrs seclusion will not destroy that secfusion or

sol- i tude ex pos t f acto , regardless of Ars opinion of that

disclosure.

The position in respect of privacy is different. If A had

consented to the observation, the observer would not have invaded

Ars privacy by observing A. Were C subsequently to describe to

anc¡ther t oy Lo the world at large, what C observed, that

disclosure would invade Ars privacy, unless A consented to that

disclosure. The distinction between solitude and secl-usion on the

one hand, and privacy on the other, is thus that the latter is

affected by the circulation of information, whilst the former is

affected only by the actual presence or observation of others.

This distinction is compatible with the autonomy-based function of

privacy which was discussed above on pages 52 56. Roles cannot

be relaxed or rehearsed 'in private' if a description of that
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process is to be made availabÌe Lo the people before whom the

relaxation or rehearsal is thought (by the individuals concerned)

to leave them vulnerable.

If this approach is correct, then the concept of privacy must have

some connection with the circulation of information; or at least

with the

confirmed

almost as

Westin's

add i t ion

circulation of some t.ype ( s ) of inf ormation. This is

by AIan Westin'sl analysis of privacy which has been

influential- as that by Warren and Brandeis.

Westin focused upon the significance of the circulation of

information to postulate the following definition:

Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups t ot

institutions to determine for themselves when, how,

and to what extent information about them is

communicated to others.2

analysis has been

of 'glosses'3

widely accepted, albeit with the

or the express ion of minor

Vùes t
Londonl .

2. Ibid., @ 7. Note that the Report of the Canadian
IPar]iamentaryl Standing Committee on Justice and Solicitor
General on the Review of the Access to Information Act and the
Privacy Act, 'Open and Shut: Enhancing the right to know and the
right to privacy', (Chairman, Bfaine A Thacker' [4.P.) [March,
1987. Report presented to (and available from) the Canadian House
of Commons. To be issued as a Canadian Parliamentary Paper?l' @

58, para.5.24, recommends that this definition should be added to
section 3 of the Canadian Privacy Act.

t.
Head.

3. Eg. Lusky, L
Conceptsr , (L972)rPrivacy, Autonomy,

.r rfnvasion of
72 Col. L. Rev.

Privacy: A
693, @ 695;

Clarification of

n, 4.F., Pr vacy and Freedomr, t(1967) 1970. The Bodley

Beards ley ,
Pennock J. I

8.,
andand Selective Discl-osurê' , in
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reservations.4 His central assumption, that privacy consists

'selective discfosure'5 and control of the circulation

personal- informationr6 is fundamental to many of the analyses

4. Langdon t K.J . , 'Computer matching programmes : A Threat
Privacy' , ( f979 ) 15 J. of L. & Soc. Probs. I43, G 165.
Altmant I., 'Privacy: A conceptual Analysis', (1976) B

Environment and Behaviour 7, for a discussion of some of
control- def initions of privacy.

of

of

of

Chapman I J. (eds), Nomos XIII, tPrivacy', [1971. Atherton Press
NY. L 56, esp. @ 65¡ BaIlard, D.P., rPrivacy and Direct Mail
Advertising', (L979) 47 Fordham L. Rev. 495, @ 495, described a
primary privacy concern as being the capacity of individuals to
control how information is used; Note, rProtecting Privacy Under
the Fourth Amendmentr, (I98f) 91 Yale L. J. 313, @ 329, suggests
that the essence of privacy is two-foId: the ability to keep
personal information unknown to others and to keep self separate
from others; Clouse, G.R., rThe Constitutional Right to Withhold
Private Information', (1982) 77 Nw. U. L. Rev. 536' G 537'
suggests that the right to privacy is the right to make personal
decisions and not to disclose private (personal) information.

to
See
(1)
the

5. MiIler, 4.R., 'The Assault on Privacy', [I972. Signet Books.
N.Y.l @ 40¡ Beardsley, supra n. 3; Clarke, C.F.O., 'Private
Rights and the Freedom of the Individual' , 11972. Ditchley
Foundation (paper #41) Enstonel, @ B; Douglas, W.O., 'Foreword to
Computer Project', (1968) 15 UCLA L. Rev. I374, @ 1375i Morris,
G., tThe Computer Data Bank Privacy Controversy Revisited',
(1973) 22 Catholic L. Rev. 628 @ 631 (person's interest in non-
disclosure of personal information); OrConnor, T.H., rThe Right to
Privacy in Historical Perspective', (1968) 53 Mass. L.Q. 101, @

101; Ruebhausen, O.M., & Brim, O.G., rPrivacy and Behavioural
Researchr , ( 1965 ) 65 Col. L. Rev. 1184 ' @ 1IB9 ( adopted by
KeIman, H.C., 'Privacy and Research with Human Beingsr, (I977) 33
J. Soc. Issues 169, @ 169); AÌtman, supra n. 4, @ 8; Warner, M.
& Stone, M. , rThe Data Bank Society' , [1979. Al]en & Unwin. ,
Londonl, G 137: seÌective discl-osure in contradistinction to total
non-d isclosure .

6. Kleinig, J . , rHuman Rights ' Legal Riqhts ' and Social
Change', in Kamenka, E., & Tuy, A.S. (eds. ) ' 

rHuman Rightsr'
If978. Arno]d, E. Melb.l ' @ 45; Breckenridge, 4., 'The Right to
Privacy', II970. Univ. of Nebraska Press. Lincoln]' G 1; Wheeler'
S., (ed.), 'On Record;, t1969. R. Sage Foundation. N.Y.l; Fried,
C. I rAn Anatomy of Values: Problems of Personal and Social
Choice', If970. Harv. Univ. Press. CambridgeJ , G 140: 'control we
have'i LeBlang, J.R., 'The Invasion of Privacy: Medical Practice
as Tort of fnvasion' , ( 1979 ) 18 Wash. L.J. 2O5 , @ 207 ¡ Sieghart,
P., rComputers, Information, Privacy and the Law, (1977) I25 J.
Roy. Soc. of Arts 456, @ 456¡ U.S. Office of Science and
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privacy. Privacy is affected by

information. Loaded as it is, the

to be central to Westin's concept

the circulation of personal

notion of the tpersonalt seems

of privacy. T

The introduction of this qualification personal adds a

value bias. As DunIap noted, the description rpersonalr is never

value free: it involves at least some reference to phenomena

external to the person, be they natural, social, or political.B

Presumably Westin would accept this. In his comprehensive study of

privacy, he emphasised that democratic societies are characterised

by a 'fundamental belief in the uniqueness of the individual'.9

Technology Report, 'Privacy and Behavioural Research, [1967, U.S.
Govt Printer, Washington D.C. I , @ 2¡ Gross, H. , 'Privacy and
Autonomyrin Pennock & Chapman (eds.), supra n.3, @ 169: control
over acguaintance with one's personal affairs; Rosenberg, J.M.fThe Death of Privacyr, It969. Random House. N.Y.], @ 193, 194:
right to determine 'how, when, and to what extent data about
oneself are released to another person.'; Griesser, G., (ed. ),rData Protection in Health Information Servicesr, []-980. North
Holland. Amsterdaml, @ 2 (1.1.I. ); most of the papers in Rowe,
B.C., (ed. ), rPrivacy, Computers, and Your¡ 11972. NDL. Londonl
exemplify this approach. WaIker, G. de 0., rfnformation as
Por,verr, (1986) 16 Qld. L. Soc. J. 153, @ 161; Murdock, L.8., !The
Use and Abuse of Computerized fnformation', (1980) 44 AIbany L.
Rev. 589 , G 600 comments that this is the def inition of
'information privacy'. But see the discussion bel-ow as to the
validity of this distinction.

7. See Dunlap, M.C., rWhere Person Ends, Does the Government
Begin? An Exploration of Present Controversies Concerning "The
Riqht to Privacy" ' , ( 1981 ) 72 Lincoln L. Rev. 47 , @ 50; Tribe,
L.H., 'American Constitutional Law', t1978. Foundation Press. NYI,
esp. G 890.

B. Dunlap, ibid, esp.G 50-52.

9. Westin, supra n. I @ 33.
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The determination of the ambit of the 'personaf is difficult. It

goes to the crux of the Hart/Devlin debates. Ultimately, the view

taken on this issue will determine what is privacy. The wider the

notion of the 'personal' , as it may variously be defined,

correlatively the more expansive is the notion of privacy. The

converse is equally true.

Accordingly, in a society which Westin would describe as a

democratic state' , l0 Dunlap's observation is applicable:

The närrower and more restrictive the "personal" is

considered to be, the less government is

accountabLe for claims of deprivation of privacy.

And the more expansive and broader the "personal"

is cons idered to be, the more accountable

government becomes for such c1aims.lI

12. Westin, supra n. I, @ 39. His reference to the
recluse suggests that Westin treats as 'privacyr states
apart-from-others' such as solitude or seclusion.

Westin treated privacy as a claim. He described privacy as being:

neither a self-sufficient state nor an end in

itself , even for the hermit and the recluse. It is

basically an instrument for achieving individual

goals of self-realization. l2

10. Ibid. See generally c apter below.

11. Dun]-ap, supra n. 7t G 51.

tmodern

hermit and
of 'be ing-
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However, he seemed to be somewhat equivocal- about this.

Westin described many 'claims to privacy or expectations of

receiving privacy Ias arising] out of certain statuses rich

man, university professor, corporation executiver lawyer, and the

like. ' 13 Substituting his definition for the word privacy,

Westin would have been referring to 'claims to the c1aim...' It

is unlikely that this is what he meant.

Westin conce ived of privacy as performing four functions for

individuals in democratic societies: 'personal autonomy, emotional

rel-ease r Sê1f-evaluation, and limited and protected

communication'.14 He appears to have applied the term privacy to

alI of the states of 'being-apart-from-others' which were

discussed in the previous chapter. There are a number of problems

in his approach.

First, Westin's characterisation of privacy as a claim seems to be

incorrect. As \^ras discussed earlier, and is evident from Westin's

anaJ-ysis, one of the functions served by privacy is the provision

of some form of social- insulation. To this extent, privacy must

be a condition: something which may exist in the absence of any

affirmative action on the part of a beneficiary. In this sense,

privacy cannot be a claim: a claim exists only when it is made by

its claimant. It requires a deliberative act.

I Ib d.,

14. rbid., @ 32.
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It is possible to make a claim only after the interest claimed has

been identified. Westin recognised this when he noted that the

way in which individuals 'cl-aim reserve' is central to privacy and

varies from culture to cuIture.l5 However, unless there is some

culturally accepted area of reserver âñ individual's claim may

rest upon nothing more than the claimant's social po\¡/er. Westin

suggested that even the hermit and the recluse have privacy, and

he sau/ privacy as being Iinked to the 'uniqueness' of the

individual-. Presumably, therefore, he considered that it was

possible to identify some minimum content of privacy.

Westin described privacy as protecting the individual's 'core

self' . l6 This appears to rest upon rather circular reasoning.

According to Westin, a free society leaves to individuals the

right to decide for themselves, ' with onl-y extraordinary

exceptions in the interests of society', when and on what terms

their acts should be revealed to the general public.17

However, this begs the question of what is a'free society'. If

one individual wishes to conceal actions from a society, is that

society'free' if there is no overwhelming interest in their being

I I d.,

16. rbid., @ 33.

I7. rbid., @ 42.
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are revealed? What

in the interest of the

constitutes

soc iety I ?

an

Westin insisted that the basic point is that individuals must,

'within the larger context of culture, . . . status, . . . and

personal situationr continually adjust betweeen their need for

'sol-itude and companionship; for intimacy and general social

intercourse; for anonymity and respons ible participation in

society ¡ for reserve and disclosure' . I8 However, his definition

provided no criterion by which to make this adjustment other than

the individual's wishes.

fn the earlier discussion, the point was made that a society

cannot recognise an interest which is defined exclusively by

reference to its possessor's subjective wishes. One conseguence of

describing privacy as a cl-aim is to pre-empt the question whether,

and, if sor to what extent, Þrivacy should be recognised.

To some extent, Westin's analysis appears to have been confused by

a fusion of two different enquiries. He attempted to define an

abstract privacy-interest by describing the circumstances in which

a person's claim to reserve should be recognised , for whatever

reason. Rather than identifying distinctly the interest
(privacy), and the circumstances in which a person should be heard

to complain of its abrogation ( the right to privacy ) ' Westin

appears to have fused his analysis so as to describe privacy as

18. rbid.
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the thing asserted. He thus failed to address those circumstances

in which an otherwise acceptable claim to reserve may be

overridden by societal interest; and how that social interest may

be recognised. Consequently, he does not appear to have provided

any criteria by which to assess the worth of any 'c1aim by

individuals to determine when, how, and to what extent

information about them is communicated to others.l

Lusky was one of the first writers to take issue with Westin's

definition.l9 He accused Westin of confusing by oversimplifying.

Lusky attempted to illustrate this criticism by sketching two

quite different situations which would fa11 within the Westin

definition, each of which would involve an invasion of privacy on

the Westin analysis: (i) the Time Inc v. HilL situation in which

people who had been held hostage \4tere subsequently unable to

escape from publicity about the incident;20 and (ii) the position

of a credit applicant damned by the'confidential'report of an

erstwhile creditor which stated that the applicant failed to pay a

bill on a previous occasion but omitted to disclose the reason for

the non-payment.

These examples \^Jere wel- I chosen . fn the

to the

first instance, Time Inc.

v. Hi11, the ob jection was not

that hostages had been

circulation of information

but to the plaintiffs'

was this l-atter item ofident if icat ion as those

taken per se,

hostages. It

19. Lusky, supra n. 3.

20. Ibid.' @ 696, Time, Inc. v. Hill' 385 U.S. 374 (1967).
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information which, in their view, was private in the sense

there was no reason why it should have been published.

that

The second situation, on the other hand, is different. The credit

applicant's objection vras not to the circulation of information

per se, it was to the circulation of inf ormation which \¡/as

connotatively false. The applicant did not fail to pay the bill-:

the credit applicant refused to pay because the creditor, in the

view of the debtor at least, failed to discharge his contractual

obligations t ot failed to discharge them properly. The objection

h¡as thus to a misrepresentation which unjustly injured the

debtor's reputation. The complaint was not of invasion of

privacy: it was of defamation a clairn based upon the circulation

of insufficient information which, by its omissions,

misrepresented the position of the debtor.

Lusky's two examples were of situations in which the two interests

were clearly distinct. However, there are situations in which it

is not so easy to differentiate between the interests underlying

the objections to the circulation of information. This is

illustrated by some of the situations which are examined below in

Parts II and III of the thesis.

To the extent that Lusky's examples are a fair application of

Westin's definition, they illustrate its primary defect. It fails

to contemplate the distinction between the circulation of false

information and circulation of privacy-relevant information. It
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criterion by which to identify the types of information,

circulated, mây affect privacy.

Information is neutral. The consequences attributed to

information derive less from information in the abstract than from

the way in which information may be used, not used or

commmunicated etc. ConsequentLy, the focus of this analysis is

upon the circulation of information.

The word circulation is used here stipulatively.2l If person C

discovers information X about person A, and that information was

not previously known by any person, the information can not be

said to have been communicated to C. If C then records that item

of information and person T steals, or otherwise without Crs

knowJ-edge or consent, learns the information from person Ct it may

not be possible to say that C communicated X to T. However'

whether the information is accidentally discovered ' deduced '
communicatedt ot stolen, information X may be said to have been

circulated to the person by whom it was learnt.

Simitarly , if C consciously communicates information to person T,

the information may be said to have been circulated to T. The

word circulate is thus used to complement the word l-earn.

However, for the reasons which are discussed in Part If, the two

terms are not identical. Information X may be said to have been

circulated to person C when it is deduced from raw data by C's

2L. See the discussion
chapter 2, page 43, text

of the types
accompany i ng

of
n.

legaI def
32.

inition above
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computer and then used indirectly by C, who may never be cognizant

of all of the information'known'to the computer. C cannot be

said to have learnt information X because it may never come to C's

actual knowledge although C may be said to have constructive

knowledge of X. This point is discussed in chapter 7 beLow.22

An objection to the circulation of fal-se information is unlike an

objection to the circulation of private information. The first

objection is not to the circulation of the information should not

be circulated (either generally or to particular persons). It is

an objection to the fact that the information circulated is false:

that the subject of the information is being misrepresented in

some sense.

This distinction may be illustrated by an example. Consider the

complaint that a person has been incorrectì-y described as

homosexual-. The complainant may object to the discussion of

sexual orientation on the grounds that this is a private matter,

and the circulation of any information about it is therefore

objectionable and interferes with privacy. The second' distinct,

objection is that this particular item of information is false:

not merely that the matter should not have been discussed' but

that the discussion is injurious'because it is faLse.

The one

provide

s t ateme nt

the grounds

that person A

for two quite

is an homosexual - may therefore

distinct complaints: invasion of

22. See-discussion bel-ow at page I55 et seq.
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privacy (circulation of information about a private matter), and

defamation (the false and damaging allegation). The common ground

of these complaints does not mean that they are idenLical.

This point may be illustrated by reversing the example. Suppose

that the false allegation is that person A is an heterosexual-.

The fact that this allegation is not injurious ( in the sense

contemplated by the 1aw of defamation), and thus does not provide

grounds for a complaint of defamation, may not derogate from the

complaint that privacy has been invaded if the shared communi-ty

expectation is that sexual conduct is a private matter and A

subscribes to this.

4.1. Control over the circulation of information

Westin used the term 'communication' of information in a manner

similar to the way in which the term'circulation' is used in this

thesis. Most of the writers who adopted the Westin thesis appear

also to have adopted this use of the word communication. In

general-, they appear to have assumed that the person who has

control over the communication of information is able to control

the learning of that information by third parties, whether by

deduction, accidental discovery or actual communication.
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Lusky accepted Westin's primary contention that privacy subsists

in the control of (the circulation of) information. However, he

rejected Westin's treatment of privacy as a claim. He argued

that the'basic term'shouLd describe the interest which is under

consideration but should not carry any legal connotations.

Accordingly, Lusky re-worked Westin's definition to'begin' as

fol lows :

Privacy is the condition enjoyed by one who can

control the communication of information about

h imse If .23

This revision h¡as adopted by Mi1ler, among others.24 However, it

does not overcome the second problem impl icit in the Westin

definition. It offers no means by which to identify the types of

information about people, the circulation of which may affect

privacy, nor in what circumstances the circulation of this

information should be Iimited.

Parker developed this latter point in I974. He pointed out that:

Not every l-oss or gain of control over information

about ourselves is a loss or qain of privacy.25

23. Lusky, supra n. 3, @ 709 ('begin' Ís Lusky's describtron ot
what he \^/as doing ) ; See al-so Schaf er, A. ' 

I Privacy: A
Philosophical Overview', in Gibson, D. (ed)' rAspects of Privacy
Law', [1980. Butterworths. Toronto], 1, @ 9.

24. Supra n. 5

25. Parker,
L. Rev. 275,

R. B. r
e 279.

rA Definition of Privacy', (1974) 27 Rutgers
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Rather than attempting Lo identify the type, if there is any

particular type, of information about ourselves', the circulation

of which may affect privacy, Parker forswore the notion of

information at all. He agreed that privacy is:

often used to control the circulation of

information about ourselvesr26

but postulated a ne\^/ ' sensory-based, def init ion. He argued that

privacy is control over when and by whom the

(physical ) parts of us (as identified persons) can

be seen or heard ( in person or by the use of

photographs, recordings, TV., etc. ) touched,

smelled, or tasted by others.27

Parker's postulate is similar to Westin's in so far as Parker

assumed that the control over the sources of information \¡¡as

tantamount to control over the information itself. However,

Parker's concept of privacy appears to have been wider than

Westin's. If Westin's definition were applied, privacy would be

invaded whenever a person communicatedr or used, information about

another person contrary to that otherrs wishes, regardless of how

that information v¡as learnt. If Parker's definition h/ere to be

applied, people would interfere with privacy whenever they

deducedr or even faintly suspected, any information about each

other.

26. rbid., @ 281

27. rbid., G 283 284.
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Lusky' s exampJ-e of the problems inherent in the West in not ion of

privacy may be adapted to illustrate the deficiencies in the

Parker concept. Under the Westin definition, Þrivacy may be:

invaded t oy at least affected somehow, if my one

neighborIsicì telts my second neighbor (without my

consent) that I am a vegetarian, or that I am

suffering from spring feverr oL that I Iike

oysters.2B

The parker view would take this one step further. Privacy would

be lost not by one neighbour telling another that the subject is a

vegetariant but by that first neighbour'sensing'that the second

is a vegetarian.

If this is Sor privacy may exist only where the subject

complete control over the spatial environment something which

rather difficult to envisage in any society. As Gerety noted:

No two people Icould] ... pass in the street without

invading each other's privacy'.29

The Parker definition seems

Warren and Brandeis' slogan:

to suffer from the same defect as

lega I injuria involving 'a

narrow.

subsume

bod i ly

has

ts

AS

it is both too broad and too

de f i ned by Parker woulciTaken 1itera1J.y, ÞrivacY

virtually every form of

28. Lusky' supra n. 3, @ 6 95.

Gerety, T., rRedefining Privacy', (1977) 12 Harv' C' R' C' L

Rev. 233, @ 267.
29.

L.
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sensation of another',30 yet fail to

commonly accepted examples of invasion

embrace some of the more

of privacy.

discussion, Parker nominated as one of the

any definition that it should I fit the

Consider, for instance, the position of people about whom dossiers

are compiled by the collation of various disparate items of

information so as to reveal information which the subjects wished

to conceal (either generally or from the particul-ar dossier

holder) .31 rhis may be done without in any r¡/ay 'sensing' the

subjects or any of their parts. ( Parker defines 'partS' so

broadly to include 'objects very closely Ispatiatly] associated

with us lwhich] we usually keep with us or locked up in a

place accessible only to uS Isuch as] the contents of our

purse, pocket, or safe depos it box, or the pages of our

diaries' .32 ) Strictly applied, the Parker definition does not

treat compiling a dossier as involving any loss or invasion of

privacy. Parker was aware of this deficiency. He attempted to

remedy it by describing the practice of gathering information

about individuals as threatening or lessening the value of

pr ivacy. 3 3

At the beginning of

three requirements

his

of

30. rbid. , @ 267 .

31. See also Schafer, supra n. 23, @ I2r orl this point'

32. Parker' supra n. 25, @ 281.

33. rbid. ' @ 2B 4-285 .
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data'.34 His postulate does not do so. It fails to take into

account one of the widely accepted examples of interference with

privacy (compiling dossiers). This deficiency cannot be remedied

by tagging on to the definition a ne\^¡ category activities which

l-essen the value of privacy.

Gavison offered the view that:

privacy is a situation (or a condition) of an

individual vis-a-vis others, which is related to

the extent to which X is known to others, is

physically accessible to others' and is the subject

of others' interests or attention.35

According to Gavisonts analysis, individuals lose privacy when

they become the subject of attention, or others gaín physical

access to them. As in the case of the Parker definition, this

assumes that | [p] erfect privacy is impossible in any

societY' .36

The object of identifying privacy is to ascertain under what

circumstances an individual may be heard to complain of an injury

(an invasion of privacy) of which the law may (or should?) be

cognizant. This being sor it seems to be important to be able to

34. rbid., @ 276

35. Gavison, R.E., 'Privacy and its Legal Protection', t1975 D.
Phil Thesis (unpublish.) Oxfordl, @ 24. The relevant sections of
her thes is are publ ished in 'Privacy and the Limits of the Lav'rr ,
(1980) B9 Yale L.J. 42I.

36. Gavison (1980), ibid., @ 428.
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reduction of the ambit of privacy and andistinguish between a

invasion of privacy.

assault ( although it

Just

does

as a caress is not necessarily an

reduce 'spatial aloneness' ) , so the

invade privacy.exposure of a person may not

The Gavison view does not seem to permit this distinction.

Individuals lose privacy as defined by Gavison whenever they

enter society, and any given action, condition or circumstance

simply aggravates this. Thus, according to Gavison'S thesis, A

loses privacy when C enters a room in which A is present and C

becomes tawaret of Ars existence. Cts knowledge of A'S presence

in the room aggravates this loss of privacy; and this loss of

privacy is further aggravated if C talks to À.

This is not a particularly helpful approach. It is more useful to

identify the circumstances in which the quantum of privacy a

society all-ows to each of its members, in the abstract, is

reduced. There does not appear to be much point in commencing

this analysis by hypothesising a theoretical world in which

people possesS perfect privacy and treating each social

transaction as reducing this privacy.

There must be some way in

'perfect privacy' against

determine the quotient of

society; and secondlY,

impaired. What is needed

objectionable losses of ,

which, first to balance this notion of

the dictates of the society in order to

privacy permitted to each member of that

to determine whether this has been

is some criterion by which to identify

or invasions of, privacy. This criterion
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must not itself determine whether the invasion of privacy should

occur.

Gavison claims that privacy is lost whenever

chooses to sit on "our" bench

empty benches t .37 This cannot

discussion of the function(s )

'spatial aloneness has been

that secl-us ion or sol itude has

not necessarily affected in any

even though the

be correlated

of privacy.

diminished' .38

t a stranger

park is fu11 of

with the earlier

The individual-'s

It is possibl-e

been reduced. However, privacy is

way.

Further, as Fried noted, Privacy is not always affected by

types of information about people. Fried i Ilustrated

difficulties which may arise out of treating all information

persons similarly with the following example:

We may not mind that a person knows a general fact

about us¡ yet feel our privacy invaded if he knows

the details. For instance, a casual- acquaintance

may confidently know that I am sick, but it would

violate my privacy if he knew the nature of my

illness. Or a good friend may know what particular

illness I am suffering from, but it would violate

my privacy if he \^Iere actually to witness my

37. rbid., @ 433.

all

the

abou t

38 . rbid.
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suffering from some symptom which he must know is

associated with the disease.39

4.2. Characteristics of privacY

Before embarking on a new definition of privacy' it may be of some

assistance to the reader to restate briefly the concLusions which

have been drawn from the foregoing discuss ion. It should be

emphasised that this Part of the thesis examines the concept of

privacy as a socio-political interest' not a 1egal right. It is

not possible to attempt to identify what should be the content of

any political (encompassing social, economic etc.) interest or any

Iegal right to privacy until the nature of the privacy interest

has itself been identified.

Consequently, this chapter has concentrated upon the nature or

concept of privacy. The object is thus to identify (i) the state

of 'being-apart-from-others' which may be characterised as

privacy; and ( ii ) in what circumstances individuals should be

entitled to resist the encroachment of others into that state of

' be ing-apart-f rom-others' .

39. Fried, C., rAn AnatomY of Va
Cambridgel ' G 141.

lues' , [ 1970. Harv. Un iv. Press.
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of simplicity, these conclusions are expressed in the

propositions:

1 Privacy is a condition or state

'existential condition'41 which may

the context of social interaction.42

of affairs4O - an

be understood only in

2. A person who enjoys the possession of this condition Ís in

Some way insulated from the socio-political pressures which

are inherenL in social interaction.43 As MacCormick noted:

To have privacy is in some respect to be in fact

free from a given form of supervision or

intrusion.44

40. Lusky' supra n. 3;
Privacy, (I975) 6 Justice

Swanton,
(Aust. I

I Towards
) 13, @ 15

a Definition ofJ.,
c.J.

4I. O'Brien,
Paradoxes of
79.

D.M., 'Privacy and the Riqht of Access, Purposes and
Information Control' , ( I97B ) 30 Ad. L. Rev. 45, @

42. See discussion at Pages 49 57
Weisstub, D.N. ç GotIieb, C.C. rrThe Nature
Study for the Privacy and Computer Task
Justice. Canadal' @ 38.

above. See generally
of Privacy' , I I971. A
Force, Department of

43. Storey, H., 'Aspects of the RuIe of Law and the Riqht of
Privacy'r (f 975) 6 Justice (Aust. I.C.J) It @ 1; Berlin, I. ,rTwo
ConcepLs of Liberty', [1958. Clarendon Press. Oxford].' G 51 where
he comments Lhat 'there are frontiers not artificially drawn,
within which men should be inviolab1e...'

44. MacCormick, D.N., 'A Note upon Privacy" (1973) 89 L.Q.R.23,
e 24.
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This condition is negatively defined. It

an absence, a lack of something such

observation, intrusion etc. of some third

is characterised by

as the presence,

party.4 5

4.

55 Phitos. I7, @ 2I. It is possible that a lack of a
knowledge is equally characteristic of privacy such as
of right to know the colour of Brs desk. However, introdu
element into a def initional analys is may result in

5

This condition is in fact susceptible to invasion.46 For

the purposes of this analysis, those privacy conditions which

are physically (or logically) immune from interference are

disregarded. The object of this enquiry is to ascertain

whether there are criteria by which to determine when a given

action unjust.ifiably interferes with privacy; and if there

are, to identify them.

Ars privacy may be violated by C's failure to respect the

limits which A has set on C's acquaintance with (personal)

information about 4.47

45. McCloskey, H.J., rPrivacy and the Right to Privacy', (1980)
right to
Ars lack

cing this
petitio

principi i. McCl-oskey I H.J . , 'The PoIiticaI Ideal of Privacyr ,
(197f ) 21 Philos 0. 303' esp @ 3l-0, comments that there may be a
Iack of a right to knowledge in respect of many non-personaf
matters. See also Bok, S. ' 'Lying: MoraI Choice in Public and
Private Life', lL97B. Harvester Press. Hassocksl, esp. chapter 5,
discussing 'white Iies' and the idea that information should not
be made available simply because it is not private vis-a-vis the
informat ion-seeker.

46. To the extent that privacy is immune from invasion, article
17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(which is discussed below in Part IV) can imply no particular
oblgation, and there is Iittle need for legal protection. However,
see the discusion below @ pages l-40-l-41 .

47. Gross, supra n. 6, @ 171.
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Privacy may be affected by the circulation of certain types

of information about ourselves' . Writers disagree with the

limitation of the types of personal information the

circulation of which may affect privacy. Fried and Westin,

both of whom take as their focus control of information,

speak of information about'ourselves.4B Both appear to

contemplate that information about 'oursel-ves' is relevant to

privacy. However, Fried recognises that different types of

information may have differing effects upon privacy.49

The term circulation is used here to mean the conmunication

of information, or the learning of information without it

having been actually communicated to anyone ¡ ot the

unconscious generation of information (as may be the case

where the information is deduced by a person's computer and

indirectly used by that person). Consequently, the previous

concfusion (no. 6) may be rendered: privacy may be affected

by the communication of, or the learning of, or the

( constructive ) deduction of some, but not alI ' types of

personal information.

A person enjoying

the circulation

does not always have

relevant types

control over

of personal

prrvacy

of the

A

49. See above text accompanying n. 39.

48. Fried, C., rPrivacy"
., 'Privacy and Freedomr,

Yale L.J. 475 | @ 482¡
Bodley Head. Londonl

( r_e68 )

1r967 .
77
The

Westin,
@ 7.
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information. This may be demonstrated by an example. If C

seizes Ars diary containing personal information of .the

relevant type about A (ie. of the type, which, if circulated,

may affect Ars privacy), which A does not wish to reveal to

C, A is thereby placed in peril of an invasion of privacy by

C. C does not actually invade A's privacy until the

information ( as distinct from the possession of the

information) is actually circulated to C ie. until C

actually opens and reads the diary. The situation may be

more complex. Suppose that A does not wish C to know that À

keeps a diary. Suppose further that information about

whether A keeps a diary is information of a relevant type. C

may invade Ars privacy as soon as C identifies the diary as

beJ-onging to A, even though C never learns anything of the

diary's contents. However, if A does not mind C knowing that

A keeps a diary, and C fearns this' C may not have invaded

Ars privacy. Yet to the extent that C knows this

information, it. is beyond Ars control.

The circulation of information from or about a person affects

privacy. The circulation of information to a person does not

affect the recipient's privacy. Consequently Ars receipt of

the information (correct or incorrect) that C has read Ars

diary does not affect Ars privacy' although it may affect Ars

perceived privacy. A's privacy is affected the instant that

C reads the diary regardless of A's knowledge of that fact.

The receipt of information, no matter how unwanted such as

"junk maiI" - does not automatically affect the recipient's
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privacy, although it may provide a ground for

complaint, such as of harassment, for example

recipient is deluged with (unwanted ) mail

threatening letters.

or

some o ther

where the

rece ives

Thompson

privacy.

acqu i red

These

took

She

an

Iast two

issue with

hypothes i sed

X-ray device:

propositions require some elaboration.

the notion of control as

the situation in which

being central to

a neighbour had

then I shoul-d imagine that I thereby lose control

over who can look at me: going home and closing

the doors no longer suffices to prevent others from

doing so. But my right to privacy is not violated

until my neighbor Isic] actually does train the

device on the wall of my house. It is the actual

looking that violates it, not the acquisition of

po\^/er to Iook . 5 0

However, Thompson's perceived privacy might have been adverseJ-y

affected by the knowledge that the neighbour had acquired an X-ray

device.

The ninth proposition, that the circulation of information to a

person does not automatically affect privacy, is dictated by the

earlier discussion of the functions served by privacy. The

receipt of additional- information will not of itself necessarily

inhibit autonomy. For example, íf C writes to A informing A that

50. Thompson ' J.J
Public Aff. 295, @

. r 'The RIg

Lii'rÍ Litl,'i¡r,, t d

OF

OF

IDE

305, fn. 1 .
ht to Privacy' ' ( f975 ) 5 (4) Philos &
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C will publish certain information about A if A carries out action

X, and Crs letter is intended to prevent¡ ot at Least discouraqe,

A from doing X, it is arguable that A's autonomy will be increased

by the receipt of the information in so far as A is better

informed and thus better equipped to make an informed decision

whether to perform action X.

In some circumstances, a person's autonomy may be enhanced by the

receipt of additional information, even if that information is

unwelcome.5l In general, peopì-e are better equipped to make

reasoned, independent judgments when better informed.

Às was discussed above, privacy is a state of 'being-apart-from-

others' . It is typified by withdrawal or concealment in some

sense. When people receive information they may be made a\{are

that others are conscious of their location, or of certain aspects

or attributes of their lives. Armed with this information' they

may be better able to determine to what extent their privacy has

been respected by others. The receipt of something, including

information, does not necessarily affect the state of 'being-

apart-from-others I i although it may advise the recipients of the

degree to which they are, in fact, 'apart-from-othersr. Rather

than violating the recipients' "apartness", the thing received may

inform the recipient of the degree to which that "apartness" has

51. The actuaL receipt of the item containing the information may
be an intrusion regardless of its contents. See eg. BaIl-ard'
D.P., 'Privacy and Direct lt4aiI Advertising', (I979) 47 Fordham L.
Rev. 495, @ 508, where he applies a Prosser style analysis to
direct mail advertising and examines the intrusj-veness of direct
mail advertising sent to private homes.
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been respected. Perceived privacy may be impaired by evidence

that 'apartness' is less than had been thought: but this is merely

evidence of the lack of 'apartness' not the thing which vitiates

ir.

The circulation of information to a person may affect perceived

privacy as distinct from privacy. A person may enjoy perceived

privacy long after privacy has been violated. The converse is

equally true. Receipt of information indicating that privacy has

been violated may affect perceived privacy. However, since

perceived privacy is distinct from (am be independent of) privacy'

this information need have no effect upon privacy.

The receipt of certain types of information may inhibit the

recipient's autonomy as for example where the information takes

the form of a threat. In many circumstances r the resulting

complaint may have no connection with the invasion of privacy.

For example, the complaint may be of duress, or of blackmail, or

threatened assault, or threat of invasion of privacy.

The information received may be unhelpful or obnoxious because of

its quantity even where its content is innocuous. No matter how

annoying receipt of the information may be, it does not invade its

recipient's privacy. It mâY, as is often the case in respect of

"junk mai1" or unsolicited telephone calls, interfere with the

recipient's enjoyment of home or property. The complaint provoked
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is not of an invasion of privacy as such: it is of nuisancer oL

harassment t ot interference with the recipient's autonomy.52

As was emphasised earlier, it is the circulation of only certain

types of personal information which necessarily affects privacy.

The problem is how to determine criteria by which to determine a

riori which types of information are relevant. The problem is

therefore to determine a means of identifying the types of

information which, when circulatedr rnây affect privacy without

actually consulting the information-subject.

The inf ormation-subject's \^/ishes or actions with respect to

privacy may be relevant to some extent, but not at the initial-'

threshold, l-evel in determining whether circulated information may

affect privacy. To affirm otherwise without having established an

a priori determination of what type(s) of circulated information

may affect privacy would be to beg the question whether the

information should be treated as private.

52. But contra: Luten, S.B. ' ve Me A Home W ere o Salesmen
Phone: Telephone Solicitation and the First Amendmentr, (1979) 7
Hastings Const. L.g. I29, esp. @ 138 et seq.: Towards a Doctrine
of Residential Privacy'; Kaplan, M.R., 'Commercial Speech and the
Right to Privacy: Constitutional Implications of Regulating
Unsolicited Telephone Cal-Isr , ( 1980 ) 15 Co1. J. L. & Soc. Probs.
277 , esp. @ 295 ¡ Bal-1ard, D. P. , 'Privacy and Direct Mail
Advertising', (1979) 47 Fordham L. Rev. 495, G 508 et seq.
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CHAPTER 5

TWO-TIERED TEST FOR THE INVASION OF PRIVACY

Un]ess there is some Ídentifiable, objective threshold test, it

wiIl be impossible to determine a priori whether any given

circulation of information may affectr or interfere with' a

person's privacy without seeking in advance the person's víews

upon the circulation of the information. If that were the case,

each person would be left to act at peril of invading each other

person's privacy. As was discussed earlier, this is not a

particularly realistic way to regulate social intercourse.

The information-subjectrs wishes are relevant to the non-threshold

determination of whether any given circulation of information

interferes with privacy. For the reasons discussed earlier, they

should not be determinant of whether privacy has been invaded: but

they may determine whether an otherwise established interference

with privacy is objectionable.

There must be a two-tier test. This first requirement is a

threshold requirement. It requires a determination whether the

information in question is of the kind, which, if circulated' may

affect privacy an objective test determining a priori whether

the circulaLion of information in question may invade privacy.



This test focuses

ignores the actual

r06

upon the subject-type of the information. It

subject-matter of the information.

It does not fol-1ow from the fact that information is of a type,

which, íf circulated¡ mây affect privacy, that the circulation of

aIl information of that type necessarily interferes with privacy.

In some cases, the information-subject may directly or indirectly

waive any potential objection to the circulation of the

information by placing the information in the public domain

despite its subject-type. The inforrnation-subject may even

actively promote the circulation of information of a type¡ the

circulation of which would otherwise be privacy-intrusive.

The object of creating this two-tier test is to ( i ) establish

criteria by which to determine whether information is of a type

which may affect privacy; and (ii) then place upon Lhe would-be

publicist the onus of obtaining the information-subject's consent

to the circulation of the information. As is discussed below, the

information-subject's consent need not be explicit: it may also

arise by implication.

The second l-evel of the test concerns the determination whether

the subject of the information actualJ-y objects to the particular

circulation of the information in question. This is a subjective

test determining whether the circulation of the information which

may affect privacy has actually done so. At this second leve1'

the focus is upon the subject-matter of the information. The sole

question at this level is whether the subject objects to the
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information. The

does not object)

reason h/hy the information-

is irrelevant.

This view of privacy is analogous to Godkin's. He saw privacy as

arising out of the individual's ability to'draw a line betwen his

Iife as an individual and his life as a citizen'.1 However, it

is not identical with Godkin's view. Godkin suggested that the

individual should be able to determine rhow much and how 1ittle

the community should see'.2

The view advanced here is that there shoul-d be a prima facie

(objective) determination of where Godkin's line may be drawn.

Once the minimum t ot threshold determination had been established'

individuals should be able to determine whether and to what extent

they wish to take advantage of this. In many cases ' people may

not object to the circulation of information of a type which is

prima facie on the ' individual' , ie. private, s ide of Godkin's

line.3

1. Godkin' E. '
rThe Rights o the Citizen IV

Magazine 58 ' @

f To his Own
See alsoReputation', (1890) B

Mi1lar v. TaYIor | (1769)
.r; (diss) G 242.

2. Godkin' ibid.

4 Burr 2303, 2379 ¡ 98 E.R
Scribner's 65.

20r, per Yates

3. For some early discussions of the differing values which
\4rere attributed to privacy during Godkin's time see 'The Task f or
Privacy and Publiðity' , 

- ( lBSB t 61 Spectator 782¡ 'secrecy' ,

(1840) 6O New Monthly Magazine 244, which were referred to by
Siepp, D.J., 'English Judiõial Recognition of a Riqht to Privacy"
(19ã3) 3 ox. J. i.q. studies 325, @ 332, fn' 60'
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5.I. Objective test: subject-tYPe

It is not easy to identify the criterion to satisfy the first,

threshold, IeveI test. Gerety introduced the concept of intimacy.

This may be of some assistance, although intimacy is, as Gerety

himself recognised' something of a weasel word. Gerety noted

Stephen's view that privacy ' is largely a matter of shared

expectations and sensibilities' , and conceded that there is an

,irreducible Iooseness' about concepts such aS intimacy.4

This is not a fatal ftaw. The content of what is recognised as

'intimate' varies as between societies. As is discussed bel-ow in

part IV, concepLions of human rights are frequently dependent upon

societal perceptions, and are therefore variable. As was

discussed earlier, the concept of. the 'personal' is inextricabJ-y

interv/oven with the concept of human rights in general ( and

privacy in particular), and is never val-ue free. It is reflective

of the societal perception of the nature of the relationship

between the state and the person. Inevitably therefore, it is in

constant flux

4. Gerety, T.l
R. L. Rev. 233, @

def ning Privacy ., (1977) 12 Harv. C. L. C.
ephen, " Liberty '

'Re
238, fn. 22, referring to rSt

Equaì_ity, Fraternity" 160' (see thesis, chapter 2, n. 34, at page
44 above. ), and 245 (concerning the 'irreducible looseness) of
this type of 'middle ground' concept). See Gerety' 263 et seq'
for a discrrssion of the use of the concept of intimacy.
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concept of intimacy

broad to encompass

is too restrictive.

what Lusky described

area of individual non-accountability, in which one

can think and speak and act without having to

justify to Big Brother or anyone else.5

benefits of introducingAs Gerety noted' one of the

intimacy into the analYsis

differentiate between PrivacY

intimacy, unlike standards of

simply by mutual agreement.'6

of privacy is that

and conf idential ity:

confidentiality, can

the concept of

this helps to
I standards of

not be created

Schoeman attempted to clarify the ambiguities inherent

notion of intimacy by drawing an analogy with

our attitude towards a hol-y ob_ject something that

is appropriately revealed only in special

circumstances. To use such an object' even though

it is a humble object when seen out of context'

without the idea of its character in mind is to

deprive the object of its sacredness, its

in the

5. Lusky , L. ,
Concepts' , (I972)
'Privacy: Control
Regarding Conduct'
expressed sceptici
an " intimacy" cons

Invas ion of PrrvacY: A CLarrf rca tion of
72 CoI. L. Rev. 693, @ 707 . Siegel , P. ,

over Stimulus Input, Stimulus Output, and Self
, (1984) 33 Buff. L. Rev. 35' would say not. He

sm about 'any view of privacy that is based on
truct | .

6. Gerety' supra n. 4, @ 282.
notes the possibilitY that the
restrictive.

G fn . I75, where GeretY
of intimacy may be too

See also
concept
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specialness. Such an abuse is regarded as an

affront, often requiring ritual procedures to

restore the object's sacred character. (Note that

there are certain uses which are permitted even

though not devotional in nature: use for

educational purposes , for example. ) 7

Consistent with this analogy, Schoeman suggested that people coul-d

viol-ate the ir own privacy. B

The two-tiered privacy test advanced in this thesis is intended to

serve two different functions. On the one hand' the threshold

test (intimate information) may introduce some certainty intor or^

at least reduce the uncertainty in, the notion of privacy by

identifying the types of information the circulation of which may

affect privacy.

On the other hand, the subjective test (the individual's views)

enables people to circulate information about themselves as they

choose. A person may choose not to assert any privacy interest

(tfre subjective leveI of the test), and may permit' or even

initiate, the circulation of inf ormation which coul-d be

characterised as intimate.9

7. Schoeman, F.D., rPrivacY and i nt imate information' , 1n
Schoeman, F.D. (ed), 'Philosophical Dimensions of Privacy:
Anthology' tI9B4. Cambridge Univ. Press. CambridgeJ ' 403, G 406

An

B. Ibid. , e 407. If this is so¡ the 'invasion' would probably
fail the second leveI of the test presumably the subject could
be treated as having consented to the 'invasion'.

9. The
Information

INew Zea]-andl
and the official

Information AuthoritY, rPersonal
fnformation Act: Recommendations For
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In a sense, Þrivacy seems to be located in a complex middle-ground

between the publicly espoused values of a society and the positive

exercise of the rights which that society accords to its citizens.

One way and it is emphasised that it is only one way, not the

only way to secure the conditions for the exercise of some of

those rights, is by the recognition of individual privacy. This

may ensure the existence of conditions sufficient for the exercise

of many of those rights. It is does not follow that privacy is a

necessary condition. 10

This may be illustrated by an example. Consider the position of A,

who is refused employment on the grounds of reliqious affiliation.

Assume that the society at large val-ues the freedom of religion'

and treats discrimination on the basis of religion

If information about religious

may be possible to suppress

recognising privacy.

One effect of doing this

d iscriminat ion on the bas is

belief is classed as

its circulation on

as of f ens ive.

intimate, it

the basis of

may be to

of religious

immunise A

belief it

against

is very

Reform', [1987. The Ïnformat ion Authority. WeIlington, N.Z.l, G 2r
also selected the characterisation 'information of an "intimate"
naturer , whilst recognising the difficulties of drawing rthe
boundaries around this Phrase.'

10. Gertstein, R.S., 'fntimacy and Privacy', ( 1978) 89 Ethics 76,
@ 76, suggested that 'Intimacy and privacy seem to go together.'
He argued that intimate relationships would be impossible without
privaõy. But see Reiman, J.H., 'Privacyt T-ntimacy and
Personhood', (I976) 6 Philos. a Public Aff. 26.
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difficult to discriminate on the basis of information which one

does not have. However, when the employer uses this information

to discriminate, A suffers two distinct injuries: one to privacy

arising out of the circulation of the information; and a second,

distinct injury to freedom of religious belief arising out of the

act of discrimination itself (not out of the basis of the action

the knowledge of the relevant information).

If the concept of intimacy may be invoked to determine in advance

whether an invasion of privacy has occurredr the test would take

the following form:

( i ) is the item of information in guestion properly

described as intimate, personal information? and

(ii) does the subject of that information object to its being

circulated in the manner at issue?

This view of privacy may be clarified by an example. Suppose that

A and B are in a public park. They have esconced themselves on a

bench which they know is visible to their fellow patrons but which

is out of their earshot. A is confiding the sins of the past week

to B. The conversation is occurring upon the mutual understanding

that (i) it is confidential; and (ii) no one else can hear it. A

and B may be said to be enjoyi ng privacy, and this is not

necessarily lost by their attracting the attention of the other

park users (they may be the only couple in the park not shouting

at each other). Nor does the circulation of information such as

'A r¡/as talking to B in the park at l-unch-time' necessarily affect

their privacy.
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In general, it seems that information about what is done in public

Iike this will have little effect upon a person's privacy. The

description ' intimate' is indicative of this: few actions or

events which occur in public could be described as intimate. It

is unlikely that people who wish to restrict the circulation of

intimate information will deliberately place it in the public

domain. Nevertheless, some 'public' actions or events should be

characterised as intimate.

This may be il-Iustrated by an exampì-e. As A and Brs conversation

occurred in public, it follows that they must have consented to

the circulation of information about the fact of that

conversation. It does not follow that they should be viewed as

having consented to the circuLation of all information about that

conversation. They may object to the circulation of information

about the substance of that conversation, although to the extent

that they conducted the conversation in public they may be said to

have acquiesced in the overhearing of parts of it by casual

pas sers-by .

The fact that a given action or event occurred

is thus only one of the factors which may be

f or the purposes of this objective r threshol-d

point is developed in greater detail below.

In a

taken

public place

into account

In some cÍrcumstances

requirement. This

the circulation of information about a

a person's privacy. Suppose that A was notpublic act may affect
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in a public park, but in a war memorial (probably as public a

place as the public park). The circulation of information that 'A

was kneeling in a war memorial-' may af f ect A's privacy. Yet it is

information about A's activities in a public place.

The situation may be more complex. Suppose that C is also in the

park. If C has a parabolic microphone, C may eavesdrop

surreptitiously. If C does this, C invades A and B's privacy.

This is so regardless of whether or A or B or both are aware of

C's actions. Before C actually uses the microphone, A and B have

privacy. However, neither A nor B actually has control over the

information which is the subject of the discussion. They may

think that they do; but C really has control. C is able to decide

whether to permit A and B to keep the information confidential;

or to eavesdrop and acquire the information, and then ( a ) to

either keep that information secret (to C), or (b) use or

disseminate the information as C chooses.

C's informing T that A and B vrere conversing in the park at l-unch-

time is unlikely to invade their privacy. It would be difficult

to describe this information as intimate regardless of how much A

and B wish to keep it to themselves. The circulation of the

information which C has obtained by the use of the microphone must

be considered carefully. The circulation of information about the

sandwiches they consumed ¡ ot the sma11 talk they exchanged before

the confession may involve a breach of confidence t ot a lapse of

manners, or s imply be gratuitously offensive. It is not

necessarily an invasion of privacy.
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The circulation of only some of the information affects privacy.

The circulation of any information which C has obtained

surreptitiously may be offensive ipso facto. This offence lies

more in the method of acquisition than in the nature of the

information actually circulated. It is offensive because of the

f act of C's unwanted intrusion much in the same v\ray as ' junk

mail' may be offensive.

5.1.1. fntimate information

There is no simple means by which to identify privacy-intrusive

information. It is difficult to determine the characteristics

which determine that certain types of information are intimate.

However, it seems that intimate information will generally reÌate

to the area of life in respect of which people are entitled to'be

apart from others' in the sense discussed above in chapter 3.

This area of Iife wilI vary according to the dictates of the

society at large, and in particular accordì-ng to the societyrs

conception of the 'personal'. fn this sense, Burns is correct:

"privacy" is reaJ-Iy a culturaL stater or condition,

directed towards individual or collective self-

reaÌizaLion, varying from society to society.ll

11. Burns, P., rThe Law and PrivacY:
(L976) 54 Can Bar Rev. 1, @ 3 (citation

The Cana
omitted ) .

ian Experience',
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It may be that this area of life, like the elephant, is

recognise than it is to describe. The Justice Committee

that there is an area of life:

Which, in any given circumstances, a reasonable man

with an understanding of the legitimate needs of

the community would think it wrong to invade.12

easier to

sugges ted

Consequently, the threshold requirement must be determined by

reference to factors which are recognised by the society at large

as determining its prerogatives in respect of its members

generally. Some of these may be embodied in legislation, some in

international instruments to which any given state may be a party'

whilst some wil-1 remain at the level of tacit social

understandings. However they are expressed, these standards will

vary with the changing conditions and expectations of the larger

society.

12. Justice Committee, Report on 'Privacy and the Law', []970.
Stevens and Sons. Londonl, @ para.19. The Australian Law Reform
Commission, Report No. 11r'Unfair Publication: Defamation and
Privacy', II979. AGPS. Canberra] @ 124, para. 236, suggested the
following definition of the area of life which should be subject
to privacy claims: rFor the purposes of this Part lof the ALRCTs
Draft BiIl see @ 2L4, c1. 19(1)l, a person publishes sensitive
private facts concerning an individual where the person publishes
matter relating or purporting to rel-ate to the health, Þtivate
behaviour, home Iife or personal or famiJ-y relationships, of the
individual in circumstances in which the publication is likel-y to
cause distress, annoyance or embarrassment to a person in the
position of that If irst mentioned] individual-. '
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However these standards are evidenced, they must not pre-empt the

society's determination of how, or to what extent ' those

prerogatives are defined in any given circumstances. This must

thus be reflective of factors which are considered by the society

at large to characterise t ot define, the limits of the state's

jurisdiction.

The various legislative, executive and judiciaì- prohibitions upon

adverse discrimination may be viewed as a priori evidence of what

it is that the community's 'shared expectations and sensibilities'

deem to be 'off stage' . I3 In Australia, there are legislative

prohibitions upon adverse discrimination on the basis of 'race,

cofour, descent or national or ethnic origin', 'political

opiniont, and tsex, marital status t ot pregnancY'r14 and the

Australian Constitution expressly provides for separation of state

and reJ-igion.15

A general prohibition

given human attribute

d i scr im i nat ion

cogent evidence

basis of any

society treats

upon

may be

on the

that a

13. This point is discussed furt her in chapters I7, 24 and 26
below. In chapter 26 in particul-ar, the relationship between
these prohibitions and privacy is one of the factors which is
rel ied upon to cri t ic ise the establ ishment of an independent
statutory officer for the protection of privacy.

I4. RaciaI Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth) ' s.9 ( 1 ) ; Human rights
and EquaI Opportunity Commission Act 1986 (Cth)' definition of
discrimination in s. 3; and Sex Discrimination Act 1984 (Cth) ,
ss.3(b), 5, 6, & 7, respectivelY

Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia,
The Church of the New Faith v. the Commissioner

s. 116. Seer5.
al-so
Tax, 983 ) 15 C.L.R.

for Pa -roll
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attribute, and hence information pertaining to its members in

respectr âs being 'off stage'. However, not all prohibitions

the use of particular types of information may be indicative

the society views the areas of l-ife to which the information

relates as being 'off l-imits'.

A specific prohibition upon the use of any given item of

information by a particular decision-maker for a particular

purpose does not necessarily have the same implication. It may

simply reflect the view that consideration of information of that

type would distort the decision. For instance, the rule

restricting a prosecutor from advising a jury that the defendant

has a prior conviction is designed not to protect the defendant

from discrimination generally, but to ensure that there is an

absence of prejudice in what is promised to be a fair trial.

This examination should not be myopic. It should not be

restricted to the precise terms of any given prohibition.

Rather, the object should be to determine whether there is any

common element or whether the various prohibitions may be

assembled so as to identify any particular area of 1ife.

In a very general sense, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

may offer Some guidance. The Declaration was adopted by the

General Assembly of the United Nations, of which Australia is a

Member, in 1948. It purports to Iist, in broad terms at l-east'

(some of) the 'human rights and fundamental freedoms' which the
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Members of
I6respect.

The New Zealand Law Revision Sub-Committee on Computer Data Banks

and Privacy noted that privacy had been recognised in the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the United Nations

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The Sub-Committee

commented that, ât its widest, privacy is a condition which both

draws its existence from, and serves to re-inforcer the basic

conditions which are considered to be necessary for the individual

or collective self-realization: the human rights and fundamental

freedoms which are necessary in order 'to preserve the human

dignity of the individual and his [ /her) effective freedom to

develop and exercise full human personality.'17 The Preamble to

the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights expressed

this as the 'ideal of free human beings enjoying civil and

political freedom ...r

Despite the generality of such international instruments which

contain references to privacy, especially the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights, they have a common theme. They

list criteria according to which peopJ-e may be discriminated

againSt, or in favour of , in societal activities. It is arguable

16. United Nations Charter, arts. 55, 56.

I7. N.Z. Law Revision Commission, Report of the Sub-Committee on
'Computer Data Banks and Privacy', Apri1, 1973, Appendix G, @

68. (Copy of report held in the Commonwealth Attorney-General-'s
Department Library. No details of source of publication evident.
An in-house publication by the Law Revision Commission?)

the United Nations have pledged themselves to
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that privacy may be relied upon to help to secure the conditions

for the free exercise of these rights (or freedoms) by ensuring

the suppression of the information about those factors.

It does not follow that a decision which is made in reliance upon

any one of the factors I isted in any of the internat ional

instruments which expressly recognise privacy wil-1 interfere with

prívacy. Nor does it follow from the fact that a given area of

Iife is protected from discrimination that it should be shrouded

in secrecy. A prohibition upon discrimination may be designed to

confer upon individuals the right to determine whether or how much

publicity they desire about this aspect of their Iives. A

prohibition is thus relevant only to the first level of the

privacy test: determining whether the subject-type of the

information is intimate.

A prohibition upon the use of a particular type of information may

affect the second level of the privacy test in either of two ways,

depending upon the individual concerned. On the one hand it may

encourage people to consent to the circulation of information to

which they might otherwise object on privacy grounds by assuaging

their fears about the abuse of the information. It may thus be

viewed as a quid pro quo for the non-assertion of privacy.

On the other hand, it may arm people with the basis upon which to

object to the circulation of information. This may be a

sufficient deterrent to prevent people from seeking access to

informat ion which i s regarded as be ing wi thin a recognised
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would, by virtue of having sought that

open to possible allegations of (unlawful)

Intimacy is a variable, and, to a considerable extent, culturally

specific, concept. Consequently, it largely takes its content

from the society at issue. It may be partially refl-ective of the

international society of which each nation is a member. This

itself, however, is reflective of the vafues of each of its member

nat ions .

It was noted earlier that one common theme which emerges from the

international human rights instruments (to some of which Australia

is a party) is the proscription of adverse discrimination upon the

basis of certain attributes. If this is both reflective of and

influential upon the values of the signatory nations (including

Australia), it may be evidence of a general recognition that

certain personal attributes should be regarded as immune from the

prerogatives of the state in so far as it regulates and assesses

the behaviour of its members.

The dominance of Western nations in the development of post-World

War II international relations r pârticularly during the early

years of the United Nations when several major human rights

instruments were drafted, and the relationship between the

contents of those instruments and the constitutions or bi11s of

rights of some of those Western nationsr mây illustrate the inter-

relationship between the values of the Member nations and the
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values of the international- society. Many of the values of the

Member nations influenced the shaping of the principles recognised

by the international societyi and, in turn, the val-ues of the

latter have influenced the values of its Member nations

including those of the once dominant Western, democratic

soc iet ies . I8

The factors upon which adverse discrimination is proscribed (both

in international instruments and in Australian Iaw) share a common

threme. In general, they are concerned with personal

relationships, religious belief (or the Iack thereof), and ethnic,

racial or cultural identity. To some extent, this common thread

is reflective of what Westin described as the 'fundamental belief

in the uniqueness of the individual' and identified as typifying

democratic societies. I9

5.2 Privacy and discrimination

As was

may be

implicit in the

characterised as

earlier discussion, much information which

intimate relates to human attributes upon

18. See the discussion of the possible
Declaration of Human rights in chapter 20

value bias in Universal
below.

19. Westin, A.F. , 'Privacy and Freedom', t(Ì967) I970. The
Head. Londonl , @ 33: 'In democratic societies there
funadmental belief in the unqueness of the individual,
also below discussion in chapter 20 and chapter 23.

Bodley
is a

'. See
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which adverse discrimination is proscribed. Consider the earlier

hypothesis of A who was refused employment on the basis of

religious affiliation. The fact that A's society prohibits

discrimination on the basis of religion may be relied upon to

characterise religion as one of the'off stagerareas of life into

which intrusion is thought'to be wrong', as the Justice Committee

suggested. It follows from this that information about this

subject may be characterised as intimate (tfre objective test).

This raises a futher compLication. Religious activities are

frequently conducted in public places. Consequently, information

about Ars religion may al-so be information about Ars activities in

a public place. This is one of the reasons why the term intimate,

but not the term public, has been introduced into the analysis.

Some attributes, such as colour I are inevitably publicly

manifested. However, they may be simultaneously characterised as

intimate. The fact that a given action or event occurs in public

may be relevant to the second, subjective test. It may be

indicative of an acquiescence in the circulation of information of

a type which would be privacy intrusive had the information-

subject not sought or acquiesced in the initial publication of the

information by performing the action publicly. Were this not sor

the test would be whether the information rel-ates to an activity

or attribute of a particular type conducted or existing in

private.
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The connection between privacy and discrimination seems to support

this. There is nothing inherent in prohibitions upon adverse

discrimination which requires that the rel-evant (proscribed) human

attributes should be capable of concealment. some human

attributes, such as colour, could hardry be other than publicly

manifested.20

5.2.I. Use of information

The $/ay infornìation is used does not determine whether its
circulation interferes with privacy. (Of course, the reason why a

person may ob j ect to the c irculat ion of a part icul-ar i tem of

information may be precisely because of how it will be used.) The

invasion of privacy occurs at the instant that information which

satisfies the initial-, threshold test, is circulated to a person

contrary to the information-subject's wishes. The invasion is not

dependent upon whethert or how, the information is used.

There is a distinction between privacy and discrimination.

Privacy is invaded when intimate information is learnt. However,

discrimination rests upon the use of information. Thus, for
example, C invades Ars privacy when C Iearns intimate information

20. The rel-ationship between privacy and discrimination is
relevant to the protection which Australian 1aw provides to
privacy, and the vüays in which additionaJ- protection could be
provided. See chapters L7 and 26 below.
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about A (eg. about Ars religion). Ars privacy is invaded when (i)

the information may be characterised as intimate; (ii) A objects

to C knowing the information; and (iii) C Iearns the information.

The reason h¡hy A does not want C to know the information is

irrelevant; as is the way C uses the information. Consequently,

it is irrelevant that Ars fear of (possible) adverse

discrimination underlies A's assertion of a privacy.

The terms 'l-earn' and 'knoh¡' are used here to ref er to both actual

knowledge and constructive knowledge. Ars privacy may be equalty

invaded by C actually knowing the information in question, and by

C's computer generating and 'knowing' the item of information. It

is thus used to mirror the meaning of the term circulated as

was discussed previously. Everything which C knows is said to

have been circulated to C. Conversely, all information circulated

to C is said to be known by C.

C discriminates against A on the basis of À's reÌigion when C uses

information about Ars religion to make a decision affecting A.

( It is irrel-evant whether the discrimination is negative or

positive. Positive decisions in favour of A arrived at on the

basis of information about Ars religion are negative decisions

against non-A because of non-A's lack of that religion.) In order

to discriminate, C must ( i ) obtain the item of information ( ie.

Iearn it or enter it into the 'mind' of the artificial

intelligence system which C uses ) ; and ( ii ) actually use the

information in C's decis ion-making, whether directly or via a
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given artificial
for or against A

intelligence system, in a way which discriminates

Discrimination is thus distinct from inteference with privacy,

although (adverse) discrimination mây, in practice, depend upon

an interference with privacy. A person does not have to object to

another Iearning a relevant item of information in order to be

discriminated against on the basis of that information. In fact,

the existence of prohibitions upon discrimination may assuage

objections to the circulation of information of this type. This

effect may be ironic. The exístence of prohibitions upon

discrimination may infLuence the characterisation of the

information, and simultaneously encourage people to acquiesce in

the circulation of that information.

Where both discrimination and an invasion of privacy occur, they

occur consecutivel-y. Privacy is invaded when the intruder learns

the information. Discrimination occurs onì-y after the information

has been learnt, when the intruder uses the information.2l

If a person does not object to another person learning intimate

information (the subjective test), a subsequent offensive use of

that information cannot ex post facto render the circul-ation of

that information an invasion of privacy. The way information is

used raises distinct issues - in this case ' questions of

2I. As is discussed below in chapters I'7,24, and 26, attempts to
protect privacy by providing avenues of appeal against the
contents of record systems may simultaneously provide a means to
mount coll-ateral challenges against discrimination.
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discrimination. Alternatively, the use of the information may be

an abuse of privilege or office, or a breach of confidence, if the

circulation of the information was permitted because the

information-subject thought (wrongl-y) that the information woul-d

not be used in this \^/ay.

The same may be true of discrimination on the basis of sexual

orientation an injury which is frequently complained of in the

name of privacy. Discrimination on the basis of sexuality, or

anything e1se, is not, of itself, an invasion of privacy. The

protection afforded by privacy is not of the choice of sexuality,

or religious belief, etc. That is the protection afforded by the

prohibition upon discrimination.

The protection afforded by privacy would be to the information

about the fact of sexuality t ot religion, etc. , whatever the

choice made. The community's 'shared expectation' that something

be it sexuality, or religion etc is a private matter,

something which relates to the 'off stage' area of a person's

life ¡ ãTises only after the society has determined that its

members are entitled to choose how they conduct themselves in

regard to that matter.

In general-, this determination is manifested by a prohibiting

adverse discrimination upon Lhe basis of the choice made in

respect of a g iven type of behaviour or conduct etc . - eq.

rel-igion sel-ected etc. It follows that when information about a a

given type of behavour or conduct may be characterised as
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intimate, this characterisation attaches to the information of

that subject-matter generally. Vùhether people take advantage of

this immunity to suppress the circulation of information about

conduct 'off-stager , is a matter of individual choice the

subjective element of the test. At this 1eveI, it matters little
how information is used once it is in circulation. That mâv, or

may not, provide the grounds for complaint in its o\â¡n right.

The position of discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation
hiqhlights a peculiarity which is an unavoidable consequent of

this analysis. It may be that discrimination upon the basis of

homosexuality, for example, is not considered to be objectionable

by the community at large that is to say that this form of

discrimination does not offend the communityrs shared expectations

and sensibilities. At the same time, it may be said that

sexual ity is a 'off I imits | . The only way to resolve this
conundrum is by a rigorous examination of this latter assumption.

Sexuality cannot be described as 'off Iimitsr -ie. private if

certain types of sexuality are prohibited t ot are offered less

protection under the law than others.

One way to resolve this seems to be to seize upon the

unrealistically narro\¡¡ nature of this analysis: privacy claims

are not so one-dimensional. The nature of information is not

determined solely by its content. There are shared expectations

not merely as to the freedom (or lack of freedom) of choice in

respect of sexuality etc. t ot as to the moral status of sexuality

etc. ; but also as to the sanctity of the home t oy the
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confidentiality of transactions between consenting persons t ot
such I ike .

socio-political factors (such as time and context, etc.)
surrounding information may influence the initial, threshold

characterisation of that information. The circumstances

surrounding any given information may affect its ultimate
characterisation in the particular situation. For example,

information abo'rt a given act of reriqious worship may be

information about a consensual transaction between persons in
confidence and thus be characterised as intimate. However,

information about the public display of religious belief may not

be characterised as intimate because of the nature of Lhe

manifestation. Thus, for exampJ.e, information about a reJ_igion

which, by its own terms, requires the public manifestation of
religious ritual may be, because of that condition, non-intimate.

The invasion of privacy may tie not so much in the circulation of
information about religion, as in the circulation of information

about a private transaction (eg. a confidential deaJ-ing between

consenting persons). The way information is used is a different
matter. That use of information is not i1lega1, or does not of
itself give rise to a separate cause of action, will not derogate

from the fact that its circulation may have interfered with
pri vacy .

Here again there

of conf idential,

appears to be a problem.

consensual worshippers

How does the pos it ion

that ofdiffer from
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closeted, consensual forgers who are practising their art? The

distinction between these two situations Iies in . the

characterisation of the information about the activities. fn the

first case' the information is about secret, or confidential,
consensual religious conduct. Further, religious conduct itself
may be characterised as conduct affecting personal relationships.
If the society treats confidential, personal relationships as part

of a person's'off stage'life, it may be that this information

should be characterised as intimate despite the fact that it
reLates to conduct which is socially disapproved.

rn the second case, the information is about secret or

confidential, financial dealings or fraud. Financial- dealingsr ro
matter how unobtrusive or discrete, are generically different from

the types of matters which characterise 'off stage' life. They

influence relations with third parties, even if only indirectly.
consequently, they are not part of 'off stager conduct, regardl-ess

of the legality of the activity planned.

rnformation about matters such as financiat dearings may be

confidential or secret. It may be directly relevant Lo autonomy.

It also falls into the category of matters which are sometimes

characterised as being ' nobody el-se's business ' in the sense

ref erred to earl íer.22 Ho*.rr"r, matters such as f inancial
dealings are rarely, if ever treated as being 'off limits' ,

despite the careful securing of individual confidentiality.

22 . See discuss on at page 72 above.
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Consequently, information about these matters is not characterised

as intimate.

5. 3. Natural and corporate persons

one consequence of characterising information by reference to
society's recognition that certain areas of life are 'off fimits'
is that only natural persons may be said to have privacy.23Nor,-

naturaÌ persons' such as corporations, are defined stipulatively.
They exist only to the extent that they compry with certain
prescriptions. Further, corporations must have a public aspect by

the very nature of their creation. consequently, no aspect of
their existence may be said to be'off limits'to the society at
large.

Nonetheless, the

persons may

classification.
secret.

some aspects of

fall within

Many corporate

operations or

the 'nobody

activites may

activities of legal

eLsets business'

be confidential or

23. As is noted below in chapter 17 at Page33l- n. lB, the
in the Freedom of
been interpreted as
Ltd. v. National

phrase 'personal affairs' which is used
fnformation Act f9B2 (Cth), s. 41(l_), has
excluding corporations: News Cor oration
Compan i es and Securities Comm SS onr (1984) A. L. R. 77.
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CHAPTER 6

A NEI{ DEFINITTON

Thus far, this thesis has examined the socio-politicat privacy

interest to determine the characteristics identifying and defj-ning
j.t. chapter 3 examined various states of 'being-apart-from-
others', of which privacy is one, to clarify privacy by drawing

comparisons between related notions. One theme which emerged from

that discussion was that privacy is affected by the circulation of
information.

The characteristics identifying the types of circulated
information which may affect privacy were discussed in some detail
in chapter 5. The concept of intimacy \À/as introduced in order to
provide a means of identifying the types of information, which

mây, if circulated, affect privacy.l As was discussed earrier,
the concept of intimacy is used partially stipulativery, and

partially in its ordinary language sense.

There are some human attributes ( such as col-our) upon which

discrimination is prohibited which mustr âs a matter of fact, be

publicly manifested. Assuming, as is argued here, that the content

1 It should be
Authority, 'Personal
Recommendations for
Wellington. N.Z.l G

noted that The INew Zea]andl fnformation
Information and the Official fnformation Act:

Reformr, II987. Information Authority.
2I also invokes the notion of intimacy.
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of the notion of intimacy (minimally) includes those personal

attributes upon which discrimination is prohibited, it fo1Ìows

that the notion of intimacy as used here must be said to include

some personal attributes which are publicly manifested.

rt is difficul-t to identify precisely what are the shared

expectations of the community. However, it may be no more

difficult to identify the community's shared expectations than it
is to identify allegations which may lower people in the repute of
their fellows for the purposes of a defamation claim.

The mere likelihood of embarrassment resulting from the

circulation of an item of intimate information does not mean that
that circulation invades privacy. were that the case, thick-
skinned individuals woul-d inevitably have less privacy than their
more sensitive neighbours.

If that h/ere sor privacy would have to be treated as a mere matter

of personal taste. The object of the earlier discussion has been

to demonstrate that privacy is a social interest which relates to

the extent to which people are publicly accessible ¡egardless, and

independently, of the conseqences of that accessibitity.

Consequently, there is a threshol-d requirement for any asserLion

that privacy has been invaded. The complainants must be able to
demonstrate thaL the information circulation is intimate.
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The second level of the test is designed to permit individual
assertions of privacy to be adjusted to take into account of the

degree of accessibility desired. It therefore rests upon the

privacy-claimantrs objections to the circulation of information.

This is intended to prevent people from being constrained by their
privacy, and to ensure that they are able to set the leve1 of

disclosure with which they feel most comfortable. This is subject

to the limits determined by the first level of the test which

determine the maximum extent to which peopre may divorce

themseÌves from their societies.

Peop1e may be said to have privacy to the extent to which there is

ignorance of intimate information about them except on the part of

persons, organisationst ot institutions, to whose knowl-edge the

subjects do not object, or would not object if they were a$/are of

the knowledge.2 This condition coul-d be described as an

'immunity' in Hohfeldian terms.3 People cannot have the right

to demand the ignorance of others. However, people may be

entitled to require that others respect the limits which society

imposes against intrusions.

2. this vi e\â/ that privacy may be invaded by a third party
learning information is directly contrary to the view advanced by
Thompson, J.J.t I The Right to Privacy'¡ (L975) 4 Philos. c Public
Affairs 295, and Tucker, D.,'Privacy as a Right', (l98l) L3 Melb.
J. Politics 3, esp. @ 7.

3. Hohfeld, W.N., 'Some Fundamental Legal Conceptions As AppJ_ied
in Judicial Reasoning', (1913) ZZ YaIe L. J. 16¡ Hohfeld, W.N.
'Fundamental Legal Conceptions as Applied in Judicial Reasoning',
(I9I7) 26 YaIe L. J. 710.
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consequently, where privacy is recognisedr people are abl_e to
resist requests to provide intimate information, and, in. the

appropriate circumstances, to prevent others from using or
circulating thaL information. People may be unabl-e to compJ-ain

where a third party accidentatly l-earns that same information. But

they may be able to prevent the third party from further
disseminating or using that information.

It is only after the concept of privacy has been identified, and

\,yay it may be interfered with determined, that it is possible
consider whether there should be a legal right, and, if Sor how

should be Iimited.

the

ir

Accordingry, this chapter proposes a definition of privacy as a

socio-political interest, and considers its application. It does

so on the basis of the two-tiered Lest discussed in the previous

chapter.

The first leveI of the test is essentialLy a reasonable person

test. Information is characterised (as intimate) by reference to
society's recognition that certain areas of life are 'off limits'
by virtue of shared expectations about individual non-

accountability. This recognition may be manifested in a variety
of \¡/ays for example, in legisration, in international
instruments t oy by tacit social understandings.
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These must be apparent in the sense that Lord Atk in's good

neighbour could deduce the reasonable standard of care.4 Like

standards of care' these standards of disclosure are not static.

However, formal procedures may be required in order to aLter some

of these standards. Characterisation of informat ion is thus

objective only to the extent that it is poss ible for the

reasonable person to deduce the appropriate characterisation

intimate or non-intimate.

The term intimate is used to identify a priori the types

information, which, if circul-ated, may affect privacy. It is
information type which is a slne ua non of an invasion

of

the

of

i ntoprivacy. IndividuaLs' wishes are the second condition, taken

account only after the characterisation of the information.

If these requirements were to be reversed, it would be virtuaJ-Iy

impossible to determine in advance whether an individual-rs consent

should be sought before circulating any given item of personal

information. It is al-most impossible to identify a priori what

information is central to individuals' idiosyncratic perceptions

of self; let alone what may cause them embarrassment.

Privacy is defined as that condition (or state of affairs) of
persons about whom the circuLation of intimate (personal )

information is linited to that person(s), or organisation(s),
and/or institution(s) to whose (constructive or actual) knowledge

4.
be 1ow

Donoghue (M'Al-ister) v. Stevenson,
discussion at page 2l7 et seq.

LL932l A. C . 562. See al-so
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woul-d not object were
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the information subjects do not object t or

they aware of that knowledge.5

1

There are several assumptions inherent in this definition.

Privacy is

them.

chosen by individuals: it ís not forced upon

There is no distinction between actual and constructive

knowledge for the purposes of the invasion of privacy. The

invasion of Ars privacy is the same whether C (to whose

knowledge of X item of intimate information A objects )

personally knows X or whether C's computer, or other

artif icial inteì-ligence system 'knows' X.

2

3 Possession of
I knowledge I of

above.

information does not

it, as \iJas discussed at

necessarily imply

page 99 (point B )

4. Individuals' views may

identity of the entity

circulated. Thus person

be influenced by the nature or

to whom the information is to be

A may acquiesce in the circulation

5. This definition has some similarity to the early definition
advanced by Gross, H. , rThe Concept of Privacy' ¡ (1967 ) qZ
N.Y.U.L. Rev. 34, @ 34-36: 'condition in which acguaintance
with a person or the affairs of his life which are personal to
him is limitedr. In 797I Gross re-defined privacy as a condition
in which 'there is control over acquaintance . . . ' : Gross, H. ,rPrivacy and Autonomy', in Pennock, J. R. and Chapman, J.W (eds),
'Privacy', Nomos XIII, [197I. Atherton Press. N.Y.], 169t G 169.
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of information to person C because C agreed to receive it. in

confidence. A may not acquiesce in the circulaLion of the

information to anyone el-se. C's knowledge of the information

does not invade Ars privacy. However, if C circulates the

information to third party, T, C breaches Ars confidence. If

T is a person to whose knowledge of the information A

objects, Trs Iearning the information invades Ars privacy.

Privacy does not depend upon people approving of the

knowledge of the information by each entity by whom it is

learnt. It is necessary only that they do not object to that

knowledge. People do not Lose privacy when intimate

information is circulated to someone to whose knowledge they

are indifferent. Consequently, privacy is not affected by

the circulation of information which is intimate according to

the shared expectations of the community, but for which the

subjects desire publicity t oy in respect of which they have

no particular preference as between publicity and

conf ident ia1 ity.

It is immaterial how the circulation of information is

limited. It is the limitation of the circulation of

information to a certain class of people (to whose knowledge

the subject does not object ) which is central to the

existence of privacy.

6.

The circulation of

by one or more of

information may be Iimited

a number of factors. For

to this class

instance, the

7.
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subjects may have complete control over the information

because it is known only to them, and no one is capable of

acquiring it without their consent; or because the action,
condition, circumstance t ot experience to which the

information rerates is actually shierded from view from any

person other than those who are bound to treat it in

confidence, and who do so. Alternativety, third parties
physically capable of J-earning ( and,/or circulating ) tfre

information contrary to the wishes of the subject may be

constrained from doing so by mora1, social, political etc.

considerations, and/or legaI constraints.

It is essential to distinguish between ( i ) the condition of
privacy the subject of this definition; (ii) the means by

which privacy may be achieved in practice see (7)¡ (iii)

the extent to which there is social recognition of the

interest in privacy ie. the extent to which people may

invoke the support of generaL socio-political standards or

lega1 principì-es to enforce Iimits upon the circulation of

information; and (iv) the extent to which there is a legal

right to privacy ie. the extent to which the law does or

should regulate the circulation of intimate information.

There is a distinction between privacy and perceived privacy.

It may be that the two are not consistent. To the extent

that people are avrare of legal, moral, social, political- etc.

constraints upon third parties, they may have perceived

privacyr âssuming that they think that the constraints are
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effective. This is so even where the individuals know that

they Iack control over the circulation of information. This

is related to the means of securing Þrivacy6- not to the

definition of privacy.

Some writers, among them O'BrienT and GarrettrB contend that

it is htrong to assume that all privacy is chosen. They argue that

privacy is a condition of Iimited access in which people find
themselves involuntarilyr âs well as voluntarily, as a resul-t of

the general (physical) limitations upon communication. However,

in an examination of privacy where the object is to ascertain the

criteria to determine when privacy has been invaded, it seems

reasonable to ignore those criteria according to which necessary

or inevitable privacy may be identified or determined.9

The definition

narrower than

postulated here is quite

Parentrs 'condition of

naf fO\^J. It is probably

undocumentednot having

6. In this senser privacy may be secured by giving people 'the
means to control information about' themselves as is suggested by
Flannery, J.P., 'Commercial Information Brokers', (I972) 4 Co1.
Human Rts. L. Rev. 203, @ 205. SimiIarly, see Note, 'Privacy and
the First Amendment' , ( f 973 ) B2 Yal-e L.J. I462 , @ L475: control
over information about oneself is the essence of privacy.
Gavison, R.E., 'Privacy and the Limits of the Lawr, (I980) 89 Yale
L.J. 42I, @ 423, notes that rOur interest in privacy. . . is
related to our concern over our accessibility to others .. .'

7. OrBrien, D.M., 'Privacy, Law and Public Policy' , [I979.
Praeger. N.Y.l r @ I7 et seq.

B. Garrett, R.,
Today 263, @ 267 et

I The
seq.

Nature of Privacyr, lI974l pfrilosophy

9. But
7B Mind.

see Sprigge, T.L.S., rThe Privacy of Experience', (1969)
(n.s. ) 5I2, on inevitable privacy"
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personal information known by others' .10 As v/as discussed

earlier, the circulation of information, previously undocumented

as i t may have been ' which the sub j ect would have pref erred \^¡ere

not circulated, is not of itself a sufficient criterion for the

invasion of privacy.

There must be some additional requirement: the shared expectation

of the community that this type of information wiIl not be so

circulated. Without this additional requirement, it does not

appear possible to identify a priori what mi ght constitute an

invasion of privacy. VirtualIy any publicity may be greeted by

the compì-aint that the subject did not want the informatíon to be

generally known, and that there was no reason for the publicity.

It may also be broader than Parentrs definition. The circulation

of 'documentedr material may in some circumstances violate the

community's shared expectations. This may be illustrated by the

case of MeIvin v Reid;11 the plaintiff would not have been heard

to complain of the publicity at the time of the trial; she v/as

heard to complain later because of the shared expectation that,
all other things being equa1, she was entitled to a "fresh start'!

precisely the reasoning which is relied upon when it is argued

that criminal records should be expunged after a certain period of

10. Parent, W.4., 'A New Def inition of Privacy for the Law',
91983) 2 (3) Law & Phi1os.305, @ 306; see also his'Recent Work
on the Concept of Privacyr, (1983) 20 (4) Am. Philos. Q.341.

11. Melvin v. Reid
generally PoIlett, J
Litigation', (L979) 16

LI2 Cal. App. 285¡ 279 P. 91 (193f). See
., rSo Long Ago: Time Lapse in Privacy
Idaho L. Rev. 65, on this subject.
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rehabilitated defendant may be given

afresh. I 2
an

The circulation of otherwise non-intimate information may also

invade privacy. A number of unconnected, non-intimate items of

information may be assembled to reveal intimate information about

a person. It may be that information-subjects may object to the

circulation of an assemblage of non-intimate items of information

which, when viewed in entirety, reveal intimate information, even

though they have no objections to the independent circulation of

the individual items of informat ion. This issue is discussed

further in Part II of this thesis.

The definition chosen must permit the existence of a privacy 'no-

mans land' as it were where the circulation of personal

information is not sought by the subjects, but does not interfere
with privacy.

An exampJ-e of this might be the publ ication by a newpaper of a

photograph of peopJ-e sitting on a park bench. They may not have

wanted this publicity, and they may be embarrassed by it.
Nonetheless, by sitting on a bench in a public park they must be

deemed to have accepted the risk of the publicity of that type.

12. See generally Buethe, L.S. , 'Sealing and Expungement of
Criminal Records: Avoiding the Inevitable Social Stigma', (I979)
5B Nebraska L. Rev. 1087, for a comment on some of the issues
which arise in this context. See al-so the discussion below pages
154 et seq. for a consideration of the implications of todayrs
information technol-ogy and information management practices, and
page 260 re. the expungement of rspent' convictions.
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They must be treated as having admitted photographers, in their

capacity as any other park users, to that class of persons 
'

organisations t ot institutions to whose knowledge of the

information that the subjects I¡¡ere sitting on the park bench they

do not object, even though, given the choice, they would not agree

to the pubticity. The photographerrs use of the photograph may be

regrettable, or even objectionable, but it does not necessariJ-y

invadef privacy. (However, the use of the photograph may provide

grounds for complaint, such as defamation, or passing-off t or

blackmail etc. )

6. l. Photographs

Photographs have attracted many of the complaints about the

invasion of privacy in America.l3 ln the main¡ they have been

treated as sui generis. This seems to be a mistake. Photographs

are simply one means of conveying information. Photographs may be

a more effective medium than conversation or writing, but this is

not significantly distinction. However, since photographs have

attracted particular concern in America, it may be helpful to

consider how taking or publishing photographs may affect privacy.

I3. See generally
Privacy: The French
Lawyer 195.

Wagner, W.J.' rPhotography
and American Approachês I 

r

and the
( 1eB0 ) 25

Right to
Cathol i c
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Taking and publishing photographs raise different issues. First,

taking photographs may be objectionable because the subjects

object to being photographed er se (Some people simply do not

Iike being photographed.); and/or because the subjects consider

themselves to be secluded when they are photographed, and the

photograph is an intrusion per se ( it is tantamount to the

intrusive presence of the photographer). Alternatively,
publishing a photograph may be objectionable because it draws

attention to its subjects and thrusts them into the public gaze

against their wilI ( ie. the subjects object to the fact of

publicity per se); and/or because the photograph implicitly
conveys information about the subjects that they do not want

c irculated in this way ( as, for instance, in the case of the

photograph of an accident victim's parents).

Some of these objections are not privacy-based. An objection to

being photograhed as such is not necessarily because the taking of

a photograph invades the subjectrs privacy. A photograph is simply

a tangible embodiment of the photographer's visual perception.

Peoplers privacy cannot be said to be invaded every time someone

else looks at them.

Taking photographs may sometimes invade privacy. This v/as

illustrated by the Justice Committeers example of a photograph

taken from outside of the subject's property by a photographer

armed with a telephoto lens which showed the subject in his back

garden kissing his wife.I4

I4 Justice
Stevens and

Committee, report on I Privacy
Sons. Londonl, @ 49, Appendix C.

and the Lawr , [ 1970.
, para.1.
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The objection in these circumstances is not to the fact of being

photographed per sei it. is to being photographed in the particular
circumstances. It is analogous to trespass as an intrusion into
secrusion. Although probably not a trespass recognised by 1aw,

the photograph may be construed as the constructive presence of

the photographer; and the basis of the objection is the intrusion
the photographer's entry (albeit constructively) upon the

subjectrs property.

There is an invasion of privacy only if there is some additional
element to the intrusion: the circulation of intimate information

Lo which the subjects would deny the photographer access were they

given the opportunity. rn the Justice committee's exampre,

information v¡as obtained about the subjectrs marital relationship,
could probably have characterised as intimate. Taking the

photograph, ie. learning the information, therefore may have

invaded privacy. Had the photograph depicted the subject's
unwashed car parked behind the house and out 'of sight of the

public, it is unlikely that it would have invaded privacy.

Taking a photograph invades privacy only where this circul-ates

intimate information about the subject of the photograph. This is
unlikely to be the case where a photograph is taken of people's

public activities as in the case of people sitting on a park

bench. In this latter case, the subjects of the photograph may

object to being photographed. However, they may be treated as
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having acquiesced to the circulation of information about their

activities in a public Place.

Publishing photographs may raise different issues. People may

object to any publicity per se, regardless of the information is

involved. This objection, however genuine, is not related to the

nature of the information and is thus not privacy-based. It is

tantamount to an assertion of a general right to obscurity: a

right to live free from publicity.

The minimum requirement for the recognition of privacy is

society's acceptance that certain subject-matters are 'off limits'

as regards the society at large: that they are matters for the

individuals and their consciences. Once these have been

identified, individuals may invoke privacy to secure their

protection. As was iliscussed in chapter 5, it begs the question

to define them in terms of privacy.

It follows that publicity per se is not objectionable upon privacy

groundsr Íìo matter how objectionable it, may be on other grounds.

If the publicity is not defamatory, and does not involve the

offensive circulation of intimate information, the subject may

have no grounds of complaint, regardless of what embarrassment may

result. In a sense, objections to being thrust into the public

gaze may be analogous to a dislike of loud music ¡ or to government

subsidies for modern art, or one's neighbour's morals.
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6.2 False information

Particul-ar difficulty arises where false information is circulated

about matters on which the community's rshared expectation' is

that publicity is inappropriate. The resolution of this type of

complaint is a two-stage process. Where the alLegation injures

its subjects, they may be heard to complain of defamation. Where

they are have to reveal intimate information in order to prove the

falsity of the allegation, they may also have grounds for

complaint for invasion of privacy.

This may be il-lustrated by the chapter 4 example of a false

allegation of homosexuality. The allegation may provide grounds

for an action for defamation. Where rebuttal of the allegation

requires the subject to reveal information about sexuality, and

this latter is treated by the community at large to be a'off

stager , there may be al-so be grounds to complain of invasion of

pr i vacy .

6.3. A passive concept of privacy

Like Parentrs definitionr privacy as

provide grounds to challenge a law

defined here would

prohibit ing the use

not

of
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contraceÞtives. l5 But this definition may provide grounds for

complaint that the way that non-compliance with such a statute is

detected invades privacy. Alternatively, the existence of such a

statute may be evidence of society's view that certain matters

(eg. sexual conduct) are not 'off timits'. This is compatible

with the earlier discussion of privacy and its functions.

ProhibiLing the use of contraceptives (or abortion etc.) restricts
freedom (autonomy). Privacy exists only because, and to the

extent that, a community permits its members licence (freedom) in

certain respects. Privacy does not define that licence.l6

The application of this ¡ ot any other, definition of privacy will-

not necessarily be simple. This is not surprising in view of the

complexity of the notion of privacy. However, this view of

privacy may be clarified by the consideration of a hypothetical

situation. Returning to the earlier example of A and B conversing

in the park, suppose that A has exclusive possession of an item of

intimate personal information (about A), X. A knows that A has

exclusive possession. Suppose that C is capable of acquiring X

without A's knowledge or consent. C is free to do this if, and

when, C pleases (C is the possessor of the parabolic microphone

and is also in the park). As between A and Ct therefore, it is C

15. Griswold v. Connecticut, 3Bl U.S. 479 ( 1965 ) ; Parent,fRecent Work on the Concept of Privacy'¡ supra n. 5, @ 349. But
see EichbaumrJ.A. , 'Lovisi v. Slayton: Constitutional- Privacy and
Sexual Expression', (1979) 10 CoIum. Human Rights L. Rev. 525-540
for a discussion of some of the cases following Griswold.

16. See the discussion of the relationship between privacy and
discrimination at pages L22 - I31 above.
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\^iho has control over the circulation of X. There are six possibl-e

privacy-perceived privacy positions.

(1) Before C learns X' A has privacy because the circulation of X

is limited to a person to whose knowledge A does not object; and

A has tperceived privacy' because (i) A either does not know of

C's existencer or if A knows this, does not know of C's capacity;

or (ii) A knows of C's capacity, but also knows that C has not

exercised it (A may perceive Ars privacy to be threatened); or

(iii) A does not object to Crs learning X, or if A knew of C's

existence would not object (C's exercise of por¡rer is thus

immaterial ) .

(2) Al-ternatively, before C learns X, Ars privacy is not invaded,

but A thinks that C has invaded A's privacy because (i) A knows of

C's capacity; and (ii) A objects to Crs learning X; and (iii) A

does not know that C has not exercised C's poh/er.

( 3 ) After C has learnt the information, A's

affected and A has 'perceived privacy' because A

to C learning X (or A would not ob ject \^/ere A

existence ) .

privacy is not

does not object

to know of C's

invaded but

had invaded

(4) After C has

A has perceived

Ars privacy.

learnt the information, A's privacy is
privacy because A does not know that C
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(5) Alternatively, after C has learnt the information, A's privacy

is invaded because A objects to C learning X, and A has perceived
Inot privacy' because A knows that C has learnt X.

( 6 ) It does not seem

been invaded if C has

unless A actually does

reason A thinks that À

to be possible for Ars privacy not to have

learnt X, and A has perceived rnot privacy',

not object to Crs learning Xt but for some

does object.

fn three possible cases, A retained privacy. Although A may have

thought that A had control over X in all three cases, this was not

so. fn one case in which A had privacy, A did not know this. It

seems therefore, that neither control nor knowledge of the

possibility of invasion are necessary for the existence of

privacy. However, perceived control may be necessary to perceived

privacy. (ft may be that Ars failure to object to C's possible

Iearn i ng X was because, inter alia, A believed that C would not

pass X to some entity to whose knowledge A objects: that is to

say that to some extent C would permit A to control C's use of

x.)

Since perceived privacy is important to

valuerlT it may be convenient to refer

privacy as an instrumental

to pr ivacy as a I control-

17. An instrumental value is one which is a precondition for the
existence of another ( ultimate ) value. Whether privacy is an
instrumental or ultimate val-ue is controversial. See for eg.
Uniacke, S., rPrivacy and the Right to Privacyr, ÍI976-771
A.S.L.P. @ 3; and the discussion above at page 55 et seq.
regarding the Kantian perspective of privacy. Bloustein,E.J.,
'Privacy is Dear at any Price: A Response to Professor Posner's
Economics Theory' , ( 1978 ) 12 Ga. L. Rev. 429 , @ 442. Gavison
(1980), supra n. 6, @ 442 fn.67 commented: 'There are important
instrumental and ultimate values which privacy serves, the most
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However, this is a misleading description,

the anaylsis by shifting the focus away

of information.

and tends

from the

6.4. Conclus ion

Privacy is defined as that condition ( or state of affairs ) of

persons about whom the circulation of intimate (personal )

information is timited to that person(s), or organisation(s),

and/or institution(s) to whose (constructive or actuaL) knowledge

of that information, the subjects do not object, or would not

object v/ere they aware of that knowledge.

It is thus dependent upon two factors. First, the information

must be characterised as intimate. Secondly' the privacy-

claimant's must object to the circulation of this intimate

information. In practice, it may be presumed that the

information-subject objects to the circul-ation of intimate

information unless there is some ground upon which to imply

1nd].V1dua 1t iy andimportant o
dignity'. This point
26, and accompanying

fwh 1C h are a
is also
text.

sense ot
discussed bel-ow in chapter 23,

human
G n.

18 . Finighan, W. R. , 'Privacy, PeopIe and Property' , (I979) 22
( fl) Archit. sc. Rev. 2, @ 4, describes privacy as 'an
interactive concept... an informational concept...a
communicational concep¡... IandJ a control corìcêpt... I
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at least acquiescence, to the possibility of the

of the information.



PART II : IS PRIVACY AT R,ISK?
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CHAPTER 7

THE INFORMATION AGES EFFECTS OF A NEW TECHNOLOGY

The record systems which people maintain and rely upon complement

their personal knowledge. In many cases, record systems have

completely replaced personal knowledqe. In practice, information

contained in, or generated from, the combinaLion of data recorded

in the information management systems each person rel-ies upon may

be indistinguishable from personal knowledge'

Consequently, when examining the effects of the circulation of

information for its implications fot personal privacy, it is

reasonable to treat as identical information which is recorcled in

a fiIe, whether computerised or not, and information actually

known to its possessor. People may therefore be said to'know'

a1t of the information about another of which they either have

personal knowledge or upon which they rely in their deaJ-ing with

that other, regardless of whether they are personally aI¡/are of

each or any of the individual items of information in question.

There are two preliminary matters of terminology which should be

clarified before examining the ways in which record-keepinq may

affect personal privacy. First, the meaning of the term

information. secondly, why actual and constructive knowledge are

equated for the purposes of the definition of privacy.
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7 .L. Concept of information

The concept of information is selected here in preference to that

of knowledge, even though both are essentially composed of

combinations of data. The terms 'information' and rdata' have

been the subject of extensive consideration by the communications

specialists. There is no need to enter into this controversy

here. It is suf f icient to f ollow lvtarc Porat in def ining

information aS 'data that have been organised and

communicated'.1 According to this thesis, data are the raw'

factual- components of any record. Information is the intelliqible

content or the message conveyed by thaL data.2 Sieghart

suggested that the distinction between information and data was

that a datum is necessarily a part or unit of information:

"John Smith" is a datum. So is t'45rt ' But the

statements that "John smith has 45 criminal

convictions" or that "John Smith is 45 years old"

constitute information: They have a significance to

I . Porat, M. 'Measurement' , a Pape
Telecommunications 'Vol.1, @ 2.

'The Information EconomY
r for the US DePartment of
11977. US Gov't Printer.

: Definition
Commerce ' Office

Washington D.C

and
of

.1.

2. Groshan' R.M.
international legal
controls and lega1
2-3.

rTransnational data
regime relevant in

norms?', (198f) 14(4)

flows: is the idea of an
establishing multilateral

Law-TechnologY Lt esP. @
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being far greater than that (if any)

can convey independentlY.3

In order, for a combination of data to be capable of having a

meaning, there must be some entity capable of appreciating that

meaning. It is virtually tautologous to note that that entity

must be an intell igent being. Ho!,/ever, it does not f ollow that

that entity must be human. It may be a human or non-human animal,

or a (sufficiently sophisticated) combination of computer software

and hardware.

It is essential not to underestimate the significance of this

relationship between information and data when considering the

implications for privacy posed by the circulation of information.

Any given item of information may be reduced to its constituent

elements (data) and these re-organised or combined with other data

so as to generate an entirely new item of information. A trivial

change in contextr or environmentt ot the addition of some other

apparently quite innocuous datum, mâY radically change the quality

of the information generated. An apparently innocuous item of

informatj-on, when combined with other apparently innocuous

information, may yield information which is directly rel-evant to

its subject's PrivacY.

example. Suppose that C is aThis may be illustrated

record-keeper. Among the of information that C Possesses

by an

i tems

3. Sieghart, P
(1977) I25 J. of

, t Computers, Information, Privacy and
@ 4sB.Roy. Soc. of the Arts 456,

the Lawr ,
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are the following: rA has a child B', 'A has never left geographic

area Z, , and tthere have never been any marriages celebrated in

geographic area Zt. Viewed severally' each of these items of

information is innocuous ( assuming that A has not sought to

conceal the fact that A has a child B). It is unlikely that

anyone wouLd object to their circulating freely. Combined, they

may reveal- new information: rA has never married', and either rB

is illegitimate', or rB is not a natural child of Ar. C may be

said to possess this new item of information as soon as C obtains

possession of the several data whose combination reveaLs it. C

may never know this. It does not necessarily follow from the fact

that C possesses information about A or B that C has any knowledge

about A or B. In general, before C may be said to ''know' the new

information C must believe that it is true; have reasonable

grounds for this belief; and be correct in this belief: it must be

true.

strictty applied, the requirement of belief in truth probably

Iimits to human beings the class of intelligent beings who may

'know' information. It is unlikely that a computer may be said to

believe in the truth of any item of information which it

appreciates as being conveyed by a combination of data¡ l1o matter

how 1ogically compelling that meaning may appear'

However, for the purposes of this discussion, the term 'knowledge'

is used to encompass both information which people actually know

and information which people may be said to know constructively in

that has been generated by an artificial intelligence system upon
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which they may use. In this sense r the word

stiputatively to include information about

any relevant belief .

'7 .2. Actual and constructive knowledge

As was illustrated by the chapter 4 hypothesis in which c had

seized but had not opened, A's diary' possessing information about

a person does not necessarily affect privacy.4 However, it may

place the subject of the information in peril of an invasion of

privacy, and it may affect the subject's perceived privacy. In

the situation hypothesised earlier, c may never realise that the

various items of information which C possesses may be combined so

as to reveal the new information. It is not necessary that C

actually know the new information in order to use it.

Suppose that C is the owner of a sophisticated computer system

into which C has entered all the data C possesses. Suppose

further that C programmes the computer, which is being used to

process applications, to reject applications from convicted

criminals, unmarried persons, and ex-nuptial children ' Suppose

the computer receives and rejects applications from both A and B'

Unless C,s programme al-so instructs the computer to indicate the

4. See above at page 100 (point B ) .
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reasons for its decisions I C may not realise which reason

motivates any particular rejection, and therefore cannot be said

to 'know' the (new) information which has been generated by the

combination of the hitherto innocuous data and relied upon by the

computer. However, in this example, C uses this new information,

even though personally unacquainted with it. The ne\d information

is thus said to be within c's constructive knowledge.

Mere possession of information does not affect its subject's

privacy. In some formal sense the information must be brought to

the cognizance of its possessor. It does not follow from this

that the information must be personally known to its possessor.

The possessors may never be personally aware of that possession,

or may not bel-ieve in the truth of the information in question.

yet they must do more than simply possess it in order to invade

its subject,s privacy. !ühen the information is entered into and

used by the information management systems which people maintain'

they may be said to be, formally at Ieast, cognizant of it: to

know it constructivelY.

The significance of the adoption of this constructive notice

principle may be illustrated by expanding the earlier example.

Suppose that the society in which A and B reside treats as

intimate information about a person's legitimacy, adoption etc.

Suppose also that this is reinforced by legislative prohibitions

against the circulation of information of this type. If B objects

to informing C that B is not the natural or legitimate child of A,

it seems to follow that C's learning this is invades Brs privacy'
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As was discussed earlier, the content of the word'intimate'is

Iargely governed by the vafues of the society in which the subject

resides. Thus, if A or B would have a right of action ex post

facto for the use of information of the type which C's computer

generated, it follows that the information is of a type which

could be characterised aS intimate. Consequently, the

unauthorised circulation of the information may invade their

privacy.

7 .3. Record-keeping and PrivacY

It follows that record-keeping is as relevant to privacy as is

personal observation. There is nothing novel about the existence

of records.5 The earliest known examples of writinqr in Egypt

and Babylon, were predominantly records of business, legal' and

religious affairs.6 Dossiers containing personal information,

if marginally younger than those documenting astronomical or

West n¡ A.F.r & Baker, &1. A. ' Data Ban S n a Free Soc ety
I972. Quadrangle Books. N. Y. I ' G 14, describes record-keePing as

one of human beings' oldest act ivities. But pace
24(7)

Koehn, H.,
I Privacy,
Managemen
activity.

Our Problem for Tomorrowt, (re73 ) J. Systems
t B, @ 9, who suggests that record-keePing is a new

6. Harter, S.P., 'PrivacY and
Data Systems ' , in Busha, C'H'
Primerr, 1I977. Librare Unlimited'

Security in Automated Personal
(ed), 'An Intellectual Freedom
Colo.l, @ 72.
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natural events, have existed in some f orm al-most

human social organisation. T It seems that by

as long

nature t

the world theY

as has

human

inhabitbeings are prone

and their fellow

to hoard informaLion about

i nhab i tants .

Trite as it is, the aphorism that information is power is repeated

here. The circulation of personal information confers po!'/er upon

those who gather r possess, document , supply ' or possess

information over those who are the subject of it.8 This power

is unlike that conferred by the possession of non-personal

information. possession of non-personal- information may carry

with it power over people generally, or power over certain people

by virtue of their membership of some particular c1ass, group'

organisation etc. For instance, possession of information about

the financial future of corporation A may provide its possessor

with some power over persons identified by their relationship with

that corporation. The possession of information about people

inevitably provides the possessor of that information with some

quantum of power over those people by virtue of their

ident ity.9

on TechnoJ-ogY and
Washington D.C.l ,
the Computer I s
10.

Protec t ion
Privacy t t

Appendix 5 '

7 . U.S. PrivacY S tudy Protec t ion Commi ss ion '
I Report

Threat t
lJuly ' L977. U. S . Gov't Printer.
@ s. Henderson ' R.P., rControlling

o Privacyt t (1971) 23 Mich. Bus. Rev. 9' G

B. GotIieb, C.C., &

ÍL973. Academic Press.
4., 'social Issues in ComPutingr
2r0.

Borod i n ,
N.Y.l' @

g.MurdockrL.E.rrTheUseandAbuseofComputerized
Information: Striking a Balance Between Personal Privacy Interests
and organizational Information Needs" (I980) 44 Albany L' Rev'

598, @ 591-, commented: 'Extensive record-keeping of personal
characteristics and activities may inhibit the individual in
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This is not the appropriate place to enter into an analysis of the

way in which Lhe possession of information confers power. For the

present, it is sufficient to note that this is so ' For this

reason, íf no otherr ño society can afford to ignore its

information management practices. 10

There is one element of the relationship between information and

power which must be explored carefutly in a privacy-oriented

discussion: the elemental nature of information. It is not

sufficient to focus upon the meaning which may be appreciated as

being conveyed by any particular combination of data t ot the

extent to which it has been published in the community at l-arqe;

mak ing dec is j-ons if, for example, he wi shes to present a

favourable "record-image" . It may encourage a person to temPer his
political expresslons' for fear that his opinions wiIl be

recorded , f:-led, and Ia ter used to deny him some economic benefit'
such as employment. ' ( citations omitted). Thomas, u., OECD,

Informantics Studies No .1, 'Computerized Data Bases in Pub lic
Administration', [197f. OECD.
Economistrs View of Informatio
Science & Technotogy 74, @ 74.

Paris l G 61. Spence, A.M. '
rAn

frt, (I974) 9 Ann Rev. of Information

10. For some literature on the privacy implications of record
systems see: U.S. Domestic Council Committee on the Right to
eiivacy, 'National Information PoIicY', (Chairman: N'A'
Rocker-f eller ) r lIgT 6. National Commiss ion on Libraries & Inf o '
Science. Washington DCI; Hearings before a Sub-committee of the
Committee on Government Operations of the House of
Representatives, Bgth Congressr 2nd _Session, (26r27,& 28 July
lg66), 'The Computer and fnvasion of Privacy', II966' US Gov'
Printing Office. Washington DCI t Westin, 4.F., 'Computers, Health
Recordsl and Citizen Rights' , 11976. US Dept. of Commerce '
Washington DCI; Westin, A.F' , ' Computers, Personnel
Adminiétration, and Citizen Rights', tI979. US Dept' of Commerce'
washington Dcl; Baker, M.4., 'Record Privacy as a Marginal
Problem: The l-imits of Consciousness and Concern', (1974) 4 Col'
H. Rts. L. Rev. B9; U. S. Pri'acy Protection study commission,
'personal Privacy in an Information society' , 11977. US Gov.
Printer. Washington DCl.
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nor even whether its possessors appreciate the social significance

of either that meaning or the fact of their possession of it.

Further, since any given item of information mâY, when added to a

pre-existing store of data, be used to generate an entirely new

item or quality of information, the significance of any given item

of information must be assessed in light of the information store

to which it may be added. It is therefore unreasonable to treat

any given item of Personal

its subject's privacY. l1

information as a priori irrel-evant to

The nature and scope of record keeping has developed as the social

economy has evolved. In the days when society amounted to Iittle

more than an amalgam of decentralised and agricutturally-orientecl

communities, people's passage through Iife was evidenced by little

more than the records narrating their birth, marriage '

procreation, and death.l2 However, it may be as well to remember

that privacy was not at its zenith in those halcyon pre-industrial

villages for all their lack of records'

Direct Mail AdvertsiDg' , (r979)

-rt. 

eallard, D.P.,
47 Fordham L. Rev.
concern presented bY
merging and comParing

I Privacy and
495, @ 501,

direct mail
commented: 'One major PrivacY

lists is the PossibilitY of
different lists to compile dossier-type data

on an individual. ' See also ibid., @ 501, fn' 45'

12. Privacy Protection study commission, supra n. 7. , G 3 '
However, the early developmend of records is illustrated by the
Domsday Book twb volumes (and associated documents) recording
Witliam I the Conqueror's survey of land holdings in the majority

"f English villagJs and towns iñ England which hras carried out by
seven or eight panels of comtissioners in 1086. This record
appears to rrãve b."., in general- use in England by the mid-l2th
century.
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In many places, decentralised, rural economies of the early

nineteenth century have been replaced by urban economies operating

across enormous geographic tracts.l3 Commercial transactions are

routinely conducted between strangers, frequently in reliance upon

credit provided by third parties. I4 In many ways personal

privacy has been increased by the development of the social

economy. To compensate for this 'depersonalization of societY',

there has been a substantial increase in the formalized recording

of information. l5 Not surprisingly, Þersonal information has

become a major item of exchange.

In their study of American data bases, Westin and Baker suggested

that the modern record keeper had succeeded to the role of the

fates of Greek mythoIogy. l6 There is some truth in this '

Today's decision-makers are frequently in awe of their tools:

records. ImpIicit, and sometimes unreasoned, faith is placed in

records, and information is frequently retained lonq after the

purposes for which it was gathered have been discharged '

Perhaps because information about persons has come to assume

I3. Ottensmann' J.R. '
I The Changing Spatial

Books. Torontol ,
Structure of Amer tcan

Cities', t1975. Lexington
population resided in urban
in 1879; and 73.5t in I970.

areas in 1820i as compared with 25'72

14. Mestone, E.G., 'How Technology wiIl Shape
Westin, 4.F., (ed) 'Information Technology
t1971. Harv. Univ. Press. Mass. L @ 153'

the Future' , in
in a DemocracY t

15. Ruggles, R.' rOn the Needs and VaIues
53 Minn. L. Rev. 2II, @ 211 - 2L2'

16. Westin & Baker, supra n. 5, @ 3'

of Data Banksr , ( 1968 )
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increasing val-ue, there is Some evidence of a reluctance to

expunge information from records. l7

It is far from original to note that each person's life is

evidenced by a trail of records.lS The number and variety of

these records is frequently overlooked. For the sake of

convenience, these records may be arbitrarily divided into six

categories: educational, economic, professional, governmental,

welfare, and recreational. 19

EducationaL records r mâY commence before birth, and document

progress from nursery school up to and including graduation from

tertiary training and vocational skills classes, and the results

of intellectual I psYchological, phYSiCaI and vocational

examinations. Economic records narrate credit arrangements' hire

purchase contracts, mortgagest and identify the various financial'

mercantile, banking, insurance etc. agencies, \dith which each

person deals. Employment records list the various employers,

professional contacts, worker's compensation claims, business

trips etc. which are part of working life' Governmental records

7. In some cases reco s may also conta n a SC n

below, this raises issues of fairness '
ormat

not
on. As
me re 1yis discussed

privacy.

18. See for instance Baran, testimony to
Committee on Government Operations' supra
R. I . , 'Computers and the Law of Privacy
(I968) 5 Lex et Scienta 18, G 19

the
n.

Subcommittee of the
10, G I23; MilIer,

No Where to Hider,

19. Some writers amalgamate some Of these categories ' For
instance , Wfreeter, S . (éA ) , rOn Record' , 1I962. Russell Sage

Foundation. Ñit; 'organised his discussion into 4 categories:
educational, economic, governmental, and welfare'
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may document civil service employment, national service, securi-ty

aSSeSSmentS, poliCe aSSeSSmentS' and the various contacts with

social security and civil administration which are inevitble in

modern life. A range of welfare records may be created by the

various medical and para-medical, psychological and social welfare

organisations consulted by people. A random selection of

recreational records may document holidays, tours, hotel

reservations , airl ine tickets , 1 ibrary memberships ( sometimes

library borrowings ) , journal subscriptions, p"ritical affiliations

and activities, etc. In addition, a variety of public records

contain details about matters such as birthr rêsidential address'

citizenship, admission to various professional occupations'

marriage, divorce, and death.

As Milter commented, there is a type of Parkinson's law in

operation.20 Increasing technological capacity to acquire'

colIate, and manipulate data has prompted the belief that more

extensive data is necessary in order to understand or predict

human behaviour, and together these have served to increase the

ciemand for more and more detailed dossiers. Any given individual

may be the subject of up to, if not in excess of' one hundred

different files documenting social, domestic, economic,

professional and recreational activities'

M J-Ier, R., ersona r
67 Mich. L. Rev. 1089, G 1103'

vacy n the ComPuter Age t
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As population and mobitity have increased, so too has the

incentive to centralise these records r or, ât least, to inter-

connect them.2I Individual record-subjects may be ignorant of

the existence of the majority of these recordst let alone of their

contents. Frequently, they may only guess at the contents of

those files of whose existence they are cognizant, and know

little about, sometimes not even the identity of, the various

persons, bodies, or organisations maintaining the records.

In many ways, the relative ignorance of the subject vis-a-vis the

record-keeper demonstrates the pol^ter of modern archivists. When

resident of a small- decentralised community, individuals may not

have enjoyed much privacy their entire Iives l/ere available to

the community as a whole to scrutinise and assess.22 Hov¡ever,

the record systems, diffuse networks of gossip as they may have

been, were equally accessible to the subjects of the

information.23 people knew (or could hazard a guess about) who

knew what about them.24 They were probably as equally as well-

informed about the activities of other people'

2L. Michael 'to Individual
Wash. L. Rev.
cards below on

D. N. I Speculations on the Relat ion of the
964)

Compute r
33 Geo.

ident i ty
Freedom and Lhe Riqht to Privacy' , ( I
270, @ 274-275. See also the discussion of
page I70 et seq.

22. Ruggles, supra n. 15, G 211.

23. Sieghart' suPra n.
( I971 ) 23 ( 10 ) Datamation

24. Sieghart, ibid. Gotlieb, A
2 Can Bar Assoc. J. (n.s. ) 2

subject generallY also knew the

hlare, tr{. H. , 'HandIing Personal Data I r

G 83.

. | 'Computers and PrivacY' , ( 1971 )

7 | G 28 et seq. , notes that Lhe
record-keeper t s secrets.

3;
83,
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There is a temptation to attribute the emergence of 'the

information industry to the computer. Some have succumbed, as is

evidenced by the existence of groups such as the InLernational

Society f or the Abolition of Data Processing l'1achines.25

Seductive as this explanation is, it is unfounded.

Computing technology has simply made the risks inherent in the use

of records more visible, and hence more urgent.26 Perhaps it

should be credited with drawing attention to a problem which has

long existed but which has been ignored. Computing technology has

provided a v¡ay to transcend previously insurmountable logistical

Iimitations. But it has not changed the scope or the nature of

the fundamental- issue, even if it has exacerbated it. As Ruggles

pointed out, privacy may be threatened by the col-lection, and use

(or misuse) of personal information irrespective of whether the

information is centralised in the one locat ion'27

Computing and

dimensions of

i nformat ion .

telecommuncat ions

the threat Posed to

In pre-computer daYs '

technlogies have changed the

privacy by the use of Personal

Personal PrivacY r¡/as affectecl

25. Discussed in Matuson, 'Commun icati-on Ra ther TechnoLogy' ,

1L972. NCL.and
Than

Yourrin Rowe, B.C. (ed) r rPrivacy, Computers
Londonl, @ 31-36.

26. Turkle, S., 'Computer as Rorschach',
@ t7; Goldsworthy, 4., 'Data Banks
Proceedings of Aust. Computing Conf. 16,
@ 83.

( 1980], 17 (2) SocietY 15,
and Privacy' , (I972) 5

G 16i Harter' supra n. 6l

27. Ruggles, supra n. 15, @ 218.
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by (paper) records containing personal information just as much

as it is today when information is encrypted onto a micro-chip'

However, the quantities of data manipulated by microcomputers (ie.

personal computers ) in the 1980's, let alone by large scale

( ,main-f rame' ) data-bases, \^¡ere inconceivable as recently as

tg40.2B

No record keeping system is complete without some method of

acquiring information in the first place. Much information

contained in record systems is provided by the subjects: each

person firls out a myriad of forms disclosing personal

inf ormation.

However, not all record-keepers content themselves with self-

serving statements. Technological development has provided the

means to acquire personal information without the subject's

knowledge. Would-be intruders are no longer confined to

'Iistening under waIIs or windows t ot the eaves of a house"29

There is an increasing range of sophisticated devices from infra-

red cameras, to minute listening devices ("bugs") and wire-taps

28. See for eg. : Mil-Ìer ' A.R. r ' On Proposals and Requt-remen ts
for Solutions', (1968) 53 Minn' L'Rev'
D., 'Protecting Privacy in the Computer
of Arts J. 43L, @ 433. See generallY:
Information and the Privacy ProbIemr,
tI97L. OECD. Parisl.

224, @ 228 - 229¡ Firnberq,
Age' , (1977) L25 RoY. Soc.
Niblett, G.B.F. ' 'Digital

Informatics Studies No. 2l

29. Blackstone ' W

IReprint of the 1st
),69' Bk IV, c.t 13.

, t Commentaries
êd. r Dawsons of

on the Laws of
Pa11 MatI, 1966-

England' 'LondonJ, G
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information covertly. One American

as'frightening paraphernalia' .30

This is not the place to examine this technoloqy.3l the

existence of this technology is more s igni ficant than is its

detaiI.32 the object here is simply to note the existence of

this technology, and that it is J.ikeIy to become increasinqly

effective in the future. One of the more ominous assessments of

its significance was provided by Professor Brzenzenki in I97I. He

suggested that it would:

soon be possible to assert almost continuous

surveillance over every citizen'33

It

the

is not liketY that this trend

population will be reversed.

towards increasing scrutinY of

Professor MilIer's conclusion

30. Silverman v. U.S. ' 365 U.S. 505 (1961),
the court, @ 509. See
Trespass by Device' ,

per Stewart J. ,
also Lynch, J.J. '(r964) s0 A.B.A.J.delivering the oPinion o

' Electronic EavesdroPPing :

540.

f

31. Long, E.V., 'The Intruder.s'r t1966. Praeger. N.Y.l is rather
passe tooay. s'ee generatly, Australian Law Reform commission,
'neport No. 22, 'Pri-vacy', lf ggg. AGPS. Canberralr vol. l, @ 41;
Church, G.J., 'The Art bf High-Tech Snooping', 20 April 1987, Time

Magazine (Australian edition), @ I9'

32. Si_Lver, E.s., 'The wiretapping-Eavesdropping Problem: A

Prosecutor's View' , ( f960 ) 44 Minn. L. Rev' 835; Donnelly' R'C' t

'Electronic eavesdropping' , ( I963 ) 3B Notre Dame Lawyer 667 , @

668; Davis, G.L. , ìÈfeõtronic Surveillance and the Right to
Privacy', (1966) 27 Montana L. Rev' I73, G I75'

33. Brzezenski 'Westin, A.F. (ed),
n. 14, G 163.

into a Techtronic SocietY' , in
Technology in a DemocracYr, supra

Z. , 'Moving
'Information
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that modern Americans are scrutinised more closely than ever

before is undoubtedly as true of Australians as it is of citizens

of the United States of America.34 The increasing capacity of

record-keepers to maintain and manipulate data is likely to

produces a corresponding need for increasing quantities of rah,

data. Further, the need for formatised record-keeping has

increased as people have become increasingty peripatetic, and

social relations increasinqly complex.

Records, including records containing personal information' are

not objectionable per se. Each society needs information about

its members, just as those members need information about both

their societies and their fellow members. Nonetheless, the growth

of record keeping has produced a degree of social unease, in some

cases approaching a feeling of insecurity'

Concern appears to centre around several issues: the quantities of

information possessed by record-keepers; the accuracy and fairness

of recorded information; to whom information is being made

available, for what .purposes' and how is it actually being used;

and whether record-keepers know a given item of information or

should be entitled to learn information of that subject-type.35

34. Mi1ler, 4.R., 'The Assault on Privacyr r [1971. S ignet Books.
N. Y. I , G 40, and chaPter
Political Surveillance in
SydneyJ , discusses the
activity in Australia.

3 generatly; Cain, F.' 'The Origins of
Australia' , t 1983. Angus & Robertson '

history of surveillance of political

35. See also Marsha1l, A. 'Privacy Problems arising
Australian IdentitY Card',
IIl, esp. @ 114 115.

'The "Australia Card": A Survey of the
from the Proposed Introduction of an
(1986) 2(1) J. of L. & Info. Science
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Where recorded information is intimate, its subject's concern

about the inclusion of the information in a record is primarily

one of privacy. The broader question whether record-keepers

should be provided with information of that subject type relates

to the recognition of privacy in the society at 1arge. However'

it is not realistic to consider only this issue. The quantity of

information which record-keepers possess is as significant to

privacy. As was discussed above, it is possible to manipulate a

vast mass of otherwise innocuous information to generate an

entirely new quality of (sometimes privacy-relevant) information.

7 .4. Identity cards

Disquiet about the quantities of information record-keepers

possess underlies, and has focused' opposition to the proposed

Australian national identification card. According to the

Parliarnentary 'Joint Select Commitee on an Australia Card':

one of the major fears about the proposed national

identification system is that it is a necessary

first step towards the creation of a national

dossier system.36

36. Australia, Parl-iament, 'Report of the
on an Australia Card', (Chairman: Senator T

Canberral, @ 16' Para. 3.17

Joint Select Committee
Aulick), t1986. AGPS.
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There is widespared concern that once a nationat identification

system has been adopted, governments wilt be unabl-e to resist the

temptation to amalgamate or Iink otherwise innocuous data-

bases.37

The Australia Card Bill 1986 failed in the Senate on 10 December

1986 and again on 2 April 1987.38 On 27 May 1987, the Prime

Minister, Mr. R.J. Hawke, infOrmed the House of Representatives

that he had advised the Governor-General 'to exercise his power

under section 57 0f the constitution and dissolve both the Houses

of parliamentr.3g The Governor-General accepted this advice' and

both House of Parliament were dissolved on 5 June I9B7' The

elction is to be held on 1I JuIy l9B7 '

the " trigger" bill for thisThe Australia Card

double dissolution.

Bill I9B6 htas

ConsequentlY ' if the A.L.P. is returned to

37 . See for eg. : Law Council o Australia' rGrave Fears on Lack

of PrivacY Safegu ards for ID Card Schemer , (1986) 2I(4) Aust. L.
News 6¡ Issues L2 0 and L2L of 'Civi1 LibertY', Newsletter of the
NSW Council for Ci vil Iiberties in Jan-Feb' 198 6, and March-APri1,
I986 respectivelY ; Saunderson , J. , I ID Cards The Case Against',
Jan-Feb. 19S6) I20 Civil L iberty 24, @ 26¡ rLaw SocietY OPPoses

Australia Card' , ( f9B6) 24(June) tNswl Law Society Jo. 32. See

the debate on the Au stralia Card Bill l9B6 ( Cth) in the Senate on

1O December 1986' [1986] Senate Hansard 3659 -369L¡ 3703 -37 52 ,

WeeramanLtY, C.G., 'Collectivism vs Indiv idual ism" , ( Auqus r 1986 )

6(4) The Age MonthIY Review 19; and Green Ieaf, G., 'The DecePtive
History of the Austra Iia Card', ( 1986) 58 Austr. A. 407.

38.
Àpri1

( 10 December
L987 ) f80 Jo.

) 160 Jo.
the Senate

1986 of the Senate 1584-1588; and (2
I759 respectivelY.of

3g. House of Representatives, Hansard, 27 May l9B7' @ 3431'
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Government, and, after re-introduction, the Austral-ia Card Bill

l9B6 again rejected by the senate, the Governor-General may

convene a joint sitting of the members of the Senate and the House

of Representatives. If the majority in the House of

Representatives is sufficient to compensate for any lack of

numbers in the senate, the Australia card Bill 1986 will be

passed.

Whatever the result in the July I9B7 election, it is IikeJ-y that

some universal idenifier will be introduced in the near future.

If the Australia Card BiIl I9B6 is not re-introduced, or fails to

pass, it is likely that an alternative national identification

numbering system wilI be introduced, for example by the

development of the Australian Taxation Office tax file numbers.40

whatever the method eventually adopted, if it is adopted

universally, it will facilitate the tinkage of records held by

different record-keepers in different places with a degree of

certainty which is currently lacking.4l (Of course' even in the

absence of a univeral identifier, records may be linked.)

0. The ebates ove r the Austral a Card n 6 n Austral
are reminiscent of the American disputes over the use of Socia
Secur i ty numbers and the establishmen t of a national data-base
See for eg. Mi1ler, supra n.34¡ Goldwa ter, B.M. 1ir), 'BiPartisa
Privacy', (I974) I Civil Liberties Rev' 74 Eaton J. W. '

t Car
Carrying Americans: PrivacY, SecuritY a nd the National ID Car
Debate I t t1986. Rowan & Littlef ield. Totowa, N'J' I '

a
I

n
d
d

4I. See Pounder C., 'Police Computers and the lr4etropolitan Police
part rrr: oáta protection and the control- of porice computeLs"

(I986) B(r) Info. ng. 3, for a discussion of some of the \^/ays

å universal identifying number promotes the Iinkage of records'
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Record Iinkage may be benef icial in many ways. t"lany of the

benefits may accrue to the record-subjects. (EqualIy' linkage may

be desirabl-e as a means of reducing fraud one of the commonly

claimed benefits of the proposed Australia Card.) However, one

result of the Iinkage of diverse record systems will be

increasingly detailed records about individuaLs. If Mi1ler's

parkinson's l-aw is correcl,42 adopting a universat identification

system will result in the development of increasingly extensive

personal dossiers.

This may be so even if in the absence of a formally central-ised

data base. One of the witnesses before the Joint Select Committee

on the Australia Card, Mr Chris Bushell, the Governor of the

Community Affairs Board of the Australian Computer SocietY, made

the foJ-lowing comment:

thereSeemstobethefeelingthattherewil]-

be no centralised data base set up by the

Government. The problem is that the minute you

have a common number which appears in a number of

different files or data bases - call them what you

will whether you l-ike it or not, you have a

centralised data base if the l-inks exist, whether

or not it is physically centralised. There is

quite a common co.ncept in the computing world of

42. See supra n. 2O , and accompanyt ng text.
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distributed data bases but it has no difference in

use from a centralised data base.43

In general, the problem is less one of intention that it

temptation. Professor Walker suggested that:

Once the system is established, it will be

virtually impossible to resist demands to make it

available to a wider range of agencies ' As

governments become involved in more and more areas

of what was once private life, they are able to

argue that they cannot function efficiently without

this kind of information.44

Many of the problems arising from the linkage of records

compilation of increasingly detailed dossiers are not

problems. This point is discussed futher in chapter B.

is of

or the

pr ]-vacy

he Joint Se lect Committee on the Australia Card' ,43. rReport
supra n. 36 ,
45, quoting
2928-2929.

oft
Addendum bY Senator

from the hansard of
Christopher PupIick, @ 176, Para

evidence taken bY the Committee @

44. Walker' G. de 8., 'Information as Powerl
L. Soc. J.153, G t5B. See also NSW Privacy
Issues and the Proposed National Identificatio
Report'¡ [March 1986. NSW Privacy Committee' S

, (r986) 16(3) Q1d.
Committee, 'Privacy

nscheme-ASPeciaJ-
ydneyl .
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CHAPTER 8

IMPACT OF LÀRGE SCALE DATA II'IÀNIPULATION UPON PRIVACY

As was discussed in the previous chapter, record systems must be

considered in entirety in order to assess the implications for

privacy of any given item of personal information held in a record

store. This includes aI1 the other records with which it is

possible to integrate the record system under consideration.

In some cases, Iittle or none of the information recorded may be

intimate. The five-yearly Census conducted by the Commonwealth

Government may illustrate this type of data collection.l Each

individual item of information may be made available freely by

its subject, who may have no objection to the unrestricted

c irculation of each item of information severally. Carefully

assembfed, these otherwise innocuous items of information may

reveat the 'inLimacies' of the subject's Iife. consent to the

circulation of the individual items of information does not

necessarily imply acquiescence in the creation of a detailed

picture revealing the intimacies of a person's life.

I. See Austral ian Law Reform Commission Discuss 10n Paper No. B.
and the Census' , 11979 - A.L.R.C. Sydneyl . AlternativelY,' Pr ivacy

cons ide r
veh i cle

record systems containing information about addresses'
ownershipá, political aff iI iations ' recreational clubs '

educaLional qualifications and journal subsciptions.
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As has been emphasised above, the context of information affects

its characterisation. Information which is not intimate in .one

context may assume a complexion in another. Thus a record system

which containing comprehensive portraits of. people may reveal

intimate information about them, even though no single item of

the information recorded , v iewed in isoLation, may be so

described.

Many of the problems posed by the potential misuse of personal

information are unrelated to privacy. Improper or unauthorised

use of personal information is not ipso facto an invasion of

privacy as defined here. Consequently, it is fallacious to

contend that because the collection or use of a particular type of

personal information is unauthorised or improperly prejudiciaf it

is an invasion of privacy.2 There are other social interests,

such as freedom of association, which are at least as important.

Joiner raised this point in his d iscuss ion of the long term

imptications of computers for privacy. He commented that in the

past, individuals, including those suspected of criminal activity,

have been able to elude detection:

2. Thi s type of argument tends to rest upon the 'con trol'
concept of P rivacy. See for eg. Marshall- , A. ,

tThe "Australia
Card": A Survey of the PrivacY Problems Arisrng from the ProPosed
Introduction of an Australian IdentitY Cardr , ( 1986 ) , 2(L) J. of
L. & Info. Science 1I1, @ I22: 'The possible indiscrimate
amalgamation of files under the "Australia cardr' proposal
woulã clearly violate the data-subject's information privacy tnyl

making ãontrol of that data, by that subject, even more
dif f icult.'
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we have relied on the passage of time and our

ability to forget and our imperfect ability to

follow, to solve the moral problems that we would

face only when some escapee was caught who had

lived an exemplary life. Now with the computer

fully activated and operational in a system

utilising alt information in all other computers'

there is no escape, and moral judgments will have

to be made.3

Some of these are not privacy-based problems. Other interests'

such as freedom of association, mây be affected adversely by the

circulation of personal information in Some circumstances'4

This coincidence of

writers. The following

Ju1y, I9732

There is a recognizable reciprocal relationship

between respect for the privacy of the individual

and the protection of certain other human rights'

the effect being one of mutual reinforcement. This

interaction is not new but has been receiving

renewed attention lately in view of the increased

interests has been

comment aPPeared in

recognised bY other

the UNESCO Courier in

Computers for
Privacy in the

4. Some writers
( on this thes is 'of Association: A
L7 Harv. C. R.
privacy'.

e

Privacy' , in Hoffman' L
Next Decader , [ 1980. Acad

.J olner, C.W. , Comment on t Long-term
.J. (ed),
emic Press.

rmp ct ons o
tComputers and
N.Y.l ¡ @ 184.

treat privacy as including some or all of these
retated-) interests. Eg: Steinmant J', 'Privacy
Burgeoning Privilege i; CiviI DiscoveYY' , (1982)
C. L. L. Rev. jSS, discussed 'associational
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for violations

scientific

of privacy afforded

and technological

In many circumstances' recognising privacy will ensure that the

conditions exist for the exercise of some other, distinct '

political right, such as the freedom of association' Thus' for

instance, privacy may be invoked by a person who wishes to remain

anonymous at a religious gathering. The interest secured by

invoking privacy in this context is the religious freedom.

In some circumstances, however, there is a compelling case for

collecting personal information, whether by government, citizen or

private organisation. For instance, it is difficult to argue with

the Law officer who commented:

if someone is out there plotting a riot or bombing,

I think you will agree that it is better for

society if r¡¡e know about it and can act to head it

off.6

However,

demands

societies which value

for information with

their members'

a recognition

freedom must balance

of the threats to

5. SecretarY-Genera 1' s Report to
Human rights
n Private Li

the Threat
lJuly r9731

to PrivacY z 2:
UNESCO Courier

the
and

fet,

Commission on Human Rig hts,
reprinted in Part in I

Three Pronged Attack o
4, @ 6'

6. US Federal Law Enforcement Off icial quoted by Frankl-in, B'A',
,surveitlance of Citizens Stirs Oebate', in Hoffman ' L'¡l' (ed) 

',security and Privacy in Computer Systems', [1973' Melville
Publish. L.A.lr @ f0.
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individual freedom inherent in the collection of personal

information. Frank Costigan Q.C. addressed himself to this issue

during his testimony to the Parliamentary Joint Select Committee

on the Australia Card. He commented:

You can only justify an intrusion if, on

bal-ance, the evil- that you are attempting to

correct and the cost of doing it are justified

there is a necessary balance to be struck between

the proper non-infringement of civil liberties on

the one hand and the abuses which may be taking

place in the community on the other, and where you

strike the balance changes from time to time'

decade to decade. T

similar observations may be made about the Mt vernon

experiment.S No doubt the incidence of crime was reduced when a

television cameras capable of reading motor vehicle registration

plates over a distance in excess of half a mile v/ere installed'

It is unlikely that freedom was promoted. The most model citizens

are likely to be inhibited at the knowledge that their conduct is

being videotaped by police. In many cases, otherwise reasonable

surveillance, when viewed in combination with other social

7. Quoted
Committee on
para. 3.9.

IN Australia, Parl i ament , 'Report of the Joint
Canberraf,

Se 1ec t
G ll3,an Australia Card' , t 1986. AGPS '

B. See BeÌair' R.R.' &

Systems for Surveillance
Rights L. Rev. 143.

Bock, C.D., 'PoIice
of PubIic Streetsr,

Use of Remote Camera
(L972) 4 Col. Human
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practices r mâY form the basis 'of a terribly oppress ive

society' .9

It is not only governmental

privacy. According to the U.S.

ín I977 z

records which pose a threat to

Privacy Protection Study concluded

The substitution of records for face-to-face

contact. . . is what makes the situation Loday

dramatically different from way in which it was

even as recently as thirty years ago. It is now

commonplace for an individual to be asked to

divulge information about himself for use by unseen

strangers who make decisions about him that

directly affect his every-day life. Furthermore,

because so many of the services offered by

organizaLions are, or have come to be considered,

necessities an individual has Iittle choice but to

submit to whatever demands for information about

him an organization may make. organizalions must

have some such substitute for personal evaluation

in order to distinguish between one individual and

the next in the endless stream of the otherwise

anonymous individuals they deal with, and most

9 . Josephson, M. S., 'Book Revtew: 'Privacy and Freedom'
L. Rev.

by Al-an
1586, @Westin IN.Y. Atheneum'

r599. ,

19671" (1968) 15 UCLA
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organ izaLions have come to rely on records as that

substitute. l0

8.I. Electronic Money the rcashless society': an illustration of

the effects of Iarge scale data manipulation capacity.

This point may be made more effectively in the context of a

particular type of records system. One with which a large

section of the Australian community has regular, if not daily'

contact is that which has evolved to support commercial

transactions. At its most complex, the cashless society is a

world-wide record system, Iargely facilitated by multinational

credit organisations ( such as American Express, Diner's Club '

Mastercard etc. ) , multinational banking, international finance

networks, and multinational businesses.ll

The cashless soc ietY is

credit ( in Particular bY

as a Bankcard, Ametican

typified by two types of transaction:

the use of a universal- credit card such

Express or Mastercard ) ; and electronic

-Id. u.s. Privacy
in an Information
D.C.lr @ 4-5.

Protect ion
SocieLy' ,

Commiss ion, I Personal Pr ivacyStudy
lLe17. US Gov. Printer. Washington

II. See Hendrickson, R.4., 'The cashless society 1L972. Dodd'
Mead. Co. N.y.I ; Long, R.H., & EII-iott , J', 'Banking Services in
an EFT Society (1976i 37 Univ. Pitts. L Rev 64L. Kramer' R'L" &

Livingston, W-.P., 'Cashing in on the Checkless Society', (Sept
1967 ) 45 Harv. Bus. Rev 77.
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funds transfer (EFT), especially at the point of saLe (POS). A

centralised, êfficient and comprehensive record system is both a

sine qua non of the cashless societ!r and an inevitable result.

Although the resulting trail of records is the same whether the

transaction is by credit or EFT, credit systems are distinguished

by the existence of records predating transactions. fn the case

of EFT, some records are also created in advance of transactions.

However, these tend to be less comprehensive than credit records

because the nature of the transaction is such that only the

parties to it are likely to suffer should either (or both)

default.

8.1. l. Credit

Credit is no longer an arrangement between individuals who are

Iargely familiar with each other's business.l2 The provision of

credit is now an industry in its own right. The credit provider

and debtor may not reside in the Same country; let alone be

personally acguainted. There are two primary sources of credit

records: those maintained by credit providers, such as Bankcard;

and those maintained by credit reference bureaux such as Credit

12. Credit as such is not new nev¡.
Useryr, t(1573) 1925. BulI. London
'The Social t'leaning and rmplicati
Zieger, J.S., & OlleY, R.E. (eds),
[I976. Univ. of Saskatchewan. Sa
Committee Report on Consumer Cred

See Wilson, T., 'Discourse on
I . See generaì- IY Fart in ' G. ,
ons of Consumer Credit' , in

'Consumer Credit in Canada',
skatoon. Canadal; and U.K.
it (Chairman Lord Crowther),

IMarch 197I. Hl'1SO. Lonsdon] , Cmnd. 4596.
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Reference Associates of Australia Ltd'

RetaiI Credit Co., George Laurens Pty

Agency Ltd.I3

Dun and Bradstreet PtY Ltd '
Ltd, and CoIIege Mercantile

vol-.I, @ 2I2 eL seq. for
in Australia.

Credit providers usually obtain their initial information from the

applicants. ( In general, aPÞIicants are asked to disclose

information about their annual income, residence, prior residence'

current employer, financial liabilities, dependents etc') Credit

providers may supplement this information by consul-ting credit

reference bureaux, banks, landlordsr êstate agents, employers'

relatives and perSonal associates etc' In additiont credit

reference bureaux (which are generally independent of credit

providers), usually maintain records of people's credit history'

present and recently past addresses, debts and defaults '

involvement in legal proceedings etc'

Universal credit cards are operated by credit corporations ( such

as Bankcard), which guarantee the merchants party to the scheme

that aIl debts incurred upon presentation of one of their credit

cards wilI be honoured by that credit corporation upon its receipt

of the appropriate recordi unless, of courSe' a merchant fails to

comply with one or more of the requisite formalities.14

3. See Austra an Law Re orm Comm orr r RePort No. I

aI Privacy' r

d i scus ion
tf9B3. AGPS. Canbertaf ,

of the Provision of credit

14. Merchants are generalJ-y required to comply with a number of
f ormalities sucr, ." én=.lring thaI the customer's signature matches

the specimin displayed õt the card, and seeking specific
authorisation from the credit corporation where the amount of the
transaction exceeds some previousiy specified 'floor 1imit" etc'
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Universal credit cards are the accepted medium of exchange in a

wide range of commercial transactions. In the 1980's it is the

object of comment if a universal credit card is not accepted,

whereas in the 1960's universal credit cards were virtually

unknown in Australia. They have largely fulfilled their promise:

many merchants prefer to rely on the security of universal credit

cards rather than upon unguaranteed personal cheques; and

consumers have been relieved of the necessity to carry cash'

This form of credit has largely ceased to be viewed as a privilege

a resource from which people may freely abstain.l5 Credit has

become , ot at least come to be considered âs r one of the

necessities which the u.s. Privacy Protection study commission

identified as relying upon record systems' In Australia, as in

America, computerised 'credit record credit card systems have

become an integral part of daily ' life ' l6 There are

more than eight and a half million credit card holders in

Australia.IT

15. It is, o f course, to dispute whether credit shou Id be

viewed in this way. For
that this is so.

present purpose, it is simply assumed
open
the

16. Westermeier' J
Card', (f973) 23 Am.
position.

rThe Privacy Side of the Credit
I83, @ l-83 | describing the American

r.(jr),
U. L.Rev.

17 . 'Plastic lr4oneY: Be SharP
Packr , ( I986 ) 27 (Il) Choice
Assoc.) 28, G 28.

How To Avoid the Jokers in the
( Jo. of the Austral- ian Consumers
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Between them, credit providers and credit reference bureaux

assemble records containing a wide range of personal information.

It is not sufficient, however, to consider either of both of these

record systems in isolation. Several issues arise: whether each

item of information recorded is accurate; whether the net effect

of the combinations of the information is accurate; whether

records contain intimate information; whether the picture created

by the entire mass of information invades privacy or is fair

(although this question is not confined to privacy issues); to

whom the information is or shoul-d be made available, either in

part or in entirety; and how information is or should be used'18

Accuracy is always an issue in record systems. Where information

is obtained from sources other than the subjects themselves, there

is at least some potential for inaccuracy. (This may be equally

true where the record is exclusively based upon information

provided by the subjects.)

However, recording inaccurate information does not necessarily

raise only privacy problems. It also raises questions of

misrepresentation.lg Similarly, problems may arise when a record

Age', (1 981) 5r18. Fitzgerald, K. J
A.N. Z .4. S. Conference
there are five areas
the four Presented
conf ident ial itY ;

. , 'Privacy and
papers ( section
of concern. His

the Computer
33/757 \ G

categor ies
2, suggests that
\^tere similar to
of security and
timeliness of

for purposes other
See also Marsha11,

here: possible
I inking of

errors; lack
information;

destruction of data;
that those for which
supra n. 2, @ 115.

and the use of information
was originallY intended.

19. See above discusion @ Pages 85 88.
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(viewed in its entirety) provides an inaccurate or misleading

picture of its subject, although no single item of informat.ion

contained in the record is actually faIse.20 Inaccurate records

whether the inaccuracy lies in an individual item of

information or in the implications to be drawn from the

combination of information as a whole raise questions of

mi srepresentat ion .

Misrepresentation is s better addressed as suchr rather than under

the veil of privacy. This is so even where the onì-y way to

correct the misrepresentation involves a second (distinct) injury

to the invasion of the subjectrs privacy. (As l¡¡as noted above in

chapter 6 | privacy problems may also arise where the only way to

correct the inaccuracy is by supplying intimate information which'

given a choice, the subject woul-d have withheld from the record-

keeper. ) Although factualty coincident, the injuries

misrepresentation (or defamation, or injurious falsehood), and

invasion of PrivacY are distinct.

This point maY be clarified

statement that rA is dead' ,

tortious heads of action: for

by analogy. If C makes

C may be liable under

injurious falsehood in

two

the

the

a false

distinct
wi lk inson

v. Downton sense2l (the injury being constituted by damage to

Burnham ' D., The Rise of the Computer State' ,20.
I leB0.
ofa
served

Weidenf ield &

tenant whose
Nicholson. Londonl, @ 35, instances the case

tenancy record disclosed that she had been
but failed to reveal that this had
law. The information recorded wasbeen

true i

with an eviction notice
struck out bY a court of
but the inferences to which it gave rise were f al-se.

2I. ll8g7) 2 Q.B. 57. See generally Handford'
v. Downton and Acts calculated to cause Physical

P. R. ' 'Wi lk i nson
Harmr, (1985) I6
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Ar s business, or to any other business dependant

al-ive ) , and for the negligent or wilfut infliction

shock to Ars spouse or children etc. Notwithstanding

coincidence, the two torts are distinct'

on A being

of nervous

this factual

The most obvious threat to privacy is posed by quantum: the more

personal data assembled in a record, the more likely it is that

the record will af f ect privacy in either or both of two \^/ays '

Firstr SoÍt€ of the recorded information may be intimate, personal

information of the type which the subject would prefer were not to

be made available to that particular record-holder. Secondly' the

overall effect of the entire record may reveal the intimacies of

the subject's Iife, even though possession of no single item of

that information could be said to interfere with privacy'

As was discussed previousl-y, intimate information is characterised

by reference to the community's expectations and the various

legislative and non-legislative instruments which avowedly

evidence the values of that community' For instance ' in a

community which provides for the expungement of criminal records

after a certain periodr SâY ten years, information disclosing a

'spent' conviction of more than ten yearS standing may be

intimate, and its retention on the record may interfere with

privacy. The record may also be 'unfair' in that it may expose

the subject to prejudice from which the expungment statute is

intended to Provide Protection'

u. w. A. L. Rev. 31.
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Fairness is broader than privacy. Fairness is not restricted to

the circulation of intimate information. The fairness of a record

may depend upon t inter alia, the accuracy, tyÞet :rQlevance, and

potentialty prejudicial nature of the information recorded. The

intimacy of the information may be only a relatively minor

consideration or may be irrelevant in particular circumstances.

However, privacy and fairness may be related. The reason why

privacy should be protected in record systems may be because, in

practice, this will promote fairness. It does not follow that

every unfair entry in a record wiII interfere with privacy'

A common complaint about the dissemination of information

contained in credit records is that names and addresses of credit

subjects have been made available to third parties for the purpose

of mail or telephone solicitation.22 the circulation of the

names and addresses of people listed on a particular credit

provider's books may involve ¡ oY result in, interferences with

privacy. However, in general, this type of objection is to the

circulation of information rests upon the complainant's view,

that the information should be treated as having been provided in

confidence. ( As was discussed earl ier ' privacy and

confidentialitY are related. )

In some cases '
purpose (eg. to

where information is supplied for a particular

obtain credit from a particular credit provider)

22. See
para.88,

Austra
and @

Law
para.

Re orm Comman
r22, 252 et seq.

SS orl r supra n , @



the information-subject/supplier may have reason to believe

the information will be retained in confidence ' If

information is then provided to a third party without

191

that

authority of the person whom originally supplied it, there may

grounds for an action for breach of confidence'

the

the

be

similar observations may be made about many information exchanges

involving credit records. According to the Australian Law Reform

commission, both credit reference bureaux and credit providers

supply information tO landlords, estate agents I 9ov€rnments

(particularly taxation and police officials ) , and other credit

providers etc.23 Although some information supplied may be

intimate, the problem appears to be primarily one of

confidentiality. Information is supplied persons or organizations

who could require the subject to supply it to them, even though it

is intimate information, and to whom the subject would supply it'

albe it reluctantly. Rather than approach the person directly,

they obtain it from a source to whom it has been previously

provided in confidence. The objection is Iess that the

information was supplied to the particular third party, than that

information which vras supplied in confidence has been distributed

without the subject's consent or, frequently, knowledge'

23.
46e )

See A.L.R.C.
222 (para.

Report on
s00).

I Pr ivacy ', supra n. 13t e 2I1 (para.
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9.r.2. Electronic funds transfer (EFT)

Electronic funds transfer systems operate differently from

credit systems. EFT is a genre of instantaneous transactions

involving the use of electronic impulses generated and interpreted

by computers to rearrange credits and debits between specified

accounts.24 The type of EFT most attractive to retailers is

EFTpOS electronic funds transfer at point of sale. EFTPOS

operate by automatically debiting the amount of the bill from the

purchaser's account and simultaneously crediting it to the

vendor's account.25

24. For a discussi on of EFT, see: Kli Dg, K. & Lu ndergaard, K.,
rPassing the Digital Buck', ( 1980 ) 17 (2 ) SocietY 42¡ Lee, C. Y. '
I EFTS Implications for the Consumer t 

, (1982) 10 Aust. Bus. Rev.
289¡ Award, 8.M., 'The Issue of EFT: An Overview and PersPective' ,

IJune ],977I Computer & People 7 ¡ Rule r J.B. '
I Electronic Funds

Transfer and Federal Privacy PolicY', (1 977) f8(I) Jurimetrics J.
56 ; Schuck, P. H. , 'EFT: A TechnologY in Search of a Marketr'
(1975) 35 Maryland L. Rev. 74¡ and Bax ter, W.F., Cootner' P.H. &

Scott, K. E. , 'Retai I Banking in the Electronic Age' , 11977.
AlIenheId r Osmans & Co. N.J.l. See als o the symPosium on EFT in
(1979) f3 Univ. San Francisco L. Rev. 245 5s3.

25. Peers , Ù7. ,
Friends' , IJune,

'Electronic Death f or some Retail-ers and Their
19841 Rydges 18' @ 19.
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8.1.3. EFT and credit the same result

EFT and credit transactions have one significant similarity. They

both generate some record, however ephemeral, of the transacLion'

necessarily identifying the parties, the amounts involved, and

(often) the subjects of the transaction. Perhaps the best

evidence of this is found in the advertisments for the use of

credit cards: "You always have a permanent record of what you

spend where, what, whY, fot whom and how much." So does the

credit or EFT system data base.26

The trait of information, each individual item of which may be

innocuous, is the cause of some concern. Given a sufficientJ-y

sophisticated means of manipulating this enormous quantity of

data, such aS may be supplied by a computer, it is possible to

re-organise these items of information so as to generate a ne\^/

quality of information. It may be possible to extract from the

mass of data detailing a myriad of individual transactions,

information showing a consumer's daily movements, purchasing

preferences' pol-itical affiliations, etc.

It is this ability to reorganise a vast quantity of data about

revealing portraits which may threatenpeople so as to create

26. See Scarletta, P.J . r I Privacy Rights andE Iectronic
Transf er System An Overvier,v' , (I976) 25 Catholic L. Reviw
esp, G 808; Cumins, J.4., Imparatu, W.4., KêIly' B'4"
Reinthater, E.w., 'Towards a Less-check society" (1972) 47

Dame L. Rev. 1163; Tyree, 4.L., 'El-ectronic Funds Transfer i
Zealand' , ( t97B ) B N. Z.Ü. L.Rev. 139.

Funds
801,

and
Notre
n New
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privacy. The intimacies of a person's life may be revealed far

more cogently by a compilation of a thousand trivial details than

by any single item of personal information. Justice WiIIiam O.

Douglas commented a propos cheques:

In a sense a person is defined by the checks Isic]

he writes. By examining them Ia person may]

get to know his doctors, lawyers, creditors '
politicat alIies, social connections ¡ :rêligious

affiliation, educational interests, the papers and

magazines he reads and so on ad infinitum.2T

More recentì-y, Justice Kirby addressed himself to this issue:

AS Austral ia moves to the cashless society I

centralised records will exist not only of buyer

preferences and habits but also of buyer travel and

movement. should law enforcement offices have

access to the records of book shops to discover all

persons purchasing books or magazines on themes

perceived by someone to be antisocial? shoul-d

police, faced with difficult problems of

investigation, be able to scrutinise, with the aid

of computers, the buying patterns of citizens in a

particular district? should they be entitled to

scrutinise the movements of citizens by reference

(I974), per William O. Douglas J. (dissenting ), e 85.
4L6 U27. California Bankers ssociati on v. Schultz, S. 2L
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to the "credit traiI" collected by the records of

electronic fund transfers?28

Justice Kirby's statement could be regarded as a I ittle

exaggerated. (Some EFT transactions record only the category of

goods purchased etc not a precise description of each item. )

However, the issue which he raised is real. It is possible to

monitor and record the trivial details of people's lives, and to

manipulate this information so as to generate information about

the 'intimacies' of their lives. The issue is whether there

should be any restrictions placed upon this ability' and if sor

what they should be.

The third part of this thesis examines the way in which

Australian legal system may protect or provide remedies

individuals whose complaint is about the use or abuse

information.

the

to

of

28. Kirby, M.D. 'Australian ComPuter
to the Queens land branchaddress

reported under
transfers t , (

of the
the title
1984 ) 10

Society in Brisbane'
'Banks and PrivacY: electronic funds
Commonwealth L. Bulletin 995, @ 996.
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CHÀPTER 9

LEGAL RECOGNITION OF PRIVACY

There are, at least' Some threats to privacy. There is, however,

some question whether and, if sor to what extent, Australia law

provides protection against and remedies for interferences with

privacy. Further, it is questionable whether this is adequate.

To some extent, the latter question must be answered by reference

Lo the standards set by the internationaL obligations which

Australia has accepted. The relevant obligations are discussed

below in Part IV.

It may be useful to re-cast the first question' To what extent

may people invoke Australian 1aw to prevent others to whose

knowledge of any given item of intimate information about them

they object, from learning that information, or.t after that event'

to seek redress against that circulation?

For the purposes of this discussion, the corollary of this

question what circumstances justify disregarding people'S wishes

in respect of the circul-ation of intimate information is

ignored. It is discussed below in chapter 26 in the context of an

examination of defences to complaints about interferences with

privacy. I

1. See beLow chapter 26, at page 555 et seq.
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Australian law does not recognise privacy as an independent legaI

interest. This contrasts with American law. The American courts

developed a right to privacy which was influenced by the arguments

put forward by Warren and Brandeis.2 As htas noted in chapter Il

the authors largely based their case for legal recognition of

privacy upon English case Iaw. The American common law was Iater

augmented by legislation in many jurisdictions.

The failure of the Anglo-Australian courts to develop a

remedy for interferences with privacy is consequentl-y

surprising. Fleming suggested that Commonwealth courts

boldness: that they

have been content to grope forward cautiousLy along

the grooves of established legal concepts, Iike

nuisance and 1ibe1, rather than make a bold

commitment to an entirely new head of

liability.3

specific

somewhat

Iack in

Australian law has not completely failed to protect

It protects a range of interests which are related to

Many actions which result in interferences with privacy

However t

privacy.

pr ivacy .

2. See WheeIer, J. E.' rThe

Bar J. 27I¡ McCarthY, F.J.,
Remedies', (1964) 38'Conn. Bar

Right to PrivacY' , ( 1940 ) f4
'Privacy: Burgeoning Rights

J. 555.

Conn.
and

3. Flemingr J.G., 'The Law of Torts' [1986. 6th ed. Law Book co'
Sydneyl , @ 568 (citations omitted)'
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provide grounds for action under some (other) recognised head of

action under Australian law. S imilarly, the outcome of some

causes of action may be influenced by interferences with

privacy.4 As is discussed below, some of these interests are

akin to pri,r".y.5

Rather than deveì-oping any express protection for privacy' the

Australian common law, Iike the Canadian conmon 1aw, has:

tended to shift on a case-by-case basis in a way

that does not cause major dislocation of existing

rights and relationships at any given time'6

This approach may be unadventurous. However, it does not mean

that the common law has ignored privacy. The Anglo-Australian

judicial technique has been to attempt to fit complaints for the

4 b'or I nstance' courts have a d I scretion to dec lne to admi- t
evidence which has been illegaIIY or unconscionablY obtained. As
is discussed below in chaPter 24, this discretion tends to be

exercised onlY in extreme cases. S ee generally Skala' S.M., I Is
There a Right to PrivacY? 

"
(re77 ) I o univ' ord' L' J' r27 'l @ 141;

Olmstead v. U.S. , 277 U.S. 438 (1928), per Brandeis J.

I

5 . According to Baxter ' J. D. ,
Lost or Found?' , (1977 ) B Cambrian
in the process of moving from the
protection of PrivacY. I

6 . Burns , P. , 'Privacy and the Common
Unravelling?', in Gibson, D. (ed) ' 

rAspects
Butterworths, TorontoJ, @ 23.

'Privacy in Context: PrinciPles
L. Rev. 7, @ 7: 'English law is
incidental to the comPrehensive

Law: A Tangled Skein
of Privacy La\,,/t, [1980.
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invasion of privacy into already recognised heads of action.T

campbell and whitmore described this development at follows:

such restrictions on invasion of privacy as do

exist in Australia might fairly be described as a

ragbag of common law and statutory provisions

developed primarily to achieve other putposes'8

professor Fleming came to a S imil iar conclus ion. However, he

considered that there are 'many situations in which a person is

left without redress against conduct drasticatly violating

prevailing standards of taste and propriety'.9 Many of these

situations do not interfere with privacy. fndeed, in 1983, the

Australian Law Reform Commisssion concluded that privacy \¡,as

'relatively well protected by the existing ]aw. '10

7 . rlntroduct ion' , ( 19 68 ) I Justice (Aust rcJ ) 34 , @ 34.
Individual Freedom in a Technol-ogicalMoonman , 8., tThe Problem of

Age', (1977) L25 RoY. Soc
'Þrivacy and the Law: 1984

of Arts J.
is nowt,

444, @ 444. Burns, P. ,
tL974l NZ. L.J. 1, @ r.

NeiIl, B. , '
393, G 394.
Telegraph, (newsp),
covertly installed a

The Protection of Pri
Eg . Sheen v. CIe

an act on or tr

vâcfrr (1962) 25 Mod. L. Rev
(22 June I96l ) London DailY
espass where the defendant had

B

2nd
Campbell 'ed. SydneY

microphone over the plaintiff 's bed'

E.r&Whitmore,H.r'FreedominAustralia',t1973'
Univ. Press. SYdneYl ' @ 372'

9. Fleming, J.G., 'The Law
Sydneyì, @ 532 (see generallY
supra n. 3, @ 568 -575'

10.
vol.

of Torts' [1971.
@ 526-533). See

4th ed. Law Bk
similarly,6th.

Co.
ed'

Australian Law Reform commission, Report No. 22, 'Privacy"
2., @ I44, Para. 1307.
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Frequently, people may seek to protect privacy to secure another

interest, and/or to pre-empt the infliction of another injury (eg.

discrimination on the basis of religion) for which they woul-d

otherwise be able to seek relief ex post facto. For instance,

people treat information about religion as intimate, and attempt

to limit its circulation under the guise of privacy, in order to

ensure they will not suffer adverse prejudice on account of their

religion in circumstances where they are entitled to be free from

adverse discrimination. In this sense stoljar may have been

correct in asserting that PrivacY:

harbours ideas which closely connect, morally and

legally, with all manner of personal torts'11

The reLationship between privacy and discrimination \¡/as discussed

in chapter 5. It is discussed in a legal context in chapter 17

bel-ow. In some cases, the relationship betwen f reedom of

information and privacy, and in turn, between privacy and the use

of information, means that a (commonly described as) privacy-style

right to seek amendment (or annotation) of records under the

Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth) may be invoked to mount

collateral challenges to decisions affecting substantive rights

(such as entitlements to pensions or benefits) having no direct

reLationshiP with PrivacY.

11. StoI jar , S. 'Studies 6'7, @ 67.
rA Re-examinat ion of Privacy' ,
This is not Iimited to 'Personal

(1e84 ) 4

torts I 
,

Lega 1
as is

evident from discussion below'
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An analysis of some heads of action which may be invoked where

privacy is affected is presented below. However, an overridding

issue must be considered: whether it is satisfactory to provide an

ad hoc ]ist of remedies which may depend upon how that privacy is

i nvaded ?

The cause of action in terms of which an action is framed

inevitably determines the way it is resolved' This may introduce

an element of arbitrariness into the resolution of factually

similar, but legally dissimilar, injuries. Further, an ad hoc

series of remedies tends to focus enquiry upon how information is

circulated. This may obfuscate the privacy issue: whether the

intruder should have learnt the information'

An example of this confusion is presented by arguments over the

use of polygraph machines. Westin argued these machines interfere

with 'the individual's sense of personal autonomy Istripping

citizensl of what made them feel Iíke independent persons in a

free society.'L2 However, this (autonomy-based rather than

privacy-based) assessment is not the only objection to their use'

There are at least three other (not necessarily consisLent)

objections to the use of polygraph machines ' First, they are

unreliable. secondly, the use of polygraph machines exposes

people to the risk of (adverse) discrimination on the basis of

race, TêIigion' sexuality, etc by providing an added

West fì¡ A F
@Head. Londonl, 238.

t vacy an Free om f I T e Bod ey
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phsychological pressure to provide information about which people

might otherwise dissemble , or refuse to answer. Thirdly, by

increasing questioners' ability to analyse answers for

dissemblance etc., they increase questioner's ability to create an

detailed image of the subject. In turn, this increases the

likelihood that the questioner wil-I learn information which

might otherwise have been withheld in some cases because it is

intimate.

None of the objections to the use of polygraph machine are

peculiar to these machines. Further, how the machines operate is

irrelevant to whether privacy is invaded. The use of polyqraph

machines raises the same questions as htere noted previously in the

Part II consideration of records. From a privacy point of view,

it is irrel-evant whether intimate information is obtained by the

use of a polygraph machine, a truth serum, torture, or old

fashioned snooping. It is the Iearning of the information which

is relevant: not the means employed.

The fol1owing examination of the Australian law which may directly

or indirectly protect privacy interests is not an exegesis of

types of actions or behavior which my attract legal sanction.l3

It focuses upon the interests protected, or advanced, bY the

13. For a discuss ion of some of the relevant law see the
Australian Law Reform Commission'
AGPS. Canberra) , esp. vol. 1

Review', t1984. N.Z. Human Rights

Report No. 22, 'PrivacY' , [ 1983,
and llcBride, T. J. , 'Pr ivacY

Commission. N.z.l.
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various prohibitions or remedies, to determine to what extent

these interests are consistent or compatible with privacy.I4

Causes of action are considered in general terms in order to

identify the interests with which they are primarily concerned.

The examination therefore ignores the availability of specific

causes of action and remedies (such as actions for breach of

contract) which may arise on the facts of any given interference.

Further, where Lhe detail-s of rights of action differ in the

Australian jurisdictionst ot depend upon varying statutes, the

discussion remains general, concentrating upon the common el-ements

of the causes of action and, where appropriate, Commonwealth

legislation, to identify the interest primarily promoted by the

cause of action and contrast this with privacy. Similarly, the

examinat ion substant ialIy disregards privileges or immunit ies

which may be raised during the course of proceedings, such as the

privilege against self-incrimination or crown privilege etc.15

L4. ConsequentlY this discuss ron does not consid
connection with

er causes of
privacy, mây
this type of
According to

action which, although having no
provide some indirect protection. One example of
cause of action is the action for contempt of court.
Bulmer, M., & BeIl, J, 'The Press and Personal Privacy Has It
Gone Too Far? I , ( 1985 ) 56 PoI . A. 5, @ 16, EngI ish journalists
regard the 1981 English amendment to the law of contempt as
r"ãt.ictive in this regard but the authors suggest that it has
povided little privacy protection. Similarly, the discussion
ig.,or.s the avaifã¡iItV of actions f or breach of contract which '
iñ some circumstancesr mây serve to protect privacy.

15. On this subject see Freiberg, 4., rfnformation and power:
public interesL riO private rights', (1984) 58 Law Inst. J. II7¡ &

jacon, J., 'Discovery and public Interest', lL976l Pubtic Law 134.
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The examination is presented in three parts:

Chapters 10 to 15 consider the interests secured by civil

(ie. not exclusively tortious)f6"u.r=." of action which may

be available where privacy is affected;

Chapter 16 examines criminal prohibitions directly or

indirectly attaching to behaviour, conduct, or actions which

may invade privacY; and

Chapter 17 considers judicial and non-judicial administrative

remedies which protect or promote privacy-aIIied interests.

t

In the chapter 2t Prosser's four categories were rejected as being

of little assistance in identifying and defining privacy as a

socio-political interest. 17 o.,ty the first, and to a lesser

extent the second, of Prosser's categories describe interferences

with privacy as defined in this thesis. The other two categories

describe interestes which are generically different from privacy

as defined here.

In Some cases, Seguring Some of these other intereSts, such aS

providing a remedy against pubticity which places the subject in a

false lightr ilaY indirectly protect pti"t"y'18 rt does not

follow that these interests are co-extensive with privacy. For

conf idence t

3

t_ô .
which

Chapter l3 cons iders the action for breach of
origin.is of equitable rather than common law

L7. Prosser, W.L., 'Privacy',
See above discussion G Page 40

( I960 ) 48 CaIf. L. Rev. 383 , @ 389.
et seq.

18. rbid., G 389, category 3.
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instancer â¡1 objection to having been portrayed in a false light

is essentialJ-y an objection to having been misrepresentedr or

defamed. The interest impugned is reputation, not privacy' As

was indicated by the chapter 4 discussion of the false aIJ-egation

of homosexualityrl9 reputation and privacyr mâY be close1y, even

causally, related. However, they are not identical. Attempting

to vindicate the one under the guise of securing the other is

productive onlY of confusion.

The focus of the definition of privacy posited here is upon the

circulation of intimate information. Consequently, each of these

three discussions has been further sub-divided so as to

concentrate the analysis upon dealings with information. In

theory, although l-ess So in practice, three ways of dealing with

information may be distinguished. To the extent that these

types of dealing with information may be (physically) separated,

the discussion is focused around:

. heads of action or sanctions pertaining to the initial

circulation of (ie. physical access to) information;

. heads of action or sanctions pertaining to the

manipulation or processing of (ie. Iearning 'new')

information; and

. heads of action or sanctions pertaining to the use of

information.20

19. See above G pages 87-8 B.

20. Glover, R.G., 'The Riqht to Privacy'r. (198-3).2 Cantab' L Rev

57, esp @ 57-62, offered.-si*i|.t discussion of the ways in which
the individuali s private life can be invaded. However, he

distinguished betwéen the col-lection of information by actual
surveillance and collection by skilful data-manipulation' And he

treated. the recipient of false information as a victim of a privacy
intrusion.
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CHAPTER IO

CIVIL REMEDIES

The statement that Australian common Iaw does not recognise

privacy is slightly misleading. It is more accurate to say that

there:

is no reported English decision which determined

authoritively whether or not an independent cause

of action in tort for invasion of privacy

exists. l

One Australian case' Victoria Park v. Ta l-or, is f requentlY c ited

as having rejected the existence of such a cause of action'2

Vi ctor i a park v. Tavl0r did not decide that there \^¡as no cause of

author i ty

pr i vacy
action for

was cited

exists' .3

the invasion of privacy: it decided that 'no

which shows that any general right of

l-. Justice RePort 'Sons. Londonl' @ Para.
'Privacy and
30.

the Lahr I , [ 1970. Stevens and

2.
58 C

which
(1e61
that
autho
exist
Austr

no
ri ty
ed.

was
NYgh '

Victoria Park Racin and Recreation Co
79. T e Just rce eport

Ltd. v. Ta lor (1937 )

d s among t e papers
Invas ion of Privacy' 'Latham C.J. r âs saYing

exists t rather than 'no

L. R.
take s this view. See

) 35 A.L.J. 6L, G 61,
also Note, rThe
which misquotes

general rights of privacy
show that a

Protec t ion
Aust. LawYer

general right
of Privacy in
126, @ 126.

of privacY
English and

citedr to
P.E., rThe

alian Lawr, ( r96r ) r4

3 Victoria Park v. Ta 1or, ibidr P€r Latham, C.J., G 496'
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10.1. Victoria Park v. Tavlor

Victoria Park v. Taylor was a commercial case. The plaintiff's

complaint \^ras that the first defendant, who owned the adjoining

Iand, had permitted the Commonwealth Broadcasting Corporation Ltd

to place an observer on a platform erected on the first

defendant's Iand, and the Commonweatth Broadcasting Corporation

Ltd had broadcast descriptions of the races conducted on the

plaintiff's racecourse without the plaintiff's permission. The

plaintiff argued that the defendants' actions constituted a

nuisancer ârì unnatural use of adjoining land, and interfered with

the plaintiff's propriety right in the spectacle created by the

plaintiff and conducted on his land.

However eLse the information which the defendant was broadcasting

may be characterised, it was not intimate upon the criteria which

were advanced in chapter 5. Further, the plaintiff did not object

to the defendants witnessing the events as such. On the contrary'

the plaintiff was only too happy to sell the information'

The plaintiff objected to the fact that the defendants did not

purchase the information: they effectively stole it' To compound

the injury, the defendants then sold the 'stolen' information'
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thus unjustly benefitting from

permitting the second defendant's

spectacle the plaintiff was staging

the plantiff's labours and

audience to benefit from the

without paying the plaintiff.

The primary quesLion in Victoria Park v. Tavlor v¡as a commercial

one: who should benefit from a spectacle the plaintiff had

created? The ptaintiff objected to the defendants' overlooking

his racecourse and describing the events occurring thereon.

It is thus surprising that the minority (Rich and Evatt JJ.) used

this case as the vehicle to voice their concern for privacy. It

is inconsistent to campaign for the recognition of'protection

against the complete exposure of the doings of the individual

Ias] a ri,ght indispensibl-e to the enjoyment of life' ,4 whilst

recognising that the gist of the case was the defendant's attempt

to ,reap where it ha [d] not sown'5 a case of unjust

enrichment.

Justice Evatt, in dissentr took the strongest position against the

legat recognition of privacy. He asserted positively that rthere

is no general right to privacy' ;6 whilst the majority simply

noted that:

4. Victoria Park v. T Ior r supra n. 2t per Ric
( d issent lng I @

5. Victoria Park v. Ta 1or, ibid, P€r Evatt, J. (diss)
quot i ng rom the ma

Press,
ority decision in rnternational News

v. Associated 248 u.S. 2I5 (r918) @ 240.

h' J.

@ sl8,
Service

6. Evatt, J (diss)r ibid, @ 52I.
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However desirable some

privacy might be ' no

shows that any general

limitation upon invasions of

authority was cited which

right of privacy exists.T

In many waYS ' Victoria Park v. Ta Ior was an unfortunate decision

from the point of view of an anaì-ysis of the common law protection

of privacy. It did not really decide anything. The majority

took the view that there \^/as nothing before them to show that

there \^¡aS any general, legal right to privacy; counsel f or the

plaintiff conceded from the outset that he would not argue for a

right to privacy;8 and the case did not concern any privacy

interest.

ït should be noted, however, that this interpretation of Victoria

park v. Tavlor is unorthodox. Swanton, for one, described this

case as ,a paradigm case of invasion of privacy'.9 She based

her analysis upon a 'control' notion of privacy' according to

which any abrogation of individuals' capacities to control

information about themselves is treated as an invasion of privacy'

7 Victoria Park v. Tavlor supra n. 2t Per Latham CJ. G 4 6.

8. Victoria Park v. Ta lor (I936) 37 SR (NSW) 322, per Nicholas,
J. @ I

g. swanton, J., rTowards a Definition of Privacy"
Justice (Aust. ICJ) 13, @ 16. See also Seipp, D'J"
Judicial Recognition of the Riqht to Privacy" (1983)
Leg. Studies iZS, @ 368, commenting ", PTop?s thi,s case

'Aústralian High Court rejected a right to privacy
Dworkin, G., '1he Common Law Protection of Privacy"
univ. Tas. L. Rev. 4I8, @ 4232'Even if the Hiqh court

(197s ) 6

' Engl i sh
3 Ox. J.
that the

in 1937' ¡
(re67 ) 2

I^/as right
to hold that there was no right to privacy at common Law
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For the reasons discussed earlier, this control-based analysis is

rejected.

10.2. General dutY to do no harm

It is moot whether the civil law is concerned with any one general

interest. Further, it is open to dispute whether there is one:

fundamental general principle that it is wrongful

to cause harm to other persons in the absence of

some specific ground of justification or excuse t ot

Iarethere]...anumberofSpecificrules
prohibit.ing certain kinds of harmful activity and

Ieaving aIl the residue outside the sphere of

Iegal responsibilitY. lo

The broad view of tortious liabilty was advanced, inter alia, by

pollock and winfield. They maintained that there was a:

general duty to do no hurt without lawful

cause or excuserll

l0.rSalmond on the Law of Torts' r IIe7 16rh ed. by
Londonl, @ 15. According to

Heuston,
WiII iams 'R.F.V., Sweet & l'laxweI1.

G.L., rThe Foundations of
L.J. 1ll' @ l1l' this
ques t ion .

Tortious Liability', (I939-1941) 7 Cam'
is the traditional formulation of this

1L923. 12th ed.' Sweet
P.H., 'The Foundations

Rev. I; Winfield, P.H.'
Cambridge Univ. Press.

. , 'The Law of Tort I ,CambridgeJ, esp. G 32-33; Winfield' P'H



and that it is untenable to

cabinedrand confined in a set

tortious law as 'cribbed,

holes t .12
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describe

of pigeon

There is at least one Hiqh Court case which may support the broad

v iew of tortious Iiabl iIi tY. fn Beaudesert Shire Council v.

Smith, the High Court offered a very broad formulation

action on the case:

independently of trespass I l'lêgIigence or nuisance

butbyanactionuponthecase'apersonwho

suffers harm or Ioss as the inevitable consequence

of the unlawful, intentional and positive acts of

another is entitled to recover damages from that

other. l3

of the

If this is sor there may be a general principle of liability for

the intentional infliction of harm, although, perhaps, not in as

broad a form as Pollock and winfield maintained.

In the

cited,

few courLs where Beaudesert Shire Council v. Smith has

it has been viewed with suspicion.I4 Academics have

been

been

(1e35) 51 L.Q.R. 249, @ 249.

12.
ed.

Winfield, P.H. 'Sweet & Maxwell.
rA Textbook on the Law of Tortr, 11946. 3rd

Londonl, @ 15.

13. Beaudesert Shire Council v. Smith, (1966) I20 C'L'R' I45, per
curium @ 156.

(1e73 )

Ltd,

( 197 9 Q.C.
lr983l 1 Qd.
c.L.R. 151. Exp 1.: Fennell v.

I. : Shooter v. Commissioner of I rre ation and Water
.L.R. 1; Na er v. Comm SS oner for

R. 6 20. Dist.: Kitano v. Commonwea lth,
Robson Excavat ions Ptr29

llg77l 2 N.s.w.L.R. 486¡ Dunl v. Wooll ara Mun cipal



no Iess hostile.

concluded that:

the Beaudesert

213

Dworkin and Harari examined the case and

propos it ion coul-d not be correct as

1aw . 15stated, nor could it be accepted as new

10.3. Specific duties to do no harm

The narrow

championed

view:

view of

by Sal-mond

tort ious

and his

1 iabi I ity has

later editors.

traditionally

According to

been

this

the law of

establishing

torts cons ists of a

specific injuries' .16

body of rules

Council' II981J 1 N.S.W.L .R. 6¡ Consid.: Hu]I v. Canterbu
Munic ipal CounciI, ll974l
Park S 1n
Goo uck,

I N.S.w.L.R. 300; Ar stotite v. G a ston
Centre Pt Ltd, [1983] A.T.P.R. 44, 4Lo¡ BuI lock v.

A. L.R. 17¡ Co rL ht. enc Ltd. v. Haines,
R. 264¡ Broadlex Pt Ltd. v. uter Co. Pt td. 'R. 92. Re .: Eldston v. Dore' 57 A.L.J.R.

15. Dworkin, G.' 'Intentional ly Causing Economic Loss
Revisited' , (L974) 1 Monash L.
kin, G.r & Harari, 4., 'The

Ghost of the Action upon the
Beaudesert Shire Council v. Smith
Rev. 4, @ 5, refering to Dwor
Beaudesert Decision Raising the
CasilTï9OZl 40 A.L.J. 296, 347, esp. @ 351. See also Barton'
G.p., 'Damages in Administrative Lawr, in Taggart' M. (ed)'
rJudicial Review of Administrative Action in the 1980's: Problems
and Prospectsr, tI9B6. Oxford Univ. Press. Aucklandl, I23, @ 131 -
135 (esp @ 132). But contra: SadIer, R.J., 'Whither Beaudesert
shire cóuncil v. smith?' ' (1984 ) 58 A.L.J. 3B '

(1e82)
( 1eB3 )

83.

40
50

I6. Salmond, supra n. l0; salmond, J., 'observations on the
Trover and conversion" (r905) 2I L.0.R. 43ì Goodhart, A.L
Foundations of Tortious Liability" (1938) 2 Mod. L.Rev. 1.

A. L.
A. L.

Law of
, 'The
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Much of the controversy over the basis of tortious l-iability is

attributable to confusion about its aims. At different times, and

to differing degrees, tortious 1aw has been thoughL to be designed

to compensate victims, punish tort-feasors, deter prospective

tort-feasors r aÞPease victims, or redisLribute losses

equitably.lT Blackburn and George suggested that:

the object of the law of torts is to define the

circumstances in which a claimant or plaintiff can

recover damages for a wrong done to him by a

wrongdoer or- defendant. lS

This is a circul-ar definition. In practice, tortious law seems to

compensate those who have suffered harm rather more than it

punishes wrongdoers.l9 whether it does so to compensate victims'

or to appease them is moot. (Perhaps the view which one takes on

this is more indicative of one I s view of humanity and human

motivation than it is of anything e1se.) The deterrence aim seems

to be the one which is the least successfully implemented. As

17 . See Dias, R .w.M. , & Mar kesins, B.S., The EngJ- i sh Law of
Torts I , ÍL97 6 . Etabl i ssements Emile Bruyland. BeIgiuml G r3-16;
WiIl-iams, G.L. ' 'The Aims of the Law of Tortr , (195f) 4 Current
Leg. Probs . 737 ¡ Fleming ' J. G. 'Introduction to the Law of
Tortsr , 1I967. Clarendon Press
the Law of.Torts'i Flemingr J.
ed. Law Book Co. SYdneYl. 1-14.

oxfordl, chaPter I, 'The task of
G. , 'The Law of Torts I , [1983. 6rh

18. Blackburn, A.R. & George'
Tortsr, 1I944. Sweet & Maxwell.

Elements of the Law of
1.

E. F. , rThe
Londonl, @

19. Street r

Londonl , @ 4
H. , 'The Law of Tortsr , t 1983. 7th ed. Butterworths '
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remarked: the 'Iaw of tort is least successful in

casual acts of inadvertent negligence'.20

10.4. Expansible dutY of care

Glanville Williams suggested that:

there is no comprehensive theory of Iiability;

there is simply a wide and expansible theory'21

The various heads of action are capable of independent growth.

Consider, for instance, Lord Atkin's formulation of the 'neighbour

principle' in Donoghue v. Stevenson.22 PerhaPs r âS some

commentators have claimed, the common l-aw is moving towards 'a

generalised 1aw of obligations' .23 The tort of negligence is

extraordinarily broad. MiIner commented that the tort of

negligence rePresents a:

20. WilIiams, supra n. L7, e I50.

2I.
also

Williams, supra n. I0, @ L32,
endorsed by Dias & Markesinis,

G 1f4. This view is
7, @ 18.

see also
supra fì. I

22. Donoghue ( McAlister) v. Stevenson, lI932l A'C' 562'

23. Veitch, E. &

38 Mod. L. Rev.
Contract' , ÍL974.

14iers , D. , 'Assault on the Law of Tort' , (1975)
139, @ 141; Gilmore, G., 'The Death of

ohio State Univ. Press. Ohiol, esp. G B7;
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fluid principle of Iiability, infinitely adaptable

by the controlled manipulations of its elements of

duty of care, breach of duty and damage ' 24

It is not unlimited, even if its categories of harm

fixed.

10.5. Nervous shock

Either of Lwo broad causes of action may Iie where the use of

informaLion is alleged to have caused injury to another action

for wilful or negligent infliction of nervous shock. Both depend

upon the plaintiff sustaining a legaIly recognised injury'

for the wilful infliction of nervous

to have derived from Wilkinson

are not

shock is generalì-Y

v. Downton.25 The

The action

cons idered

action is largely a Iatterday adaptation of the action on the

M.A. ,
Londonl ' @

'NegI igence
6.

1n Modern la\^I' , [r967 .24. Mil-ner,
Butterworths.

25. wilkinson v. Downton l18g7l 2 O'B' 572 action may lie for
vliíiur o do harm which does in fact cause harm

in the form of nervous shock. see generally Ha¡dford, P'R''
,Wilkinson v. Downton and Acts Calcufated to Cause phY!i"?1.Harm"
tRev.3I;Handford.P.R.,'TortLiabi1ityfor
Threatening of Insulting wordsr , ( 1976 ) 54 Can Bar Rev' 563;
Handford, p.R. , 'IntenÉional Infliction of Mental Distress:
Analysis of the Growth of a Tortr, (1979) B AngIo-Am. L. Rev' 1;

Handfordr P.R. r 'Damages for lnjured Feelings in Australia"
(1982) 5 U. N.S.W. L. J. 29r-
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case, according to which the law protects lawfuI activities from

the deliberate, unlawful and positive actions.

The action for negligence occasioning nervous shock is a sub-cl-ass

of the tort of negligence and, therefore, arises from breach of

the general duty to'take care to avoid acts or omissions which

you can reasonably foresee would be likely to injure your

ne ighbou r' .26

consequently, ÞIaintiffs must establish both that they have

suffered some injury recognised by the law, and that the defendant

was under a duty not to injure them. Justice Deane of the High

Court t commented in Jaensch v. Cof fey :

It is not and never has been the common law that

the reasonable foreseeability of risk of injury to

another automatically means that there is a duty to

take reasonable care with regard to that risk of

i.n1ury.27

The part icul-ar

forseeable ' but

charactett23 as

injury which resulted need not have been

it must be a 'consequence of the same general

u/as foreseeable.29 However, foreSeeabifity and

26.
Lord

Do hue
Ark n 80.

27. Janesch v. Coffe (1984) 58 A.L.J.R. 426t per Deane J @ 441

( citat ons om tte

1 v. Stevensont t1e32l A.C. 562 (HL)' Per

28.
See

ch n v. Hearset ( 1961) 106
Lambrurn t

c.L.R.
tre64l

rL2, G 120
V.R. 337 ¡

per curlam.
Bourhill v.Genera v S we
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reasonable proximity have been applied to constrain this cause of

action. (Courts appear to have been inhibited from expanding this

course of action both by a fear of being inundated with fraudulent

or trivial cIaimsr30 and by a general aversion to excessively

overburdening human enterprise. ) Consequentlyr the action for

negligent infliction of nervous shock may be of timited assistance

where the primary complaint is of invasion of privacy.

10.5.1 Nervous shock as a legalty recognised injury

In a sense , the d iscuss ion of Victoria Park v. TaYlor

incidentally revealed that the tort of negligence provides little

assistance to people who complain of invasion of privacy' In

order to sustain a claim of negligence I Plaintiffs must

demonstrate t inter aIia, that they have suffered an injury

recognised by 1aw. To the extent that privacy is not an interest

Young, lI943l A.c. 92¡ Overseas Tankershr s (UK Ltd. v. MorLs
Dock & E ]-neer 1 n Co. Ltd '

1 A.C. Wagon Moun No.
I ; Lipste fl¡ K. t 'Protected

esp @ 87.
Interests in the Law of Torts' ,

[].9631 Camb L.J. 85,

29. It is
reasonab 1e
Chemicals '

expectat ions :

[1e7r] 1 0.8.

immaterial that the magnitude of the injury
Co.

exceeds an
V. B. D. H.Vacwe I I Enq i ne erlno

111.

30.
Cas.

Vic torian v. Railwa Commissioners v . Coultas, ( IBBS ) f3
; MacP erson v omm SS oner or Government Trans

App.
ort t

(1959) 76 wN (NSw
577.

Guay v. Sun Pub 1S nq D. L. R.
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rise to an

2L9

by law, invasion of PrivacY will

injury recognised bY law.

not, ipso facto, g rve

The position is not as simple as this statement suggests. The

common Iaw is slowly' evolving3I to recognise injuries to

'thoughts, emotions and sensations' as Warren and Brandeis

c1aimed.32 Nonetheless, people do not act at their peril in this

regard. Unless the 1aw recognises privacy as a discrete interest

which may be injured, a mere invasion of privacy, without more'

will not constitute an injury for the purposes of the action for

the negligent or wilfuI infliction of nervous suffering.

The injury recognised by the law which most closely approximates

to that of privacy is ('mere') psychiatric injury.33 Psychiatric

injury may evidence a disturbance to a person's 'peace of mind' -

the generic interest to which privacy is kin. However' not every

disturbance of 'peace of mind' is manifested by psychiatric

injury. Consequently, not every injury to 'peace of mind'

necessarily constitutes nervous shock in the eyes of the law'

Chadw ick v3I. Victorian R Comm. v. Cou ltas 'British Ra v/a Board, 7 2A
supra

R 945¡
n. 30;
Mount Isa Ivlines vE

Pusey,

32. Warren, S.D. ' &

(1890)4Harv.LRev.
page 22 et seq.

Jaensch v. Coffe , supra n. 27, Justice
chiatric injurY' - see

Deane frequentlY
for eg. @ 445 |

C.L.R. 383.

Brandeis ' L
r93, @ 195.

'The Right
the earlier

to Privacy' ,
discussion e

D.,
See

33.
used
456 ,

In
the p rase mere psy
447, 448, 449, 450 | 45r, 452.
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The courts view nervous shock with an unease bordering upon

suspicion.34 They are shy of recognising mere humiliati'on'

indignity, or affront:35 something more tangibte is required.

perhaps the best evidence of this scepticism is found in the oft

recurring description of 'mere psychiatric injury' with which the

courts stigmatise claims of this typs'36

The objection which is sometimes raised, that the courts are

unable to aSSesS the quantum of damages to award for nervous

shock, is something of a red herring. The remedy sought may be

equitable in character rather than based upon the common law, eg'

declarations or injunctive orders rather than an award of

damages.

Although courts have been grudging, to say the least, in their

treatment of actions for nervous shock, judicial scepticism Seems

to be diminshing. Pound may have been correct in suggesting that

tegaJ- recognition of this type of in-jury largely reflects the

34. Jaensch v. Cof fe , supra n. 27, per Brennan J. @ 433: I Curial-
rj\taf l ngS S of vague not ons is, as Si r Owen Dixon said, Þêrhaps the
"reason that scorn of the law is more widesPread among

psy chiatrists than anatomists": Jestin Pilate (1965)' P. 18.'
See for examp le Gua v. Sun Publis Co., supra n. 30, esp per
Estey J. @ 585- See Fr cker G.L. t I Nervous Shock The

Opening of the Floodgates' t (I981) 7 Univ. of Tas. L. Rev. 113'

35. Veitch, 8., 'rnterests in Personality" (I972) 23 No. Ire. L'
O. 423, esp @ 44I-442.

36.
445 ,

See
who

eg. Jaensch v. Coffev supra n. 27, esp Per Deane J. @-
f

analyses the cause of action.
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advances in the science of mental pathology and psychology'37 es

Australian scepticism about psychiatric injury diminishes, courts

may become increasingly willing to entertain claims for what

Justice Deane described as 'mere psychiatric injury'.38 'rndeed,

in Janesch v. Coffey, Justice Brennan noted that:

The foreseeability of shock-induced psychiatric

illness has gained a more ready acceptance by

Australian courts during the last half century'39

10.5.2. Action for nervous shock aS a means of vindicating an

invasion of privacY

As r,{as noted previously in chapter 6, the circulation of

information does not invade privacy merely because it causes

embarrassment.40 Protecting privacy by actions for nervous shock

may tend to treat privacy as a subjective matter of personal taste

or preference. There are no (nervous shock) grounds to complain

about the circulation of intimate information unl-ess it can be

37 . Pound '343, esp G

Di s turbance

R.,
362. See also Magruder, C.t

in the Law of Tortsr, (f936) 49

Inte rests in Personal ity t 
'

(1915) 28 Harv. L Rev-
'MentaI and Emotional
Harv. L Rev. 1033.

38. Supra n. 33.

39. Jaensch v. coffey, supra n. 33, per Brennan J. G 433.

40. See above in chapter 6t at page f33'
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shown that this has caused injury in the form nervous shock. To

the extent that susceptibity to nervous shock varies as between

people t 1¡êliance upon actions for nervous shock wiII provide

varying protection to privacy. This is not compatible with the

objective ( intimate information) test of privacy which was

advanced in chaPter 5.

Privacyr âs defined here, is independent of'peace of mind"

However, to the extent that privacy and perceived privacy are

related, interferences with privacy may affect rpeacg of mind"

To the extent thattpeace of mind'may be injured bY, or aS a

result ofr âÍì interference with a socio-political interest (such

as privacy), action for nervous shock will provide a remedy'

In this senSe, action for nervous shock is aS suited to the

protection of privacy as it is to the protection of freedom of

association or freedom of speech. It provides remedies where

interference with an interest valued in itself (whether for itself

or for the ends it facilitates ) , also ( simultaneously or

consequentiatly) causes an injury which is objectional per se,

regardless of the associated interference. (For this purpose' it

is assumed that 'peace of mind' is an interest which should be

protected from injury in the same way as is bodily integrity' )
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CHÀPTER 11

ACCESS TO INFORIT{ATION

Not all methods of gaining access to personal information are

intrusive. Information may be learnt by seducing third parties

into breaching confidences, analysing or manipulating datat ot

casual observation. The ways of obtaining information may be

( Ioosety) divided into several general categories: intrusion;

surveillance (whether explicit or covert); analysis of otherwise

acquired data to'diScover'new information; or by supply by third

parties. This last category of information circulation is not

discussed here. It is discussed below from the viewpoint of the

information supplier ie. in the context of the use or

pubJ-ication of information. 1

11.1. I ntrus ion

where information is acquired by actual intrusion, such as by

entering the subject's home t oY car' or by picking up and reading

private correspondence etc, a complainant is likeIy to succeed in

an action for trespass to tand or chattels '
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Once this cause of action was quite sufficient to secure a

person's privacy. When owners or occupiers of property \^/ere

secure within the walls of their homes t oY their chattels securely

within their possession, there l¡/as little likelihood that anyone

could obtain information about t oY from, that property t oY those

chattels without actually entering the property and/or physically

interfering with those chattels. In an age of infra-red cameras'

telephone interceptions and parabolic microphones' it is rarely

necessary to actually interfere with property in order to gain

information from it.

Where a privacy-intruder also interferes with a property right'

the resulting right of action may be itl-suited to the protection

of privacy. To the extent that the two interests co-incide ie.

to the extent that information is property - t privacy may be

distinguished from property by the intimacy tier test which was

discussed in Part I above.2

privacy claims are independent of objections to unauthorisel

dealings with property. As was discussed in Part I, privacy is

invaded by the (objectionable) circulation of particular types of

information, regardless of how the circulation occurs. Similarly'

interferences with property are not less objectionable because the

intruders do not learn anything from the property with which they

interfere.

1.
etc.

See below discussion
and chapters 13, I4,

of
and

the action
15.

for breach of confidence
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However, interferences with privacy committed by, or during' a

trespass, (eg. circulations of information by trespass to - actual

interference with private correspondence or diaries ) may

exacerbate property injuries. As Bradley J. noted in Bo

U.S. (discussed in chapter I above), in such circumstances'

plaintiffs may recover additional damages for the invasion of

privacy.3

According to Seipp, English judges have explicitly invoked a right

to privacy in a variety of cases to the extent that privacy law

'is a new doctrinal category in the making' in England ' 4

However, in Englandr âs in Australia, remedies for interference

with privacy remain dependent upon some physical interference with

property or breach of confidence etc.

The protection offered to privacy by the action for trespass is

largely fortuitous. This may be illustrated by the example which

was postulated by the Younger Committee.5 Where C picks up and

ised as int imate

d v.

2. In general'
is unlikely to be

information which is characte r
simultaneously treated as property.

3. Bovd v. u.s., 116 U.S. 616 (l-886), @ 627 - 628, discussed
above at page-T2-et seq. See also Greig v. Grieg, lL-9661 V'R' 376
(punitiveá".ug"sfoitrespass@eforaffront);
Wilfiams v. Setlle, tl960l I W. L.R. L072. In Merest v' Harvey'
@, r2B E.R. 76r, the court upheld an award of
exemplary damages against a trespasser for action disregarding the
;"""iV p-ri.r"ipie which actuates the conduct of a gentleman'- per
Gibbs C.¡. @ 443, 76I. See also Burdett v. Abbott, ( IBfI) 14

East I, e 154-155¡ 104 E.R. 501, @ 560'

4. Seipp, D.J. 'English Judicial Recognition of a Right to
Privacy',- (r983) 3 ox' J' Leg'studies 325' @ 362 eL seQ' (quote
from 3¿9). See also Baxterrs comments - abover Þage I99, n' 5'
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reads Ars letter without permission, A may have recourse against C

for trespass against chattels. However, if C reads the same

Ietter without actual-ly touching it, A has no basis for an action

for trespass. In each case C may obtain information. If it is

intimate information which A does not want C to learn, there is no

privacy distinction between the two situations. Yet Crs a

decision to read the letter as it Iies on the table rather than to

pick it up witl affect the Iiability in trespass'

S ince Bernstein of Leiqh (Baron) v. Skvviews & General Ltd' it has

been accepted that photographing a perSon'S home' even from an

overflying aeroplane, is not a trespass.6 Further, there are

numerous circumstances in which the common law may imply a licence

to enter upon proper|y, al-though the licence may be revocable at

the will (or whim) of the occupier.T

Nonetheless, the action for trespass may provide increasing

protection to PrivacY. In Lincoln Hunt Australia PtY Ltd v.

Willesee, Justice Young (sitting in the Equity division of the NSW

Supreme Court) held thaL the plaintiff's implied invitation for

the public to visit its premises should be construed as beinq

I imited to

5. Younger Committee: 'RePort
(Chairman: Sir Kenneth Younger) 'Appendix ft @ 290'297' Para. 15.

by the Committee on PrivacY'
t1972. HMSO. Londonl Cmnd 5012,

accompanying text.
ed SCUS S on low, page

6. Bernstein of Lei h (Baron V Skviews & General Ltd'
1 0.8. ee also t r Iì.

t1e7Bl
29, and
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members of the public bona fide seeking information

or business ... but not to people, for instance'

who wished to enter to hold up the premises or rob

them or even to people whose motives were to go

into the premises with video cameras and associated

equipment or a reporter to harass the inhabitants

by asking questions which would be televised

throughout the State. B

This was only a single judge decision, and it is noL clear whether

it will- be followed in other courts r ot in other Australian

jurisdictions. However, if Young J.rs views v,ere to be applied

widely, the law of trespasS might provide protection against some

the types of action which frequently result in interferences with

privacy.9

The common 1aw once viewed private property as So'sacred that no

man Icould ] set

leave,10. (There

to consider that

foot upon his neighbour's cfose without his

is at least one High Court Justice who appears

it stitl does.11) In several cases in the late

7. See for eg.
hlithout Warrant I 

,

d i cuss ion by Lynch, P. ,
J. 324.

I Pol i-ce Powersthe
(re86 ) 60 Law Inst.

WiIIesee and8. Lincoln Hunt Australia Pt Ltd. v. Michael
Others '

986 ACLD 35.

10. Entick v Carri ton ( 1765 ) l-9 Howell St. Tr.
275t 29I¡ 95 E.R.

; judgment No
ebruary I986.

s02 y Young J. in
Quote taken from PP 4-

the
5ofSup?eme Court of NSW, 13 F

the (unreported) judgment.

g. Aberdeen, J.14., 'Media "WaIk-InS": Privacy Invasion or Public
Interest?', tI986l A.C.L. 36057'

1029r per Lord
807, 8L7 .Camden t .J., 66¡ Wils K.B
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nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, people recovered in

trespass for activities which adversely affected the enjoyment of

their property by threatening their privacy. I2 However, Baron

Bramwell,s statement that'it is to be remembered that privacy is

not a right. That intrusion onto or into it is no wrong or cause

of action'13 seems to be as accurate a summary of twentieth-

century 1aw as it was of nineteenth-century l-aw '

fncluding where protection is extended to chattels ' legal

liability centres upon overt, physical interference with property-

rights. Thus private nuisance may Iie only in respect of

(tangible, phYSical) interferences with enjoyment (in a narrow

sense) of 1andr14 and public nuisance in respect of interferences

with the exercise of public rights.

11. HaIliday v. Nevill, (r984) 155 C.L.R. 1, per Brennan J. (in
dissent)@9et.seq.

12. Walker v. Brewster, (1867) LR 5 Eq 25, Bacc leuch Duke ) v.
(1872)LR5E&IApp ¡ Hart son

Q.B. I42. (One cannot help wondering
the plaintiffs was significant. )

13. Jones v. Ta IÍn (L862) 31 LJCP (n.s. ) 342, Per Baron
Bramwe @ 347¡ a sub nom Ta Iin V. Jones (1865) 11 HLC 2901
g 305; 11 E.R. L344' 1350 Per Lo Wes tbury LC: I rr invasion of
privacy by the opening of windows" is not treated bY the law as a

wrong for which any remedy is given'. See also
) 801, per KindersleY V-

Turner v. SPooner
c. @ 803.(186r) 30(1) LJ ch (n.s.

14. Such as noise ( S encer v. silva , lI942l S.A.S.R. 2I3¡
Dunstan v. Ki [1948] v. L.R. , and repeate d harrassing
te J-ep one calls ( Stoakes v .Br d €S¡ lI95Bl O.W.N. 5, Alma v.

, this cause of action isNakir, []9661 2 N.S.W.R. 6 ) . However
ãGiTanIe only to the occupiers of property'
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This was apparent from the earlier discussion of Victoria Park v.

Taylor, where the plaintiff failed in an action against defendants

who overlooked his racecourse and broadcast descriptions of the

races without the plaintiff's authority.I5 Chief Justice Latham

commented:

the defendants have not interfered in any way with

the use and enjoyment of the plaintiff's land. The

effect of their actions is to make the business

Iess profitable . IBut] tfre racecourse is as

suitable as it ever htas for use as a racecourse.16

Like trespass, nuisance provides only indrect protection to

privacy. Privacy cÌaimants have grounds for action only where

they are able to hitch the privacy injury to a property-based

injuryt ot the abrogation of a public right. Factual co-incidence

of the interests, such as that the one action effecting both

injuries, camouflages the disparity between them.

The enjoyment of an occupational interest in land or chattels is a

property-based right. t7 Privacy is independent of property

concepts. It is equally independent of the enjoyment of public

15. See discussion in chapter L0 above, Pagê 207 et seq'

16. Victoria Park v. Taylor, (1937) 58 C.L.R. 479, @ 493.

L7. See McLaren, J.P.S. ' 'Nuisance Law and the Industrial
Revolution Some Lessons f.rom History' ( 1983) 3 Ox. J. Leq.
Studies 155, for a discussion of the developments in the law of
nuisance. However the notion of property enjoyment has developed'
it remains rooted in the notion of private property and private
rights.
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rights. (As was discussed in Part T ' privacy is allied to

conceptions of rpersonal' and 'seIf'. In Australia, this. is

substantially a product of people's self-perception of themselves

as independent individuatsrlS but not necessarily as property-

hol-ders. )

In general, resting the protection of socio-political interests

(such as privacy and freedom of association) upon property rights

is conceptually and pol-itica1ly unsatisfactory. It tends to

distort the recognition of such interests by taking into account

(conceptually irrelevant) factors such as economic capacity. It

shifts the focus of the analysis to the means of interference

(whether property rights have been injured), and av/ay from the

interest affected. And it provides protection in proportion to

(conceptually irrelevant) rights or interests'

As defined here privacy is depend upon (and limited by) community

expectations and standards, not upon occupation or possession of

property. Learning intimate information about squatters by

Iawfully entering their squat is no less injurious to their

privacy than is unlawfully entering into the home of a property-

owner and learning information of the same type'

Action for trespass to the person is sometimes said to

privacy. To some extent, this rests upon confus ion

protec t

be twee n

18. As is
privacy in
soc iety I s
inev i tably

discussed below in chaPter 20, the
any given societY is PrimarilY

culÈuraI and Political historY.
Western in its orientation.

content ascribed to
determined by that

This analysis is
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privacy and autonomy ( in the sense of physical capacity to

freefy) . This may be traced to Warren and Brandiesr use

Judge Cooley's writing. As v/as discussed in chapter I '

phraser'tobeletalone'rwas(originally)usedtodescribe

right to'personal immunity': the right to be free from assault

battery. 19

act

of

his

Lhe

or

Although privacy may be invaded by an action which simultaneously

invades bodily integrity, the interests are not co-extensive' The

paradigm case is that of torture. Where people are tortured to

reveal information, they are subjected to assault t ot battery'20

It does not follow that privacy is invaded. The information which

they are compelled to reveal may not be intimate.

No amount of individual reluctance to discl0se

change its characterisation from'non-intimate'

Torturing people to compel them to reveal secret

information may constitute an assault, and

autonomy. It does not necessarily invade privacy.

information can

to 'intimate' .

or confidential

interfere with

However, to the extent that access to information may depend upon

(physical)interference\^¡ithpersonorproperty,trespassand

nuisance may provide some protection to privacy. This is only

19. CooIeY, T.lul.,
ed. CalÌaghan & Co.

rA Treatise on the Law of
ChicagoJ , @ 29. See above

Torts', IIBBB. 2nd
G page 19 et seq.

v. Sherwood, [I942) B. I27¡ R v. Hamilton
12 L.R. (NSW) lll; Hopper v. ( 1817 ) 7 Taunt 699 ¡
20. Jones I K.

Reeve
278¡ Stephens v. ¡/lysre (1830) 4 C& P 349¡ I72 E.R. 735¡ Cole v'

E.R. 907 ' @ 907, Per Holt C'J'

, (1891)
I29 E.R.

rurner (tZO4) 0 Mod. 14 gt @ 149, B7
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limited protection, and depends upon the, often fortuitously

determined, way that information is circulated. Further ' it

provides littIe protection against subsequent circulations of the

information.

IL.2. Surve illance

The term surveillance describes a range of ways of obtaining

information. Homes, t€Iephones, vehicles t oT offices may be

'bugged'; daily activities may be monitoredi movements shadowed

etc. But these activities do not invariablity provide grounds for

civil suit.

In general, surveillance gives rise to suit only where it is

apparent to the subject. Thus action for watching and besetting'

which is a version of the action for nuisance, mâY lie where

surveillance is oppressive in some sense'2I

This cause of action

to the comPlainant's

be confined to activities pertaining

The Ontario Hiqh Court of Justice
may not

home.

2I. Action for watching and besetting is usually considered to be

available against a person who watches PeoP le in their homes with
a view to comp eIling or influencing them to act, or to refrain
from actÍng r contrary to a manner 1n vthich theY are legaIlY
entitled to ref rain from acting' or to ac t, as the case may be.
See L ons & Sons v. Wilkins, [1899] I Ch.255¡ Bird v. OrNeal,
[1e6 A. C. (PC nan v. Balmer, [I967] 1 Q.B. 9l; TorquaY
HoteIs Co. Ltd v. Cousins, 91 2 Ch. 106, P er Stamp J' @ 119.
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issued an injunction against the Toronto

restraining them from

unlawfully following, watching and besetting

plaintiffs or unlawfully interfering with

plaintiffs' rights of navigation ...upon the

harbour of Toronto.22

Even

been

real

and

Harbour Police

the

the

if the scope for watching and besetting is broader than has

traditionally thought, it is of Iittte assistance where the

injury is to privacy. The crux of the action for watching

besetting is oppression: a constant and threatening presence

which interferes with the enjoyment of properLY, or perhaps' the

exercise of some public right (such as the right of passage)'

where the presence or surveillance complained of is motivated by

an intent to encourage or discourage certain forms of conduct'

privacy is invaded when intimate information becomes known to a

person or body whom the subject does not want to learn that

information. It does not depend upon the intruders' reason for

learning the information.

There are points of coincidence. The tortfeasor may be seeking to

dissuade the plaintiff from engaging in a course of conduct about

which the victim does not want the tortfeasor to learn '

consequently, the plaintiff may desist from that conduct Lo

prevent the tortfeasor from learning about it'

22.
I resB

Pool-e & Poole v. Ra en and the Toronto Harbour
o.w.N. 77 , per Mclennan @7

Commissioners
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Newart advocated expanding the tort of watching and besetting to

provide protection against interferences with privacy:

There is also a strong case for the resuscitation

of the tort of besetting, which goes back to the

days of Fitzherbert: it would be a very effective

v/eapon against the news-vultures who descend on any

family who has suffered a great calamiLy.23

However, this would not necessarily provide much protection to

privacy. To some extent, it confuses privacy with a property

interest. People who suffer from such Inews-vultures' suffer two

injuries. First, they are deprived of the fu11 enjoyment of their

property. Secondly, they are placed in peril of intimate

inforrnation about them being learnt by a person whose knowledge of

that information is thought to be obnoxious, and which may expose

them to the threat of future revelations of that information to

other people from whom they wish to conceal that information.24

In turn, the presence of such a 'news vulture' may affect

perceived privacy. (For instance, people may be uncertain about

23. Newark, F.H., 'Review of "Privacy and Freedom" by Alan F.
Westin' , (1971) 87 L.Q.R. 264, @ 266

24. Remember that this writer does not accept that the
communication of information to people affects their privacy'
regardless of how obnoxious is that communication see page 100
(póint 9) above. Consequently the development of tort of watchinq
.tt6 besetting to provide a remedy to people who v¡ere the subject
of constant harrasment by nuisance telelphone cal1s to them at
their home (eg . Motherwell et aI v. Motherwell' (r976) 6 w.L.R.

t of protection
e enjoyment of550) is not discussed

for the enjoyment of
privacy.

here. This
property '

15 a developmen
rather than th
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what the ,news vulture'has learnt about themt ot think, (riqhtly

or wrongly) that intimate information has been circulated.)

In these circumstances, people wish to secure three interests.

First, they wish to remove the 'oppressor' from the doorstep' and

thus to regain the free and fu11 ( lawful ) enjoyment of their

property uninhibited by the fear that their actions will be

reported. To some extent, this is a property-based interest.

Secondly, they wish to prevent a particular person from obtaining

information by observing them at home as such. This is, in a

senser âÍt assertion of 'personhood' in a wider sense than merely

an assertion of privacy. It is the same type of objection as was

considered in respect of unwanted photographs in chapter 6. The

observation is objectionabl-e because it is oppressive, in part

because they object to being observed in their home without their

consent per se. In this context, observation yielding non-

intimate information about the type of wood that they burn in the

their log fire is as offensive as observation yietding information

about marital relationships or religion'

Thirdly, they wish to suppress the circulation of the intimate

information by preventing the 'nevts-vulturer, or any other person'

from learning (and hence circulating to others) information about

activities in their home because it is intimate information which

they do not want circulated amongst strangers ' They would be

equatly interested in preventing the circulation of that

information by people who were not 'oppressing'them in this way'
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A successful action for watching and besetting wiIl partially

achieve these objects. It wiIl remove the oppressor from the

door-step, and thus advance the plaintiff's 'peace of mind' and

en joyment of property. In some cases, it wilt al-so inhibit a

defendantrs abiJ-ity to learn information. For instance, where the

defendant is a reporter who wishes to report the plaintiff's

reaction to Some news item¡ removing the reporter from the

plaintiff's proximity may preclude the reporter from Iearning

about the Plaintiff's reaction.

However, defendants are prevented only from learning information

by direct observation. They are free to secure the information by

other means such as persuading a person properly privy to it

into revealing it. The plaintiff's assertion of privacy the

attempt to suppress the circulation of the relevant intimate

information is thus only partially secured'

People who are watched surreptiously have no grounds for

for watching and besetting. If they are unaware

not complain of oppression, and

an actÍon

of the

the re foresurveillancer they may

lack a basis upon which to invoke this head of action.

The may be illustrated by the unlawful interception of telelphone

conversations. (By unlawful is meant the interception of

telephone communication without the authority of a warrant. )

There is no express common law right of recovery for this Lype of

surveillance; although there may be statutory remedies
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25
available. ( It is arguable ' of course, that there may

consequently be grounds for an action for breach of statutory
'26.

duty.'") It may be that 'wire-tapping is nothing more than
27

eavesdropping by telephone' . However,

Metro Iitan PoIice Commission is good Iaw, English civil law
2B

provides no remedy.-" The same if probably true of Australia'

Nor does surveillance per se give rise to any actioni even where

a person is photographed at home. As was discussed earlier,

Bernstein of Leiqh ( Baron) v. Skyviews & General Ltd established

that it is no trespass to pass over another's land at a high

altitude, âS for instance by aircraft, nor to photograph a

person,s home and activitites from an aircrafL.29 (The position

may be different if the photographing amounts to a harrassment. )

i f I'lalone v.

25. See the
devises and
300 et seq.

di scuss ion
te I ephone

the use of
in chapter

Iistening
16, page

of prohibitions upon
interception below

26. see Trindade ' F.A. ' & cane 'Australia', [1985. Oxford Univ. Press'
a recent discusion of the action for
Australian law.

P., 'The Law of Torts in
Melbournel, chaPter 22, for

breach of statutorY dutY in

Zl. Katz v. u.s. 389 US. 347 (L967) per Black, J. (diss)' @ 366

28.
Sir

Malone v. Metro litan PoIice Commission, lI979l Ch. 344, per
Ro rt Megarry V-C t 0l r Q.B

29. Bernstein v. Skviews
discussion on Page 22 6 above.

and Generaf Ltd. 
'

supra n. 6, and
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CHAPTER T2

MANIPULATION OR PROCESSING OF INFORMATION

is not concerned with how people store

1awfu1ly under their control .1 However,

or

the

of legitimately acquired information

privacy where it is intimate ¡ ot may be manipulated

intimate information. (As was discussed in Part Tt it

privacy only if it is brought to the cognizance of

and the subject objects to this knowledge')

may affect

to generate

will affect

its possesor

It does not necessarily follow from the freedom to manipulate data

that people are free to pubtish or use information at wilI' The

civil law recognises several causes of action where people

complain of the improper use or circulation of information'

In addition to the general heads of action which are discussed in

the next four chapters, there is a variety of statutory

prohibitions upon particular uses of information, and upon the use

and dissemination of information of particular subject-types or

which has been received in particular circumstances.

Protect ion of Privacy' in K Iar 'I. Gibson , D. ,
L.( ed), rstudies
Torontol , 343r êsP

rCommon Law
in Canadian

G 3s7.
Tort Law', [1977. Butterworths'
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For instance, statutory prohibitions upon discrimínation on the

basis of race or gender may discourage the processing or

manipulation of inf ormation in particul-ar "ays.2 Thus, f or

example, a prohibition upon discrimination upon the basis of

religion may discourage people from manipulating their data so as

to ascertain details about religion.

f n addition, where peopJ-e deal with inf ormation contrary to a

statutory prescription, there may be grounds for a tortious action

for breach of statutory duty. Àl-though the explicit basis of the

action would be failure to comply with the statutory duty, the

resulting action may provide a direct or indirect remedy fot an

invasion of privacy. In some circumstances, the policy underlying

the rel-evant statute may be consistent with t oY designed to

promote, the recognition of privacy.

2. See the
discrimination in

discuss 10n of admin
below.chapter L7

istrative remed ies for
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CHAPTER 13

USE OF INFORII{ATION

As was noted in the previous chapter, lawful possess ion of

information does not Confer an unrestricted right to circulate'

use or publish information. several heads of action may be

available to prevent or remedy dealings with information. The

widest of these are the actions for the breach of confidence and

breach of copyright. Action for confidence depends upon both the

quality of the relationship in which the information was imparted

and the nature of the information, whilst action for breach of

copyright is primarily dependent upon the guality of the

inf ormation.

13. I. . Confidential information

It

of

is

is easier to Say how courts have dealt with actions for breach

confidence than it is to define the cause of action itself. It

not a tort, âfthough some writers argue that it is becoming

one.l tt is not a property-based action, although some writers

I. North,
(re72) L2 J

P.M., 'Breac
S.P.T.L. T49.

h of Con f idence Is There a New Tort' ,



argue that it

confidence as a

24r

is heading that

'concept which defies

Hammond described

definition'.3

way. 2

intrinsic

Consequently, it is difficult to identify any single inLerest as

being served by the law of confidence. Jones described the action

for breach of confidence as being based upon'a broad equitable

principle of good faith, namely that he who has received

information in confidence shall not take unfair advantage of

it.'4 This wide view was supported by Wacks who claimed that:

There is no single purpose which the law on breach

of confidence seeks to realise. It not only

upholds the propriety and moral ity of

relationships, but it promotes an atmosphere of

trust.5

. | 'Confident ial Information on A New Propr ietary2. Ricketson' S

Interestr , (1-977 )

'The Nature and
Rev. 24¡ Jackson'
Book Co. SydneYl.

t1 tvt.U.L.R. 223, 289¡ Neave, M.,
Function of Equities' , ( f979 )

D.C. , 'PrinciPIes of ProPertY

& weinberg' M. '6 Univ. Tas. L.
Lawf, 1L967. Law

3 . Hammond, R.G. , rDevelopments in the Equitable Doctrine
Breach of confidence" 11976l N.Z. L. J. 278, @ 283.

to have been ParaPhrasing Seager v. Co

per Denning M.R. G 417.

of

Obtained in Breach of
@ 468. Jones appears
Í19671 2 AIr ER 4r5,

4. Jones, G.' 'The Restitution of Benefits
Anotherrs Confidence', (1970) B6 L.Q.R. 463,

dex t

5. Wacks, R.
Privacy' r (I977 )

'Breach of
I27 New L.J.

Confidence and the Protection of
328, G 328.
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This view also seems to have been supported by Justice Mason

the High Court. According to ( now Chief ) Justice Mason,

action for breach of confidence is founded upon:

The equitable principle Iwhich] has been fashioned

to protect the personal, Þrivate and proprietary

interest of the citizen "'6

These descriptions are not offered in place of a definition

breach of confidence. They are presented to describe the focus

the action - upon the reLationship between the complainant and

person about whose use of information the complaint is made,

the nature of the information'7

Commonwea Irh v. Fairfax ' (1980) r47 C.L.R. 39, Per Mason

of

the

of

of

the

and

Glasbeek suggested that:

the action for breach of confidence can

beanalysedashavingtwodiscreteaspects:the

nature of the information protected and the nature

of the relationship in which the'information I¡/as

divulged tby the complainant to the defendant.lS

In order to found an action for breach of confidence, the plantiff

must also prove that the defendant has breached the obligation of

J. G
6

51.

7 See also
(1984 ) ls6

Ivloo ate Tobacco Co. Ltd. v
C. L. R. r Pêf Deane J. 38.

Phili Morris Ltd. INo.
21 ,

8. Glasbeek, H.J., tLimitations on the
Confidence', in Gibson' D' (ed) ' 'Aspects o

Butterworths. Torontol r 2L7, @ 226'

Action of Breach of
f PrivacY Lawr , [ 1980.
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conf idence in some b¡ay

o
1 ntormat ron . -

such as by an unauthorised use of the

In practicer âction for breach of confidence may be a convenient

way to litigate a privacy injury. However, the privacy protection

provided by this head of action is limited by the requirement that

there must have been a 'confidential' communication of the

information to the defendant.l0

As v/as discussed in chapter 3, privacy and confidence are not co-

extensive. The latter depends upon the sharing of information.

Hohrever, Some intimate information wiII be known only to the one

person, and is thus Iikely to receive no protection from the law

of confidence. ll

The requirement that

something which is

consistent with the

the (confidential) information 'must not be

public property and publ ic knowledge' is

protection of privacy . 'L2 rnformation of

9. See
Oxfordl '

Gurry,
for a

. | 'Breach of Confidence Cl arendon Press .Ir984.
act ion.discussion of this cause of

10. Dunn J.rs view of the action for breach
Franklin v. Giddins, t 19781 Od.R' 72, which is
pages 245
situation.

1I. This may
of Franklin v.

of confidence in
discussed beLow at
to apply in this247, m ight be suf f ic ientJ-Y broad

But contra: Wacks, supra n. 5.

be subject to some exceptions. see below discussion
ciddins, ibid.

12.
Lrd.
Clark (Enqineers) Ltd, t19691
Tettenborn, A.M. ,
Domainr, (f982) 11

Saltman En lneer]-n Co. Ltd. v. Cam bell En lneerln Co.
(re RPC per Lor reene, M.R. t @2 oco v. A.N.

f

R.P.C. 41. generallY
The PubIic

See
andrBreach of Con fidence: Secrecy

Anglo-American L. Rev. 273, esp' @ 273'
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this type is unlikely to be characterised as intimate. (In some

circumstance this may not be true. For instance, where intimate

information is unjustifiably (and against its subjectrs wishes)

published to the world at large, the cirulation of that

information may still invade privacy. )

The second requirement that the information was imparted in

circumstances which imposed an obtigation of confidence upon the

defendant is equally consistent with the protection of

privacy.I3 Whether this obligation is express (eg. a contractual

termr âs is typically the case where information is received in

the course of employmentl4), or implicit (eg. in the relationship

between the parties), it may influence the characterisation of the

commonly held information. Thus, for instance, information

confidentially communicated between spouces may be more likely to

be characterised as intimate because of that communication, than

would have been the case had the information been communicated to

a casual acquaintance.

In some circumstances, courts have permitted confidential

information to bertraced" and have enjoined its use by innocent

third parties who have learnt it without notice of the original

I3. This obligation may be
Par -Jones v. Law SocietY

implied in
[1969] I ch.

some circumstances
I, per Lord DiPlock @

eg:
9.

L4. But see Bowers '(1985) 4(3) Litigation
in practice.

'Protecting Confidential Informationi
on the difficulties of applying this

J.,
r07 |
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breach of conf idence. l5 Again, this is compatible with the

protection of privacy. As was discussed earlier, privacy does'not

cease to exist as a result of an interference. The circulation of

intimate information may interference with privacy, regardless of

whether it. has been circulated (and privacy invaded) previously'

The extension of the action for confidence to third party

recipients seems to have been influenced more by notions of unjust

enrichment than by considerations of privacy.l6 This may explain

the result in Franklin v. Giddins.lT Consequently, courts may be

reluctant to permit information to be 'traced' solely because of

an interference with PrivacY'

If Dunn J.'s reasoning in Franklin v. Giddins was correct, the

relationship between the parties does not necessarily determine

the outcome of actions for breach of confidence' In that case'

Dunn J. permitted recovery against a person who had stolen the

information in question. Dunn J. commented that he was

unable to accept that a thief who steals a trade

Secret, knowing it to be a trade secret, with the

t5.
ER.

Printers and Finishers Ltd v. Hollowa (No. 2) ' II964] 3 AIl
73I I per Cross J. @ 7

16. Courts are less likeIy to permit
innocent third parties have expended
reliance upon the information than w

'reprehensible conduct' to learn or
Jones , supra n. 4 , @ 48 2-483 ' See g

Pape, [ 1913 ] 2 Ch. 469 .

recovery ('tracing' ) where
time , êffort t ot money in

here they have engaged in
exploit the information:

L7. Supra n. 10.

enerally Lord Ashburton v.
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intention of using it in commercial competition

with its o\¡rner, to the detriment of the latter, and

so uses it, is less unconscionable than a

traitorous servant. lB

Were this view to be adopted generally, the action for breach of

confidence would provide considerable protection to privacy as

defined here. Underlying Dunn J. 's statement about the 'thief

who steals a trade secret knowing it to be a trade secret' appears

to rest upon an a priori characterisation of the nature of the

information as inherently 'secret' ( independently of the

circumstances of its communication) '

In order to be functional I âfìY such characterisation must be

presumptive. Therefore, it must be possible to say that a

'reasonabl-e person" knowing of the circumstances surrounding the

information, such as that people are privy to it do not make it

generally available, should have known that it was rsecretr '

(without this presumption, Dunn J.rs thieves may be able to

immunize themselves from suit. by the consciously failing to

discover how the possessors of the information deal with it.)

The criteria affecting the characterisation of information are

analogous to a'reasonable perSon'test. It is probable that Some

information which would be characterised as 'secretr in the sense

which could invoke Dunn J.'s wrath could also be characterised as

18. Franklin v. Giddins' supra n. I0' per Dunn J. @ 80.
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intimate upon the criteria which were established in the earlier

part of this thesis.

However, FrankI in v. Giddins seems to stand outs ide of the

mainstream of breach of confidence cases' rn the Commonwealth v.

John Fairfax, the plaintiff invoked Franklin v. Giddins in an

attempt to support the content ion that the inf ormation which \^/as

the subject of the caSe waS confidential ' 19 However, the

presiding Justice, lutason J. of the High court ' did not ref er to

this argument. He applied the traditional confidence principles

Coco v. A.N. Clark ( Enq ineers ) ltd , commenting

plaintiff must show, not only that the information

is confidential in quality and that it was imparted

so as to import an obligation of confidence' but

also that there wiIl be "an unauthorised use of

that information to the detriment of the party

communicating it".2o

The va]ue of the action for breach of confidence as a means of

protecting privacy may be further complicated by the emergence of

a distinction between the pos ition of offic iat information and

Commonwea 1 th ohn Fa rfax & Sons r supra n. Argument,

L.J. PriestleY Q.C. on beha lf of the Commonweal th @ 44.

20.
A. N.

Commonwealth v John Fairfax'
C lark En neers ,

4

ibid., G 51.
n. 12, @ 49,.

quot i ng Coco v

DaY t 82 N. .W. L.
1r supra See also G. v
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officially (ie. government) held private information.2l According

to Mason J ( as he then was ) , the

court witl determine the government I s claim to

confidentiality by reference to the public

interest. unless disclosure is tikely to injure

the public interest, it will not be protected'22

privacy differs from confidence in that interferences with privacy

are determined by the nature of the information circulated' not

by the identity or status of the persons privy to the information.

Nonetheless, many privacy injuries may be vindicated in the name

of confidence. For instance, where information (which is not in

the pubtic domain) which the subjects wish to keep to themselves

and/or a few selected co-nfidants, is disclosed to people to whose

knowledge of that information they object, by someone to whom they

confided it, they may have grounds for an action for breach of

confidence. The Duchess of Arqy I1 v. The Duke of erqvr123 is the

paradigm of this tYPe of case'

2r. Netthe i ' Pr rva te Inf ormat Íon in Publ-i c Hands:
ConfidentialitY, Cour t Disclosure and the PubIic Interestr, (1e7e)
10 Fed. L. Rev' 329, @ 360' However' it should be noted that the
the breach of confidence exemption i n the Freedom of Information
Act L9B2 (Cth), s. 45, which is not ed below in chaPter I7, has

been interpreted as being wider than the common Iaw action for
breach of confidence eg. see Re Maher & Attorne -General's
De artment ( No. 2 ( 1986 ) 4 AAR 26 ian W I eford &

Department o Fore rg n Affairs, (1983) 5 ALD 534, esp. @ 542.

22. Commonwealth of Australia

ITr¡ G. t

t

23. 11967) r ch. 302.

v. Fairfax, supra n. 6, @ 52'
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There were two injuries infticted in ArgylI. First' there lvas a

breach of trust, ie. the breach of confidence by the defendantrs

publication. Secondly, there was an invasion of privacy by the

circulation of information of a type which' according to the

prevailing community standards, may have been intimate, and

therefore, should have been circulated only with its subjectrs

agreement. (The invasion of privacy would have been same whether

the information was learnt by the third parties as a result of the

defendant's breach of confidence or through independent research.)

In the absence of such community standards, there would have been

no invasion of privacy. However, the publication would not have

ceased to be a breach of confidence because of the lack of such

community standards.

In Argyll, the invasion of privacy resulted from the breach of

confidence. Where this is the caser the action for breach of

confidence, provides extensive protection to privacy. where a

plaintiff recovers damages for the breach of conf idence' the awarcl

is IikeIy to include a component for the invasion of privacy.

Alternatively t ot additionally, where a plaintiff seeks an

injunctive order to prevent or reduce a breach of confidence, the

Iikelihood of a resulting invasion of privacy will strengthen the

case for the order.

be factually co-A1 though

i nc ident

invasions of privacy of privacy may

with breaches of confidence' they are not necessarilY

v. Mountford &synonymous. This may be illustrated by Foster
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Rigby Ltd.24 In that case, the defendant anthropologist had been

given information in confidence which the plaintiffs did not want

published to the world at large. whether or not the point was

made expressly at the time of the original communication, it seems

to be clear that the defendant would not have been given the

information if the plaintiffs had not thought that it woul-d be

treated as confidential. They objected to publication because (1)

the information was of a type which should not be published to the

world at Iarge; and (2) publication would breach of their

confidence: two notionally distinct but factually coincident

injuries. The plaintiffs would have been equally anxious to

suppress the publication if the defendants had deduced the

information indePendentlY.

Action for breach of confidence may preclude consideration of

whether a privacy claim should succeed in the particular

circumstances. In effect, there are two questions' FirSt, the

confidence question is whether the defendant should be required to

account for the unauthorised use or circulation of information'

secondly, the privacy guestion is whether the information should

be circulated in the way disPuted'

Frequently, in confidence caseS, the first question depends upon a

judgment whether defendants should be permitted to profit from the

work of another to which they have been made privy upon the

24. (1e7e) I 4 ALR 7I (S.C. of N.T. See also). Pitjantjatjara
ALB l1 ' and
19.Council & N anl Lowe & Bender (1982) 4u v.

Nat ionw de Publ sh lnq Ltd v. Furber' 984) 3 F.C.R.
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understanding that they wilt not appropriate it. The second

question, however, depends upon the information type'

To some extent t Têliance upon actions for breach of confidence may

distort the consideration at the second level ' As Glasbeek

commented, relying on the action for breach of confidence may

produce ad hoc determinations which do not permit proper debate

about 'the serious questions of what public interests are worthy

of protection' .25

It is, as Finn noted, hazardous to generalise about the law of

confidence.26 Nonetheless, there does appear to be a long term

trend towards the development of a public interest test or defence

to the action for breach of confidence. Although this is more

readily apparent from the decisions of English courts than it is

from those of Australian courts r 2T it is possible that the

Australian court may follow this trend.2B However, aS a

25. G AS eek, supra n.

26.FinnrP.D.r'Confidentialityandthe"Publiclnterest"r'
(1984) 58 A.L.J. 497, @ 508.

27. See the cases cited by Finn, supra
UK v. Heinemann

n. 24.
PubI i sh .

See also H.M.rs
Aust. Ltd. TtheAttorne -GeneraI for the

Supreme Court o NSW tyD 1V ), 13
Wr ght case unreporte
March 1987, esp. @ 268-269 of judgment bY Powe1l J

Equ

28. Pace Meagher R.P., Gummow' w.M.C. ' & Lehane' J.R'F.' rEquity:

D;;;ines rnã remedies', t1984. 2nd. ed. Butterworths, sydneyl '

interests,. söe Gurry, F., -'-greach of Confidence', in Finn' P'D'
(ed), 'Essays in Equity', t1984. Law Book Co' Sydneyl ' G 820-82I-

for discussion of some developments in the law of breach of
conf idence .
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consequence of the uncertainty about the basis of the action for

breach of confidence, the scope and availablity of this defence is

uncertain. According to CriPPs:

If the action for breach of confidence is regarded

as equitable, as distinct from contractual '

proprietary or tortious, in nature, it is more

likeIy that the courts witl be prepared to hold

that the public interest defence to the action

operates as a defence in the true sense of that

word rather than as a factor which has Lhe effect

of preventing the formation of an obligation of

conf idence.29

The availablity of a public interest defence is not, in

principle, inconsistent with the protection of privacy' (This

point is discussed further in chapter 26 below') However' the

application of a public interest defence to an action framed in

confidence may militate against consideration of the subject-type

of information, and thus the protection of privacy.

29. Cripps 'Breach of Confidence and the Law
Disclosure in the Public Interest',
361, @ 362.

Y., rThe PubIic Interes t Defence to the Action for
Commiss ion t s

(1984) 4 ox. J
Proposals on
Leg. Studies
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L3.2. Literary works

The law of copyright imposes Some restrictions upon the

circulation of information.30 However, the law of copyriqht is

primarily concerned to ensure fair dealing in 'Iiterary, dramatic

or musical works' : in the material form in which ideas or

information are embodiedr3l or'dressed"32

Rather than protecting ideas or information as such,33

copyright is largely desiqned to protect an author's

skiIl, labour or judgment in presenting the

information.34 Despite this, the interest protected

the law of

knowledge '
idea or

30. See for eg. Commonwea lth of Austral ia v. Fairfax' supra n. 6.

31. Dono
Farwell J. t
esp. s. 22. Sawer '

hue v. Allied News a ers Ltd'
See general Y

[ 1938] r Ch 106, Per
ight Act 1968 (Cth. ) 'Australian Law for
hers' , I I968. 2nd ed.

Lord Denning @ 362.

Ltd., (I978') 4 F.S.R.

G., rA Guide
opyr

to
PubI is

73.
Journalists 'Me1b. Univ.

Authors , Pr inters, and
Press. Victorial, esP. @

32. Fraser v. Evans' [1969] I Q'B

33. LB Plastics) Ltd. v. Swish
32 (Ce , €sP. per B ucktey L.J. @ 'A may use the idea embodied
in a copyright work of Brs in any way he choses so long as he does

not make use of B I s labour and skí11 emP Ioyed in Presenting that
idea in the coPYright work .' Catterns, D., 'Writers and

Copyright' , in Ovenden' B. (ed) 
' 'The Austral-ian and New Zealand

Writers Handbook' , 1I975. A.H. & A.W. Reid. SydneYl 83, esp G 84.
Such protection as there is for info rmation or ideas is provided
by the law of con fidence: Talbot v. General Television Co. Ptv
Ltd, I r980] v.R. 224.

349, per

Produc ts

34.
Ltd,
P.T. 'J. 31
(re7 7

conce

Ladbroke ( Football ) Pt Ltd v. Wiltiam Hill ( Football ) Pt
6 .L.R. HL , esÞ Lor VETS e 2 tMc al- 1y ,

rNon-book Materials and Copyriqht ', (f978) 27 Aust. LibrarY
@ 324. Se e also LB (PIastics Lrd v. Swish Products Ltd'4,

)3 F. S . R. 87 , Per Whitford J , @
rCopyr g t IS

rned to stop one man's skiIl and labour being taken bY
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cannot be 1 imited litera1lY to

ptagiarist would escape

variations.35

the

by

text, else a

immaterial

The focus upon form rather than substance ( or type ) of

information, distinguishes the interest protected by the law of

copyright from privacy. It makes no difference to a privacy

cl-aimant whether the way intimate information is expressed is

plagiarized or cast in an original form. However, in Some

circumstances (eg. where the invasion of privacy is by the

circulation of information contained in a diary or letter) ' breach

of copyright may exacerbate a privacy injury.

The protection provided to privacy by the law of copyright is thus

l-imited. Inventive intruders will be able to evade liability for

breach of copyright no matter how intimate the information they

circulate.36 In addition, the law of copyright recognises a

number of non-privacy conscious defences, such as fair dealing for

the purposes of study or researcht ot criticismt ot review, or the

another for Profitable exP lo i tat ion It may als
cultural

o be available
significance' :

Gibbs, H.T. , 'Opening Address of the Intellectual Property
CoIloquim of Judgås' (Ãprif 1985) 9 Intellectual Property in Asia
& the Pacific B, G 9.

where the work is of industrial but not

35. Nichols v. Universal Pictures Co

Learned Hand J. @ 12 Cert. den ed:

36. See
Co. Ltd.

eg. Copyright
v. Edwards Hot

,45
U.S.

Act 1968 (Cth)' s.7I.
Water SVstems, ( 1985 )

F.2d 119 (I930)' Per
e02 (1931).

But cf . S .W. Hart &

59 A.L.J.R. 729.
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reporting of news.37 (It may also recognise a defence of public

interest.3B )

In some circumstances ' of course ' copyright and privacy may

co-incide. The

extent to which plagiarism of ideas may constitute

an infringement of copyright wilI depend upon the

nature of the work plagiarized and the form of the

ptagiarism.39

fn some circumstanceS r âlì idea or information may be so

inextricably interwoven with the form of its expression that any

expression of it necessarily infringes copyriqht'

As v/as discussed in Part II above, information management

practices are directly relevant to individual privacy. Because of

the increasing trend towards the computerisation of records, the

extent of legaI protection for computer data is relevant to the

37. Commonwealth v. Fairfax, supra n. 6 , per Mason J. G 56.

38. Ibid. , @ 56 57 . See also 'Information aS Property
Copyright and Cofidential Interest' r ( f985 ) 3 (2) Copyright
nebårtãr L, G 35, and Catterns' D."Information as Propertyr, in
t ongman Profesional Seminar ' 

I Directions in lvledia Lawr ' [1985 '
lonimans Professional Seminars, Sydney'J, @ page 4 of paper'

39. Lahore '
J.C. , rlntellectual ProPertY in Austral ia

Copyright' ' 11977. Butterworths. Sydneylr @ para. 1121. See also
Bauman v. Fussell r eported in 'The Times' (newsP. 19 May I953'
and di scussed in' Cop inger & Skone James on CoPYrightr ' [1e73.
1lth ed. by Skone James' E.P., Sweet & MaxwelI. Londonl ' @ para'
IL7, in which the Court of APPeaI considered whether the copyríght
in a photograPh of a cock-fig ht was infringed bY a Painting
adm i ttedly derived from it. It was held that it did not, but
Rommer L.J. provided a strong dissent.
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protection of privacy. To a considerable extent, the protection

of computer software and data is provided by the law of copyright

and patent.40

The statutory definition of literary work now includes computer

programmesr4l and considerable attention has been directed to the

protection of computer software in the Iiterature.42 However, it

is far from clear how extensive is, or should be, the protection

of computer software.43

It is may

progranme

by the author

be

the

possible to differentiate between a

structural arrangement established t oY

of the programme - | and the raw data

computer

designed,

which is

40. The
of view

I atter body of law is virtually irre levant from the point
of privacy.

4I. Copyright Amendment Act 1984 (Cth). This amendment

intended to protect computer software. whether it did so is
See also Stern' S., 'Cõmputer Software Protection After The

copyright statutory Amendmentsr, (1986) 60 A.L.J. 333.

was
moot.

1984

1e Com uter Inc v. Com uter Ed ePt Lrd., (1984) 53

42. See for êg, Lahore I J.C. | 'cOmputers and the Law: The

Protection of fnfellectual Property', (I978) 9 Federal L' Rev' 15;
cohen, G.M., 'computer Programs Does the Law Provide an Adequate
Protective ¡,techan-ism?r, (L982) 56 A.L.J. 219¡ Brett' H' & Perry'
L. (eds), 'The Legal Protection of computer software" []-981' ESC

publishinq Ltd. O"xfordl ; The Report of the Committe to Consider
the Law on copyright and oesigns: 'copyright a¡d-Designs r?yl'
(Chairman: .f usïice Whitf ord ) , [L977 | HMSO London] , Cmnd 6732¡
;Report of tfre- 

-tÀustralianl National Symposium on LegaI Protection
of computer sof t!,/are' , t 1984. Attorney-General's Deprt '
Canberral.

43.
A. L.
dism

A
R. 225
issed by

Federal Court ). Appea al Iowe and cross-aPPeaI
High Court of Australia' Computer

App le Computer Inc.' (1986) 60 A'L'J'R' 313 .
Edse Pty Ltd v.
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manipulated by that programme. The formalised structure which has

been designed by the author would probably be protected by the law

of copyright. However, the raw data around which the programme

has been written may not be so protected.44 This Iatter is more

akin to the raw idea which inspires a novel or a painting' than to

the actual literary work: the material form in which the idea has

been clothed. However, the raw data may be directly relevant to

prrvacy.

This differentiation does not clarify the status of information

which is generated by the use of the programme' It is not clear

whether analogy may lie to the'meSsage'which is conveyed by a

novel when read in entirety. It is difficult to disagree with

Lahore's conclusion that:

The applicability of copyriqht law to computer

programs [sic] is neither clear nor

satisfactory.45

For this, and other reasons discussed here, the law of copyright

provides only indirect, and largely ad hoc ' protection to

privacy. Even where the source of intimate information is within

44. ConsequentlY t may a I fou o the ru e that t ere sno
copyright in information or ideas, but onJ-Y in the manner of

rochemi ca Iexpressrng them': Elanco Products Ltd v. l4and s (A

SPecialists) ltd' (1 5 F.S.R. 46 CA per Go LJ. @f

45. Lahore I J.C., Dworkin'
Technology: The Challenge to C

Londonl , @ 108-109. But see
Com uter Inc. r suPra n. 43.

hnology

G., & Smy th, Y.M., 'Information
opyright' , I 1984. Sweet & Maxwe1l.

uter Ed ePt Ltd. v A 1e
See a so TapPerr C. t nius and

Janus: Informat
Rev.75.

ion Tec and the Lawr, (1986) l1 Mon' L'
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the protection Provided bY the

little protection is Provided to

of copyright (eg. a diarY),

information iteslf .

Iaw

the
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CHAPTER T4

I PUBLIC I INFOR}IÀTION

In some circumstances, publishing information may give rise to an

action for either passing off or defamation. The compatibility of

the interests protected by these two causes of action and privacy

are discussed in the next chapter. Before examining the

protection which either or both of these causes of action may

provide to privacy, there is one further type of circulation which

must be considered: circulation of information on the public

record or about activities performed publicly'

As v/as discussed earl ier, people may be treated as having

consented to the circulation of information about their public

acts simply by the fact of performing them publicly.l It does

does not follow that all circulations of information pertaining to

actions which have been performed publicly t ot which are deemed to

have been performed in public by legislative or other direction,

are necessarily authorised. For example, the time which has

elapsed between the doing of the act which is the subject of the

information and the circulation at issue may be relevant. other

factors, such as the connections or similarity between the action

1.
Mod.

See also Taylor ' G.D.S., 'Privacy
L' Rev' 288' @ 293'

and the PubIic' (197r. ) 34
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or event which is the subject of the information and the position

or circumstances of the information-subject may also be relevant.

The use of information on the public record is subject to the

ordinary processes of law to the same extent as is the use of

information not so recorded. Thus, for instance, in a society

which prohibits discrimination upon the basis of gender' people

may be Iiable for discrimination if, having discovered information

about someone else',s gender from the record of births or the

electoral ro11, they use that information to discriminate against

the information-subject. The alleged discriminator would be

unable to rely upon having Iearnt the information from the public

record as a defence.

14.1. Circulation of 'public' information about convictions

Information about 'spent' criminal convictions presents special

problems for a privacy analysis. A criminal conviction is a

public act, and the principles of a system of law in which justice

must be seen to be done opposes the idea of treating information

about criminal convictions r ño matter how embarrassing, âs

i nt imate . 2

2
No.

See
37,

generally t e Austra lan Law Reform Comm
AGPS. Canberral.'Spent Conviction', IreB7.

SS onr Report
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The status of information of this type depends upon the

distinctions which were drawn in the first part of this thesis'

Characterisation of information depends upon the society's

recognition of particular areas of life as being 'off limits'. (It

does not depend upon individuals' concern or possible

embarrassment over the circulation of information'3) This may be

affected by the way that it is recorded'

The emphasis here is upon the nature of record, not the existence

of records. Information is not non-intimate because it is

documented. It is non-intimate because it is documented in a

pubtic i.e. an official records. As was noted in Part I' the

circulation of 'documented' material may invol-ve an invasion of

privacy.4

whilst a criminal conviction remains on the public record '

information about it cannot be characterised as intimate. The fact

of its entry into a public record is conclusive evidence to the

contrary. Hot/ever, if a society provides for the expungement of

records after some specified criteria have been met, that

provision may be indicative of the society's view that, after

3. See Stevens '
rLiving it Down 972. Justice, Howard Leaguet, tf

for PenaI Reform, National
Offenders. Londonl, @ 3,
contained Public records
secur i ty .

4. See
analys is

Assoc. for the Care and Resettlement of
for an iIl-ustration of how information
may affect individuals' perceptions or

above discussion at page 140 et. seq. But pace Parentrs
refered to on page I4It fn' l0 above'
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those criteria have been satisfied'

question should be characterised as

information about the event Ín

i nt imate . 5

l"larkesinis commented that the idea that criminals should have the

right to have their paststforgotten'was slow to gain acceptance

in England.6 The same may be said of Australia.T

However, some jurisdictions have legislated for the expungement of

criminal convictions after a specified period of time. B The

reasons underlying these provisions may be varied. This may

reflect a betief that people should be entitled to resume their

places in society unencumbered by the stigma of a rspentl

convict ion.

5. The position rs comp
which necessarily remain

Iicated by
publ i c ly

the existence of
available after

convict ions
the formal

expungement. Thus, for example, oId newspaperS or newsreel-s may
reveal ( e*punged ) convictions. Unl-ess the expungement statute
simultaneouÈly prohibits any publication about the expunged
convictions, the plaintiff may be forced to rely upon defamation-
style remeciies to suppress the circulation of information of this
type.

6. Markesinis, 8.S., 'The Right
of Speech', I1986] Public Law 67,

to Be Let Alone Versus Freedom
@ 74.

7. It should be noted that there is still some argument that the
expungement of convictions is undesrable: vide Greenslade , B. ,
"''nyeã open" policy: Employment of a persõã-with a criminal
rec-ord', [1986j N.z. L. J. 386. But see A.L.R.C. Report No. 37,
supra n. 2.

8 Eg. Crimes Act 1900 ( NSW) , s.579 ' provides that offences
shall te disregarded after 15 years; ChiId Welfare Act 1939 (NSW),

s.16, prohibiÈs the publication of information identifying a

juvenilè defendant. See also Child Welfare ordinance 1957 (ACT);
Éf,. Chitdren's Court Act I973 (Vic); Child Welfare Act 1958 (NT);
Chil-dren's Services Act 1965 (Qfd); Juvenile Courts Act 1931 (SA);
ChiId Welfare Act 1947 (WA).
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Whatever the reason underlying a provision for the expungement of

criminal records, there is a strong inference that after the

expiry of the specified time, information about that spent

conviction should be characterised as intimate.9 After that

Lime has el-apsed, people may be entitled to view the circulation

of information about 'spent' convictions as invasive of privacy.

In a society which does not provide for the expungment of its

records of criminal convictions after a particular period of time'

there does not Seem to be any privacy-based objection to the

circulation of information about'spent'convictions. Where a

society does not limit the life of its public records, information

contained in them may not be classed as intimate.

To some extent, this illustraLes the limited nature of the privacy

interest hypothesised in this thesis. The concept of privacy as

defined here is passive. It is determined by reference to

societies' recognition of their own limitations: that their

members are entitled to some'off limits'area. Privacy does not

determine a society's l-imits. That rests upon the societ.y's

recognition of the autonomy of its citizens.

9. It does not necessar ily follow' however' that al-l informal
records of expunged convictions (eg. newspapers ' newsreels )

shouls be simul-taneously expunged. It may be sufficient to
prohibit the circulation of that information other than by
äctuatty reading/viewing etc. those records, and to prohibit the
use of that iniormation ( including by people who learn it by
read ing/viewing etc. those records ) .
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There are many reasons why societies elect to provide for the

expungement of records after a specified time. For instance'. it

may be to increase the protection of privacy t oT to improve the

rehabilitation of discharged criminals who have served their

sentences. However, even where the expressed motive is to

increase the protection of privacy, this is not because the

expungement of records is dictated by privacy. Expunging records

effectively re-classifies information (eg. about criminal

convíctions) from the public domain to the non-public' and may

therefore characterise the information as intimate. It may thus be

added to the category of subjects which a society view as'off

Iimits'. fn turn, this increases the scope of privacy claims.
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CHÀPTER I5

FALSE OR DAMAGING PUBLICATION OF INFORMATION

Actions for passing off and defamation share a common theme. They

depend upon publication of information about the plaintifÉ.

However, there are significant distinctions between the two causes

of action. Consequently, they are discussed separately in this

chapter.

15. 1. False publication: appropriation of name or likeness

prosser's fourth category of invasions of a person's rightrto be

let alone' Iisted actions which appropriate rfor the defendant's

benefit or advantage, ... the plaintiff's name or Iikeness"I

This is a fair , lf somewhat loose, description of the grounds of

the action for passing off. It is not a description of the

grounds of complaint for the invasion of privacy as privacy is

defined in this thesis.

Prosser, W.L., t Privacy t 
, (1960) 4B Cal if. L. Rev. 383, G

of thet.
40L I
r ight

389 ( see above @ Page 40 )

'to be let alone' at Pages
See also the discussion

29 37 above.
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people whose names or likenesses are published in association with

another, and/or anotherrs business or productsr mâV object to the

association because theY:

(i) object to becoming the focus of attention, ie. they object

to the publicitY Per sei

(ii) object to the implication that they would endorse anyone

el-se's business or Products;

( iii ) object to the implication that they have endorsed the

particular person, business t ot product with whom/which they have

been associated;

(iv) object to the use of their names, Iikenesses t ot reputations

without permission ¡ and/ot

(v) object to use of their names, likenesses, or reputations

without payment.

As \¡/as discussed in Part I I privacy is not invaded merely by

unwanted publicity. In this sense, Þrivacy (as defined here) is

not simply the obverse of publicity. However, to the extent that

an objection to unsolicited and unwanted publicity per se includes

objections to the circulation of particular types of information'

this objection may be partially privacy-based' This class of

objections is conspiciously ignored by the action for passing off'

The 1aw of passing off

is actually associated

business, goods t ot

provides remedies only where the plaintiff

with the defendant and/or the defendantrs

services.2 Consequently , ít does not

2. Action
reputat ion

does no t Iie passrng o ff where the pI arn tiff'sfor
butis invoked, not actuallY associated with the
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provide a remedy against publicity per se r 3 nor aga inst

particular subject-types of publication. In American

jurisprudence, the action for passing off has merged into a

tortious action for a 'right of publicity' in the sense of an

exclusive right to expl-oit the publicity value of name '

reputation, or personal attribute.4 In some ways, Lhis is a

more accurate name for the action.

However, in part because of Prosser's analysis, the law of passing

off is often treated as privacy-protective. Although it is not so

on the analysis of privacy provided in this thesis, this chapter

examines the interests secured by the action for passing off in

some detail. The \^/ay that (non-privacy based) objections to

particul-ar types of publicity vary because of the subject-matters

of publications may illustrate the differences between privacy and

non-privacy based objections to the circulation of (personal )

i nformat ion.

An action for passing off may lie where a defendant falsely or

misleadingly represents that the plaintiff is in some way

associated with the defendant or the defendant's businessr goods

defendant's busrness t goods or servlces.

3. Fleming, J.G.,
Sydneyl, @ 572, 574,

rLaw of Tortsr, []983. 6th ed. Law Book Co.
& 672.

4. Samuelson ' P

Amendment Defences
(1983) 57 Tulane L.

Zacchini: AnalYzing the
Publ ic ity And Copyright, t Reviving

In Right of
Rev. 836' @

First
Cases' ,
675.836; and Fleming, ibid.' @
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or services.5 The interference, or attempted interference' with

the plaintiff 's 'business or commercial goodwill' however fl-exible

that latter concept is, provides the grounds for the action.6

Consequently, it is not a defence that the attempt to appropriate

the plaintiff's name or likeness fai1ed.7 Nor is it a defence

that the plaintiff is in a completely different field from the

defendant.B It is sufficient to show Lhat a substantial number

of people have been deceived by the use of the name t oY image

etc. ¡ ot by the inference that the plaintiff is associated with

the defendant and/or the defendant's business or products.9

The primary aim of the action for passing off, (assuming that one

can be identified) is thus to limit, or at least to remedy, unfair

competition:10 to provide plaintiffs with remedies against the

5. Heydon, J. D. ,
Ivlaxwell. Londonl , @

Torts' r t 1978. 2nd ed. Sweet &'Economic
72.

6. Gummowr W.M.C.t
Rev. 224, @ 226.
Property: ProPertY IN

'Carrying On passing Off', (I974) 7 Sydney L.
See ãfsó Libling, D.F., 'The Concept of
Intangibles' , ( 1978 ) 94 L.Q.R. 103, G 111 '

7.
(HL)r

A.G. S aId in & Bros v. A.W. Gama e Ltd' (1915) 32 R.P.C. 273

B

576
Pho

per ord Par ero Wa ng on 84.

. Henderson v. Radio Co ration Pt Ltd.

. See generaIlY Pannam, C.L., rUnauth otLze
tographs in Advertisements I , ( r966 ) 40 A.L.J

(1e60 )

d Use
. 4, @

60 s.R. (NSW)
of Names or
7-8.

9. Norman Kark Publications Ltd. v. Odhams Press Ltd'
R. P. C. .Seea so The Cr c eter Lt v. News ress

Ire 621
Ltd,

Illustrated News a ers Ltd v. Pu c Services
ch. ; Sales Af iates Ltd v.

t
lI974l v.R. 477¡
( London ) r Ltd, t
L T1947l ch. 2

I t
I Le Jean '

95.

10. Morrison, W.L., 'Unfair Competition and
2 Sydney L. Rev. 50. See also Street, H',
t1983. Ttft ed. Butterworths. Londonl ' Chapter

Passing-off', (1956)
t The Law of Torts' ,

23, esp G 378 - 385.
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'theft' of their goodwill of their 'commercially saleable

reputation,.ll It provides people with some measure of security

in the enjoyment of business' commercial, professional, or public

reputations.l2 It is a property oriented action'

As a result, the less well-kno\4tn complainants are ' the less

likeIy it is that they will succeed in an action for passing off

where their complaints are for the publicity per se - for the use

of their images' names, likeneSses or reputations, regardless of

the purposes to which they may have been put.13 Pannam commented:

Even this reinvigorated version of passing-off wiII

not protect a person who does not have commerciall-y

saleable reputation. John citizen can be pressed

into unwilling service for a toothpaste but not

BiIl WeIl-Kno*.t.I4

This is the cogent evidence of the unsuitabirity of the action for

passing off as a means of protecting privacy'

11. Pannam'
Appropriat ion
Privacy Lawr ,

supra n. 8 , e 8. See also Irvine, J " 
rThe

of'Personality', in Gibson' D'(ed), 'Aspects of
tI980. Butterworths. Torontol, esp' @ 2I2'

12. Liblingr supra n. 6.

I3. There
infl iction

may be grounds for action for breach of confidence t oT

of-nervous shock t ot defamation etc'

14. Pannam' supra n. Ir G I
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In the second class of objections, the complaint is analogous to

defamation: or misrepresentation. The plaintiffs object to the

imptication that they would endorse anyone else's business, goods'

or services.

Tol lev v. Frv illustrates this type of objection. I5 tol1eY

objected to the publication of a caricature of him playing golf

with a packet of the defendant's chocolate protruding from his

pocket because of the implication that he had lent himself to a

scheme for advertising. Tolley was a amateur golfer, and

therefore \,rras not permitted to engage in any form of advertising

without surrendering his amateur status. Greer L'J' commented:

The plaintiff's real objection h/as that he thought

that he was being accused of receiving money for

advertising Fry's chocolate, and that this would

damage him in his reputation as an amateur

gotfer.16

The plaintiff's objection vras to the inference which may be drawn

from the publicity that he \^/as prepared to be party

advertising. Had the advertisement included a statement to

effect that the subject did not agree to lend his name

reputation to the endorsement, and had derived no benefit from

pubJ.icity, he would not have objected to the advertisement

15. ToIIe v. J.S.Fr & Sons ' 19301 r K.B. 467 . ( This dec i s ion

to

the

or

the

(at

was reversed on d
t1e31l A.C. 333.)

fferent grounds bY

16. Ibid. , Per Greer L.J. @ 48 1 '

the House of Lords see
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least, not on these grounds). That the plaintiff did not object

to the publicity per se did not derogate from his objection to the

exploitation of his reputation for the purposes of advertising'

The third type of objection, to a particular association, is more

directly a complaint about passing off. It is an objection to the

implication that the plaintiffs are associated with the defendant

or the defendant's business or productst oY have endorsed the

(particular) defendant's business, goods t oT services where to

provide such an endorsement would adversely affect their

reputations. This latter objection is ak in to defamation. It

arises out of the (possible) consequences of the pubtication (eg.

damage to rePutation).

An objection to a association with a particular product or

defendant etc. is both for the 'theft' of something which might

otherwise have been sold (the unauthorised use of the plaintiffsl

reputations), and for the disregard of the plaintiffsr rights to

determine the \^ray that they will use (exploit ) their reputations '

The objection thus reflects the concern that improper use may

devalue the plaintiff's property ( reputation ) . It is irrelevant

that, in the particular circumstances, the ptaintiffs might have

refused to 'se11' .

Analogy may lie to the theft of a racinq car. If A possesses a

car which B (a rival driver) wishes to purchase, and B steals it'

B is no less guilty of theft because A would have refused to sell

it to B had B attempted to purchase it. If B then uses the stolen
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car in competition with its lawfuI owner (A) ' the injury is

aggravated. Similarly , if the defendant who appropriates the

complainant's reputation is a competitor, a rival trader, this

simply compounds the injurY.

The fourth and fifth classes of objection are closely rel-ated. If

the plaintiffs' objections are to the use of their names '

Iikenesses, or reputations without permission, it is akin to the

previous type. The objection is to the inteference with the

plaintiff's right to determine the how they wiIl use their names'

Iikenesses, or reputations, and the 'theft' of something which the

plaintiffs alone are entitled to alienate or lend.

An illustration of this might be the position of a monk who has

taken a vow of poverty and has an established 
. 
reputation as a

teacher. suppose that B, who manufactures educational toys,

associates the monk with Brs products without the monk's

permission. The monk may have no objection to the publicity, and

had he been asked, he might have been willing to promote the toys

for no charge. However, because B did not seek his permission for

the association, the monk may be heard to complain of passing off'

It in no way derogates from his complaint that he could not and

would not have received payment for the advertising had he agreed

to it.

The fifth class of objections, to the use of the plantiff 's name

oT reputation without payment, falls into an uncomfortable middle-

ground between unjust enrichment and theft. The complaint is not
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for the publicity; nor for the implication that the plantiffs are

prepared to lend their names or reputations for the purposes of

advertisementi nor even about the particular association. Tt is

for the failure to pay for the use of something which the

plaintif f s \¡rere entitled to sell: their reputations and/or the use

of their' nameS. In this Sense, plantiffs do not cornplain of

damage in the usual sense of 'harm consequential upon the act

done' .17

The complaint is for the loss of a fee: just as people who are in

the business of renting out cars might complain when someone used

one of Lheir cars without paying. The plaintiffs claim that their

property (ie. reputations as items of trade created through their

endeavours) has misappropriated by a defendant to whom they miqht

otherwise have 'soId' the use of their reputations.

An objection of this type is not a complaint for an invasion of

privacy. Indeed publicity-shy plaintiffs are unlikely to

anything under this head of action since they are unlikely

developed a commercially saleable reputation' 18

recover

to have

The aims

c reat ion

of the

ofa

action for passing off have been clarified by the

statutory cause of action for misleading or

17. Irvine' suPra n. 11, e 215.

18. Pannam' suPra
Vaver, D., tWhatrs
Personality Under
and Saskatchewan' ,

n. B, @ 1I. This point is also emphasised by
l{ine Is Not Yours: Commercial Appropriation of

the Privacy Acts of British Columbia, Manitoba '(1981) 15 U.B.C. L.Rev. 24I, @ 245.
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deceptive conduct in trade or commerce under section 52 of the

Trade practices Act 1974 (Cth). This statutory cause of action

complements the action for passing off. The Trade Practices Act

provides remedies to people who deal with a dishonest trader'

whilst the action for passing off provides remedies to the person

whose reputation has been imperilled by the dishonesty. I9 As

Barwick C.J. commented:

section 52 is concerned with conduct which is

deceptive of members of the public in their

capacity as consumers of goods or services: it is

not concerned merely with the protection of the

reputation or goodwill of competitors in trade or

commerce .20

This latter is the province of the action for passing off' It has

tittle to do with the protection of privacy. On the contrary, it

runs counter to privacy. It protects information which is in the

public domain by its definition: businessr coÍrÍìercial'

professional, or public reputations'

19 . Gurnmow, W .M.C. r 'Unfa ir Competit 10n and Section 52 o f The

Trade Practices Act I974 19771, Lecture
and Industrial Property Lectures, [1977'
Law. Victoria.l, @ 8/2.

8, Intellectual ProPertY
Monash Univ. FacuItY of

20. Hornsb Buildi Information Centre Pt dne

BuiIdi I nf ormat on Centre Ltd., 978 .L.R. per
Barw ck C.J., @ Fo r some d iscussions of the action under
s.52 see BlakeneY, M., & McKeough, J', 'Recent Developments in
Passing Off' , (1984) 12 Aust. Bus. L. Rev. 17¡ and BlakeneY, M-,
'OId Wine in New Bottles: In fl-uence of the Common Law on the
Interpretation of Section 52 of the Trade Practice Actr r ( reB4 ) sB

4.L.J.316. It should be noted t he Murp hy J. in Hornsby took the
view that 'Passing off is a cIa ssical examP le of misleading or

Ltd v. S

deceptive conduct which maY be dea It under' s. 52 (ibid, G 23 4.)
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15.2. Damaging publication: defamation

prosser's third category of privacy torts consisted of 'publicity

that places the plaintiff in a false light in the public eye"2I

The civil remedy of defamation largely addresses itself to this

problem. Superficially, at least, defamation is one of the more

privacy-conscious heads of action recognised in Australian civil-

Iaw.

The law of defamation may be an inefficient vehicle by which to

remedy invasions of privacy for four reasons ' First, the interest

with which the Iaw of defamation is directly concerned is

reputation. This is not necessarily the identical with privacy.

Secondly, no action for defamaLion may lie in the absence of

publication. However, privacy may be invaded when intimate

information is circulated, even in the absence of a publication in

the sense contemplated by the law of defamation'

Thirdly, action may lie for defamation only where the publication

is damaging to the plaintiff's reputation. The focus of the 1aw

of defamation is thus upon the precise subject-matter of the

2I. Prosser r supra n 1, @ 398.
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information. As was emphasised earlier in the discussion of the

concept of privacy, characterisation of information as intimate is

primarily dependent upon the subject-type of the information' not

upon its subject-matter. The actual subject-matter of any given

item of information may affect the second IeveI of the privacy

test: the subjective test of whether the information subject

objects to the circulation of the information'

Fourthly, some of the defences available to an action for

defamation, especially the truth justification, would ordinarily

be available to a person who is sued for defamation by a person

whose real complaint is of an invasion of privacy.

15.2.1. Reputation

of the law of defamation is theThe traditional

protection of a

ttvalid" or

a ffect i ng

success.

subterfuge

rat iona 1e

person t s :

ttdeservedtt

onets honort

A reputaLion

is not

reputat ion against injurY

prestige, and economic

created bY fraud or

deemed deserving of

protec tíon.22

2. Ing rDefamat on: A onf I ct Between Reason an

Decency ', (L979 ) 65 Va. L.Rev. 785, @ 792. Australian Iaw has

targely ignored the 'PubIic figure' defence which has been created
in America n Iaw. See Elder, D., 'Defamation, Public Officialdom

r Criteria A Proposal for

t¡ S.t

and the
After New Y rk T imes Co .Revivificat

I9B4) 33 Buff- L. Rev. 5791 orad scusslon o ISSullivan' , (

Rosenblatt v. Bae

t
defence. One of the advocates of the ad option of this develoPment
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In jurisdictions which have abolished the truth simpliciter

defence, the rationale underlying the law of defamation is less

clear. It may be more closely allied to the premises underlying

the recognition of PrivacY.

As was discussed earlier, privacy, and particularly perceived

privacy, is generically akin to'peace of mind'. Lummus J, of the

l"tassachusetts Supreme Court, prof f ered the f ollowing statement in

1940:

The fundamental difference between a right to

privacy and a right to freedom from defamation is

that the former directly concerns one I s own peace

of mind, while the Iatter concerns primarily one's

reputation, although the damages may take into

account mental suffering'23

As this statement implies, there is an overlap between these two

interests. rPeace of mind' may be adversely affected by the

knowledge, or suspicion, that reputation has been imperilled '

Further t oE in Some circumstances alternatively, 'peace of mind'

in Australia is Pul l-an, R., rGuiItY Secrets' trFreedom
. Menthuen.
Speech and
a Reformr,

e of Labor

t1984
Australial.
De famat ion :

N.E.2d 75 L9 40
also Karkar¡ J.K. ¡

Current Aff. BuIl.

But see KirbY, M.D. 'Meì-ancholy Ref Iect ions on the Failure of
National Conferenc

of

(unpublished) address to the 7th
Lawyers, 4 Àugust 1985' Flelbourne'

23. Themo v. New En land News er Pub. Co., 306 Mass- 54i 27

per Lummus J.
'Defamat ion

22, @ 22.

@

and
755 c t at ions omitted ) . See

a

Privacy', (1978) 55 Aust.
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the knowledge of the way in which a person's

imperilled.

Like 'peace of mind', reputation is a raLher ephemeral commodity.

In general, it is the estimation in which people are hel-d: the

character which is imputed to them by their acquaintences. One

American court which was confronted with the question of what

types of questions to permit in cross-examination of a witness

defined reputation by contrasting it with character.

character is made up of the things an individual

actually is and does. lf character were in issue,

specific acts of conduct might be proven to rebut

evidence of a man,s good character. Reputation is

a different thing. It is what people think an

individual is and what they say about him'24

To the extent that reputation is an ectoceptive phenomenom, the

relationship between reputation and peace of mind is

monodirectional. rPeace of mind' may be affected by the knowledge

that reputation has been injured. But reputation wiIl not be

directly affected by the fact that 'peace of mindr has been

disturbed.

people's'peace of mind'may be affected either by the knowledge

that intimate information has been circulated to people to whose

knowledge of information of that type they object (regardless of

24.
(r93e

, 138 Tex. Cr. R. 3I7 ¡ 135 S.W.2d. 987
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its actual content), or by the knowledge that information which

adversely affects their reputations has been published. Only'the

first ground is privacy-based. The second is more general. It is

analogous to the disquiet which flows from the knowledge that

one's car has been stolen t ot that one's shares have plummetted in

the stock-market. (As has been noted before, the phrase 'peace of

mind' is far broader in its scope than is the word privacy' )

This analogy may be apposite. Reputation is a marketabl-e

commodity in both a social and an economic sense. It is akin to

educational qualifications in some ways: it is somethinq which

exists in, and derives its value, from the society in which its

possessor resides. UItimateIy, it is an item of barter; but one

which is vulnerable. It is thus not surprising to discover that

reputation is an interest which has lonq been recognised as

deserving of legal Protection.25

Reputation and 'peace of mind' are closely related. consider the

MeIvin v. neid26 situation. The plaintiff objected to the

publ ication of the i nformation about her earl ier 1 ife as a

prostitute and the murder charge of which she had been acquitted

for two reasons. First, it would damage the reputation which she

had established in Lhe years since the events it described' She

had, according to the pleadings, 'abandoned her life of shame and

25. Note, I Deve lopments in the Law
@ fn.1.

De famat iont , ( 1956 ) 69 Harv.
L. Rev. 875, @ 877, esp.

26.
a 1so

Melvin v. Reid, lI2 CaI. App. 285¡ 297 P. 91 (1931)' See

chapter 14, Page 260 et seq. above'the d scussron n
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Ibecome] ... entirely rehabilitat"¿t.27 secondly, publication of

the information would invade her privacy because the information

had effectively vanished from the public mind by lapse of time and

she wanted it to remain so.

As \¡/as discussed earlier, it does not follow from the fact that

the plaintiff argued that the publication would invade her privacy

that it would have done so upon the criteria advanced in this

thesis. Although the publication may not have invaded the

plaintiff,s privacy, it did affect her 'peace of mind'.28 Her

'peace of mi'ird' rested upon the fact that, Since the events

disclosed by the objectionable publication, she had rehabilitaLed

herself and earned a good reputation. The publication to which

she objected injured that reputation. rn turn, this affected her

'peace of mind' .

The publication of information about matters on the public record,

such aS 'spent' criminal convictions' was noted in chapter 14

above. In some circumstances ' unauthoried publications of

information of this type may invade privacy. As was discussed in

chapter L4, privacy may be affected by the publication of

information about 'spent' convictions in jurisdictions which

provide for the statutory expungement of criminal convictions

Privacy Down27. Ibid. See
Under', (I979) 64

also Palmer 'Iowa L. Rev.
'Defamation and
@ 123s.

G.,
1209 ,

28. Whether the information was intimate
community standards at the time' It would
the exiJtence of expungement statutes in
previous chaPter.

would depend upon the
also be influenced bY
the \n¡ay noted i n the
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after the elapse of a given period of time. The period of time

having lapsed, the information may be characterised as intimate,

and its unauthorised circulation may therefore constitute an

invasion of PrivacY.

The connection with reputation is close: the defamation-based

objection also rests upon the age of the information. It is based

upon the contention that in the intervening years the plaintiff

has developed a reputation which it would be'unfair'to tarnish

on the basis of information relating to an past action for which

the plaintiff has since atoned'

The resolution of these disputes depends upon a policy choice'

The question is whether people should be permitted to claim the

benefit of ,new' reputations, v/ithout conceding that the 'nev/'

reputations may be inconsistent with reputations which resulted

from earlier conduct, albeit in a 'different Iife" The choice

to be made is analogous to that which must be made in respect of

the recognition of privacy: whether a person should be entitled to

regard information about some particular aspect of 1 ife as

necessarily 'off limits' because of its subject-type.
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15.2.2. Publication

Fleming noted '
Theessenceofdefamationliesinthe

communication of the disparaging statement to

someone other than the person defamed'29

privacyr oñ the other handr InâY be invaded whenever intimate

information is circulated to a person to whose learning of that

information the information-subject objects' This may occur when

an intruder learns intimate information about another person

contrary to that person'S \^¡ishes but does not subsequently publish

this information to anyone else. The lack of publication does not

obviate the invasion, although it does mean that the intruder

cannot be sued for defamation'

I5.2.3. Damaging information

privacyr mây be affected by the circulation of information of a

particular type: intimate information, such as information about a

person,s sexuality or religion. Reputation, on the other hand'

may be affected by the circulation any type of information which

is damaging, regardless of the subject to which it relates' In

Flem h9t J. G.
G 507.Co. SydneyJ r

'The Law of Torts , 83. t ed. Law Book
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this sense , Þrivacy i s both broader and narro\^/er than reputat ion.

privacy is broader in that it is affected by the circulation of

any information of a particular type, regardless of whether it is

neutral, injurious r or advantageous to its subject ' Privacy is

narrower in that it is affected by the circulation of information

only of a certain type: intimate information'

This may be demonstrated by two examples. First, consider the

false allegation of homosexuality which bras discussed in chapter

4.30 The allegation is probably defamatory.3I rf A objects to

the circulation of information of this type, it may also invade

Ars privacy ( in so far as the information is intimate). Ars

reputation may be restored by the refutation (or withdrawal) of

this allegation. However, in principle, A's privacy would be

equatly invaded if the information being circulated been that A is

heterosexual or I not homosexual' . SecondIy, consider To 1lev v

ftv.32 TolIey's privacy was not interference with by the

30. See chapter 4, Page 87 above.

3 1. If it has a tendencY to lower reputation in the estimation of
' r ight .th ink ing ' members of soceitY, o r disparage a Person in the
'eyes of the average sensibe citizen ': Tolley v. FrY' I 1e301 I
K.B. 467 , Per Greer L .J. @ 479. Other courts have phrased the tesL
in terms of the estima tion of an ordinary person of 'fair average
intelligence'
(1908) 6 C.L.R. per Griff

(Slat er v. DaiI Te le ra h News a er Co. Ltd 't causet G t or whet er
peopte to be shunned or avol ded by their feIlow; or hld uP to
hatred, ridicule or contemPt. See generaIIY'GatleY on L ibel and

Slander' , I f9B f . Bth. ed. bY Lewis, P. Sweet & Maxwell. Lo ndonl @

2I, para. 42¡ Sawer, G. r
rA Guide to Australian Law for

Journal i st s ¡ Authors , Pr inte rs r and Publishers' , [1968. 2nd ed.
Melb. Univ. Press . ¡leIb. I ' G 14 '

32. Ibid. See also discussion above @ page 270 et seq'
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defarnatory publication. The subject-matter of the

hras not intimate.

L5.2.4.1. Defences: truth

Truth simpliciter is a defence to an action for defamation in only

four of the Australian jurisdictions Victoria, South Australia'

Western Austral ia , and the Northern Territory ' 33 In these

jurisdictions, this tort is of little assistance to the protection

ofprivacy.Itoffersnoprotectionwherethepublicationis

true r Íìo matter how int imate the inf ormation publ ished '

15.2.4.2. Defences: truth plus public interest/benefit

In three jurisdictions, Queensland, Tasmania, the Australian

capital Territory, there is the additional requirement that the

defendant adduce evidence that the publication was 'for the public

bene¡i¡r34. In the fourth, New South WaIes, the defendant must

common law pos i t ion INtions have retained the33. These
respect of

lur isd ic
the civil action for defamation.

34. Qld: Criminal code 1899r s.376¡ Tas.: Defamation Act 1957 '
s.I5; ACT.: still applying the Defamation Act 1901 (NSW) ' s'6'
if,i" qualification "pp"ãt" 

to have been derived from a

recommendation containeä in the 'Report on the Law of Defamation
andLibel'rbytheSelectCommitLeeoftheHouseofLords(EnS')
in 1843.
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that the publication 'relates to a matter of public

is published under quatified privilege.'35

Neither 'public interest' nor 'public benefit' are susceptible of

precise definition. Although they'do not necessarily differ in

substance' ,36 their application may produce different

resu1ts.37 As Fleming pointed out, the concept of 'public

interest' is a formulation which is famit iar to the law of

defamation from the defence of fair comment and is a question of

law.3B public benefit, on the other hand, is a question of

fact.

Although the concept of public interest is familiar to

eludes definition in the law of defamation just as

other areas of law. However, it is generally accepted

interest referes to matters of 'legitimaLe and proper

lawyers, it

it does in

that public

interest as

35. NSW Defamation Act I974, s' 15(2 ) (b) '

36. New South Wa1es
Defamation', (L.R.C.11).
101-I02, para. 59.

Law Reform
1t971. N.S.W.

Commiss ion 'Gov. Printer.
I Report
SydneyJ ,

on
@

37. See the AuStralian Law Reform commission, Report No' 1l'
,unfair Publication: Defamation and Privacy" 11979' AGPS'

Canberral, e ifZ, para. 225 fn'3, for comment upon the difficulty
oi identiiying the 

-interpretations which are placed upon the terms

'public be-nef it' and 'public interest' '

38. Fleming' supra n. 29, @ 527'
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with an interest which is due to idle curiosity or a

gossip.'39 pleming added the qualifier that: it

does not follow that the publication of all matters

of public interest is in the public interest'40

The concepts of public interest and public benefit may be more

than jurisprudentially different. Apptying the the concepts of

'public benefit' and 'public interestr may produce different

results. A publication could 'relate to a matter of public

interest' but not be 'for the public benefitt. The requirement

that the publication be'for the public benefit'may import some

requirement that it should in some way advance the public weaL'

If this is sor this is a more stringent requirement than the NSW

requirement that the publication 'relate to a matter of public

interest | .

In those jurisdictions in which truth simPliciter is not a

w idecomplete defence, the action for defamation may offer

protection to privacy. Fleming commented that the

protection sought by the Ipublic interest/benefit]

formula is really for privacy rather than

reputationrandisneededasmuchfornon-

def amatory as for def amatory aJ-J-egations. But in

39. Webb v. Times Pub I 1 sh 1n Co., tL 601 2 Q. B.
(1864)
c. L. R.

535, per Pearson
J. G See a

Truth
so Mclsaacs v. Robertsont
&S ortsman Lt 38 8

3 SCR (NSW) 51;
416 ¡ Crow lev v.Howden v.

lSSan t 05) 2 C.L.R. 7G

40. F1eming, supra n ' 29, G 540 ( Fleming's emphasis ) '



Where the question is whether a publication relates to a matter of

public interest, courts will consider the subject-matter of the

precise allegation. The same may be true where a court¡ or jury'

is required to determine the factual question of public benefit.

However' questions of fact

tests than are questions of

are rather less suscep tible to a PrÍori

Lhe absence of an

of privacY against

of private facts '
best.4l
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independent action for invasion

unjustifiable public disclosure

it serves at least as second

1aw.

Determinations whether publications relate to a matter of public

interest (or, mutatis mutandis, are for the public benefit)' may

involve some consideration of subj ect-type and whether

publications of information of the relevant type are for the

public benefit, or in the public interest' This question is akin

to the privacy question: whether the information is intimate'

Theoretically, the answers to these two questions may differ' In

practice, courts are unlikely to decide that publications of the

relevant type are not in the public interest or for the public

benefit ( the privacy-style question) r but that the particul-ar

publications are justified in the public interest or for the

public benefit. However, the criteria by which courts will

determine whether publications are in the public interest or for

41. Fleming, suPra n. 29, @ 527 .
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the public benefit are not necessarily the same as

affecting the characterisation of information for the

privacy.

the criteria

purposes of

UnIess courts accept that the recognition of some 'off stage'

area of civic I ife is, in itself, desirable ¡ they wiIl not

necessaril-y consider that the extent to which publications relate

to information.of a type generic to such an 'off stage' area of

civic life is a factor to be taken into account in the weighing

of the public interestr or benefit. Conversely, until courts

accept that the extent to which publications relate to information

of a type generic to such an'off stage'area of civic life is a

factor to be taken into account in the weighing of the public

interestt ot benefit, they will not accept that recognition of

such an 'of f stage' area of civic lif e is desirabl-e.

To return to the correction of chapter 4 false allegation of

homosexuality. The privacy question is whether information about

a person's sexuality (ie. rA is not homosexual') should be classed

as 'intimate' and thus denied circulation where its subject

objects to information of that type being circulated ' The

defamation question is whether the particular publication relates

to a matter of public interest t ot its publication is for the

public benefit. Because the questions differ in focus, the

ansvüers may differ. (In this case, the analysis may be distorted

because the publication is intended to restore an improperly

damaged reputation and to give the lie to a previous

publication. )
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15.2.4.3. Defences other than truth and public interest,/benefit

The other defences which are available to an action for

defamation fair comment, Þrivilege r ot trivialiLy42 offer

some guide as to the conflicting interests served by defamation

law: freedom of speech and the protection of reputation'43

The civil action for defamation evolved from conflicting sources.

On the one hand, there $¡as the ecclesiastical notion that bearing

false witness is a sin, and as such a matter for the

ecclesiastical courts.44 On the other, there was the more

prosaic concern that the inevitabte result of leaving people

42. At common Iaw trivia Iity is a defence to slander onIY.
establishing a
injured' by the
382¡ W.A.: The
1957 r s. 9 (2) .

port on 'Unfair

However, the code included a special provision
defence where the plaintiff was 'not Iikely to be
publication Qld: The Criminal Code 1899r s'
òriminal Code Lg57 r s. 362¡ Tas: Defamation Act
see also the Australian Law Reform commission Re

Publication', supra n. 37, G 100' para' 190'

43. Gibson, D., 'common Law Protection of Privacy'r in KIar' L'
(ed), 'Studies in Canadian Tort La\^t', 11977 ' Butterworths'
Toronto]1343|@360,suggestedthat'CanadianandCommonwealth
courts have tended to .c"otã a much greater relative weight to the
privacy-reputation interest than their American counterparts '
*fticf, have tended to favour freedom of speech.l

44. Note ' suPra.
different view of
Control of GrouP
commented : 'Truth,

n. 25. Is seems that the Star Chamber took a

this. Riesman, D. ' 'Democracy and Defamation:
Libel', (L942) 42 Col. L. Rev. 727, @ 735'
of course r was no defence. '
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exposed to sl-urs upon their names without providing any avenue for

Iegal redress woufd be breach of the p".ct ' 45 Consequently'

false statements which actually cause harm to their subject are

1 ikely to result in liability unless there is some overriding

reason why freedom of speech should prevail, such as that the

publication waS made on an occassion of privilege, such aS in a

parliamentarY Publication. 46

Defamation is not the only head of action which may be invoked by

people who object to publications. If a pubtication is false,

it may be possible to institute proceedings for injurious

falsehood; negligent or witfur infliction of nervous shock;

negligent or wiIfuI misrepresentation. In order to invoke any of

these various heads of action, the plaintiff must have actually

suffered some injury of a kind which is recognised by the law'47

None is likely to be of any real assistance to a plaintiff when

the 1aw does not recognise that an invasion of privacy is an

injury per se.

45. Note ' supra
Theory of the Law
-560, 567¡ Carr,
L.Q.R. 255t 3BB, @

877 ¡ Veeder, V.V., 'The HistorYn.
of
Er

25, @

Defamation', (1903)
'The English Law o

3 Cot. L. Rev. 546, @

f Defamation' , ( 1902 )

and
559

1B

3BB.

46. In al-I Australian jurisdictions rHansards' are covered by

qualified or absolute Privilege'

47. The tort of
statement with the
improper ' dishonest 'the plaintiff does

making a false
another, for an
result of whichor malicious motive

in fact suffer some

injurious falsehood consists of
intention of causing injurY to

and as a
actual loss or damage: Re

Lewis ' Decl-arat ion o f Trust, [1953] 1 AIl E.R. 1005; and Wilkinson
v. Downton' IlB 97) 2 Q.B.

25.on page 216, n.
57. See also the articfes listed above
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Triviality is the defence which is most directly hostile to the

protection of privacy by the action for defamation. This is

available to defendants under common law and by statute in several

of the Australian jurisdictions4S where the circumstances of the

publication are such that the plaintiff was'not Iikely to suffer

harm,.49 Since the Iaw does not recognise an invasion of privacy

as an injury in its own right, this defense militates against the

value of this head of action as a means of remedying injuries to

prlvacy.

15.2.5. Defamation law and privacy

The tort of defamation is of only limited assistance as a means of

protecting privacy. It may be invoked onì-y where the ínvasion

results.from a defamatory publication. It may not be invoked

where the alleged invasion of privacy arises out of an unpublished

acquisition of intimate information or a non-disparaging

publ icat ion.

48. See n. 42, a bove. QId.: Defama tion Law lBB9 r s.2oì AAÞ. .

Defamation Act 1957 r s. 9 (2) . See rGatley on LibeI and Slander"
supra n. 31, @ 72' Para. 141
Aiêtinction between libeI and
s.362 (which ProbabJ-Y aPPIies
Defamation Act I901 (NSw) ' s.4.

et seQ. t
slander.

for
WA:

a discussion of the
Cr iminal Code 19 13 'only to criminal Proceedings); ACT:

; NSIV: De f amat ion Ac t L97 4, s . 13 '

49.
supra

Def amation Act 1'g7 4 ( NSW) ' s. 13. See generatly Fleming '
n. 29, @ 523'524.
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In four jurisdictions' truth simpliciter is a complete defence'

Ieaving privacy virtually devoid of any shelter under this cause

of action. rn the case of injuries to privacy, it seems that Lord

Mansfield's dictum is most appropriate: 'the greater the truth,

the greater the' injury.50 One of the four jurisdictions which

does not recognise truth simpliciter as a defence, offers the

defendant a defence if the publication'was not likeIy to

Icause the plantiffl harm'. Three of the others recognise

triviality as a defence against actions fot slander.

It is unlikely that a mere invasion of privacy would be recognised

as 'damage' for the purpose of defamation in any of tfre Australian

jurisdictions. It is an injury of a very different type' It is

an injury to the plaintiff's 'peace of mind' and sense of

autonomy. As Wade commented, it is'a part of the larger tort of

inftiction of mental suffering' .51 It is more akin to the

injury done to a person when job security is gratuitousLy

threatened, than it is to an injury to marketability¡ âs is the

case when a person's reputation is impugned'

I

To some extent, Protection

protection of rePutation. BY

of privacY is PreliminarY to the

securing privacy, it may be possible

50.
said
44, @

The dictum
to have been coined bY Lord
735, fn.3B.

Ithe greater the trut , the greater the
see Riesmant

1Íbe 1r is
Ivlans f ie Id . : supra n

5I. Wade, J.W., 'Defamation and the Right of
Vand. L. Rev. 1093, esp. G IL25' Wade sa\¡r

intent. It is this writer's view that privacy
un i nte nt iona I lY .

Privacy', (1962) 15
the tort as one of
may also be invaded
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to determine a priori what types of matters shouldr or more

accurately should not, affect reputation'52

In turn, the Iaw of defamation protects reputation against

unjustifiable attacks. Perhaps the words of article 17 of the

International Covenant on CiviI and PoliticaI Riqhts (which is

discussed below in Part IV) offer a guide as to the way in which

these interests differ: privacy (Iike other immunities) requires

protection against interferencei reputation (tike other types of

property) needs protection against attacks.

52. In N.S.W. def amation law at least ' IegaI recogni tion of
privacy as defined may mean that
information would be Presumecl to
interest for the Purposes of the
such a presumPtion may vary
question of fact.

publication
contrary to

law def amation. The

the
be
of

of i nt imate
the publ ic

effect of
arises aswhere public benifit
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CHAPTER 16

CRI¡4INAL PROHIBITIONS

Justice Ki-rby commented that 'Australia already has legislation

which seeks to protect and advance privacy "rights""1 To some

extent this is true. There is no specific prohibition upon the

invasion of privacy. However, a number of criminal prohibitions

imposed by various state t Territory and commonwealth laws directly

or indirectlY Protect PrivacY.

16. r . Access to information

The most direct way to gain information about people is to ask

them for it. By and large the criminal law pays little attention

to this type of acquisition of information so long as it does not

involve any threat or blackmail. rf it does, the aggressor may be

guilty of assault ¡ ot threatened assault, or bribery or blackmail

etc.2 tn general, however, it is no offense to ask a perSon for

E ght Years to :Pr vacy an
56 Rutgers J. Computer Tech. a Law 487, @

t eLawo
492.1. KirbY, M D

Reform', (1976)

2. See for eg.
Offences Act 1966
ss. 245 , 4I5 | 4L6 ¡

Crimes Act 1958 (Vic), ss.
(Vic¡ , ss. 23, 24¡ Criminal
criminar code 1913 (wA) ' ss '

37, 87¡ SummarY
Code 1899 (Qld),

398, 397 .
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information so long as in so

insult, or scandalise t ot abuset

they request the information'3

doing the

or assault

questioners do not

the person from whom

There are many circumstances in which people may be induced to'

or pressured into, divulging intimate information about themselves

which they would prefer not to reveal. For instance, people may

not wish to reveal information about their domestic arrangements,

but they may be unable to secure an insurance policy without

revealing the names of the other residents of the house ' If they

want¡ ot needr âÍt insurance policy, there is no choice but Lo

divulge this information'

one of the few restrictions the criminal law imposes in this

context is found in the Lie Detectors Act 1983 (NSW) ' which

prohibits the use of Iie dectectors (polygraphs) or voice stress

evaluators in certain contexts such as in respect of contracts '

or employment, or insurance claims r oL the investigation of

crimes, or applications for financial accomodation' (The position

of information relating to the grounds of discrimination which are

specifically prohibited by law is discussed below in the context

of the administrative and quasi-judicial law affecting matters

related to PrivacY. )

anguage: Pol ce. Eg. pro ibir ons upon
(WA),

the use on
s.59 i Sumary

nsu t ng

Of fences
s. 17.

Act L892 Of fe nce s Act 1966 (Vic),
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There is a variety of prohibitions upon surreptitious methods of

learning information. However, overt methods of gaining access

to information which the subject has declined to volunteer' or to

which the subject has denied the information-seeker access are

largely ignored by the criminal law.

16.1. I. Indirect access to information

Most of the prohibitions which have, in the past, served to

protect privacy, were intended to secured the inviolabilty of

property. In general, it is an offense to enter upon property,

or at least into dwelling-houses, without permissiont oY to remain

upon that property after it is clear that the owner¡ ot occupier,

objects to the intruder's continued presence'4

All the Australian jurisdictions have empowered particular

officials to ent r upon premises in the discharge of their various

4. Pol-ice Offences Act I8 92 (WA), s. B2A¡ Vagrancy Act 1966
(vic ¡ ' s. 7(i)i Invasion of PrivacY Act 197f (Qld) ' s. 4BA;

I nc losed Lands Protection Act 1901 (NSW ), ss.4 and 4A¡ Police
Offences Act 1935 (tas), s. I4B; R. v Jones a Smith, (1976) 63

Crim. App. 47 (CCA), esP. per James LJ. @ 52 ; Crimes Act 1900

(NSW) ¡ S . 547C; The Inc losed Lands Act 18

Trespass rng on Land Act 1951 (SA), s. 5. There are also a number

of specific P rohibitions upon Particu lar classes of Persons
entering upon or conduct upon Private P roperty: eg. Hawkers Act
l-943 ( SA) , s. l3; Door to Door (Sales) ec t 1964 (WA)' s. 7A¡ Door

to Door Sales Or dinance 1967 ( NT) ' s. B, Door-to-door Sales
Ordinance L969 (eCT). The common law of trespass also aPPI j-es in
some jurisdictions. S ee also Hallida v. Nevi11, (1984) 155

54 (Vic ) , s. 1;

C.L.R. I, esp. Per Justice Brennan n s sent ,
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statutory duties regardless of the consent of the occupier. The

Western Australian Law Reform Commission published a 'Working

paper and Survey on Privacy and Statutory Powers on Intrusion' in

l-981. It included a 105 page table of the statutory powers of

intrusion recognised under the laws in force in Western

Austral ia.5 Parallel provis ions exist in most of the other

Australian jurisdictions.

In most jurisdictions, door-to-door selling and the distribution

of unsolicited goods are regulated so as to limit the extent to

which persons are entitled to intrude into their customerrs

enjoyment of their homes.6. A range of statutes regulate the

activities of private or commercial agents in respect of entry

upon premises and approaches to citizens, and their activities

general Ly .7

5. Project No. 65, Law
lOctober I98I. WA. L.R.C.

Reform Commission of Western
Perthl .

Australia '

6. Eg. Unsolicited Goods and Services Act I974 (NSW); Consumer
Affairð Act Ig72 (vic); Unordered Goods and Services Act 1973
(efd); Unordered Goods and Services Act I972 (SA); Unordered Goods
.nO Services Act Lg|2 (NT); Unsolicited Goods and Services Act
I973 (WÀ); Unordered Goods and Services Act I973 (tas); Trade
Practices Act Ig74 (Cth), ss.60-65; Hawkers Ordinance 1936 (ACT);
Door-to-door SaIes Ordinance 1969 (ACT);Door to Door (Sales) 1964
(WA); Door to Door SaIes Act 1967 (NT); Door to Door Sales Act
LgTI (SA); Door to Door Sales Act 1967 (Tas); Door to Door Sal-es
Act 1966 (01d)

7. Eg.: Commercial Agents and Private Inquiry Agents Acts 1963
(NSW); private Agents Act 1966 (Vic); Commercial and Private
egents Acts Ig72 (Se); Commercial and Private Agents Licencing Act
télg (NT); rnquiry Agents Licencing Act 1954 (WA); Debt Collecting
Licensing aci ig;i (WA); Security Agents Act I976 (WA);

Àuctioneers and Agents Act I97I (Old); rnvasion of Privacy Act
LgTI (OId). See g-.neralIy the Australian Law Reform Commission
Report No. 22, 'P-rivacy' , tI983. AGPS. Canbe rral , VoI. I , @ 284-
2Bt (para. 621-631), 305 327 (para. 658-704)'
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It is not clear how far prohibitions upon intrusion onto property

protect privacy. As hras discussed earlier, seclusion and solitude

are important attributes of social life. They are also closely

related to the enjoyment of property.

Unlike seclusion and solitude I a person's privacy is not

necessarily affected by the circulation of information to that

person. It is affected by the circulation of information about

that person to others. Consequently, provisions which are

designed to prohibit intrusions into a person'S property may be of

very IittIe relevance to privacy as such. Rather' they secure a

person's seclusion, or solitude t ot the enjoyment of property free

from harrassment. This is a desirable end in itself: but it is

one which has no necessary connection with privacy.

prohibitions upon intrusion into property do offer some indirect

protection to privacy. To the extent that intruders learn

information from places intruded into and ( about ) the people

resident or present, intruders may invade the privacy of the

residents or people present in the place intruded into. To this

extent, prohibitions upon intrusion may offer some protection to

privacy.

Regardless of the desirability of blanket prohibitions upon

unauthorised intrusions into private properLY, these prohibitions

provide random protection to privacy. It is no longer necessary
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to enter upon a perSon's property in order to spy upon that

person. An intruder may stand miles away and observe through a

powerful telescoperB or take photographs from a satellite.

There is no criminal prohibition upon the uçe of optical

surveillance devices either surreptitiously or blatantly.

Consequently, prohibitions upon unauthorised intrusions into a

property offer only selective protection to privacy. They protect

privacy only in those rare circumstances in which the onì-y way in

which a person can obtain intimate information about another is by

violating property rights, such as by peering through the

curtains. But, as has been emphasised before, it is rarely

necessary to intrude into a person'S home in order to gain

information about that Person.

It is an offense to steal property including diaries or private

correspondence . I f the only \^¡ay to learn the contents of

another's correspondence is by stealing the correspondence, a

prohibition upon theft may Secure privacy to some extent '

However, such a prohibition attaches to the embodiment of the

i nformat ion, not the contents . The intruder must i ntend to

'permanently deprive' the property-owner of the l-etterr ot diary

8. Ses Marks, L. K., rTelescoPes' Binocu Iars and the Fourth
Amendmentr, (1982) 67 Cornell L. Rev.
the American aPProach to this tYPe
pol ice off icers .

379, for brief discussion of
of invasion of PrivacY bY
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oan offense. Y Where intruder

unli.kely this intention will

is mereì-y

exist.

L6 .r.2. fnterception of communications and/ot the use of

Iistening devices

One class of prohibitions upon methods of learning information

requires special attention: prohibitions upon interception or

monitoring of communications and/or the use of Iistening devices.

These prohibitions, Iike those pertaining to intrusions into

property generally' are of only limited assistance to the

protection of privacy: they merely prevent people from learning

information by a particular means. They are silent about

Iearning information by more devious means. In practice, they

provide very limited protection to privacy'

There are three types of prohibitions

context: prohibitions upon:

1. unauthorized interception of, or

articles or any mail (correspondence)

Act L975 (Cth), Part VII;

which are relevant in this

interference with, Postal

under the Postal Services

9
s.3
s.7

See the defin ion of stealing: Crimina Iir Code
Act

Part

l-899
19 5B

V.

(Q1ci ) ,
(Vic),91; Criminal Code 1913 (WA) ' s.371; Crimes

2¡ Criminal Law Consolidation Act 1975 (SA) 
'
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2. unauthorized interception of, or intereference with '
telecommunications under the Telecommunications Act I975 (Cth)'

part VI I , and the Telecommunicat ions ( Interception ) Act 1979

(cth) , s.7; lo and

3. unauthorised use of Iistening devices under the Australian

Security Intelligence Organization Act I979 (Cth); Customs Act

lgOI (Cth); Listening Devices Act 1969 (NSW) t The Invasion of

privacy Act I97I (QId), Part IV; the Listening Devices Act 1969

(Vic); the Listening Devices L97B (WA); and the Listening Devices

Act 1972 (SA) .

The operative word in all of these statutes is unauthorised. None

of them prohibit aI1 interceptions or eavesdropping. They

prohibit the unauthorised interception of correspondence t or

telecommunications t or the unauthorised use of listening devices.

They implicitly, if not explicitly, provide the authority for the

authorised interception or monitoring of communications. fn

general, of courser Such an interception or monitoring of a

communication must be authorised by warrant'1I

I0. The Telecommunications ( Interception ) Act I987 ( crh which
e ffect
(1e8s )

,

is discussed below on Page 309' n. 15 et sêe, extended the
of the section
I57 C.L.R. 57.

7 prohibitions. See also HiIton v. We11s,

11. The warrant may be issued under the Act itself, or the
authorty of some other Act I such as the Australian security
Intellilence Organisation Act Ig79 (Cth); or the Customs Act 1901
(Cth). É". the A. L. R. C. Report on 'Privacyr, supra n. 7, G

351-367 (para. 753-785), for a discussion of these provisions.
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Nothing about privacy which reguires that it should be granted

absolute protection. So the fact that it mâY, in some

circumstances, be lawful to intercept a communication or to

monitor a conversation under the authority of a warrant is not

necessarily inconsistent with the recognition of or protection of

privacy.

These prohibitions are designed to protect communications from

monitoring, interference or interception er se. The y are not

concerned with the nature of the communications protected. The

communication may be about the growing of tomatoes for all it

maLters. The prohibitions serve to shore up the boundaries of

confidence or secrecy ¡ or perhaps personal security and immunity

from intrusion as such.

Ultimately, these prohibitions focus upon methods of larning

information regardless of its subject-type. Their focus is thus

different from that of privacy. That is not, of course' to say

that they are of no relevance to the protection of privacy' It is

merely to suggest that their value as a means of preventing

objectionable circulations of intimate information is slight.

The prohibitions were originally set out in three groups '

However, there is no significant difference in their focus' The

enactment of separate State and Federal laws reflects merely the

constitutional division of powers which characterises the

Australian federation.
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The Commonwealth, lacking the power to regulate the monitorinq of

communications generally, has prohibited the interference with or

interception of particular types of communications those which

it has the constitutional authority to regulate: primariJ.y postal,

telegraphic, and telephonic communications. l2 The States have

enacted complementary legislation prohibiting the unathorised

monitoring of other communications: generally private

conversations between persons not conducted via telephonic

means . r 3

The statutory prohibitions which have been enacted in the various

jurisdictions are not identical. Some prohibit aIl third party

recording, whilst others may permit a third party to record a

conversation with the consent of one of the parties to the

conversation. The rationale in these circumstances seems to be

that if one of the parties intends that the conversation should be

recorded, it is not a private conversation.l4

12. See Austral ia ' Parliament, 'RePor t of the Joint Select
[ 1986. AGPS.
the right to

E. , rTelephone
Committe on Telecomunications Interception' ,
Canberral for a discussion of the extention of
intercept communications. See also O I SulI ivan,
Tappingl , I I9B6-87, Legislative Research Service,
4,- ÞarÍiament of the Commonwealth of Australial .

Basic Paper No.

the monitoring of Private
vary, the object appears

or conversation conducted

13. Al-l of these Acts are limited to
conversations. Although the definitions
to be to excÌude public discussions
casually in public.

14. See in particular the Listening Devices Act 1969 (Vic)' s.4t
the Listening Devices Act 1978 (WA)r s. 4¡ fnvasion of Privacy Act
I97I (eld),:. 43¡ and Elliott, I.D., 'Listening Devices and the
participant t"lonitor: controlling the use of Electronic
Surveillance in Law Enforcement', (L982) 6 Crim. L. Rev' 327' But
cf. Listening Devices Act 1972 (SA)r s.4; Listening Devices Act
1969 (NSW), s. 5.
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Statutory prohibitions upon the interception of mail or

telecommunications or the monitoring of private conversations

serve, in the first instance, to protect correspondence or

conversation against attack. They may incidentally serve to

secure a distinct interest: confidence or secrecy according to the

nature of the communication.

prohibitions upon monitoring or intercepting communications are

ultimately intended to protect the fact of the communication. The

ability to communicate freely, and if necessary in confidence, is

a valuable interest; and one which deserves and needs express

protection. It may be that this protection also serves to offer

some protection Lo privacy but this is largely incidental. The

primary protection offered is to the security of the

communicat ion .

For instance, ASIOTs surveillance of Ivanov and his dealings with

David Combe which culminated in Combe's objection to the

interception of his conversations with Ivanov was not necessarily

because of the subject-matter of those conversations; nor because

the intruder's thereby gained access to any particular

information. It v/as because of the interference with the right to

speak freely without fear of eavesdropperS ' even if the

conversation concerned only the weather.
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Frequently, the two interesLs may co-incide. People may object

that a third party who has ( a ) secretly monitored the

communication and thus intruded into a relationship of the

confidence, and (b) breached the confidence which the parties

thought that theY enjoyed ' has ipso facto Iearnt int imate

information and thus invaded the information subject's privacy.

OnIy the second of these complaints relates to privacy. The

protection offered is thus to a particular type of relationship:

one between the writer and the recipient of a l-etter ¡ ot the

parties to a conversation. The interest secured is confidencet ot

perhaps secrecy: determined primarily by the rel-ationship or

agreement between the Parties.

These prohibitions may be divided into two categories: those which

prohibit all monitorings of private conversations; and those which

prohibit, the monitoring of conversations unless the person

monitoring the conversation is, or has the consent of, one of the

parties to that conversation. Prohibitions of the first type are

more directly protective of privacy than are those of the second:

but only very slightly so. Third parties who are prohibited from

secretly eavesdropping upon a conversation, are free to seek to

induce the parties to the conversation to divulge what they have

learnt. (Of course, this is subject to prohibitions on bribery

etc.) This difference is not significant for the purposes of

privacy.
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From a privacy point of view, there is no difference between the

position of people who induce others to disclose information upon

the false undertaking that they will keep it secret and then

repeat the conversation verbatim to a third party, and the

position of people who secretly record conversations ' Neither

category of prohibitions upon the use of listening devices

attempts to prevent anyone from repeating conversations verbatim'

In many CaSeS, of course, parties to a conversation may not

include the person who is the subject of the intimate information'

In these cases, the prohibitions upon the use of listening devices

may serve to prevent further invasions of privacy, but they do

nothing to prevent the invasion which is constituted by the fact

of the initial communication'

For instance , if c telephones or writes to T informing T that A is

a Moslem, the fact that third parties are prohibited from

intercepting this communication is Iargely irrelevant to A whose

privacy may have been invaded by T learning about A's religion'

where this information is of the type which c and T hold t oY

should hold, in confidence' possibly with A's consent, the fact

that other persons are prohibited from 'stealing' it from them may

incidentally serve to secure privacy. However, this protection is

purely incidental. It is the relationship of confidence which is

directlY Protected.

lVhere the communicat ion is or to, the subject of the

third partY intercePtion
by,

upon

intimate

information, Prohibitions may offer
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more direct protection to privacy. It offers only temporary

protection. The prohibition upon monitoring or intercepting or

interfering with communications carries with it nothing to inhibit

information recipients from then disseminating it at wiIl, subject

to the laws of defamation etc. Nor is there any prohibition upon

any third party later reading the letter or diary entry r or record

of the conversation which has been left open carelesSly.

These prohibit,ions complement, and faciltate, the civil action of

a breach of confidence. They provide the framework within which

the relationship of confidence may be enjoyed by prohibiting the

intrusions, into that relationship. Like the action for breach of

confidence, they protect an interest akin to privacy' The

framework of protection which they provide is wider than merely

protection for confidence: it also protects casual conversations,

telephone ca11s, or letters.

The interest thus secured is none the less valuable for its

breadth. The enjoyment of confidential conversation (where the

word confidential is used loosely) is an independent social

interest.
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L6.2. Manipulation and processing of data

By and large, the criminal law is not concerned with the

processing and manipulation of data which is lawfully'held. Thus a

person who is tawfully possessed of information about another may

re-organise that data at wiII, and may generate new' and possibly

intimate, information about that other person.

Howeverr soITtê restrictions upon the use or publication of

information are supported by criminal prohibitions. These may

indirectly affect the way that people seek ' manipulate or process

data.

16.3. Use or dissemination of data

There are some criminal prohibitions attaching to

information as distinct from the circulation of

There are fewer prohibitions upon the circulation (or

of information.

the use of

i nformat ion .

pubt i cat ion )

In general, the criminal law ignores the use or communication of

information unless it involves criminal defamation, espionage

( industrial- or national ) , blackmail ( in which case the focus is in

the threat rather than the use of the information), or in some
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sense approximates to an assault. The Telecommunications

( Interception) Amendment Act 1987 (Cth) introduced further

prohibitions upon the communication, use or recording of

information which has been obtained contrary to the

Telecommunications ( Interception) Act 1979 (Cth) which was

noted above on page 301.15

Most restrictions upon the use or dissemination of personal

information, or for that matter any other type of information' in

a manner which injures t ot threatenS to injure, the subject of

that information are sound in administrative and quasi-judicial

proceedings for instance under the Racial Discrimination Act

Ig75 (Cth). There are several administrative measures which'

although lacking the force of law, may offer some protection to

persons about whom information has been compiled. The Australian

Law Reform Commission Report on Privacy identified the proposed

guidelines by the N. S. W. HeaIth Commission as representing one

of the few initiatives being undertaken in this atea.16

However, there are a number of general

the unauthorised use or disclosure

criminal prohibitions upon

of information to third

15. But see the 10th RePort o ftheS enate Stand ng Committee for
the ScrutinY of Bi11s, dated 3 June
of the Commonwealth of Austral ia '
discussing the use of information
interception of telecommunications.

1987, IJune 1987. Parliament
Canberral, 181, @ 185-186
obtained bY the unÌawful

16. N.S.W. Department of Health, 'confidentiality of Health
Records in Hospi.t"t" and Community Health Service', Circular No'
82/369, quoted by the A.L.R.C. Report on'Privacy" supra n''7, @

374, para . 799.
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parties. In most Australian jurisdictions it is an offence for

public officials to disseminate or use' for personal purposes'

information received in a public capacity. For instance'

Regulation I9 of the PubI ic Service (Governor in Council )

Regulations Ig74 (Vic) r prohibits officers from communicating'

'directly or indirectly' information officially acquired to

persons 'not officiatty entitled thereto' .17 Substantially

similar provisions appty in each of the other Australian

jurisdictions for instance, see section 70 of the Crimes Act

I9l-4 (Cth) and regulation 34 of the Public Service Regulations

(crh).r8

At the Commonwealth level-, these restrictions are bolstered in

respect of personal information by the statement which appears in

the 'Guidelines on Official Conduct of Commonwealth Public

Servantsr: officers are charged with the:

responsibility to protect the privacy of those to

whom [personal information] relates " ' Iand to]

17. See also
provides that
Regutations is

PubIic Serv ]-Ce Act L974 (VÍc) r

the (Victorian)
s. 59(I)'

Publ i c
whi ch

Serviceany breach of
an offence.

18. Pursuant to Public Service Act 1922 (Cth) ' s. 97(k). See

also regulations under PubIic
Criminal Code 1899 (Qld), ss.
(QId), s.32(1)(viii); Criminal
Service Regulations 1964 (wA),

Code 19I3
reg. 40(a);

' it is [a public
Code 1983 (NT) '

and NSW Public
lMarch 1985. NSW

'Code of Conduct

Act I974 (Vic), s. 73¡
Public Service Act L922

(WA), s.BI and Public
Cortis v. R. ' lI979l

Se rvi ce
B4-86 and

W.4.R.30 as to what it is that
duty to keeP secret' i Criminal
Service Act 1967 (SA), s. 5B(i) a

Lg73r s. 71(1)(g), and Criminal
Service Act I979 (NSW)' s.85(b)'
'Staff and Personnel Handbook',

(j ) ; Publ-ic Service Act (Tas ) 'Code 1924 (Tas ) r s.10; Public

servant 'sl
s.76; Publ ic

Service Board,
Gov't Printer.
and EthicS' ,Sydneyl , Para . 4, entitled:

pãra. 4. 1 .9 . , & PubI ic service Regulations (NSw), reg. 17 (6), 23'
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ensure that records of individuals are collected'

maintained, used and disclosed in a way that is as

fair as possible to the individual concerned.I9

(This latter provision has no direct force from the criminal Law.

It is more in the nature of a general statement of principle.)

In addition to general prohibitions ' a variety of specific

prohibitions are imposed upon the disclosure of particular types

of personal information which appear in Federal, State and

Territory law. See for example, the Income Tax Assessment Act

1936 (Cth), s. t6; the Health Insurance Act I973 (Cth) s. 130,

Consumer Credit Act L972 (SA), s. 11; Credit Administration Act

IgB4 (Vic)r s. l5; and the Consumer Protection Act 1969 (NSW)' s.

I6E .

Further, provisions guaranteeing the confidentiality of

information are frequently incorporated into statutes requiring

the supply of information Lo qovernment (either State or Federal).

Similar provisions are generally inserted into legislation which

regulates the communication of information.20

fq. [Australian]
Official Conduct of

PubIic Service Board, 'Gu idel ines on the

IAustralian] Personnel Management Manual, voI. 3., G para.
T982,

4.28.
Commonwealth Pubtic Servants r, August'

20. Eg. the Telecommunications Act 1975 (Cth)' s. B2¡ and the
overseis Telecommunications Act (Cth) 1946, s'334(f) ' These Acts
also provide for the disclosure of this information in certain
circumstances: ss. I 2(2) (d) & 334( 2 ) respectively' These
provisions may also be given force by the Freedom of Information
Àct L9B2 (Cth)' s. 38 and Part IV generally.
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Atthough, these provisions provide littIe protection to privacy,

they provide an avenue for redress in the event of an authorised

disclosure or use of information which has been supplied for a

particular purpose. This protection is important ' but not

necessarily on privacy grounds. Information supplied for a

particular purpose, event ot perhaps eSpeciatly, if it is supplied

in order to cornply with some other legal requirements, ITIaY be held

in confidence by that recipient. Disclosure of it may breach the

obl_igation of confidencer âs welI as invading privacy.

These types of prohibitions do offer some, albeit indirect,

protection to privacy. However, they focuc upon a more specific

phenomenon: confidential ity. Much intimate information which

should not be circulated to the community at large must be made

available to particular persons t ot authorities , for various

reasons.

One way to ensure that information is concealed from people who

have no Lawful right to demand access to it is to impose and

enforce obligations of confidence upon people who are lawfully

privy to that information. The imposition of criminal

prohibitions upon unauthorised uSe or disclosure is one way in

which to do this. But the prohibitions focus upon the

unauthorised dissemination of information. They provide no

protection against authorised (or official) circulations or uses

of intimate information.
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Where objectionable publications or uses are officially

sanctioned, complainants have only three avenues of complaint in

the law. They may allege that the publication or use is:

(a) defamatory, under either the criminal or the civil law;

(b) unlawful (eg. under the Sex Discrimination Act 1984 (Cth);

and/or

(c) ultra vires (eg. breaches the rules of natural justice' or

may be impugned under the Administrative Decisions (JudiciaI

Review) Act 1977 (Cth).

I6.3.1 Criminal defamation

Criminal defamation may be alleged in all of the Australian

jurisdictions. It is a common law offence in Victoria and the

Northern Territory, and a statutory offence in Queensland, Western

Australia, Tasmania (the Code States), and South Austral_íar2I

New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory' The

Northern Territory Criminal Code provides a revised definition of

the offence of ciminal defamation: it is an offence to publish

defamatory matter with intent to cause a breach of the peace '

2I. Criminal Law ConsoI idat ion Act 1935 ( SA) , s. 246. This
sect ion
Does it
common
Report
( para.
common

prohibits the malicious publication of defamatory
leave the non-mãIJõious publication of defamatory

libeIs.
libe1 a

Iaw offence? This seems to be unIikely. But the A.L.R.C.
No. 11, 'Unfair Publication', 11979. AGPS. Canberral t @ 102

Ig4) commented that criminal defamation is covered by the
law in South Australia.
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interfere with the exercise of a political right ' or the

performance of a duty t or any other act which a person is lawfttlly

entitled to do, or to interfere with or influence any

i-nvestigation or judicial proceed ing.22

The gist of the offence (other than the Northern Territory) is the

unjustified publication of a defamatory statement - ie. one which

is injurious to the complainant's reputation. fn the common Iaw

States and South Australia, only written ( ie. libellous )

publications may give rise to criminal proceedings for

defamation.23 ( Slanderous statements are not actionabl-e in the

criminal Law unless they amount to blasphemy, or are seditiousr or

tend directly to provoke a breach of the peace t oT are obscene. )

The Code States substantially reproduce the common Iaw

prohibition, but do not seem to confine it to written statements:

they prohibit the publication of 'defamatory matter concerning

another' .24

In none of

prosecut ion

these

for

jurisdictions is truth

criminal defamation.

a defence to a

defendant must

a lone

The

22. Criminal
threatened or

Code Act I983 (NT)' ss.
actual criminal defamation

205 in respect of
of blackmail.

23. See the tUKl Law Commission Working Paper No' 84,
'Criminal- Libel', ÍIgB2. HMSO. Londonl, for a discussion of
history and substance of the Iaw of criminal l-ibe1' See

Criminal Law Consolidation Act I975 (SA), s. 246. (But query
effect of s. 16I & Wrongs Act 1936 (SA), s' 5?)

204
by

and
way

on
the

also
the

24. Criminal Code IB99 (Old) , s. 380; Criminal code 1913 (We¡ 
'

s. 360; Defamation Act 1957 (Tas)r s. 9'
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demonstrate that the publication \^tas privileged r or f air comment '

or true and made for the public benefit etc.25 The position in

South Australia, New South Wales and the Australian Capital

Territory is substantially simiLar, but there is the added

requirement that the pubtication must have been made maliciously

or 'with intent to cause serious harmr, or with the knowledge of

the probability that it would cause serious harm.26

Consequently, the criminal action for defamation provides greater

protection to privacy than does the common Iaw defamation tort

which applies in some Àustralian jurisdictions.2T However, Iike

the civil action, it focuses upon the complainant's reputation'

not tpeace of mind' nor privacy. To the extent that the action

for criminal defamation focuses upon objectionable publications,

not upon the subject-type of publications, it protects an interest

which is both broader and narrol¡/er than privacy.

The action for criminal defamation provides remedies against

publications which have nothing to do with privacy in that they do

not involve the circulation of intimate information. Conversely'

it offers no protection against the circulation of intimate

Code l- 91 (WA),25. Criminal Code
s. 350; Defamation

1899 (Qld), s.
Act 1957 (Tas),

370 ¡ Criminal
s. B.

26. S.A. : Criminal Law Consolidation Act (SA)
Iibel); ACT: Defamation Act 1901 (NSW)' ss'
Defamation Act I974 (NSW), s. 50(f).

L97 5
I1

r S.
and

248
12¡

( re.
NSW:

27. As was earl ier,
a compJ-e te
284 et seq

in some
defence to

above.

jurisdictions ' truth
a civil action forsrm liciter is

See

noted
not

pagesdefamat on.
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information which is not adverse to reputation. For instance, in

Australia, publishing information that a person is a l-apsed

Cathotic is unlikety to be classed as defamatory. However,

information about religious beliefs probably should be

characterised as intimate in So far aS it relates to the'off

stage' area of life, ( the objective test for privacy) .

Consequently, where a person objects to the indiscriminate

circulation of information about religious belief (the subjective

test) , a publication about religious belief, or the Iack of

religious belief, may invade privacy.

The criminal action for defamation does offer some protection to

privacy. As was noted above in chapter I5, on page 287, it is

difficult to consider a defence that publication is in the public

benefit without contemplating, however briefly, whether

publications of the type at issue may be'for the public benefit'

or 'in the public interest' in any circumstances.
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CHÀPTER L7

ADMINISTRATIVE AND QUASI-JUDICIAL REMEDIES

A number of administrative and quasi-judicial remedies direcLly or

indirectly protect privacy. However, these provisions are not

readily susceptible to the access/proces sing/circulation

differentiation ùhich was adopted in the earlier discussion of the

civil and criminal provisions affecting privacy'

Unlike the civil and criminal provisions, administrative and

quasi-judicial remedies tend to focus upon the effects or

consequences of actions rather than upon actions. consequently,

the one remedy may sound in more than one of the classifications

adopted in this Part of the thesis. For instance, administrative

and quasi-judicial remedies in respect of the use of information

may affect the entire information management process, from

acquisition to processing and manipulation to use or publication.

Similarly, provisions affecting the acquisition of information may

directly or indirectly affect the way in which otherwise acquired

information may be used. This is particularly significant in

respect of the Human Rights and Equal opportunity commission, the

(tapsed) privacy Iegislation and the (abandoned) Australian BiII

of Rights Bitt 1985r1 which are discussed below'

Hansard by Senator G.1. See statement
Evans , 26 November

i ncorporated
1986: [1986]

into Senate
Senate Hansard 2758-276I, @ 2759.
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17.1. New South WaIes Privacy Committee Act' L975

Only one statute explicitly provides for the protection of

privacy: the New South Wales Privacy Committee Act, I975.

(Despite its title, the Queensland Invasion of Privacy Act I97I

does not create a general right to privacy. )

The New South Wales Privacy Committee Act applies only in that

State. This statute defies the access/prosess ing/circulation

paradigm which v/as applied in the previous chapters. It creates

remedies which may be invoked by people who complain of invasions

of privacy whether by the acquisition, manipulation, use or

communication of information.

Established in 1975, the Privacy Committee is empowered'

aI ia, to

receive and investigate complaints about alleged

violations of the privacy land is empowered to]

i nter

conduct such

as it thinks

inquires and make such investigations

fíL.2

2. Privacy Committee Act L975 (NSW ), s.15 (d ), and (q).
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the Committee is expressly empowered

statements or to produce documents.

Under the N.S.W. Privacy Committee Act, people may approach the

Committee and seek its assistance to investigate a record system,

or a given action etc. where they aIlege that their privacy has

been invaded. The Privacy Committee is not restricted to the

investigation of record systems: it has a broad brief to receive

and investigate complaints about alleged violations of privacy.

It may therefore be of assistance to people who complain of the

invasion of privacy by acquisition, retention, processing '

manipulation t ot the use or dissemination of information'

The Committee's po$/er is Iimited to making reports and

recommendations.3 If the person or body or organisation whose

practices or record system etc. is investigated chooses to

disregard the recommendation or report of the Privacy Committee,

the Committee can do not more than produce an adverse report to

the New South Wales Government.

3. Privacy Committee Act -l'97 5 (NSW), s. 15.
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r7.2. Access to information

Few administrative or quasi-juidicial provisions directly affect

the access to or learning information as such. The limitations

which do apply to obtaining information are primarily found in the

civil or criminal law. Some of the more privacy-relevant

limitations v/ere discussed in the previous chapters.

The remedies which are discussed be1ow, such as judicial review of

administrative action, indirectly affect access to and learning

information. There is little point in collecting information of a

type which may not be used. Thus, for instance, the existence of

remedies against adverse discrimination upon the basis of race or

marital status may indirectly serve to prohibit obtaining

information about race or marital status'

As was noted earlier, some criminal prohibitions and civil causes

of action focus upon actual intrusions r oL interferences with

personal and physical immunity which may yield information (such

as trespass). Similarlyr Sorlê licensing provisions' some of which

contain criminal sanctions, also secure the 'right of complete

immunity [: of being] ... let aIone', from objectionable intrusion

into one'S seclusion or personal immunity from harm.4

4 Eg: Hawkers Act 1934 (SA), requires people who wish
business as hawkers to obtain a licence' and prohibits en

owners permission
affect eligibilit(or remaining on) premesis without the

of such a Prohibition mâY, in turn'
I icence.

to carry
try onto
. Breach
yfora
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17.3. Manipulation or processing of information

Few administrative provisions affect processing or manipulating

information as such. However, many of the provisions affecting

the use of information may indirectly affect the processing or

manipulation of information. If it is unlawful to use' or to

consider, particular items or types of information, there is as

1ittle point in manipulating data to reveal information of that

type as there is in col-lecting that item or type of information.

17 .4. Access to records: fair information rnanagement

Statutes in

access to

concerned to

or misleading

al1 of which

these problems

several Australian

record systems. fn

promote fairness

jurisdictions create rights of

general-, these provisions are

or accuracy. Recording inaccurate

information may generate any number of problems, not

are identical with the privacy concern. Some of

are, logicaIly at 1easL, distinct from privacy.

The class of adminstrative provisions regulating the maintenance

of record systems does not directly regulate the processing or
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manipulation of information. Rather, these provis ions require

disclosure, in certain circumstances, of what information is

recorded, and, in some cases, entitle people to seek the amendment

or annotation of that information.

As was discussed above in chapter B' privacy is a sub-class of the

'fairnesS' issue. (Privacy is also a discrete issue.) If privacy

is not of concern in any given society, the privacy-intrusiveness

of information contained in any record system in that society is

irrelevant to the question of fairness. SimilarIy, the accuracy

of records is irrelevant if the society considers that there is no

need for decisions to be based upon accurate information.

Where privacy is recognised by a society, privacy will

to the 'fairness' of the information contained in

record. Records may .be 'unfair' if they contaÍn

information to which record-keepers would be denied

privacy \4rere respected.

be relevant

any glven

i nt imate

access i f

The narro\^/est of these provisions are contained in the Fair Credit

Reports Act lg74 (SA), s.8, the Credit Reporting Act I97B (Vic)'

s.4, and the Invasion of Privacy Act I97I (Qld) ' s. I8. In

addition to these statutory provis ions there are voluntary

agreements in force in Victoria and New South Wales. In Western

Australia, there is agreement in principle upon the adoption of a

voluntary scheme to entitle consumers to have access to their
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credit records. Its implementation

amendment of the Western Australian

has been delayed pending the

defamation laws.5

These provisions are not comprehensive. In those jurisdictions

where the agreements are voluntary, not aIl credit bureaux are

party to the agreements. In aIl jurisdictions, the provisions are

confined to credit records.

To the extent that these access arrangements are applicable to any

given record system, they merit some note. Each of these sets of

provisions requires credit reporting agents or agencies to which

it applies shaII, upon request by people to whom the information

relates, disclose to the applicants the nature and substance of

the information held about them.

These provisions do not relate to privacy directly in that they do

not necessarily empower consumers to demand the expungement of

intimaLe information from the record. In general, however, these

provisions empower people to challenge, and demand the correction

of, inaccurate or misleading personal information which is

contained in the record.6

Volintary Agreement for Victoria, cI. I, 5;
Credit Reporting Act I97B (Vic)r s.14' NSW:

Credit Bureau Records: A Voluntary Agreement

5. Victoria: Consumer Checking o f Credi t Bureau records: A
established under the
Consumer Checking of
for New South Wales'

c1. L, 5. The agreement in principle is noted in the Western
Australian Consumer Affairs Council and Bureau of Consumer
Affairs, ,Ig7g-1980, Annual Reportr, [1980. WA. Govrt Printer.
Perthl ¡ G 13.

6. Fair Credit Reports Act L974 (SA), s. 9¡ Credit Reporting Act
l97B (Vic), s. 6¡ invasion of Privacy Act I97I (01d), s' B' This
capacity does raise some difficulLies. In some cases, challenging
the accuracy of personal information may be an indirect way to to
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In New South Wales r

Privacy Committee.

Committeers power

recommendat ions.

people are able to

indicated earlier,

to the making of

approach'the

the Privacy

reports and

of

As

course,

was

I imited1S

17.4.L. Freedom of information legislation

Freedom of information legislation regulates access to record

systems maintained by the Commonwealth and Victorian governments:

the Freedom of Information Act I982 (Cth)' and the Freedom of

Information Act I9B2 (Vic ) . Substantially modelled upon the

American freedom of information legislation, the Commonwealth and

Victorian Acts are broadly similar.

Consequently, only the Commonweatth Act is discussed here.

Observation made about the Commonwealth Act wiIl, in general'

appfy mutatis mutandis to the Victorian Act, which is necessariLy

restricted in its application to information in the possession of

the Government of Victoria and other bodies constituted under the

l-aw of Victoria.T

challenge some substantive right' the
upon that information. This point is
section I7.4.2, and chaPter 24-

determination of which rests

7. Freedom of Information Act L9B2 (Vic), s. 3(1)' but note the
Freedom of Information (Amendment) Act 1985 (Vic)' See also:
Freedom of Information (Access Charges) Regulations 1983 (Vic)
(S.n. I5I/ß83); Freedom of Information (Prescribed Authorities
(emendment) Regulations 1983 (Vic), (S.R. 280/I983); Freedom o

discussed further below in

f
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Freedom of information legislation affects privacy indirectly.

The primary object of the legislation is to create a general right

of access to documents in the possession of Ministers and

,agencies'. Under the Commonwealth Freedom of fnformation Act'

the term agencies is defined to include 'prescribed', generally

statutoryr authorities, and public service departments.B

According to sub-section 3 ( 1 ) of the Commonwealth Freedom of

Information Act, the object of the J-egislation is 'to extend as

far as possible the right of the Australian community to obtain

access to information in the possession of the Government | .

Consequently, the Act confers upon 'every person' a right of

access to government and Ministerial documents. It then subjects

this right of access to a series of exemptions contained in Part

IV of the Act.9

Officers ) Regula tions 1983 (VÍc ), (s.R.Inf ormat ion
252/ 1e83 ) ;
Regula t i ons

( Princ ipal
Freedom

1983 (Vic)r
of Information (Authorized
(s.n.365/1e83).

Off icers )

B. See Freedom of Information Act
definition of 'agency' , 'enactmeñt' , and

I9B2 (Cth)' s. 3, esp.
'prescribed authoritY' .

g. see esp. Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth)' s.I1. Bayne'
p. J., 'Fieedom of Information', If984. Law Book Co. Ltd.
Sydneyi , for a disussion of the operation and practical effect of
this scheme. Bayne also discusses some of the problems inherent
in the Act. See ãlso the forthcoming report by the Senate Standinq
Committee on Constitutional and Legal Affairs on the operation and
administration of the freedom of information legislation this
report will be tabled in the Senate in late L9B7 '
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The Freedom of rnformation Act L9B2 (Cth) affects privacy in

several ways. First, the Act empowers people to learn about the

types of information collected by the government by entitJ-ing

people to obtain access to some of that information. This may

influence people's perceptions about the extent to which they have

privacy. Secondly, the Act exempts from disclosure several

categories of documents which may contain personal information and

may thus Iimit the circulation of privacy-relevant information in

the possession of the government.

Thirdly, Part y of the Act confers upon 'Australian citizens' a

Iimited right to seek the amendment or annotation of incorrect,

incomplete, or out of date information. This Part of the Act is

somewhat at odds with the remainder of the legistation, and raises

distinct issues. Consequently it is discussed separately below in

section 17.4.2.

L7.4.1.1. Freedom of information and privacy

The U. S. PrivacY

privacy and freedom

Protection StudY

of information are

Commission suggested

' complementary asPects

tha t

ofa
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coherent public poticy concerning public records'.10 That is a

rather optimistic view.

perhaps the better view is that they are natural adversaries: but

adversaries who may assist each others' causes. One primary

privacy concern is about what information is held by whom about a

person. Freedom of information legislation may reduce this

concern. Another equally significant concern, is about the people

who have access to that information. In this respect, freedom of

information legislation may be antipathetic to privacy.

In some circumstances, freedom of information legislation may

undermine privacy both by authorising the disclosure of documents

containg personal information, and, by not prohibiting the

disclosure of 'exempt' documents, including documents which may

involve the 'unreasonable discl-osure of information relating to

the personal affairs of any person'.11 (Where exempt documents

are released this disclosure does not attract the ordinary

proLections of the Freedom of Information Act.12)

10. U. S. Pr ivacy Protection StudY Comm ission, Report to the
lre77.President, 'PersonaI Privacy in an Informat ion Soc iêty' ,

U.S. Gov. Printer, Washington DCl, @ 24. See generally Stevens'
I.N., & Yardley, D.C.M., 'The Protection of Liberty" Ir982.
BlackwelIs, Oxfórdl, esp. @ chapter 5, for a discussion of FOI and
Privacy.

11. Freedom of Information Act I9B2 (Cth)' s. 4I(1)'

12. Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth)' s' 14'
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Further, the Freedom of Informat ion Act may I imit the

effectiveness of the prohibitions upon the disclosure of

government inf ormation which \^/ere discussed above. To the extent

that the Act creates a right of access to information' it may

'authorise' the release of information which would otherwise be

prohibited by section 7O of the Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) .13

However, the better view appearS to be that section 70 of the

Crimes Act applies to prohibit the disclosure of information which

fatls outside of the Freedom of Information Act and for which

there is no authority for disclosure.

As \¡/as discussed in Part Í | a society's recognition that certain

areas of people' s I ives are 'off I imits ' sets the a priori

standards determining whether information of a given subject-type

is intimate. Official, (ie. governmental) information management

practices are directly relevant to this determination. In

general, the more that is known about governments' information

practices, the more likely it is that they will reflectt ot shape'

societies' expectations as to whether information relates to 'off

stage I conduct.

13. When the Senate Standing Committee on Consti tut ional and
Legal Affairs reported on the Freedom of Information BilI I978,
[télg. AGPS. Canberra], the Committee appears to have taken this
view. It recommended that section 70 of the Cimes Act should be
amended to limit the categories of information to which it
applied. However, according to one Deputy Secretary in the
Commonwealth Attorney-GeneraI's Department, Mr. L. Curtis, it is
'always open to the Minister or secretary of a department or the
chief oifice. to authorise that making available of
information...': Evidence to the Senate Standing Committee on
Constitutional and Legal Affairs on its inquiry into the operation
and administration of the freedom of information legislation, 19

June 1986, Hansard of Evidence, @ 140.
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This is a two-way process. Societies' views as to 'the

characterisation of information will be affected by their

government I s information management practices. Thus where

governments collect and record information of a particular type'

it is unlikely that societies will treat information of this type

aS intimate. Conversely, where governments refrain from

coJ-lecting or storing inf ormation of a particul-ar type, this may

influence societies' to characterise that information type as

intimate. To the extent that freedom of informaLion legislation

causes governments to disclose their information management

practices, the legislation affects the characterisation of

i n format i on .

The Freedom of Information Act does not entitle people to gain

access to alI information about themsel-ves in the possession of

Lhe government. (Access may be barred by one or other of the

exemptions referred to be1ow. ) However, the Act will affect

perceived privacy by informing people about the types, and, in

some cases, the extent, of personal information collected and

manipulated by their government.

Freedom of information legislation would not directly protect

privacy unless it entitled people to demand the deletion of

intimate information from government records. Neither the

Commonwealth nor the Victorian Acts confer this right.
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L7.4.r.2. 'Exempt documents t

part IV of the Freedom of Information Act L982 (Cth) provides for

the exemption of documents which, inter aIia, affecL national

security, defence, international relationsr or are classified as

Cabinet or Executve Council documents, or are internal workinq

documents, or affect the enforcement of law or public safety' or

affect the financial or property interests of the Commonwealth t ot

business or personal affairs ¡ or are subject to legal professional

privilege t ot some specific statutory obligation of secrecy t ot

undertaking of confidence. l4

Section 41 ( I ) contains the exempLion

concerned with privacy. This section

documents which unreasonably disclose

personal affairs' .

In addition' the

information may

which is most directlY

exempts from disclosure

'information relating to

exemptions in respect of confidential or secret

also protect privacy. l5 As \¡/as noted a propos

74. Freedom ot InformatÍon Act 1982 (Cth)' s. 22 provi es for
release of copies of edited documents where this
the deletion of exempt material. Consequently'
inforrnation may be deleted in some cases, and the
document released.

is possible bY
pr ivacy-re levant
remainder of the

15. See Hayes, R. , I Legal Recognition of the value of
Confidentialit-y' , paper in Longman Professional Seminar,
'Directions iri Mediã Law' [1985. Longman Professional Seminar'
Sydneyl, esp. @ 14 et sêQ, for a discussion of some of the
aôpliãationJ of the confidentiality exemptions'
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the civil action for breach of confidence and the criminal

prohibitions upon the unauthorised interception of telephone

communications and the disclosure of information by government

employees, much of the information which is communicated in

confidence is intimate. One consequent of protecting obligations

of confidence may be to protect privacy.l6

L7.4.I.2.I. rlnformation relating to personal affairs'

The Freedom of Information Act does not define the phrase

'personal affairs' . According to Deputy President Ha11 in the

Administrative Appeals Tribunal, the phrase is 'inherently

incapable of precise or exhaustive definition' . l7 The phrase

appears to be used in the Act in contradictinction to the phrase

'business and professional affairs' . lB

16. See generaIIY Netthe llrt r G., 'Private
Disclosure and

Information
the Public

1n PubIic
Hands: ConfidentialitY, Court
(I979) l0 Federal L. Rev. 329.

Interest, I

17. Re Anderson & the De rtment of Immi ration and Ethnic
Affai rs '

per eputy Pres en A. N. Ha

18. Ibid. See also Re williams & Federal Court of Australia,
(1985) B ALD 2L9¡ Young & Wicks, (Beaumont J., Federal Court in

ey , No. Qfd G.88/1985, unreported)' 30 1986; Re DyrenfurthSydn
&De

May
No.rtment of SociaI Security' (A.A.T. 

'
VB6/452, unreported )

rtment of Trans ort, (1985) 4 AAR
a

Apr ;Rehi seman&De
83, esp. G 91. Sect on 4I has been nte rpre ted
information about legaI Persons: News Co oration Ltd

1
as excluding
. v. Nat ional-

Companies and Sec urities Commission, 198 A. L. 2
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The exemption is generally considered to be available in respect

of information about any matter of private concern to an

individual'rl9 ie. information relating to medical, domestic t ot

financiat affairs such as information about academic progress '

family or sexual rel-ationships, income' assets' liabilities'

etc.2o

Both the Admistrative Appeals Tribunal and the Federal Court have

interpreted the phrase 'personal affairs' broadly. They have

treated information about personal affairs as extending to records

of matters of opinion.2I However, the phrase may not be as wide

as the definition of personal affairs contained in clause 6 of the

(Iapsed) Privacy Bill I9B6 (cth):

information or an opinion, whether true or not, and

whether recorded in a material form or not, about a

natural person whose identity is apparent t ot can

19. Submission by the Commonwea I th Attorney-General's DePar tment
to the Senate Standing
Affairs' inquirY into
freedom of information I
13, G 17' Para.3.2.2.2'

Commi tt ee on Constitutional and Legal
the operation and administration of the
egislation, Hansard of Evidence' supra n'

20. Attorney-General's Department, 'Revised Freedom of
Information Mêmorandum No. 23', (Update No. 1 of F.O.I.
Memorandum No. 23), 'FOI Act Provisions in Respect of Documentys
containing rnformation Relating to Personal Affairs" Iavailabre
from the Commonwealth Attorney-General's Department ' Robert Garran
Offices, Canberrral, @ 4, esp. para. 7.

2I. Hansard' supra n' 13, @ 22t 23' & I52'-L54'
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reasonably be ascertained, from the information or

opinion.22

Whatever its limits, the phrase 'information relating to personal

affairs, is wider that the category of intimate information the

circulation of which directly affects privacy according to this

thesis. Much personal information which is likeIy to be

incidentally included in documents is likely to be non-intimate'

such as names and addresses or job titles.

In the main, much of this type of information is already in the

public domain, or at least there is no real objection, upon

privacy grounds, to it becoming So. (There ñâ!r of course, be

objections to its publication upon other grounds.) However, as

was discussed above in Part fI, the circulation of apparently

innocuous information may have prívacy implications '

Consequently, a broad exemption is necessary in order to protect

pr ivacy.

I7 .4.I.2.2. I Unreasonable disclosure '

According to the orthodox interpretation

rnformation Act I9B2 (Cth)' disclosure under

of the Freedom of

the Act is disclosure

22. See also forthcom lng report of the Senate
supra n. 9on Constitutional and LegaI Affairs'

Standing Committee
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to the worl-d at large.23 A variety of factors is considered to

be relevant to the determination whether the disclosure' is

t unreasonabl-e' . There are generally said to i nclude: inter aI ia

the nature of the information and the circumstances in which it

was obtained ; the extent to which the pubì- ic i nterest i n

disclosure may outweigh the invasion of privacyi 'the degree of

personal sensitivity of the information' and the extent to which

it is already a matter of public knowledge; the public prominence

of the person to whom the information relates; the nature and age

of document containing the informat ion; and the relationship

between the freedom of information applicant and the information-

sub j ect.24

Bayne has suggested that applicants' particlar interest or

circumstances may also be relevant.25 Bayne's view may derive

some support from the Administrative Appeals Tribunal's decision

in Re Actors Equity and the Australian Broadcastinq TribunaI. In

that case, the Tribunal noted that agencies should not ignore an

applicant's special interest in obtaininq access to particular

&Re trar of the Federal Cour tof Australia '1S23.
(198s esp. G

Re WiIlÍams
ALD

24.
(1984
gener
supra

aI Iy
n.

Re Chandra & De artment of Immi ration and Ethnic Affa i rs ,

A. L. N. r êsp. per DePutY Pres dent Ha 25 See

25. Bayne, supra n. 9, G 183.
Information Legislation', in
Franklin, N. (eds), 'Review of
ed. Law Book Co. SYdneYl 'Attorney-General's Department I s
8, para, 22 & 23 -

Memorandum,

See also BaYne, P.J., tFreedom of
(forthcoming) Aronson, M. ' &

Administrative Action', t1987. 2nd'
esp. @ 321. See similarlY, the
Rèvised Memorandum' supra n. 20, @

the Attorney-General's Department, Revised
20, G 6 I' Para. 13 23.
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in Re Simons & Victorian Eqq Market i noinformation.26 Further,

Boards, the Victorian Administrative

documents under the Victorian Freedom

Appeals Tribunal released

of Information Act L9B2 in

reliance upon undertakings as to the

would be used.27

way in which the information

However, Bayners suggestion is not consistent with the "disclosure

to the world at large" orthodoxyr and the Commonwealth

Administrative Appeals Tribunal has not expressly applied

reasoning analogous to Simons.2B

As was noted above, the extent to which an information subject is

a public figure may affect the determination whether a given

disclosure is 'unreasonable' . If this \'^rere to be applied in the

same hray as the American courts have applied their'public figure'

defence to defamation actions, the Freedom of Information Act may

undermine the privacy of people to have obtained some social

prominance.29

26. (1984 ) 1 A.A.R. 22 See also Re z and the Austra lianb.
Taxation Office, (1984) 6 ALD 673, and the comments in the Rev i sed

Memorandumr supra n. 20, @ 8' Para. 22. See the submission bY the
Standing Committee on

13, and forthcomingAttorney-General's Department to the Senate
Constitutional and Legal Affairs' supra n

report by that Committee' supra n' 9'

27. Re Simons & Victorian E Market in Board,
See a so Getman v. Nat ona Labor Re at ons Boar
(1e7r ) .

28. But cf. Bayne, 1987, supra n' 25, G 321'

lr98sl 1

d, 450 F

VAR
2d

54.
670

29. See Strossen,
Achievements of
Public Officials or

N., 'A Defence of the AsPirations
the U.S. Ru1es Limiting Defamation
PubIic Figures', (1986) l5 Pt'U'L'R'

But Not the
Actions bY
4r9.
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The ,public figure' defence has been recognised by American

defamation law in respect of publications which have littIe' if

anything, to do with the complainant's official conduct ' 30

virtuatly any publication about a person who is a public figure'

whether by election, appointment to public officet oY act of

heroism (as in the case of the lr,larine who foiled the assassination

attempt on President Ford in 1975), has been justified in the

absence of evidence of 'actual malice"3l

I7.4.1.2.3. American freedom of information jurisprudence

As was noted earlier, Austral ian freedom of information

tegislation departs from its American model in Some respects' The

section 4I exemption of document unreasonably disclosing

information relating to the personal affairs is one such

30. Se e New York Times v. Sull ivan, 37 6 U. s. 254 (t 96 4

of the court, G 279 280
per
for
fnBrennan J. delivering the

'pubì. ic f igure 'the original
America, truth

opln]-On
of the defence.

defamation.
formulation
is a complete defence to actions for

31. See Giglio' E.D. ' 'Unwanted Publictity, the News It4edia, and

the Constitution: Whe re PrivacY Rights ComPete with the First
Amendment' , (1978) 12 Akron L. Rev. 229¡ E1der, D. ' 'Defamation'
Pubt ic Officialdom and the Rosenblatt v. Baer Criteria A

Proposal for Revivification:
v. Su11 ivan' , (1984) 33 Bu

Freedom o Speech and Defamation: MeIanchoIY Reflections on the
Failure of a Reformr, paper presented at the 7th National

fw York Times Co'
ff . L. Rev. 579 ¡ and KirbY, M'D' '

Conference of Labor LawYers' 2-4 August 1985, Melbourne'
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departure. Nonetheless, the American jurisprudence may provide

some indication as to how freedom of information Iegislation may

affect privacY.

The American Freedom of Information Act exempts disclosures which

involve a 'clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy" In

Dep artment of the Air Force v. Rose, the United States Supreme

Court expressly adopted the views of the United States

Report No. Bl3:

The phrase 'clearly unwarranted invasion of

privacy'enunciates a policy that wiII involve a

balancing of interests between the protection of an

individual's private affairs from unnecessary

public scruti^y, and the preservation of the

public's right to governmental information'32

The phrase 'information relating personal affairs'

excludes informaLion relating to performa.,c".33 The

pharse apears

United States

to be broader. In Columbian Packino Co

Sena te

probably

Amer i can

fnc. v.

to

work

Department of Aqriculture ' the

Appeals (First circuit) treated the disclosure

U. S. Court of

of information

32. De artment of the Air Force v. Rose, 425 U.S. 352 ( r97 6), per
Brennan . del vering t e
from the U.S. Senate RePort
Re Jamieson & De artment

ono the court, @ 372¡ quotingop 1n
No.
of

813, G 9.
Aviation'

On this point see also
(A.A.T. ' No. vB3/180,

unreported 'Memoramdum
para. 7.

ctober 3 note n Attorney-Genera I's F.O.I.
No. DL2t and the Revised Memorandum, supra n' 20, @ 4,

33. See Re WiIliams' supra n. 18' But contra:
n. lB.

Re Wiseman r supra
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contained in the personnel records of two former meat inspectors

who had been involved in bribery, as involving an invasion of

privacy. Accordingly, the question was whether this invasion htas

t unwarranted' . The court commented:

Ordinarily the individual careers of public

servants would be of small general interest but

the scandal ... was far-reaching and of great

notoriety. To forstall similar occurrences, the

public has an interest in discerning how the

officials conducted themselves prior to their

discharge for bribery, how well they were

supervised, and whether [tfre agency] or any of

its other personnel were chargeable with any degree

of culpabiltY for their crimes.34

As has been emPhasised, it

immune from every invasion

recognised bY the societY

are circumstances in which

Freedom of information maY

some circumstances such as those

is not necessary that privacy should be

in order for PrivacY to be said to be

at large as a distinct interest. There

privacy must yield to other interests '

have to take precedence over privacy in

in Columbia Pack inq.

34. Columbia Pack in Co. Inc. v. United States De artment of
Aqr iculture '

6 El n
@opinion of the court' 499 .

), Per am ell J. ê ver ngt e
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L7.4.2. Amendrnent Or annotation of personal records

part V of the Freedom of Information Act contains a series of

provisions entitling people who have secured access to documents

containing information about their personal affairs to apply for

the amendment of the record of that information on the ground:

(a) that it is incomplete, incorrect, out of date'

or misleadi.g; and

(b) that titl has been used¡ ot is being used or is

available for use by the agency or Minister for an

administrative PurPose. 35

Part V is similar to the fair credit provisions which were

discussed earlier. Further, the (lapsed) Privacy (consequential

Amendments) Bill 1986 (which is discussed below in chaptet 25)

wouId, if re-introduced and enacted, extend this right to seek

amendment or anotation. In addition, the Information Pri-vacy

principtes contained in the (also lapsed) Privacy BilI 1986 (which

is also discussed in chapter 25) may affect the vtay in which Part

V is applied. The Information Privacy Principles are intended to

regulate commonwealth government record-systems and may may

therefore set standards determining when information is

, incomplete, incorrect . . . or misleading' . In particular'

Information Privacy Principle 3 requires that information should

s. 4 8. See Re Page a35. Freedom of
Director General
aIlop J pres

Securit ADMN 92-023t esp. Per
for a discussion of

I nformat ion
of Social

Act I9B2 (crh),
t1e84l

70,174,
this section.

d ng as the AAT @

I



be I relevant

unreasonable

subjectr .
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purpose' and

upon the Personal

'does not

affairs of

intrude to an

an information-
to

extent

The Administrative Appeals Tribunal has not confined Part V to

records containing purely factual information (assuming that it is

possible to identify such a category).36 The Tribunal has

considered requests f.or the amendment or annotation of records

containing professional judgements, opinions, and personnel

evaluations.3T

This may raise difficulties. In some cases, the amendment or

annotation of a record may be requested as a means of bringing a

collateral challenge to a substantive decision or

determination.3B For instance, amendment of an inaccurate record

36.-. Ãs is d i scussed the the f orthcom i ng report o
itConstitutional and Lega 1 Affairs Committee' suPra n' 9|

difficult to draw a Precise demarcation between fact and oPin
in this context. For instancêr a medical rePort bY a qualif

the
is

ion
ied
alt
has
ied
ous
of

doctor th
whilst a
susta ined
psych iat r
d i sorde r
opi nion.

at a person has a broken leg may be callsed as factu
report by the same doctor that the same Patient
asp eci f ic back inj urY ' o r a report bY a qualif

ist that the same P atient is suffering from a nerv
may be a Profess ionalIy controversial exPression

83; Re Leverett & Aus ral an Te ecommunl

3 7. See Re Resch & De artment of Veteran I s Affairs, (1986) 9

A.L.D. 3BO; Re Wiseman & De artment of Trans ort, 985 ) 4 AAR
ion, (1985)cat ions Commiss

8 A.L.N. I See also R v . Department o rmy supp.
770 (1980), esP. @ 774.

38. See for eg. Re Olss on & Australian Bu reau of Statistics '
(4.4. T. ' No . Q85/I47 |
American courts have

unreported Apr
rejected attemPts

determinations collaterallY under the (US)
PeIlerin v. Veterans Administration

. Note that t
to attack agencY

Privacy Act tS USC

, 790 F. 2d. 1553552a1 :
(1rth., r986 ) ,

Labor t
esp.

607 F
@ 1555;
Supp. 697

C ir. ETS V. United States
Department of .C. Ca 19 r eSP'
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about a person's marital status

upon that Person's entitlement

social security Act rg47 (cth).39

Despite the

prov i s ions

that Part V

recogni t ion

management

consequential effect

benef its under the

may

to

have a

var ious

It is not certain how extensive this right to seek amendment or

annotation is or should be under the Freedom of Information Act.

It is difficult to determine criteria to ensure that remedyinq

errors or inaccuracies in records will neither result in Winston

Smith style revisionism nor indirectly alter substantive riqhts by

(in some cases retrospectively) altering the 'facts' upon which

decisions are based.40

practical difficulties which may flow from the Part Y

for the amendment or annotation of records, it seems

serves to create a climate which is conducive to the

of privacy by promoting the fairness of information

practices.

699-700.

39. See Re Resch, supra n. 37, and Re Leverett '1987, supra n. 25, @

supra
346

n. 37 , esp.
348.

40. The resolution of this problem (and others such as the use
of requests for amendment appeals to attract ancilliary
jurisOittion to Tribunals or Courts lacking the jurisdiction Lo

resolve the substant ive issues - ) is beyond the scope of this
thesis. However, there are considerable practical difficulties
which must be confronted by any set of rules regulating
information management practices'
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17.5. Use or dissemination of information: administrative

fai rness

Some uses of personal information may give rise to proceedings

under administrative law or before quasi-judicial tribunal-s. In

general, the courts and quasi-tribunal-s are are required to

examine processes for their observance of natural justice or

procedural regularity etc. Consequently, the examination of any

given complaint does not focus upon any particuLar action or event

in the abstract. Rather, it ranges over the entire process.

Privacy may be addressed only to the extent that a given dealing

with intimate information may be thought to be unfair.

Before discussing the statutory administrative and quasi-judicial

remedies affecting the discriminatory use of information' the

review of administrative action is considered'

17.5.I. Judicial review of administrative action

In the Commonwealth sphere, the review of administrative decisions

has been formalised by the Administrative Decisions (Judicial
(

Review) Act I977. The common Iaw principles still apply to a

range of state and Territory public and and non-public bodies'
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such as trade

authorities.4I

unionst clubs¡ societies' tribunals and

Where iL is alleged that a decision has been influenced by a

consideration of irrelevant ( in the judicial review sense ) ,

intimate personal information, it may be posSibIe to seek the

judicial review of that decision. It may thus be possible to

secure an order of the court directing a decision-maker to

disregard that information.

This remedy is not designed to prevent people from learning any

particular type of information. Nor is it designed to remedy an

objectionable circulations of intimate information. Rather, it

serves to prevent, or to provide a remedy fot, the use' that is to

say the consideration of, information which is properly viewed as

being irrelevant to the making of the decision under review.42

However, the factors which affect deteminations of irrelevance'

4I. See Innes v. W lie ( I84 4) I Car.& K. 257; 114
K.B. 523¡

E.R. 800;
You v. La es Im er a CIub Ltd ' l]-920l 2 Graham v.
S ncl alr ( 19r c.L.R. ; Walton v. Holland, [1963] NZLR

; Annamunt hoddo v . Of f icial hlorkers' Trade Union, Ir96r] A.c.
on v. owen No. 48) 77 C.L.R.945¡

601;
F.G

Austra an Wor
Ridge v. Baldwin

.C. ) Ltd. v. Lan

ers Un
I A.C. ; Metr oI tan Pro rties Co.

non, t19691 1 0.8. 57 R. v. Commonwea t
lissation an Arb tr ation Commissioni ex arte the An

22 C.L.R. 5 6¡ Loca vernment Boar v. Ar ê¡
5l A.C. I20¡ Jeffs v. New Zealand Da Product on & Market n

Board, [1967] I A.C.

C onc 1

rou
t9

42. See the f ollowing papers which l¡rere presented at
on Administrative Law: Retrospect and Prospect' 15
Australian National universíLy, canberra: wilcox' M

Review and Public Policy'; Goldring, J., rThe values
Judicial Reviewr i Bennett, D., 'The Assimulation
Review to Review on the Merits | .

the Seminar
16 May I9B7 |
. , 'JudiciaI
Inherent in

of Judicial
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in this context are I ikely to be resemble

nominated in as guiding the characterisation of

discussion in Part I ah¡ove.

those which b/ere

information in'the

The effects of this type of remedy are two-fold. First' there may

bea Iimited ex post facto remedy for the circulation of intimate

information which has been improperly used. Second1y, it may

quell objections to the circulation of intimate information by

militating against the fear that this will be disadvantageous.

The availabJ-ity of judicial review may have indirectly affect the

acquisition of information. It may prevent¡ ot at l-east deter,

some decision-makers from acquiring intimate information. If the

considerationt ot use, of a particular type of information in

course of the making of some given decision may result in a court

overturning that decision for having taken into account irrelevant

considerations, it may be that decision-makers witl be inhibited

from seeking to acquire information of that type'

In practice, once it has been demonstrated that the information

has been acquired, the onus may shift to the decision-maker to

prove that the information v/as not taken into accounL. Similar1y'

people may be deterred from manipulating data to reveal-

information of a type which may invalidate a decision.43

43. See Brennan, F.G.' 'The Purpose and ScoPe o fJu icial
Review t , in Taggart, M. (ed), rJudicial Review of Administrat TVE

Àction in the I9B0's: Problems and ProsPects I 
, 11986. Oxford Un tv.

Press. Aucklandl , 18, @ f8. Justice Brenna n offers a social
contract-stIYe analYsis of judi cial reviewr suggesting that it is
dep endant upon communitY conf idence. To some extent this may

suggest that judicial review is dependant upon the communitY
recognition of standards and the desirabilitY of judicial
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In this context, statutory rights of access (discussed earlier)

may be significant. It may be possible to ascertain what

information is included in the decision-maker's records by lodging

an application under the relevant freedom of information statute'

or by approaching the N.S.W. Privacy Committeet or by making an

application under one of the Fair Credit Reporting Acts'

Al-ternatively, given that judicial review is a judical remedy, it

may be possible to gain access to records to which there is no

ordinary right of access through the processes of discovery which

are available to the parties to an action in a superior court.

L'l .5.2. Non-judicial review of administrative action

A range of administrative and quasi-judicial bodies supervise

administrative action. For instance, the commonwealth

Administrative Appeals Tribunal is a non-judicial body which

reviews commonwealth administrative act ion, and where

appropriate, mây substitute its own decision.44rh. Tribunal may

consider whether a decision has been influenced by consideration

of information of a type which should not be taken into account

enforcement
recognition
in Part I.

of
of standards of intimacY

those s tand ards IN a manner
which was

analogous
d i scus sed

to the
in above

44. Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act 1975 ( Cth) ' s.43 ( 1 ) .

Similarly, Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act 1984 (Vic)'
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such as about matters which are protected from discrimination bY,

for example, the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth). In turn,

this may provide a limited review of the circulation of

information of that type. (See the discussion below in section

17.s.3).

These administrative and quasi-judicial bodies are most numerous

at the Commonwealth LeveI.45 However, non-judicial

administrat ive review is also avaitable in some State and

Territory jurisdictions.46 In each of the Austral-ian

jurisdictions, there is a statutory ombudsman with prescribed' but

noL necessarily Comprehensive, po\,üers to receive, investigate and

report upon complaints made about the administrative actions of

government agencies and prescribed authorities.4T

45. See for eg. Admin i strative APPea Is Trl buna I Act 19 /5 (crh)
(which al-so crea ted the Administrativ e Review Council) and the
Ombudsman Act I9 76 (Cth). See also the SociaI SecuritY APPeal-s

Tribunal ' the Ve teran I s Review Board etc. Some of t hese are
discussed bY BaYne, P.J. ' 'Background PaPer: The Commonwe alth
System of Non-Ju
'Administrative L
A.N.U. ' Canberra.

dicial Review' , paper PrePared for the Sem ]-nar
aw: Retrospect and Prospect', 15 & 16 May l 987 ,

46. Eg. Victorian Administrative Appeals Tribunal-, and Police
Complaints auifrority. In addition, there are Residential Tenancies
Tribunals, Crimes Compensation Tribunnals, Estate Agents Boards'
Motor Accidents Boardã, Planning Appeals Boards, etc. in various
jurisdictions.

47. See Ombudsman Act Ig76 (Cth); Ombudsman Act L974 (NSW);

ombudsmanActlg73(Vic)'ombudsmanActl-gTB(Tas);ombudsmanAct
lg72 (sA); and ombudsman (Northern Territory) AcL I977 (NT)' In
w.A and Queensland the ombusdmen are styled 'Parliamentary
commissioners,. see Parliamentary commissioner Act I97I (WA); and

Parliamentary Commissioner Act I974 (OId) '
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The powers of the various Ombudsmen are limited, and localised

according to the jurisdictions vested by the various empowering

Acts. They are, however, all based upon similar principles. OnIy

the powers of the Commonwealth Ombudsman are considered here. As

in the case of the freedom of information Iegislation, this

pplies mutatis mutandis to the Powers of the Stateexamination a

and TerritorY Ombudsmen.

The Commonwealth Ombudsman is empowered to investigate and report

upon actions, decisions, recommendationst ot omissions which are

alleged to have been, inter aliar unrêâsonable, unjust, oppresive

or improperly ( ie. adversely ) discriminatory, erroneous '

influenced by improper or irrelevant factors, contrary to law

etc.4B

Like courts exercising judicial review, ombudsmen focus upon the

consequences of the use ' rather than upon access to or learning of

information.4g fhis may deter decis ion-makers and/or record-

keepers from seeking intimate information which is irrelevant

48. Omb
rOmbudsme

discussio
I Ombudsma
delivered
Prospect,
Canberra.

udsman Act I976 (crh), s. 15(1). See Di sney, J.,
n in Australia', (197 4) 46 ( 4 ) Austral ian 0. 3B ' for a

no f the role and function of Ombudsmen; Selby, H',
n Inc. : A Bullish Stock with a Bare Performance', pape r

at the Sem inar on Adminstrative Law: Retrospective and
15 16 May 1987, ât the Australian National University'

49. For a discussion of the role and function of ombudsmen see:
sawer, G. , 'Ombudsm€rìr r Í1964. Melb. Univ. Press . ueIb. I ; Stacey I

F. , ,OmbuOsmãn Compared' , t 1978. Clarendon Press ' Oxfordl ;

International Ombudsman Institute Survey for the Commonwealth
Secretariat, 'Ombudsmen in the Commonwealth', t1980' Commonweal-th

Secretariat, London. l
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because of the possibility that their actions or decisions may be

impugned for the consideration of irrelevantt ot prejudicial' or

discriminatory information once it is discovered that they have

such information in their possession. (The Ombudsman is empowered

to 'obtain information and make such inquiresr âs he thinks

fit.50 Consequently he is able to examine files in order to

determine what information is available to the decision-maker or

record-keeper under investigation. )

SimilarIy, the availability of remedies for the improper use of

information may quel-I objections to the circulation of intimate

information by assuaging the fears of harm resulting from its

circulation.

17.5.3. Unlawful discrimination

A variety of statutes prohibit discrimination upon specified

grounds. The Human Rights and EquaI Opportunity Commission Act

1986 (Cth), and Racial Discrimination Act I975 (Cth) ' apply

throughout Australia.5l The Sex Discrimination Act 1984 (Cth),

50. Ombudsman Act 1976 (Cth ), s. 8(3).

51. Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission Act I9B6 (Cth),
s.3 definitlon of'acL'and'practice'applies the Act to acts
or practices by or on behalf of the Comonwealth or an agency of
the Comonwealtli, wholly or partly within a Territoryt ot under a

Commonwealth or Territory enactment'
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which also applies throughout Australia, attaches only to actions

by trading or foreign corporationsrin the course of banking' or

insurance extending beyond the Iimits of any one state,

international and inter-state trade or commerce, and trade or

commerce between the Territories and/or a Territory and a State '

and actions by or on behalf of the commonwealth of Australia or

the Administration of a Territory.52 (The Sex Discrimination Act

(Cth) is complemented by Iegislation in four of the States: the

Anti-Discrimination Act Ig77 (NSw)t the Equal opportunity Act l9B4

(vic ) ; the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 ( S.A. ) ; and the Equal

opportunity Act I9B4 (vl.A) .53 )

The Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Act 1986 (Cth) is the most

general of these Acts. The Act provides' inLer alia, for a Human

Rights and Equal Opportunity commission to exercise functions

under the Race Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth) and the sex

Discrimination Act l-984 (Cth). The Commission is generally

empowered to 'inquire into any act or practice that may be

52. Sex D scr m nat on Act 84 Ct r S. Note that on 2L MaY

1987 , Justice SPender sitting in the Federal Court of Australia in
Brisbane referred an appeal agains t a decision of the Human Rights
Commission (as it then was) which had been made in November 1986

ag ainst Mr Grant Booth, to the fed eral and state attorneY-generals
inviting them to consider whether the case should be referred to
the High Court for consideratio n of the validitY of the Sex

Di scr imination Act. See report 'VaIidity of sex bias Iaw Placed
in doubt' , in the Canberra Times ( newsp. ) , 22 May 1987, @ 7.

53. See Mccary, G.J., 'DiSCriminatiOn "on the Ground of": A note
on an overtooktã Requirementr, t19B5l r3 Aust. Bus. L. Rev' 250,

for a discussion of some of the consequences of these provisions'
See also Astor, H., & Nothdurft, J.' ìAnti-discrimination law and

pno"ical disability - A leap in the.dark" (I986) 11 Legal Service
Bulletin 250¡ Adams, W., ;Th" judiciary and anti-discrimination
law', (1986) 1I LegaI Service Bulletin 247'
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inconsistent with or contrarY to any human rightr.54 The Human

Rights and Equal Opportunity Act I986 (Cth) proffers a broad

definition of discrimination which included distinctions on the

basis of 'race, colour' sex t TQtigion, Political opinion, national

extraction or social origin'.55

As was discussed above in chapter 5, privacy and discrimination

are closely related. Consequently, the availability of remedies

against discrimination in the manner contemplated in the Racial

Discrimination Act Ig75 (Cth), the Sex Discrimination Act 1984

(Cth) and the Human Rights and EquaI Opportunity Commission Act

1986 (Cth) may promote privacy by deterring the circulation of

information relating to race, colour, Sex, rnarital status'

pregnancy, religion, political opinion, national extraction or

social origin.

As was discussed in Part l, Iegislation of this type influences

t-he characterisation of information. It also protects privacy by

providing remedies against the use of information which, Iargely

because of the legislation's prescriptions, is Seen to relate

to aspects of Iife which should be treated as'off stager'

54. Human Rights
s. 11(1)(f).

and Equal

55. Ibid.' s.3(1)-

Opportunity Commis s ion Act 1986 (crh),
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17 .6. Àdministrative remedies for the use of information and

privacy.

Like the avai labilty of jud ic ia1 or administrat ive review,

prohibitions upon the use of nominated categories of information'

may deter people from seeking to acquire, or from manipulating

data to reveal, information of this type. They may therefore

p rovide some ex post facto remedies against an objectionable

circulation of intimate information.

In

to

to

to

of

practice, it may be difficult to distinguish between objections

the way in which the information has been used and objections

the circulation of information. In many cases, people object

the circulation of particular classes of information because

their objections to the way in which it may be used'

As vtas discussed in chapter 5, objections to, or ínjuries

resul_ting fromr the use of information are distinct from

objections to the circulation of that same information because of

its type. As has been noted, the availability of remedies against

the use of information (such as prohibition upon discrimination)

may quelt objections to the circulation of information.

Equally, the fact that people do not discriminate against others

despite knowing information upon which they may discriminate, does

not derogate from an invasion of privacy if (i) the information is



intimate; and (ii)

party learning the
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the information-subject objects to that third

information.

One effect of administrative and quasi-judicial remedies against

discrimination, or the consideration of irrelevant factors etc.

may be to prevent the collection or storage of certain types of

intimate information. They may thus discourage the circul-ation of

information of that type and in so doing protect privacy.

These prohibitions establish a framework of fair information

management practices.56 In this¡ they are similar to the freedom

of information legislation. They tend to create a climate which

is conducive to the recognition of privacy as an additional, and

discrete, interest to be taken into account in the determination

of the wider question of fairness.

Establishing fair information management practices may al-so

assuage concerns about interferences with privacy' As \^/as

discussed earlier, privacy concerns are closely related to fear of

adverse discrimination. Where the fear of discrimination is

obviated, objections to the circulation of intimate information

may be waived, and concerns about the circulation of intimate

information maY diminish.

56. See Australian
'Privacy', t1983. AGPS. Canberral,
327-341' (Para. 7 05-733), for a

considerations and Iaws applicable
information management practices.

Law Reform Commiss ion ' Report No.
vol. I, esp e 304 (Para.
discussion of some of
to the establishment of

22,
657),

the
fair
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If it desírable to institute and regulate fair information

management practices, it is necessary to determine: ( ï ) the

criteria which should be applied to the determination of the issue

of fairness (eg. accuracy) and (ii) the mechanisms by which this

may be achieved êg. judicial scrutiny or by the intervention of

independent arbiters etc.

It is only when privacy is ( independently) recognised by the

society at large that privacy should be taken into account as one

criterion relevant to the wide.r question of the fairness of any

given set of rules regulating information mnagement.



PART IV : INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION OF PRIVACY
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CHAPTER 18

INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS

The International Covenant on CiviI and PoIitical Rights

(the Covenant ) , \^Iith the exception of article 4I , entered into

force on the 23 March Ig76 in accordance with sub-article 49(l'),

'three months after the date of the deposit with the Secretary-

General of the United Nations of the thirty-fifth instrument of

ratification or instrument of accession"l

The requirement of thirty-five acceptances had been adopted as

a compromise: the commission on Human Rights had proposed that

twenty acceptances should suff íce¡2 and the French delegate to

the Third Committee had argued for acceptance by a minimum of one

half of the tvlembers of the united Nations t ot preferably two

thirds.3

1. [1980] No. 23 Aus. T.S. , art. 49 ( l ).

2. 18
Rights '

ECOSOC SuPP 7,
on articles 26

Annex 1, RePort of the
and 51; UN doc E/2573

Commission on Human
(1es4 ) .

doc A/C.3/SR .I27 4, @

34, the Covenant has
less than two thirds

3. 1B G.A.o.R. (Third Committee) 1963, UN

para 2I. As is noted below on page406 n'
now been accepted by more than one half but
of the Memberi of the United Nations '
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Australia signed the Covenant on

of the earl iest acts bY the

Government.

1B December L972. This was one

newly elected Whitlam Labor

De Stoop suggested that December I972 marked an important change

in Australia's attitude to international human rights

obligations.4 This may be so. However, this change in attitude

has not be confined to Labor governments. Perhaps it was less of

a change of attitude than it was a return to an earlier attitude

the internationally active one which had characterised the pre-

Menzies era.

Australia was an active participant in the human rights debates in

the 1940's and 1950's. In L946, Australia had been a forceful

advocate for the establishment of a world court of human rights

a new type of international judicial body to be empowered to hanci

down binding decisions.5

Ratification of the covenant was delayed for almost eight years'

Mr Andrew Peacock, the Foreign Minister under the Fraser Liberal

Government signed Australia's ratification of the covenant on 4

August I980, and it hras received by the secretary-General nine

days later.

4. De
Treat ies
esp @ 27

Stoop' D.F.J.J. 'on Human Rights I ,
Austral a's Approach to

Aust. Y.B. on
Internat ional
Int'I L. 27,

I
[1970-L973]

5. See HarPer, N., & Sissons' D

Nations' r tf959. Manhatten Publish'
a discussion of this Period.

. , 'Austral ia
Co. N.Y.l esp

and the United
G chapt. 9 for
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The Covenant entered into force for Australia on 13

'three months after the date of the deposit of the

of ratification' in accordance with sub-article

Covenant.

November 1980:

instrument

49 (2 ) of the

to have bi-partisan support in Australia'

of commitment to the Covenant may differ

part ies .

The Covenant aPPears

However, the degree

between the Political

The 1980 ratification was accompanied by a series of reservations

to articles 2, 10, 14, L7 , 19 , 20, 25 and 50 and a general

declarat ion t imiting Austral ia' s undertakings in respect of

articles 2(I) , 14, IB, L9, 24, 25 and 26 '6 The reservation

which r¡Jas entered in respect of art icle 17 bore Some resemblence

to article B (2) of the European Convention on Human Rights

(convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental-

Freedoms ) . The text read:

Australia accepts the principles stated in Article

L7 without prejudice to the right to enact and

administer laws which, insofar as they authorise

action which impinges on a personts privacy '
family, home or correspondence, are necessary in a

democratic society in the interests of national

securityr public safety, the economic well-being of

thecountry,theprotectionofpublichealthor

6. See 80 No.
reservations etc.

3 Aust. T.S. G 2 for t et CX to these
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freedoms
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the protection of the rights and

othe rs.7

According to the Australian Initial Report submitted in 1981, this

reservation was included because of the uncertainty which attached

to the word ,arbitrary' in article I7 .B This uncertainty is

discussed in some detail delow in chapter 22, especially at page

443 et seq.

This reservation was withdrawn in

Foreign Minister for the Hawke Labor

the Liberal Government's reservations

effect from 6 November 1984'9

1984. Mr BilI HaYden, the

Government, withdrew most of

on 20 October 1984 with

Convention on
etween

Human

Most reservations \^tere withdrawn in entirety' HOwever' Some were

retained in a modified form, particularly the reservations in

respect of article I0 (segregation of juvenile and adult accused

persons)r article 14 (compensation for wrongful conviction); and

articles I9 (freedom of expression and opinion)' 2L (right of

peaceful assembly), and 22 (freedom of association) were deemed to

be interpreted in accordance with the article 20 prohibitions on

7. No. Aust. c , Note t rese lence
this reservation and art'
Rights which is quoted on

8(2) of the EuroPean
page 441 below.

g. u.N. doc. ccPR/C/I4/Add.L, dated 11 December 1981' @ 99 '
para. 3I8. Initial report by Australia submitted under article 40

of the covenant to the rstrt session of the Human Rights
Committee.

9. t19841 No. I Aust. T.S', @ I2'
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propaganda for war and advocacy of national, racial or religious

hatred.

The revised reservations entered in 1984 \^/ere prefaced

statement (not amounting to a formal reservation) that:

Australia has a Federal constitutional system in

which legislative, executive and judicial powers

are shared or distributed between the Commonwealth

and the constituent states. The implementation of

the treaty throughout Australia will be effected by

the commonweal-th, state and Territory authorities

having regard to the respective constitutional

powers and arrangements concerning their exercise.

by the

The revised reservations may not be permanent. The Minister

assisting the 14inister for Foreign Affairs, Senator Gareth Evans'

advised the commission on Human Rights in early 1985 that some

reservations had been retained for tpractical reasons, but their

removal will be further considered' ' l0

10. Evans , G. ,
the Commission
A. F .4. R. 82 , esP
given to making
acceding to the

I Austral ia 's Approach to Human Riqhts' , speec
February I985, ( l9B5 ) 5

that consideration was b
on Human Rights ' 7

e 84. He also noted

hto
6 (2)
eing

a decl-arat ion under
Optional Protocol.

article 4I of the Covenant and
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18.1. Obligations incurred under the Covenant

under sub-article 2(1) of the covenant, each state Party

undertakes to respect and to ensure to all

individuals within its territory and subject to its

jurisdiction the rights recognized in the

covenant, without any distinction of any kind, such

as race, colour' sex, language, religion, political

or other opinion, national or social- origin'

propertY, birth or other status'

This is an obligation of result rather than one of intent' The

obligation is to achieve a particular end. However, the means or

conduct by which that end must be achieved are not specified.ll

Article 2, precludes the states Parties from merely asserting that

they recognise and respect the rights and freedoms listed in the

Covenant. They are required to do something to embody them in

their domestic legal processes. Each State Party must provide the

means for people who complain of injuries to their rights or

freedoms under the Covenant some means by which to have those

rights:

1 I . Schachter, O., 'The Obligation o f the Part 1es to give Effect
and Potitical Rights' ' (1979) 73 Am. J.to the Covenant on Civil

of rnt'r L' 462' @ 462'
October L982, esP. @ 5

Australian reservations
given immediate effect.

See also UN. Doc CCPR/C/SR. 402, dated 27
the ( then)

Covenant be
, para. 29 ' commenting upon
and the requirement that the
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determined by competent judicial, administrative or

Iegislative authorities t ot by any other competent

authority provided for by the legal system of the

state, and to develop the possibility of judicial

review. r 2

Not alI of the states Parties have taken the requirements of

article 2 seriously. Many of them have reported to the Commission

on Human Rights (under article 4o) that all the rights listed in

the Covenant are recognised and 'ensured' in their countries so

that no additional measures are necessary' AS Schachter remarked'

'the assertions that atI necessary measures have been taken in

certain countries may seem bízarre in Iight of their actual

practices' . l3

The Australian Iegal system does not completely satisfy the

standards of the covenant, even if it is closer to doing so than

many others.l4 fqr LioneI Bowen' M.P.' the (then) Commonwealth

Attorney-General, noted at a university of New south wales seminar

on human rights Protection:

L2. Article 2(3) (b).

I3. Schachter, supra n.1I, G 463'

14. crawf orcl, J. R. , rThe Human Rights commission Bill , I979 , and

the International covenant on civil and PoIitical Rights, in 1980

UNSry seminai 'Legislating for Human Rights' , [ 1980 ' UNSW

publications. NSWI, 86, esp @ BB, Commented that'in a number of
ways (some of them importarìt) Australian Iaw does not compl-y with
the Covenant standardè'; Castles, A'C' rHuman Rights' The Common

Law and Australia's International obligations' , ( 1978 ) 7 Justice
(Aust ICJ) 52, @ 55
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white Australia is one of the few relatively good

respecters of human rights, there is no excuse or

reason for complacency and Australia'a voice wiIl

carrry more weight in international forums if our

own house is in order.15

Article 4I of the Covenant empol¡rers the States Parties to complain

to the Commission of Human Rights about each others conformity (or

non-conformity) with the international standards established by

the Covenant. (Of course the adage about glass houses may be

pertinent.) However, the Commission may act upon complaints only

where both the complainant and the alleged non-conforming State

have accepted its jurisdiction. Australia has not yet accepted

the obligations under article 41. consequentty, Australia is

formally immune for criticism for any failure to fulfil its

obligations under this Covenant.

AJ-though article 41 is, as it werer ârl optional extra, its

inclusion in the Covenant is remarkable. It is one of the

cl-earest embodiments of the rationale underlying the Covenant, and

indeed the entire approach to international human rights

instruments. As it is stated in the preamble to the Covenant:

I5. Bowe n, L., speech on the rAustraLian B I I1 of Rights' , to the
Seminar on Human Rights Protection in Australia, held at the
Faculty of Law, UniversitY o f New South Walesr oD WednesdaY, 11

December 1985 (AttorneY-Genera1's Press release No. I04/85, G l.
Parts of the sPeech, without the quoted Passag ê¡ appear in [1986]
A.C.L.36019. S ee Mann, F.A. , tBritain's BilI of Rightsr '

(1e78 )

g4 L.O.R. 5I2 ' @ 52I , discussing whether Engl-is
the European Convention.

h law complies with
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recognition of the inherent dignity and the equal

and inalienable rights of all members of the human

family is the foundation of freedom, justice and

peace in the world.

Article 2 of the Covenant does not seem to be as specific in its

requirement as article 1 of the European Convention on Human

Rightsr âh otherwise very similiar instrument. The European

Convention requires that its signatories (caIled the Hiqh

Contracting parties ) 'shal1 secure to everyone within their

jurisdiction the rights and freedoms defined in section 1r of the

convention (writer's emphasis). This is a more stringent

requirement than the generalised obligation to take 'the necessary

stePs'16.

states Parties may therefore ratify the covenant before amending

their legal systems so as to comply with its provisions' It is,

of course, necessary that they intend so to do. There is

considerable difference between agreeing to intend to amend a

legal system, or even agreeing to amend a legal system' and

actually undertaking so to Oo.17

16. Covenant ' art. 2(2) , ibid.

I7. See Robertson, 4.H., 'The United Nations
and PoIitical Rights and The European covention
(1969) 43 Br.Yb. Int'I L. 2I, esp @ 25'

Covenant on CiviI
on Human Rightsr '
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I8.2. Implementation of the Covenant

Although a federal state, there is no doubt that Australia

possesses both international personality and the capacity to sign

and ratify international agreements such as the International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Howeverrthe contents of

this covenant do raise special problems. Many of the rights and

freedoms listed in the Covenant fa11 within the category of

matters which have traditionally been viewed as being within the

province of the States. It was for this reason that ratification

r¡JaS So long delayed. For Some years, f ederal governments elected

to pursue a poticy of co-operation and consultation with the

various States, rather than¡ âs one Commonwealth Attorney-General,

Senator Durack , Q.C., put it 'ridinq roughshod over' them'18

18.2.1. Federal states

The Covenant does

provides that

not contain a federal clause. Article 50

enator Durack, rep v ng to on rom e na tor eorgea quest
DebatesGeorges' (1978) 77 Hansard' Senate

E/CNA/svb.2/ 452 (L7 June 1980)'
@ 2549. See also UN doc
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Covenant

States without

shall extend to

any limitations

This clause r¡ras not inserted casually. Several states ' among them

Australia, canada and the united states of America, had argued

strongly in favour of the insertion of a federal clause during the

debates over the Covenant in the early 1950'='19

presumably it was because of this omission that the original

reservations entered by Australia contained a broad Federal

clause. None of the other States Parties to the Covenant

exercised their right to object to this reservation. Its validity

Seems to have been accepted.20 However, the Secretary-GeneraI

did ask for an explanation of its meaning, and some of the

delegates at the seventeeth session of the Human Rights committee

in 1982 commented upon the 'lack of compatibil-ity' of the

Australian reservations with the Covenant'21

19. See eg. (r9s0 ) s .A.O.R. ( Third Comm ittee ) G 107-269 ¡ 134-
I35; ( I953 ) 8 c.A.O.R. (Third Committee) 198 207. See generallY
Castles, A.C. ' 'The Ratification of Interna tional Covenants and

Conventions t , (June 1969) 2 Justice (Aust. ICJ) l, esp G 9; &

Chafee, Z. ( jr ) ' 'FederaI and State Powers under t he UN Covenant
on Human Rights I , t19511 Wisc. L. Rev.389.

20. See Triggs , G. ,
International Covenant on
or Repudiation?' , ( I982 )

this.

'Australia's Ratification of the
Civil and Political Rights: Endorsement
31 I C.L.O. 276t for a discussion of

2I. UN. doc CCPR/C/9R.402 ,
meeting on MondaY 25 October
esp. G 5, Para . 28 & 29 .

October 1982, record o
d iscuss ion generallY r âÍl

dated 27
1982. See

f
d
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The I9B4 withdrawal of this reservation Ieft merely a caveat

alerting the other States Parties to the Covenant of Australia's

federal nature and distribution of powers. If the original

federal reservation was accepted, this caveat is virtually certain

to be acceptable. It is merely a statement of fact, however

Iamentable that fact may be. ft is not an attempt to evade the

obligations contained in the Covenant.

L8.2.2. Constitutional authority to implement the Covenant

The human rights obligations of Members of the United Nations are

now recognised to be 'a proper subject for internat ional

action,.22 Former Chief Justice Gibbs, who was in the minority

in both Koowarta v. B-ieIke-Petersen23 and The Tasmanian Dam

W,Zq appeared to accept that the Commonwealth Parl iament has

the power to implement the Covenant. In the eleventh Wilfred

FuIIagar Memorial Lecture, he remarked:

22.
S teph

Koowarta v. B elke-Petersen, (I982) f 3 C.L.R. l6 B, per
en J.

23. rbid.

Commonwealth v24.
158 C.L.R. I.

Tasmania, (The Tasmanian Dam case), ( 1983)
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It may appear from the decisions of the majority

that, subject to no very restrictive

qualifications, the commonweatth Parliament also

has pov/er under s.5l(xxix) (the External Affairs

power) to give effect to an international

convention to which Australia is party and which

provides for the recognition and enforcement of

civil rights.25

Stephenrs judgment in Koowarta v. BieIke-P

to implement its

main from section 5l

affairs Power. Justice

etersen is ProbabJ-Y the

least controversial statement of the

power to date.26

ambit of the external affairs

It may be treated as the lowest common denominator of the majority

judgements in Koowarta, a case in which the High court divided

four-three. This seems to have been the way in which Justice

Mason viewed it in The Ta sman]-an Dam case.27 According to

Justice stephen's view, the external affairs power may be invoked

Australia's constitutional authority

international obligation derives in Lhe

(xxix) of the Constitution the external

25. Gibbs, H.T. ' E leve nth Wilfred
f Human

whilst

Fu1 lagar
Rights' 'he was

Memorial Lecture:
( 1982) 9 Mon L.

Chief Justice of

The
Rev.

theConstitutional Protection o
l, G 9. (Address delivered
High Court of Australia.)

26. supra n. 22.

27. Commonwealth v. Tasmania, (The Tasmanian
seq.; Burmester' H.24, per Mason

An Australian
J. @ r22
Perspectiv

Dam case ) ,
, 'Federal
522, G 528

su,pra n.
Clauses:

529.
et
êt, (r985) 34 r.C.L.Q.
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to support legislation which gives effect to obligations imposed

by bona fide international treaties to which Australia is a party

where the subject matter of that treaty ( and therefore the

legislation) is of international concern'.

The subject-matter of the Covenant is human rights and the

Covenant is certainlY a bona fide international agreement. It is

no mere pretext invented in an attempt to

commonwealth's jurisdiction. consequently, section

the Constitution may provide authority for

Iegislation, and section I09 would ensure thaL the

legislation prevailed in the event of inconsistency.

extend the

51(xxix) of

Commonwealth

Commonweal th

HOwever, the COvenant addreSseS an enormous range of matters' If

the Commonweatth Government attempted to díscharge its

international obligations by legislating upon the entire range of

interest listed in the Covenant, the Commonweatth might exercise

jurisdicton in so many areas that it imperiled the existence of

the States. And it may be argued that the Constitution appears to

contemplate the continuance of the States'

In an article written before the Koowarta decision, Crawford took

the view that the wholesale implementation of the Covenant might

exceed the Commonwealth's constitutional authority as not being

incidental to Australia's international obligations.2B However,

the case for a wider interpretation of the external affairs powers

28. Crawford ' supra n. L4, at I03.
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is far stronger in the

of

wake of Koowarta and The Tasmanian Dam

case.

those

The just ices the Hiqh Court vrere divided in both. of

cases. Nonetheless, it is probable that (at the least) a

specific attempt to rectify particul-ar lacunae in the Australian

(ie. Commonwealth, Territorial and Statesrs) protection of human

rights and freedoms would be upheld.

This issue is beyond the scope of this thesis.29 The object here

is merely to note the controversy over the Commonwealth's

constitutional capacity to discharge its obliqations under the

Covenant. It must be noted that the Covenant provides for minimum

standards. It does not require that they be achieved in any

particular manner. The Commonwealth could, therefore, discharge

its international obligations by legislating for the minimum

protection required, and leaving to the States the day-to-day

administration of the protection of human rights.30

29. See Ross, P.G. , 'Some Aspects of ImPlement ing the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights under the
External Affairs Powerr , IJanuary 1986. Lt.M. thesis.
(unpubtished) Univ. of Qldl , for a discussion of Australia's
constitutional capacity to implement the Convenant.

30. But note: Viskauskas v. Niland' (r983) 1s3
(1984) r5B c

. 280¡ and
447 .

C.L.R
Universitv of Wollonqonq v. Metwallv L.R
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18.3. Article 17 of the Covenant

Article 17 of the covenant states:

I. No one shall be subjected

unlawful interference with his

home or correspondence r nor to

upon his honour and rePutation.

2. Everyone has the right to the

law against such interference or

to arbitrary or

privacy, family '
unlawful atLacks

protection of the

attacks.

The first constraint upon the interpretation of article 17 arises

from the Covenant itself. Article 5 of the Covenant provides that

1. Nothing in the present Covenant may be

interpreted as implying for any State' group or

person any right to engage in any activity or

perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of

the rights and freedoms recognized herein or at the

timitation to a greater extent than is provided for

in the Present Covenant.

Further, article 5 specifically prohibits any derogation from any

of the rights it articulates on the 'pretext that the Covenant

does not recognize such rights or recognizes them to a lesser

extent. '3I

31. Covenant, [ 19 801 No. 23 Aust. T.S., art.5(2).
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The article 5 constrainLs may significantly influence the extent

to which privacy t oT for that matter any other interest

listed in the Covenant, should be protected in law. Some of the

other interests contained in the Covenant conflict with one

another. For instance, Article I9 may conflict with article I7.

Article 19 provides for the right for freedom of opinion and

expression. However, article 19 expressly recognises that freedom

of expression must be subject to, inter alia, the'respect of the

rights or reputations of others ' .32

The starting point for the interpretation of any treaty is sub-

article 31(1) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties:

A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in

accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to

the terms of the treaty in their context and in the

tight of its object and PutPos..33

Nowhere is this injunction more important than in the context of

human riqhts treaties.

Art i cle

provides

treaty,

32 of the

that it is

part iculary

Vienna Convention on the Law

permissible to look behind the

to the travaux PreParatoires,

of Treat ies

text of the
'where the

32. Ibid. ' art. t9 (3)(a).

33. Vienna Convention of the Law of Treaties, lL974l No'2 Aust'
T.S. , article 3I ( r ) . Australia deposited an instrument of
accession to this Convention on the I3 June I974 (under article
84 ) .
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Literal reading of the text of the treaty produces a result which

is ambiguous, obscurer Uhrêâsonabler or. manifestly absurd.34

Consequently, the next chapter examines the history of article 17.

In order to place this history into context, the first part of

chapter 19 discusses ( briefly ) the changing attitudes to the

recognition of human rights in international law.

34. Article 32' Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties' ibÍd.
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CHAPTER 19

HUI,TAN RIGHTS IN INTERNÀTIONAL LAW

Broad international concern with the protection and promotion of

human rights is a recent phenomon. l Before the twentieth

century, there \^ras no general recognition of universal human

r ights

regardless of historical, cultural r ideological '
economic, or other differences.2

Further, to some extent, human

modern western Civilization' .3

r ights

They

may be

appear

an 'artifact of

to have been

1. Bilder, R.B.' Th e Internat 10na l- Promot n of Humanto Rights: A
I nd iv idual
Conference

Current Summary', in 'Human Rights: Protection of the
Under International Law', proceedings of the 5th Summer
on International Law @ Cornell Law School, L8-20 June L964.
t1970. Fred B Rothman & Co. N.Y.l r@ 17. Of course, concern for
human rights aS such is not ne\^t: Saario, V.r'The Relationship
Bet\^¡een The International and Constitutional Protection of Human

Rights' , in Hakepan, K. ( ed ) , rEssays in Honour of Erik Castrenr ,

1L979. Int'1 L. Assoc. Helsinkil , @ 133.

2. Henkin'
fnternat ional
G 1.

L. , 'Introduction' ,
BilI of Rights' , I f981.

in Henkin, L. (ed) ' 
rThe

Columbia Univ. Press. N.Y.l,

3. Donnel1y, J., 'Human Rights and Human Dignity: An
critique of Non-western conceptions of Human Rightsr 'Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. 303' @ 303.

AnaIyt ic
(1982) 76
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influenced by and, to some extent, to reflect, Western pre-

occupation with individualism and natural law traditions.4

However, it does not necessarily follow'

that human rights are in any important sense

arbitrary, r^rrong, misguided t ot in need of any

basic rethinking.5

International concern with human rights was not completely

before the twentieth century.6 The 'neat world '7

positivist international lawyer had vanished by the end

nineteenth century, if it ever really existed'

unknown

of

of

the

the

4. PoIIis, 4., & schwab, P. r 'Human Rights: A Western C onstruct
with Limited APPIicabilitY" in Pollis' 4., & sch\^/ab' P. (eds)'
rHuman Rights: CulturaI and Ideological PersPectives' , Íre1 9 .

Praeger Publishing. N.Y.l, 1, esp @ 13. Panikkar ' R. '
rIs the

Notion of Human Righ ts a Western ConcePt? I 
, (1982) 20 Diogenes 75,

esp @ 100; MurPhY' C.F. ( j r), 'Objections to Western Conceptions of
Human Rights' (1e81) 9 Hofstra L. Rev. 433¡ Eze j iofor , G. ,

'Protection of Human R ights Under The Lawr, 1I964. Butterworths.
Londonl , @ 3, describes human rig hts as the twentieth centurY name

for natural rig hts. See Tuck, R., rNatural Rights Theories: The LT

Origin and DeveloPment' , lLg7g. Cambridge Univ. Press. Cambridge ,

for a discussion of the development of natural rights.

5. Donnelly, supra n. 3, G 303.

6 Rosenbaum, 4.S., 'Introduction. The Editor's Perspectives on

the Philosophy of Human Rights', in Rosenbaum, A'S' (ed)' rThe

philosophy ãf- Hu.un Riqhts: International Perspectivesr , I r980.
Greenwood Press. conn.l, 1, esp @ 22. See also Wasserstrom' R"
'Rights, Human Rights and naciáI Discrimination',(1964) 6I J' of
phiios. 628 ¡ ..tã Sohn I L. B. 'The New International Law:
protection of the Rights of Individuals rather than statesr ,

(1982) 2L Am. U. L. Rev. l, esp. @ f'

7 . Vincent 'Outlook l, G 4
R.J., 'Human Rights and Foreign PoIicy', (1982) 36
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According to Sohn & Buergenthal, from the nineth century orìr a

number of internationat agreements, both bilateral and

mul-tilateraI, expressly recognised Lhe existence of principles of

justice and recognised a limited right to make reprisals in cases

of deniat of justice.B

International law never completely endorsed the doctrine of

humanitarian intervention. However, the doctrine was occasionally

invoked r 9 espec ial-Iy by European povüers avowedly intervening on

behalf of religious minorities during the late seventeenth

century.lo

States which justified their actions on the basis of the doctrine

of humanitarian intervention did not necessarily recognise

universal human rights. Their concerns v\tere generally directed to

the position of particular persons, usuaì-ly identified by their

religious or national affiliation. Thus, for instance, Lhe BerIin

Treaty, which concluded the v/ar between Turkey and Russia in 1878

8. Sohn 'of Human
L.8., & Buergen

rights' , I f973.
thal, T. ( eds ) ,
Bobbs-Merr i I 1

'International
Co. fnc. N. Y. l

Pro tect ion
' @ 31 et
typ ica 1 1y
country I s

seq. It should be noted that these agreements
contemplated reprisals for denials of justice to one
citizens who were aliens resident in the second country.

g. Lauterpacht, H. , rThe Grotian Tradition in International
Lawr, (1946) 23 Br. Yb. Int'1. L. l, @ 46; and Ganji' M' '
'International_ protection of Human Rights' [1982 Libraire Minard.
parisl, G 43, refers to a number of instances of 'shocking acts of
discrimination' which did not provoke humanitarian intervention.

10. Phillimore, Lord., 'Commentaries Upon International Law',
t1879. 3rd ed. Butterworths. Londonl, vo1. 1, esp @ 62I-622' See

also sohn, & Buergenthal, supra n' 8' @ chapter 3' discussing a

number of cases of humanitarian intervention.
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specifically provided for freedom of worship and required that

there be no discrimination on the basis of religious belief in the

exercise of civil and political riqhts or in eligibility for

public employment. I1

Futher, there seems to have been some recognition that occurrences

within a country might be of international concern. In L894,

representatives from England, France and Russia were permitted to

accompany a commission of enquiry into the Turkish massacres in

Armen ia . I2

This trend became more marked after the First WorLd War. In 1929

a private body, the Institute for International Law' promulgated a

'Declaration of the Rights of Man'.13 In October, 1939, H.G.

Wel1s proposed an International BiIl of Rights. One year Iater'

Wel-Is convened a conmitteer Chaired by Lord Sankey, which

published a 'Declaration of the Rights of Man in the Twentieth

Centu ry .'I4

lf. (1877-1878) 69 British & Foreign State Papers
753. The treaty was based upon the Preliminary
dated I3 JuIy 1B7B between Turkey & Russia signed
on l-9 February I87B ibid. , 732 7 44.

7 49-767 | esp. @

Treaty of Peace
at San Stefano

12. Luard, 8., rThe Origins of
Rights', in Luard, E. (ed)' rThe
Rightsr , 1L967. Thames & Hudson.

fnternational Concern over
International Protection of
Londonl, 7, @ 12

Human
Human

13. (I929 ) 35 ( 2 ) Annuare 298-300; ( 1941 ) 35 Am J. Int'1 663-665.

L4. Wise, E.M., 'Comparative Law and
Rights (1982) 30 Am J. of Comp L. (supp)

Protection of Human
@ 373.

the
365,
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The atrocities which accompanied the Second World War accelerateci

and focused international concern upon human rights.l5 This was

apparent early in the war. fn 1942, the Atlantic Charterr âS the

rDeclaration of the Ithen] United Nations' was known' proclaimed'

inter aIia, that a 'complete victory Iwasl essential to

preserve human rights and justice.'16 Consequently, Henkin's

claim appears to be justified: the

international human rights movement \^/as born in,

and out of the Second World war.17

19.1. The United Nations and human rights

Early drafts of the Charter of

Atlantic Charter's concern for

the United Nations

the preservation of

echoed the

rights and

15. Moskowitz , ¡4. 'Publishing N.Y. I 'Authority" (1970)
ç Cass, R.H., rThe
of Human Rightsr ,

hts and World Order' ' t I 958 OceanicI Human Rig

20 Univ. Toronto L.J.
United Nations and the

J . , rHuman Rights and
4I2, G 418; Saario, V.V. ,
International Protection

(L977) 7 CaIf. w. Int'1. L. J. 591' @ 592'

16. The Atlantic Charter is
l{uther, J. E. , I A HistorY of the
Brookings Inst. Washington DCl, G

reproduced in Russe11, R

United Nations Charter"
976 (Appendix C).

.8. r &

tr9sB.

L7. Henkin, Supra n. 2, G 5. But see Van Dyk, P' rlnternational
Law and the Promotion and the Protection of Human Rights' , ( I97B )

24 Wayne L. J. 1529, @ 1532; and Lippman' M., rHuman Rights
Revisited: The Protection of Human Rights under the International
covenant on civit and Political Rights" (L982) 10 Calf. W. Intrl'
L. J. 450, @ 455. There had been some earlier, rather desultory'
attempts Lo institutionalise the protection of human rights during
the time of the League of Nations'
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by the United States Department of State

bill of rights: 'a common program of human

subsequent drafts lent differing emphases to the protection

human rights one merely empowered the General Assembly

initiate studies and make recommendations concerning

observation of human rights. However, the idea was

justice. One, ProPosed

in 1942' provided for a

rights' .18

The Charter which emerged from the San

Lg44 did not contain a BiII of Rights' It

of a Bill of Rights v/as attributable more

to any real Iack of inclination' 20

of

to

the

neve r

completely abandoned. Among the Dumbarton oaks proposals was the

af f irmat ion that

the organisation should ... promote respect fot

human rights and fundamental freedoms'19

Francisco Conference in

seems that the omission

to a lack of time than

The re \¡tas a gene ra I

B. Sohn & Buergen
ùluther, supra n. 16 , @

the higher committee
the Charter I¡Jas then

thal, suPra n. 8, @ According to
was never considered

I Draft Constitution' ,

507.
bill
the

RussellI
&

by
AS

324, the draft
in relation to

described.

19. 3 UNCIO docs 637, @ 690: Doc 2Bg (EngIish), G/38, 14 May

1945r chapt IX, Section A. See also Russell- & lvlunther' supra n'
I6, @ I026. (eppendix I)r see 1041-IO28 for a discussion of the

'Dumbarton Oak; Proposals for the Establishment of a General
International OrganizaLion', 7 October 1944'

20. Charter of the United Nations, 1945, If946] No.67 UKTS (Cmd

7015). The San Francisco Conference, entitled the 'United Nations
conference on International organisation" was convened in san

Francisco on 25 ApriL Lg44. See Russell & Munther, supra n. 16t G

77 et seq. & 625, for a discussion of the conference' See also
sohn 6' Buergenthal, supra n. B' @ 508-514; and Huston, J"'Human
Rights Enforcement Issues of the united Nations conference on

rnternationar- ôig"n ization' , ( I967 ) 53 rowa L. Rev ' 272, @ 277 '
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expectation that one would be forthcoming in the immediate future.

President Truman of the United States of America remarked:

Under this document [the U.N. Charter] we have good

reason to expect an international biIl of rights,

acceptable to aIl the nations involved. That bill

of rights witl be as much a part of international

life as our own Bill of Rights is part of our

IAmericanJ constitution. The charter is dedicated

to the achievement and observance of human rights

and fundamental freedoms. unless we can attain

those objectives for all men and women everywhere

without regard to race, language or religion we

cannot have permanent peace and secur íty '2t

John Humphrey, the first director of the Division of Human Rights

in the United Nations secretriat' commented:

It is a matter for regret therefore that the

opportunity provided by the san Francisco

conference, when the biII might have been adopted

on a wave of enthusiasmt \¡/as Iost'22

2L. Address by President H. Truman of the usA to
Nations conference on International organization' ,
(1945) 13 (314) Dep't of state tusl Bulletin 3, @ 5.

the 'United
reported in

22. HumphreY, J.P. 'of Human Rights', in
rThe UN Charter and the Universal
Luard (ed), supra n. 12, 39 : 58,

Declaration
@47
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Nonetheless, the Charter of the United Nations, which was signed

by 50 Nations, Australia among themr on 26 June 1945,23

represented a 'radical departure' from the earlier attempts to

formalise the protection of human rights'24

It was radical because alI of the earlier attempts to protect

human rights under international law had been ad hoc. In general,

they had occurred at the instigation of private bodies or as a

result of unilateral national actions. For the first time, the

notion of human rights was the subject of formal attention; and

the observation of human rights expressly stated to be of critical

concern to international Iaw.

There are numerous references to the protection and promotions of

human rights in both its preamble and its text. Much of this

concern is attributed to the war which had preceeded it, as is

apparent from the inclusion of the human rights provisions in the

paris peace Treaties of Ig47.25 One of the amendments proposed

ZT. united Nations, 'Multilatera I Treaties DePos ited wi rh
December 1985', [1986. U.
Poland signed the Charter
came into force.

Secretary-General, Status as at 31
N.Y.l @ 3. It should be noted that
15 October 1945, nine daYs before it

the
N.,

on

24. Sohn, L.8., 'The Human Rights
Tex. rnt'1 L' J' L29, @ r29 ' The
24 october I945 in accordance with
the original signatories ' and
ratification with the government of

Law of the Charter', (L977],
Charter entered into force
art. 110. Australia was one
deposited an instrument
the USA on 1 November 1945.

I2
on
of
of

25. Paris Peace TreatieS 1947: ItaIy, art 15; Rumania'
Bulgaria, art 2¡ Hungary, art 2(I)¡ Finland, art 6' See

& 30 Treaty Seriei; (1947) 24 Br'Yb' Int'1' L'
iI.t.pt"tatio-n of Peace Treaties', (I950) I.C.J. Rep 65,

art 3(1);
(1e48 ) 2e

392-398 ¡

e 201 .
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by the four Sponsoring Governments which formed the basis for the

discussion at the San Francisco conf erence \^¡as:

With a view to the creation of stability and well-

being which are necessary for the peaceful and

friendly relations among nations based on repect

for the princ iple of equal rights and self-

determination of peoples, the organization should

facilitate solutions of international economic,

social, cultural and other humanitarian problems

and promote respect for human rights and for

fundamental freedoms for atI without distinction as

to race, language, religion or se".26

19 .2. united Nations Charter

The first, and most general reference to the promotion and

protection of human rights occurs in the Preamble to the Charter:

we The Peoples of The united Nations Determined...

to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in

the dignity and worth of the human person, in the

equal rights of men and rdomen and of nations large

and small'...

26. 3 UNCIO. docs' doc 637 ( C¿ 6 90): Doc 288 ( EngI ish ) G/ B, May

l-4, 1945: Guide to Amendments'
the Dunbarton Oaks ProPosals
Organisat ion.

Comments and Proposals Concerning
for a General International
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Have Resolved To Combine our Efforts To Accomplish

These eims.27

Lippman suggested that it \das ironic that this provision \A¡as

adopted largely out of deference to Field-MarshaI Smuts. The then

Premier of South Africa proclaimed that:

we Itrre etlied Peoplesl have fought for justice and

decency and for the fundamental freedoms and rights

of man, which are basic to aIl human advancement

and peace.28

Article I of the Charter re-iterates the sentiments embodied in

the preamble. Among the'Purposes of the United Nations' it cites

3. To achieve international co-operation in solving

internationaJ- problems of an economic, social '

cultural t or humanitarian character, and in

promoting and encouraging respect for human rights

and for fundamental freedoms for aIl without

distinctions as to race ¡ sêX¡ language t ot

reIigion.29

27. Preamble to
(Cmd. 7015).

the Un i ted Nations Charter, [1e46 I No. 67 UKTS

28. 6th PlanarY Session of
1945, quoted bY Ezeliofor'
supra n. I'7 , @ 459.

the San
supra n.

Franc i sco
4, @ 56.

Conference, 1 MaY
See also LiPPman'

29. Charter, art. I(3).
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Article 13 requires General Assembly of the United Nations

initiate studies and make recommendations concerning

realization of human rights and fundamental freedoms. Articles

and 55 (respectively) provide that:

All members Iof the UN] pledge themselves to take

joint and separate action in co-operation with the

Organization for the achievement . . . Iof r inter

alial universaL respect fot, and observance of,

human rights and fundamental freedoms...30

to

the

56

There was some controversy over the wording of the pledge' The

original proposal, put forward by Australia, had appeared to

include an undertaking to take separate action in addition to

pledging co-operation with the Organization.3l the United States

of America resisted this. One of the American delegates argued

that:
Such an addition might

Organization could

affairs.32

imply that the International

intervene in domestic

30. Arts. 55(a) & 56.

31.3 UNCIO Docs, doc 543 (@ 546): Doc 2t G/I4(I),5 May 1945,
para. 15: 'A1l members of the united Nations pledge themselves to
Lake action both national and international. See also Sohn &

Buergenthal, supra n. 8, G 572-574, Russell ç Munther' supra n'
16, @ 7B6f .

32. Sohn &

delegate from
Buergenthal, supra n.8' 513' quotÍng
the United States of America.

an unnamed
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According to Edward stettinius, then u.s. secretary of State and

the Chairman of the Delegation of the United States' the text

which was eventuallY adoPted'

pledges the various countries to co-operate with

the organization by joint and separate action in

the achievement of the economic and social

objectives of the organization without infringing

upon their right to order their national affairs

according to their o\4rn best ability, in their own

way, and in accordance with their own political and

economic institutions and processes'33

There is disPute over Lhe effect of these provisions.34 TheY may

United Nations resPect humanrequire that the Members of the

rights and fundamental freedoms on pain of inquirY bY the General

AssemblY. AlternativelY, theY may

general concern.

be mereIY a statement of

A 'lively debater has erupted over whether a New International

Order has emerged since 1945 under which respect for human rights

has become one of the principles of general international law'

Those who argue the affirmative side of this debate have been

criticised as confusing what international law ought to be with

what it actualIY is.35

n. B, @ 514, quot lng from SecretarY33. Sohn &

Stettinius'
Buergenthal ' suPra
report on the San Francisco Conference.

34. See Ganji, supra n. 9t esp' @ 1I3 139.

35. DtAmato, 4., rThe
(1982) 82 CoI. L. Rev.

Concept of Human Rights International Lawr'
1110, discusses this debate '
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Even if international law does not give individuals rights against

the state, the Charterrs emphasis upon respect for human rights is

manifest. This emphasis has been described as one of its 'most

innovative features' .36 Humphrey saw it as a revolutionary

development in international law and practice: a public and

deliberate affirmation of international concer.t.37

This emphasis has been given substance by the various Declarations

and Conventions expressly devoted to the protection of human

rights which have been adopted by the United Nations. One writer

commented that the proliferation of human rights instruments is 'a

characteristic phenomenon of contemporary international Iife.'38

In many ways the shift of focus towards the recognition of human

rights which has characterised international life since the United

Nations was first contemplated is more important than the detailed

36. Copithorne, M.D., 'The Structoral Law of the
Human Welfare System', in McDougal, M.S., LessweIl,
L-C . ( eds ) , 'Human Right's and World PubI ic Orderr ,

Univ. Press. New Havenl, @ I54.

International
H.D., & Chan'

[ 1980. Yale

37.
Tas.

Humphrey, J. P.
L. Rev. 4I2, @

'.Human Rights and Authority' , (I970) 20 Univ.
414.

38. Meron, T., 'Norm Making and Supervision in International
Human Rights: Reflections on Institutional Orderr, (1982) 76 Am' J
Int'1. L. 754, @ 754. See Appendix III of the Senate Standing
Committee on Constitutional and Legat Affairs, Exposure Report' :A
bifl of rights for Australiã?', tf9B5. AGPS. CanberraT t esp' @ 104

et seq. for a list of the human rights treaties to which Australia
is a party.
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content of those rights themselves. In the years

creation of the United Nations, this has crystalised

and abiding concern. There is Iittle dispute now

rights have becomer âs Justice stephen commented in

Bi elke-Petersen, a 'legitimate subject of international

concernt .39

19.3. International human rights

s ince the

into a firm

that human

Koowarta v.

The preamble to the United Nations Charter 'reaffirms faith

fundamental human rights'. In article 55(c), the charter lists

one of the objects of the United Nations, the promotion

'universal respect for, and observation of , human rights

fundamental freedoms ... I

1n

AS

of

and

The Tentative proposals for General International Organization

submitted to the Dumbarton oaks conference by the united states of

America in Lg44 referred to 'basic human rights'.40 It is not

clear how the phrase 'human rights and fundamental freedoms'

differs from the phrase 'basic human rights', if at aIl' Kefsen

39. Koowarta v. B e 1ke-Petersen, ( l9 82) 153 C. L
was quoting

G 219.
It should be no ted that StePhen J. from Judge de

Arechaga ( 1978 ) f7B Recueil des Cours @ L77 '

R t6B,

40. Meron, T
( 1986 ) B0 Am.

rOn A
Int r1 .

Hierachy of International Human Rights"
L' I, G 5'J
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suggested that '"freedoms" are human rights',41 and other writers

have suggested that littIe importance should be attached to the

distinction between 'fundamental rights' and 'human rights' in the

Charter.4 2

Meron examined the 'quest for a hierarchy of international human

rights'.43 He concluded that the:

use of hierarchicat terms in discussing human

rights reflects the quest for a normative order in

which higher rights could be invoked as both a

moral and a legal barrier to derogations from and

violations of human rights.t44

Some observers contend that there is a substantial difference

between 'fundamental human rights' and other human rights.

However, it is difficult to determine criteria by which to

differentiate the various rights in this .a..,et.45

Un i ted Nat ions I ' t l- 9 50 . Stevens &41. KeJ-sen, H

Sons. Londonl ,
, rThe Law of. The
@ 29.

42. Cot, J. & Pellet,
(1985) G I371, quoted bY

A.(eds)' rLa Charte
Meron, supra n. 40, G

Des Nations Unies'
5, fn. 22.

43. Meron ' supra n. 40 , @ I.

44. Meron ' supra n. 40 , @ 2I.

45. Meron, supra n. 40 , G 6
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one reason why writers may seek to categorise some Ë.r.^., rights as

fundamental may be to bring them within the doctrine of j-"=-

coqens.46 However, as Meron pointed out, international

jurisprudence provides only equivocal support for this

approach . 4 7

LegaI rights are generally described as being 'fundamentaf if

they are expressed or guaranteed by the pre-eminent laws of the

relevant legal system, or if their existence is crucial to the

existence of, or the content of, other lega1 rights created by

that system.4B In this sense, the right to vote might be a

fundamental in a democracy, whereas the right to sel-ect oners own

doctor might not.49

46. See Brudner,
Covenants on Human
Univ. Toronto L. J.

A. r I The DomestÍc Enforcement of I nternat iona I., (1985) 35Rights: A Theoretical Framework
2I9, esp. @ 249 et. seq.

47. Meron' supra n. 40, @ 18 et seq.

48. I"larcoux, L. (jr.), rThe Concept of Fundamental Rights in
European Economic Cómmunity Lawr , ( 1983 ) 13 Ga. J. of Intrl &

comp. L. 667, esp. e øøl ¡ Perrott , D.L., 'The logic of
Fundamental Rights', in Bridge, J.W., Lassok' D', Perrott, D'L',
& plender, R.b. ( eds ) , 'Fundamental Rights' , ÍI973. Sweet &

MaxweIl. Londonl 1, esp @ 8-9. Holmstedt, Ù1., Hughes, S', & fve,
D., 'Where Next? I+umari Rights: The Next Thirty Years in Europer,
t föeO. Liberal publications Dep't. Londonl , G 12, suggested that
lFundamental human rights are those which are necessary to
guarantee the inherent dignity of man"

49. Lackland, T.H., rTowards Creating a Philosophy of
Human Rights" (I974-1975) 6 Col. Human Rts L. Rev.

' f f a ri-qht is arguably necessary to the f reedom of an
it is fundamental-. If is is not necessary'
fundamental' . He suggested that the right to marry
children is fundamental, whilst the right to own a gun

Fundame nt al
485, G 489:
individual,

it is not
or to have
is not.
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The concept of human rights has had a long history' especially in

Western countries.50 (The idea that human rights may be invo'ked

equally by men and women is rather more recent.) Cranston, among

others, has suggested that human rights is simply the 'twentieth-

century name for what has traditionally been known Iin Western

societyl as natural rights oEt rthe rights of man'51

The concept of human rights reflected in the Charter has been

influenced by the notion of rights deriving from the fact of

personhood as such. The Preamble, in particular¿ rêflects concern

for the worth of persons qua persons 'in the dignity and worth

of the human Person' .

The notion of natural rights has many critics. It is arguable

that there is no such thing.52 Some writers have attempted to

reconstruct the system of rights contempJ-ated by the united

Nations charter in secular terms r such as in the social justice

mode1.53

50. Wise' E.M
Rights'¡ (I982)

Comparat ive Law
J. of

and the
Comp. L.

Protec t ion
365, esp @

of Human
365-367 .30 (supp.) Am.

51. Cranston' M.'
Head. Londonl G I
( almost identicallY

rWhat are Human
See EzeT iofor,

worded ) comment.

Rights?r ,
supra n.

t1973.
4, for

Bodley
s imilar

The
a

52. Eg . Hart ' H. L.A. ,
Philos. Rev. 175. See
Universal Declaration',

rAre there any
al-so Moris ink,
(1984) 6 Human

Natural Rights?' , ( 1955 )

J., rThe PhilosoPhY of
Rts 0. 309, esp. G 3f5.

64
the

53. See Beitz, c.R., rHuman Rights and social Justice" in Brown,
p.G., & ¡,taclean, D. (eds), tHumãn Rights and U.S. Foreign eolicy'
tI979. Lexington BookS. MaSs.l, 45. But see DonnelIy' J., 'Human
Rights as Xatural Rights', (IgB2) 4 Human Rts. O' 391, reviewing
Bertz's attempt. See generally the essays in Newberg' f'R' (ed)'
'The politics of Human Rights' , tI9B0. Univ. Press. N.Y. I .
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whatever the derivation of the concept of human rights

theotogy, Þolitical science or economics it is now wel-I

established, even if its intellectual and phiLosophical

respectability is, aS Wasserstrom Says, 'newfound"54 He

suggested that human rights are rights that may be enjoyed by each

person, by virtue of being human, and may be claimed equally

against any and every other human being'55

It is not clear what standard is established by the united

Nations. The United Nations Charter may require the protection

and promotion of minimum standards, or culturally specific norms'

The recognition of universal human rights may be an attempt to

restructure the world so as to recognise individual human

worthr56 or it may be merely a statement of basic needs and

interests.5T The least controversial view of the Declaration is

that it sets the standards by which to judge the observance of

human rights bY Member nations '

54. Wasserstrom, R. , 'Rights, Human

Discrimination' , ( f964 ) 61 J. of Philos ' 628,
Rights
@ 628.

and RaciaI

55. Ibid @ 63L-632. VIatos' G'
Brandt, R.B.(ed) r'SociaI Justice',

'Justice and
1I962. Prentice

Equality' 'HaII. NJI ,
in

31.

56. Johansen, R.C. , 'Human Rights
Growth or UnanticiPated Erosion',
286, @ 3l-4.

in the l9B0ts: RevolutionarY
( 1983 ) 35(2 ) World Politics '

57. Benn, S.I.,
11967. MacMilIan.

'Rights I ,
NYI , 195,

in Vol. 7 | Encyclopedia of Philosophy'
esp. e 198.
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19.4. Assumptions underlying the Charter

The United Nations Charter invokes, but does not define the

concept of 'human rights and fundamental 'freedoms' ' However I âS

is discussed in the next chapter, the Declaration, which is

intended to provide the content to this concept ' appears to

reflect some typically Western concerns'

The characteristic which is most often nominated as representing

the key difference between the two approaches is the emphasis that

Westerners place upon individualism. It is greater than in the

non-Western tradition=.58 Westerners tend to place individuals

and the individuals' interests at the centre of social- and

political theory.59 This propensity, generally termed

,l-iberalisrl, , is generally considered to be the leading

ideological inf luence in vüestern thought '60

Legesse r A. t 'Human R ights58. Donnely ' supra n
in African Political

59.
Free
Free

in Thompson, K.W. (e
Survey'r [1980
r24.

d), 'The Moral
Univ. Press of

. 3, esp.
Culture' '

@ 311.

Imperatives of Human Rights: A World
Amärica, Washington D.C.) 123, esp @

See generaIlY Unger'
Press. NYI ; and Unger 'Press. NYI .

R., 'Knowledge and Politics',
R., 'Law in Modern SocietY' ,

lr97s.
[1976.

60. Murphy,
Human Right"

Western ConcePtions of
esp G 436.

c.F. 1 ir), 'objections to the
(I9Bl) 9 Hofstra L. Rev. 4331
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In this context, the article 56 pledge by the Member nations to

undertake joint and separate action for the achievement of, inter

a1ia, universal respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms

is significant. The pledge applies equally to all of the Member

Nations. The Charter does not appear to contemplate excusing from

compliance those countries to whom the notion of individual rights

is novel.

The point of membership of the United Nations is that the Members '

by virtue of their membership, undertake to recognise and respect

individual human rights. The United Nations Charter does not

require the adoption of any particular philosophy. Nor does it

necessarily require the adoption of any particular conceptr or.

conception, of human rights.

Many of the original signatories to the Charter v/ere not Western

countries. Western notions of human rights may have been foreign

to some of those countries. Yet, by signing, they accepted the

standards established by the charter. As Henkin noted, it does

not follow that they are required to accept any particular

philosophy. They are merely required to implement those

standards.6l

61. Henkin, L.,
1582, discussing

'Rights Here and There
" 

(l_98r) 8 I Col . L. Rev.
some approaches to the Declaration.
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AII that the Charter requires is that the Member nations promote

respect and observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms:

With a view to the creation of conditions of

stability and weIl-being which are necessary for

peaceful and friendly rel_ations among nations based

on respect for the principle of equal rights and

self-determination of peopIes.62

It may be open to some countries to claim that the notion of human

rights contemplated in the Charter, and articulated in the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, is foreign to their way of

Iife or at least to their legal systems t ot is beyond their reach.

This is not an excuse for non-compliance. At best' it may be an

explanation for tardiness.

In Australia, there is no confl-ict of traditions. This country

stands squarely within the Iiberal Western tradition. Its legal'

social, political, and economic structure is a direct 1ineal

descent of the tradition which produced Locke, Hobbes ' l'lagna Carta

and the American Declaration of Independa.,ce.63

62. United Nations Charter ' art. 55 .

63. See Raphael, D.D., rThe l-iberal Western tradition of human

rights', (1966) 28 Int. Soc. Sci. J.22¡ and Cranston' supra n'
51; for a disscussion of this view of human rights. See generally
Claude, P., 'The Classical Model of Human Rights Development',.in
CIaude', p.' (ed), 'Comparative Human Rights' []976. John Hopkins
Press. Baltimorel, 6, for a discussion of the development of this
tradition. of courser the increasing cultural diversity of the
Australian population may undermine this claim to some extent.
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CHAPTER 20

UNIVERSAL DECLARÀTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS

In its first session, the General Assembly of the United Nations

recommended the commencement of work towards the formulation of an

international biIl of rights.l In June L946, the Economic and

Social Council, consisting of l8 members of the United Nations

elected by the General Assemblyr2 set as the first item on the

agenda of its Commission on Human Rights the preparation of 'an

international bill of rights.'3

Some of the

opposed to

instrument.

Commission

4

members of the commiss ion on Human Rights l¡¡ere

the creation of an internationalty binding

Consequently, in its second session, the

resolved to undertake the drafting of two separate

G.A. Revolutiont.
@ 4, Report of the 3rd committee: ( 1946 ) UN Doc. A/I7 .

2. Charter of. the United Nationsr art' 6l(I)'

3 ECOSOC Res. 5 (I), dated 2I June 1946' Res'(a)'

7(I), 29Lh January 19462 (1946) uN Doc. A/64

4. Kizí1bash, M. ,
Human Rights', II966.
Australia was among
binding Declaration:

'International Law and the United Nations on
Univ. of Míchigan Microf ilms. ¡'tich' I ' L6-I7 '

the Nations which opposed the idea of a non-
uN Doc E/CN.4/5R.27, @ 5.
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instruments: a Declaration and a Convention. Only the second of

these \^ras intended to be a 'IegaIly binding instrument. '5

The Declaration

December I948 .6

upon the Members

was adopted by the

As a Declaration, it

of the United Nations.

General Assembly

is not f orma I J.y

on l0

binding

According to the U.N. Office of Legal Affairs, a Declaration is

formal- and solemn instrument r suitable for rare

occasions when principles of great and lasting

importance are being enunciated [Butl it cannot

be made binding upon Member states, in the sense

that a treaty or convention is binding upon the

parties to it ...7

a

The countries which voted in favour of the Decl-aration made it

clear at the time of voting that they did not consider themsel-ves

to be placed under any specific 1egal obligations by the

5. 6th Sess. Officia 1 Records, EC OSOC Supp I, para t 8; I9
Doc. E/600 2nd Sess. of Commission of Human Rights, December
uN Doc. E/CN.4/82 Rev. I (22 April 1948), @. 3. See also
L.8., rThe universal Declaration of Human Rights" (1967) B

L7, G 18.

6. c.A. Res 2I7 A(III), I0 December 1948, U.N.Doc. A/8I0 (1948).

7. United Nations Office of Lega1 Affairs, U.N. doc E/CN.4/L'610
(Lg62). See also Asamoah, O.Y., rThe Legal Significance of
Declarations of the General Assembly of the United Nations' '
t1966. Martinus Nijhoff. the Haguel, G 189-I9I¡ and Castles, A.C.'
'LegaI Status of U.N Resolutions' , ( I967 ) 3 Ade1. L. Rev. 68,
@ Br¡ o¡r the standard setting functions of a G.A. Resolutions'

48) UN
1947 z

Sohn,
I.C.J.
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DecIaration.B The fact thab the United Nations drafting group

immediately commenced work upon drafting the International

Covenant by which they intended to give legal force to the

Delaration re-inforces this assessment.9

However, in the years since 1948, there have been numerous

attempts to revise the status of the Decl-aration. Some writers

argue that it has become 'a binding instrument in its o\Á/n

right'rl0 or that it has become part of 'the general principles

of Iaw recognised by nations' .11 Others, presumably relying

B. See for instance the remarks bY Elenour Roosevelt' Chairman
of the drafting group and the American Representative, to the
General Assembly, rGeneral Assembly Adopts Declaration of Human

Rights' , ( 1948 ) 19 Dep't of State tUSl BuII . 75I, esp @ 751; and
at the SBth meeting of the Commission on Human Rights on 30

September 1948; See also Lauterpacht, H., 'International Law and
Huiran Rights', t(1950) 1968 Archon Books reprint. Conn'1, esp G

3g7, 404; and Carey, J., rUnited Nations Protection of Civil and
political rights" t1970. syracuse univ. Press. NYI ' @ 9.

g . At this t ime it v/as generally assumed that there woul-d be

only the one covenant see below page 4I2. See generally Henkin'
'Inlroduction' , ( @ 16 ) , and Schachter, 0. , 'The Obligation to
Implement the Convention in Domestic Lawr, in Henkin, L', (ed)
,The International Bilt of Rights', If981. Columbia Univ. Press.
N.Y.l, G 311 et seq.

10. sohn, L.8., 'The Human Right Law of the charter" (I977) L2

Tex, rnt'1 L.J. L2g, G. 133. See also Nagar Kal-dharan' M.G. '
'Introduction: Human Rights, the united Nations & the united
States Foreign PoIicY', -(I978) 19 Harv. Int'l L.J. Bl3' G 813'
Waldock, H., Human Rights in Contemporary International Law and
the Significance of the European Convention', ( 1965) 14 I'C'L'8'
(supp) l, G 15. See also Robertson, 4.H., rHuman Rights in !!'
woriài, I¡1gB2. 2nd ed. Manchester Univ. Press. Manchester] ' @ 28¡
Ryan, H.R.S. , 'seeking Relief Under the United Nations
International Covenant on CiviI and Political Rights', (1981-) 6

Oueens L.J. 399, esp. @ 399.

11. Kaldharan NaYar, M.G., ibid' G

R.H., rThe United Nations and The
Human Rights: A Lega1 AnaIYsis and
catif' w' rnt'r L' J' 59r' @ 597'

817; Saario, V.V. & Cass 'International Protection of
Interpretation', (L977) 7
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upon some generalised concept of morality governing international-

relations, have maintained that the Declaration is, at the very

least, morafly binding upon those nations who voted for it.12

Humphrey is one who takes this view. He seems to treat the

Declaration as a sort of delegated legislation, treating it as

deriving its authority from the Charter!s pledge and effectively

supp1ementing it in much the same v¡ay as regulation made under

statutory authority may supplement their empowering statute.l3

The Humphrey view seems to be wrong. The Declaration does not

impose any direct legat obligationsrl4 although it may have

acquired some 'quas i-legal

instrument. I5 Rs one united

statusr, as a norm-setting

12. Lauterpacht, supra n.8' @ 408 et Seq. discusses this view'
Humphrey, J.P., 'Tht Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Its
Hislory, Impact and Judicial Characterr, in Ramcharan, B'G., (ed)
,Human niqhts: Thirty Years After The UniversaL Declaration' ,

llg7g. ¡larlinus Ni jhof f . the Haguel , 21, esp' @ 37 '

13. Humphrey, J.P., 'The Implementation of International Human

Rights Läw,,- (f978) 24 N.Y. L. S. L. Rev. 31, @ 33. See also
Litlich, R.B. , ' Invoking International Human Rights Law in
Domestic Courtsr, (I985) 54 Cinc. L' Rev' 367, @ 394-395'

L4. Evatt¡ H.V. ¡ rThe TaSk of Nations" 11944. Greenwood Press.
Conn.l, e 114.

States ambassador remarked twenty

15. Carey, J.,
I I970, Syracuse
doc. A/7 20 l/Add.

'UN Protection of
Univ. Press. N.Y.l 'r, @ 41 (1968).

and Political Rights' '9¡ and U. Thant, in UN
Civil
esp G
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recognition, but
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adoption: the Declaration 'has received universal

it remains just that, a declarat ion' .16

The Declaration has assumed a central political position, and to

to command the attention of world

does no more than its Preamble

some extent' it

public opinion.lT

may be said

However, it

proclaims: it establishes a

common standard of achievement for alI peoples and

all nations. . .

It neither seeks to, not does it, impose any binding obligations.

Despite its lack of legal force, the adoption of the Universal

Declaration was a remarkable achievement. U Thant described the

the Declaration as 'perhaps the boldest innovation of the

Charter' . l8

The Decl-aration is wideJ-y accepted by the international community

as spelling out the content in the rights contempJ-ated in the

16. Weston, 8.H., I International Proceedures to Protect Human

Rights: A SYmPosum" (Lg67) 53 Iowa L. Rev 268, @ 269 quoting
Ambassador Goldberg (emphasis in the original). See also Hevenert
N.K., & Þlosher' S.4., 'General PrinciPles of Law and the UN

Covenant of Civil and Po Iitical Rightsr '
(r978) 27 r.C.L.Q. 596, G

603 suggesting that thi s is how the USSR & some of the Eastern
European countries view the Declaration.

17 . HumPhreY ' J. P

Adventure' , [ 1984.

l-B . U. Thant,
United Nations
Press Release

speaking at the oPening of the
nconomic and Social Council'

56/SNt/g 71-ECOSOC/247 4(1968 ) .

Great

45th Session of the
Geneva, B JulY 1968,

, rHuman Rights and the United Nations: A

Transantional Publish' N'Y'l ' @ 74-77'
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However, the foundations of the Declaration may reflect

of Western cultural chauvinism' even imperialism.

of Rights 'I776, para I

For instance, Article 1 of the Declaration states rAlI human

beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights' . It is

impossible to ignore the echoes of the Virginian Declaration of

Rights in 1776 rAll men are by nature equaIJ-y free and

independant, and have certain rights I - and the American

Declaration of Independance it is 'seIf-evident that all men are

created equal ' 19 and the French Declaration of 1789 that all

I Men are born and remain, free and equal in respect of

rights' .20

20.r. A l{estern-based notion of human rights?

The discussion of privacy presented in Part I above, Iargely

rested upon a Western conception of human rights. To some extent'

it assumed the recognition of the worth of the individual qua

individual, and depended upon a societial and individual

recognition of a concept of 'seIft . If the concept of privacy

invoked in the Declaration, and subsequently in the Covenant

I776, Art. I American19. Virginian
Declaration of

De c Iara t ron

20.
Art.

Independance '

Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, 1789,
t.
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is similarly dependant upon the Western concept of human

the definition advanced in Part I may be applicable

article L7 obligation to protect privacy'

rights,
to the

Morsink noted that the first twenty-one of the Declaration's

thirty articles

are devoted to the classical eighteenth-century

civil and political rights. The social and economic

rights seem, to a casual reader at Ieast, to be

tacked on at the end, I ike nineteenth- and

twentieth-century grafts on what is basically an

eighteenth-century tree. And that same casual

reader cannot help but notice certain key

eighteenth-century fighting words. The preamble

speakes of " inherent dignity" and of "equal and

inalienable rights." Article 1 asserts that "Ia]11

human beings are born free and equal in dignity and

rights". It further claims that att are "endowed

with reason and conscience". The "spirit of

brotherhood" to which it refers has the familiar

ring of eighteenth-centurY frater íL6.21

Western nations exercised rather greater influence over the

development of the united Nations in the early years of that

Organization than in the case in the lgBO's' In addition' some of

the most influential members of the committee responsible for

2I. Morsink, J.,
(f984) 6 Human Rts

rThe P h i losophy
o. 309, G 310.

of the Un iversal Declarat iont ,
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drafting the Declaration v¡ere as Morsink commened, rwell versed

in' Western eighteenth century philosophy.22 Consequntly, it is

not surprising that the Declaration resembles a non-sexist,

secular version of the classical eighteenth-century declarations

of independence. Indeed the members of the Third Committee seem

to have been conscious of this.23 Howeverr the rights listed in

the Decl-aration, and subsequently in the Covenant' are not merely

international paraphrases of domestic western rights.

As Murphy noted in his 'Objections to lVestern Conceptions of Human

Rightsr, human rights researchers have a tendency to reify their

o\Á/n conceptions, working zealously f or the implementation of human

r ights t as the understan them'.24 Further, it is difficult to

avoid value judgments in this area because it is difficult

to conceive of a right without content. The sorts

of things one perceives as rights shape the

abstract definition of rights.25

22. Mosink' ibid. ' e 3r.l_.

23. See 3(r) GAOR (Third committee), Meetings BB-180' esp G

Meeting 114 (during draf ting), and M-et!-ings lBl-183 on 10 December
1948, U.N. Doc A/ó.3/SR. 1-81-lB3 (1948). See generally Morsink'
ibid.

24. Murphy ' C

Human Rights' 'emphasis ) .

F. lir), 'objections
(1981) 9 Hofstra L

Conceptions of
435 ( MurPhY' s

to
Rev.

Western
433, G

25. Renteln, A.
The Consequences
@ 516 - 517. See

D. , rThe Unanswered ChalÌenge of Relativism
for Human Rights', (1985) 7 Human Rights O'
also Bilder's comments quoted above on page

and
5l_4,
46.
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It is difficult to analyse the concept of human rights without a

clearly defined concept of a right. This is lacking. There is no

definition of the concept of a right which commands universal-

acceptance within the common law traditionr let alone in both Non-

Western and Western traditions.

fn addition, there are marked differences between the Western and

non-Western approaches to human dignity. This does not

necessarily undermine the value of the Declaration. As Panikkar

remarked, it does not follow from the fact that the concept of

human rights 'is not universal, that it should not become so'

(panikkar's emphasis).26 Renteln took this argument further.

She suggested that it is:

not advisable to attempt to prove or disprove that

a narrow concept of human rights is found in

traditional societies. Instead, the focus should

be on the possibility of universalizing human

rights . 2 7

Tthe question whether the recognition of the concept of human

rights is universal is not neutral. To some extent, it assumes

that the notion of human rights is indispensible as a guarantee of

human dignity, then asks whethert oY to what extent, other (ie'

26. Panikkar, R., I Is the
Diogenes

Notion of
75, G 84.Concept?', (I982) 120

27 . Renteln, supra rì. 25 , @ 539 '

Human Rights a Wes tern



non-Western) cultures have

the attemPt to f ormul-ate

constructs of another.
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such a notion.28

the concepts of

The problem Iies in

one culture in the

panikkar attempted to illustrate this problem in his article rfs

the Notion of Human Rights a Western Concept?l

Human Rights are one window through which one

particular culture envisages a just human order for

its individuals. But those who live in that

culture do not see the window. For this they need

the help of another culture which sees through

another window. Now I assume that the human

landscape as seen through the one window is both

similar to and different from the vision of the

other. If this is the case, should we smash the

windows and make of the many portals a single

gaping aperture with the consequent danger of

structural collapse or Should \^Ie enlarge the

viewpoints as much as possible and, most of aII'

make people aware that there are and have to be

a pluraIitY of windows?29

The Declaration appears to embody two of the three Western values

which sinha argued are reflected in many of the current

formulations of human rights. First, it assumes that individuals

28, Panikkar' supra n. 26,

29. Supra n. 26, G 78 79.

esp G 76-77.
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are the fundamental social units, not families. Secondly' it

attempts to secure them ( individuals ) by creating rights, not

duties. (The third of Sinha's indicia of Vrlestern values

securing rights through legalism not reconciliation, repentance'

or education is reflected in the Covenant although not in the

Declaration which does not specify enforcement procedur.".)30

Ronald Dworkin suggested that a concept is what something means as

distinct from a conception, which is the particular and concrete'

as it were, specification of that concept. Applying this

distinction to fairness, Dworkin commented:

When I appeal to the concept of fairness I appeal

to what fairness means, and I give my views on that

issue no special standing. When I lay down a

conception of fairness, I lay down what I mean by

fairness, and my view is therefore the heart of the

matter. when I appeal to fairness I pose a moral

issue; when I lay down my conception of fairness I

try to answer it.31

It may be possible to view the notion of human rights as both a

concept and a conception. On the one hand, it may be viewed as a

conception, where the dominant concept is that of human diqnity'

(1981)30. Sinha' S. P., 'Human
67 Archiv fur Rechts-und SozialphilosoPhie 67,

Rights: A Non-Western Viewpoint' '
@ 67.

31. Dworkin ' R

Press. l4ass.l , @

, 'Taking Rights Seriously', 11977. Harv. Univ.
r35.
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of human rights being one view of the way in which

notion of human dignitY.

On the other hand, the notion of human rights may be viewed as a

concept, where human dignity is viewed as the conception. rn this

sense, the way in which human rights are interpreted depends upon

the way in which human diqnity is viewed. This issue \^/as been

examined by Donnelly, in particular in his paper onrHuman Rights

and Human Dignity: An Analytic Critique of Non-Western Conceptions

of Human Rightsr .

Donnelly's analysis appears to rest upon a narrow definition of

human rights. He defined the concept of human rights as being

those rights which a person has by virtue of being a person:

those rights which, in the language of the International Covenant

on civil and Political Rights, 'derive from the inherent dignity

of the human person ' .32 Donnely contended that some of the non-

Western approaches to the realization of human dignity challenge

the idea that there are rights which one has merely because one is

a human being.33 The latter notion is fundamental to the Western

conception of human díqnity. consequently, he suggested that the

ideas of 'rights' , 'persons' , and ' ( inherent ) human dignity'

should be explicated as conceptions'

32. DonnellY' J. I
Critique of Non-Wes
Am. Po1. Sci. Rev. 3

Human Rights and
ern ConcePtions
3, @ 304.

Analyt i c
(1982) 76

I

t
0

Human Dign ity: An

33. Ibid.' esp. @ 304.

of Human Rights' '
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This may be one hray to neutralise the Western orientation of the

Declaration. Hov/ever, regardless of the cultural biases inherent

in its wording, the Declaration now commands virtually universal

respect, at l-east in theory, and has set the tenor for numerous

human rights covenants adopted since.

Two of its progeny, the Internationat Covenant on Civil and

political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic,

Social and Cultural Rights, have each been accepted by more than

ninety nations more than one half of the members of the United

Nations.34

Only five (Denmark, FinIand, Federal- Republic of Germany' Norway

and Sweden) of the original thirty-five states party to the

International- Covenant on Civil and Political Rights I¡Iere Western.

one, cyprus, falls into a strange middle ground, being generally

described as Asian but being a member of the Council of Europe'

Ten belonged to the Soviet bloc; twelve were Asian; and seven were

also members of the Organisation of African States.35

34. United Nations, 'MuIt i la te raI Treat i es Deposited with the
Sec retary-GeneraI: Status a s at 3l Decernber l9B5', [1986. u.N.
N.Y.l, @ 116, 126. Note the suggest ion that the Covenant shoulcl
enter into for ce only after having been accePted bY at least half '
or preferably two thirds, of the ttembers of the u.N. see page

355, n. 3, above.

35. See Schwel-b, 8., rEntrY
Covenants on Human Rights and
International Covenant on CiviI
Am. J. of I. L.511' esp @ 5I3

1n
the
and

force of
Opt ional

PoIiticaI

the International
Protection of the
Rights', (I976) 70
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20 .2. Article 12 of the Declaration

Article 12 of the Declaration is the prototype for article 17 of

the Covenant. Consequently, a brief examination of the

development of article 12 may throw some Iight upon the meaning of

article 17.

The draft outline of an International Bill of Rights which

prepared by the Division of Human Rights of the Secretariat of

United Nations contained an expanded version of the text which

eventually adopted as article 12 of the Declaration:

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary searches and

seizures t ot to unreasonable interferences with his

person, home, family relations ' reputat ion '

privacy r âctivities or personal property ' The

secrecy of correspondence shaIl be respected'36

was

the

was

Not all of the versions considered by the drafting

which Australia l¡ras a member) contained references

However, it was among the articÌes suggested by the

committee (of

to privacy.3T

United States

36. Art. 1l of the 'OutIine of an Internat iona I BiII ot Rights'
(prepared by the Divisions of
Doc E/CN.4/AC.I/3, reProduced
Human Rights' G 485.

Human Rights of the
on Annex A in the

Secretariat ) , UN

lL947l UN Yb on

37. See for example the draft offered by
representative: UN Doc E/CN.4/AC'I/3 Annex
B -l\9471 UN Yb on Human Rights 487-492'

Lord Dukeston, the UK

1; reproduced on Annex
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of America for inclusion in the DecIaration.3B ¡ slightly

different version v¡as submitted by the French representative,

Professor Cass in:

Private Iife, the home t cotrespondence and

reputation are inviolabl-e and protected by 1aw.39

Unable to choose as between the versions, the drafting committee

submitted two alternative drafts to the Commission on Human Rights

in its working paper for a preliminary draft of an International-

Manifesto or Declaration on Human Rights. Among the suggestions

were the following draft articles:

The privacy of the home and of correspondence and

respect for reputation shall be protected by law

or alternativelY

The inviolability of privacy, home, correspondence

and of reputation shall be protected by law'40

At its second session, and after considering the observations,

suggestions and proposals made by various Governments on the draft

International Declaration, the drafting committee prepared, and

forwarded to the Commissioner on Human Rights, a new draft

Declaration. This draft contained the provision that

38. UN Doc
reproduced in

E/CN.4/AC.r /Lrì E/CN. 4/Ac.L/B Rev.s lç2' and
492-495.Annex Ct ÍL947i on Human Riqhts

UN Doc
UN Yb

39. See
Annex D

uN Doc E/CN. /AC.I/W.2/Rev.L, also reproduced as part of
ll947l UN Yb on Human Rights 496.

40. See UN Doc E/CN.4/AC.I/W2 Rev 2, and the version reproduced
in Annex F Í19471 UN Yb on Human Rights 500'



Everyone is entitled to

unreasonable interference

home or correspondence.4I

For the time being at least,

abandoned.

No one shall be

interference with
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protection under law from

with reputation, family,

A month Iater r Þrivacy \^ras resurrected ' In

which b/as submitted Lo the Commission after

the drafting committee the following clause

it seemed that privacy had been

subjected to

the draft declaration

the third session of

appeared:

unreasonable

his privacy, famiIY, home,

correspondence or rePutation.42

Debate over this article did not end in the Commission. The Third

Committee of the General Assembly of the United Nations devoted

some eighty-four meetings to considering the draft Decl-aration and

made numerous changes. During the one meeting in particular, this

article was substantially revised.43

4I. UN Doc E/CN .4/95 , 2I May 1948. See also UN

the meetings, and UN

for the comments made
E/CN .4/AC. t/SR 20-44 for reports ot
E/CN .4/82/Rev. and E/CN .4/82/Add I-10,
the earlier draft.

Docs
Doc

upon

42. UN Doc E/8001
46-8I for reports of
Commission on Human
463.

28th June 1948. See also
the meetings. RePorts of

Rights. See also II948] UN

Docs. E/CN .4/sR
3rd Sess of the
on Human Rights

UN
the

Yb

43.3(1) G.A.O.R. (third committee), (1948), Meeting No. 119.
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'Arbitraryr r¡ras substituted f or the Commission's choice of

'unreasonable', largely out of deference to the representatives of

the Netherlands, the ussR and the uK. At Lhe instigation of the

Uruguayan representative, the text \^/as expanded to include a

reference to honour.44 The text which emerged from the 119th

meeting read

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference

with his privacy, family, home or correspondence'

nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation.

Everyone has the right to the protection of the law

against such interference and attacks'

At the end of the llgth meeting this paragraph was adopted by a

vote of 27 in favour, 7 against and 4 abstentions.45

This article htas

the Declaration

submitted to the

a vote of 48 to

as a whole. The Del-aration as

entire General AssembIY, where

nil, with B abstentions.46

a whole htas then

it was endorsed bY

adopted unanimously in the vote upon the text of

44. See i n particular the 119th Meeting ot th e 3rd Committee of
the General AssembIY in I 948 when the then art. 10 \ttas dra f ted .
The substitution of the word 'arbitrary I was the cause for some

disquiet later. At the 176th meeting o f the 3rd committee the
vote was 34/2 a nd 5 abstentions the abstainers cited the word

'arbitrary' on having prompted their act 10n.

45. rbid.

46. See IB0-l83rd
and Res 2L7 ( III )A
( 1e4B ) .

meetings, GAOR, Plenary meetings pp 852-938'
on thã IO/Dec/Ig48, 3 GAoR 7I, UN Doc A/BI0
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Article 12 does not require that privacy should receive absolute

protection, whatever is or htas meant by the word 'privacy" Other

articles provide for the protection of competing interests such as

the freedom of opinion and expressiont4T and the Declaration

contains the overal-I proviso that the 'rights or freedoms may in

no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and principì-es of

the united Nations' .48

Further, the Declaration qualifies itself' Sub-article

provides that:

In the exercise of his rights and freedoms'

everyone shalt be subject only to such timitations

as are determined by law solely for the purpose of

securing due recognition and respect for the rights

and freedoms of others and of meeting the just

requirementsofmorality,publicorderandthe
general welfare in a democratic society'

2e (2)

Like the instrument of which it is a part, article 12 seems to be

rather vague. There is littIe point in attempting to pin down

article L2 to a precise statement. It is, after aII, a part of a

Declaration a general statement of intent and hope i not a

precise legal instrument. As Lauterpacht remarked:

It may be idle to interpret the nuance of meaning

of an article when the article as a whole is not

47 . Oeclaration, art. 19.

48. Declaration, art. 29 (3) '
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binding, when its application is subject to "just

requirements of morality, public order and the

general welfare in a democratic society", and when

every State is the exclusive judge of these

requirements.49

49. Lauterpacht ' H. 't(I950). 1968. Achron
from Declaration' art.

I International Law and Human Rights' 'quot i ngBooks reprint. Conn. I '2e(2).
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CHÀPTER 2T

DRAFTING THE COVENANT

When the drafting committee resumed work after completing the

Declaration, it intended to produce a single covenant to give

legaI force to bhe rights and freedoms listed in the

Declaration. l This idea was Soon abandoned ' Less than three

years Iater, the General Assembly authoriSed its Economic and

social Council to draft two covenants: one dealing with political

rights and the other with economic and social rights.2

These two instruments were more difficult to draft than the

Declaration had been. The Commission on Human Rights prepared

drafts within two years, bY 1954. However, these drafts were

debated and revised by the Third committee of the General Assembly

for a further Lwelve years. They were not adopted by the General

Assembly until December Ig66: more than twenty years after the

Charter had come into force, and eighteen years after the adoption

of the Universal Declaration'3

l. Rev 2L7 (rI r) Et ro December r948.

2.15 February Ig52. G.A. Res. 543(VI): 27/20 s 3 Abstentions'
375rd etenary -ueeting of the G.A. See generally 6th -sess'
6.A.O.R. , ,n".tings zía-Tz¡ 397-AIL, and 6 G.A.O.R. , Plenary
Meetings',37a. 37{¡ UN Doc A/c.3/559¡ and A/2IL2. The request was

rel_ayeã io the Commission by ECOSOC Res. 415 (S-1) .

3. The ECOSOC transmitted
Res 548 B(XVIII) and the G'
session of the 3rd committee '

Covenants to the G.A. bY
considered them G the 9th
2200 (XXr), 2L UN G.A.O.R.

the
A.

G.

draft
f irst

A. RES
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The phillipines proposed a version of the text which \¡ras to become

article 17 at the ninth session of the Commiss ion. It was

substantiall-y similar to article 12 of the Decl-aration, and

according to its proposer' modelled upon that provision.4

Australia abstained from the vote upon this provision, and was

clearly unhappy about its inclusion. Its representatives saw this

article as embodying ideas about the specific protection of human

rights which \¡rere f oreign to the comon law tradition. According

to the briefing notes of the Australian delegation, the Àustralian

representatives Pointed

out that the citizen hras protected from unjustified

interference by the state through the doctrines of

the common law system and that the text \,itas in any

case framed in broad and imprecise terms I the

precise Iegal implications of which were not clear.

This article raises the whole question of what

countries with a common law system are to do when

faced with the obligation of article 2(2) to adopt

"Iegislative or other measures to give effect to

the rights recognised in the covenant". The common

law protection would be considered adequate by them

( supp 16 ) 52.
Covenant until

UN Doc A/63L6 ( r
L97 2.

66 ) . Austral ia did not s rgn the

4. UN Doc E/2447. See also UN Doc E/2256t assess II' Chap
para 65-7Lt in which a similar proposal had been approved by
UniteC States of America, but'ithout the word 'family': see
UN Doc E/CN.4/L.265

III,
the

also
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but it would be doubtful whether other governments

would agree that the obligation of the governments

with a common law system had been discharged in the

absence of statutory provisions. This point might

be discussed with other governments with a similar

common law background and, if it is considered

appropriater attention drawn to the general issue

in the Commission.5

The phillipines I proposal \^tas not accepted without modif ication.

Although there \^ras some opinion that the concept of 'f amily' was

implicit in the proposed text (which did not mention it

expressly), the motion to add the word family to the draft was

adopted unånimousIY.6

The majority of the debate revolved around the selection of the

terms 'arbitrary' and 'unIawfuI'. Australia shared in the concern

over the meaning to be ascribed to these words. T There was

5. Austral an Fore gnA a rsF e No. t Part 3, e

in Australian A
also page 372,
original reserva
which attached t
@ 99' Para. 318.

rchives ' Briefing notes G.4.9/SuPPlementarY. See

n. 8 above. One reason why Australia entered the
tion in respect of article L7 was the uncertaintY
o the word 'arbitrarY': U. N. Doc CCPR/C/I4 Add. 1 . ,

6. See generally the (1960) 15(I) G.A.O.R. (Third committee)'
Meetings No. r0r4 1020. The word family vtas added at the
I020th. meet ing. see especially, the comments by schvelb,

niËtee anã Eshel, of rsrael G 1014th and
istan) and Yasseen ( rraq) @ the
G the 1018th Meeting; and Kano

ng: U.N.docs. A/C.3/SR'1014
A/C .3/sR. 10 20 .

7.
a 1so

See
page

chapter
358 ' n.

22 bel-ow for a discussion of these terms ' See

B, above.
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discussion about

word privacy. B

the meaning of,

In retrospect t

and

ir
the

is

so Iittle debate over this.

In English, atthough not in French, it is possible to

differentiate between the terms 'privacy' and 'private life'. In

French the Phrase '1a vie privee' serves both meanings.9 tvluch

of the discussion focused upon this distinction. Some of the

delegates recognised that the English permitted this choice but

they argued over the selection of which term' 10 One of the

points of disagreement was aS to which of the two terms was the

broader.

Perera, the representative of Ceylon came

the distinction when he suggested that the:

expression tprivate Iifet \^/as very

Those who were in PubIic life had

criticisms of their private lives '

close to articulating

ambiguous.

to exPect

What the

8.
docs

See the discussion at meetings 10I5-1017' supra n. 6., U'N
Ã1".3/sR. 1015, A/C.3/SR. 1016, and A/C.3/SR'10r7'

9. See also the remarks made by Beaufort (Nethertrands) meeting
#10I7, supra n. 6, Hoare (UK) mõeting #1OlB, and Dadzie (Ghana)

Åeetinq #1Ol9,ibid, and U.N. docs A/C.3/SR.1018, and

Ãlc.¡/én.1019, å"0 A/c.3/sR.ro20. see also Mansion, J'E' (ed)'
'harrãp's Standard French and English Dictionary', 1I962' Harrap &

Co. Londonl, English French volume, G 955'

10. Others \^7ere more sceptical as to the existence of this
distinction. See for examplã the remarks by Thomsen (Denmark) @

Ãeeting #I017, supra n. 
-ø¡ KasIiwaI (India), G meeting #1016;

and Lamey (USA) G meeting #1018, ibid'
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article was trying to do was to protect a

fundamental freedom: it was not concerned with the

type of private life a man Ied. The word 'privacy'

conveyed that concept clearly .. . I1

Whitst one might argue with Perera's view that the word prì-vacy

conveys anything clearly, Lamey, the United States representative'

took a similar view. He suggested that

'privacy' implied the possibility of a state of

seclusion, whereas'private life'referred to an

individual's personal and family life as opposed to

his public and business life .. 'I2
He thought that the term'private Iiferwas the more appropriate

one for use in this context.

This view appears to have been supported by The Netherlands. That

country proposed a version which stated' inter aIia, 'EverYone has

the right for respect of his private and family Iife, his home and

correspondence. '13 By contrast, Hoare, the United Kingdom

representative, favoured the selection of the term privacy, taking

I I . Perera, meeting #10I7 ' U.N. doc. A/C.3/SR.101 , & supra. n. 6

1,2. Lamey' meeting #10I8' supra. n' 6

13 . UN.
(r955 ) ,
proposal
art i cle

doc A/c.3/Lz 460, Working Paper by the secretary-GeneraI
I0 c.A.O.R. Annexes, Agenda ftem 28 (Part I), G 15. This
selected virtuaÌly the same words as I¡/ere adopted in sub-

B(f) of the nuropeãn Convention on Human Rights ibid'
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the view that what required protection was intimate life: not life

as a private individual. l4

In the end, Hoare's view prevailed. The English text containing

the term ,privacy' \,úas endorsed by the Third Committe of General

Assembly at its I20th meeting in November' 1960. (The French text

retained the P hrase 'la vie rivee' . ) The vote was 70/0 with the

united Kingdom, United States of America and Cuba abstaining.l5

Six years later this text v/as endorsed by the General Assembly as

article I7 of the International Covenant of Civil and Political

Rights.

2L.I. 'Privacy t or I Private Life I

The selection of the term privacy in preference to the phrase

,private Iifer vras rather unusual. The Universal Declaration had

adopted this term. However I it \¡/aS not selected in any of the

other international conventions which adopted cfauses similar to'

and probably based upon, article L2 of the Declaration.

L4. Sir Samuel Hoare, meeting # 1018 ' supra n. 6.

15. I020t.h meeting ' supra
article: (f 960 ) 15 (l ) G.A.O'R'

n. 6.
(Third

Australia
Committee ) ,

voted for this
G 194.
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The American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man adopted

1948 contained article V:

Every person has the right to the protection of the

law against abusive attacks upon his honor, his

reputation, and his private and family life'

IN

The American Convention on Human Rights, which was adopted in 1969

and entered into force in I978, contained article 11:

(2) No one may be the object of arbitrary or

abusive interference with his private I ife, his

family, his home t oY his correspondencer or of

unlawful attacks on his honor or reputation'

The Council of Europe Convention for the Protection

Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, which was adopted in

entered into force in 1953, contained article B:

( f ) Everyone has the right to respect for his

private and family Iife, his home and his

corresPondence.

of Human

1950 and

ït is possible to over-emphasise the choice of the term'privacy'

rather than the phrase 'private life'. Writing about the European

Convention, Robertson suggested that the European choice of the

phrase 'Private life' did not:

reflect any difference in substance | ... but rather

anattempttoSecureconcordancebetweenthe

English and French texts'16

. Robertsont A.H. t R g ts n EuroPe L977. nd êd. rHuman
Press.Manchester UniversitY Manchesterl , G I 6. Sieghart ' P
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'Privacy, farnily, home or correspondence'

The first cl-ue as to the meaning of the word privacy as it is used

in both the Decl-aration and the Covenant lies in its context: in

aSsociation with family, home, and correspondence' There may be

an inference that it relates to the non-public attributes of a

person's Iife.

As was noted earlier, sub-article 17(I) of the Covenant is similar

to sub-article B(1) of the European Convention. Jacobs commented

that sub-articte 8(I) contained a 'somewhat disparate' collection

of interests.lT ffris is equally true of sub-article f7(1)'

Jacobs suggested that the fact of the grouping of these disparate

interests may increase their content. According to this argument'

the phrase 'privacy, family, home ¡ oY correspondence' should be

read as a composite description of a particular aspect of social

Iife one which may extend beyond the parameters of any one of

these interest identified severally. That is, sub-article 17 ( 1 )

rThe Internationa I Law of Human
SECMS

Rig hts' , Ir983.
with

C f are ndon
this. He

Press.
quotedoxf ordl @ 311 ' f n. l- 'RoberLson without comment.

to agree

17. Jacobs' F., rThe European Convention on
Clarendon Press. oxfordl, @ L26t commenting
European Convention.

Human Rightsr [1975
on article B of the
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mây, when read as a whole, guarantee a broad interest which arises

from the grouping of these interests which, taken as a wholer'may

be read together as guaranteeing collectively more than the sum of

their parts' .18

In Malone v. United Kinqdom the European Court held that,

'telephone conversations are covered by the notions of "private

Iife" and "correspondence" v¡ithin the meaning of article B, '19

although it has permitted the secret surveillance of post and

telecommunications in some circumstances where it is justified

under article 8(2).20

This decision in Mal-one suggests that Jacobs may be correct. The

interests grouped in article I may, when read as a composite'

provide more extensive protection than they would provide

individually. The same may be true of article 17 of the

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights'

However, reading sub-article I7 ( 1 ) in

interest. In his dissenting judgment

Gerald Fitzmaurice read 'private and

this \,¡ay may narrow

in the

f ami ly

Marckx

life

case t

home

the

Sir

and

18. rbid.

Malone v. United K i nqdom , (1984) 82 Series
Rights '

19.
Dec i s10ns o f the EuroPean Court of Human

A, Judgments and
esp. @ 30, para.
only to rPrivate64. In a concurring opinion, Pettiti J' referred

Iif e'.

20. Klass v. Federal ublic of German (1e78 ) 28 Series A'
Rights.

,

Judgements an Dec S1 ons of the EuroPrean Court of Human
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correspondence' together to identify the sphere of application

of article B, and concluded that sub-article B(f) excluded matters

which the majority of the court decided that it included. The

majority had focused upon the phrase 'family 1ife"21

Judge Fitzmaurice may have been influenced by common law

principles such as the maxim e usdem eneris. Judge WaIsh, who

partially dissented from the majority

case, expressly relied upon this maxim:

decision in the Dudgeon

If the eiusdem qeneris rule is to be aPPlied' then

the provision should be interpreted as relating to

private life in lthe familY life]

context . . .22

During the debate on Lord l"lancrof t's Riqht of Privacy Bill in the

House of Lords in 196I, the then Lord chancellor, viscount

Kilmuir, applied an equally narroht view to the interpretation of

article B. He argued that article L2 of the Universal Declaration

and article I of the European Convention on Human Rights (and

therefore presumably article 17 of the covenant) were primarily

aimed at 'physical interference, such as the activities of secret

police and other officers of a public authority.r23

A, Judgments and Decisions o f2L.
the
and

Marckx case t (I979) 3r
esp. G 14 (ma joritY judgment )

Series
Rights,n[ropean Court of Human

42, para. 7 (dissent).

22. Dudgeon
the EuroPean

case,
Court

(I982) 45 Series A' Judgments and Decisions of
of Human Rights, G 47 , Para . 23 '

23. (I961) 22g (H.L. ) Parliamentary Debates 629 (r3 March 1961) '
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It is not consistent with the Vienna Convention obligation- to

interpret treaties in good faith and in accordance with the

ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty to

constrain the interpretation of articl-e L7 by the application of

technical common law rules of statutory interpretation '

Consequentty, this method of interpretation is rejected.

I
I

The version of article L2 of the Declaration which cisneros'

of the members of the Third committee which debated the text

the Declaration, favoured might have been less ambiguous '

recommended

that the article should be divided into three

separate articles. The first article would ensure

man,s moral inviolability, which was based on two

factors: a subjective factor, honour, and an

objective factor, reputation. The second article

would be expressly concerned with the principle of

the inviolability of the home. The third article

would guarantee not only the inviolabirity of

correspondence but would supplement that concept by

the concePt of free circulation of

correspondenc e.24

one

of

He

Another member of the same committee, MacDonnelL, took the view

that article 12 of the Declaration btas unnecessa:i-y" that the

Cisneros, ( I948)
@ 275.

24.
lL6,

3 G.A.O.R. ' 
(Thir d Committee Meeting No.
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provision enshrining the Iiberty and security of the person

rendered it otiose.25 This was a minority view. The majority of

the members saw article 12 as extending and 'concretising' the

underlying ideas of that provision.26

Of the four interests grouped together in article L7, only

correspondence, and to a Iesser extent home, are susceptible to

uncontroversial definition. Perhaps 'family' is the next most

,definable' of the concepts. Privacy was discussed and defined in

part I of this thesis. As Ir4iIIer remarked, it is:

difficult to define because it is exasperatingly

vague and evanescent, often meaning strikingly

different things to different people. In part this

is because privacy is a notion that is emotional in

its appeal and embraces a muttitude of different

"rights", some of which are intertwined, others

often seemingly unrelated or inconsistent'27

Pr i vacy

the use

and the

has been invoked to justify abortion, euthanasia, suicide,

of contraceptives, opposition to carrying identity cards,

criticism of telephone interception by the police, to cite

25. MacdonneII,
No.119, G 309.

26. Robinson, N., 'Universal Declaration
Institute of Jewish Affairs, World Jewish

of Human Rights' , [ ]958.
Congress. N.Y.lr @ L77.

( r94B ) 3 G.A.O.R., ( Third Committee ) Meet i ng

27 . Miller, A.R. , rThe

and Dossiersr', II971.
omitted).

Assault on PrivacY: ComPuters'
Signet Books. N.Y.l, @ 40

Data Banks,
( citations
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just a few examples. One writer abandoned the entire concept in

disgust, describing it as 'unmanageable and to a large extent

unintelIigibIe.r23 Another suggested that few concepts are as

'vague or Iess amenable to definition and structural treatment

than privacy'29

Robertson claims that the phrase 'private tife' as it is used

in the European Convention has substantially the same meaning as

the term tprivacy' in article L7. The European Commission on

Human Rights does not appear to agree. It takes the view that the

phrase ,private life' is rather broader than the term 'privacy'.

In X v. Iceland, the Commission commented:

For numerous anglo-saxon and French authors the

right to respect for 'private Iife' is the right to

privacy, the right to lifer âs far as one wishes'

protected from PublicitY

In the opinion of the comission, however, the right

to respect for private Iife does not end there'30

ConsequentJ.Y, i t

phrase has been

that of privacY'

may provide some

is instructive to consider the \4tay in which this

interpreted. Even if its meaning is wider than

the interpretation of the phrase 'private life'

guidance as to the meaning of article L7 '

28. Palmer, G. 'Privacy and the Lawl [1975] N.z.L.J. 747, @ 748.

29. Dixon 'Charter for
t97 , @ 199.

R.c. (jr)'
an Expanded

I The
Law of

Griswold Penumbra: Constitutional
Prffiæ, (1965) 64 Mich. L. Rev.

30. X v. Iceland, 6825/74, 5 D' & R' 86, @ 87'
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2L.3. I Private lifet in the European Convention

professor Vel-u presented a detailed analysis of the article B

requirement of respect for private Iife, home and communications

to the Third International Colloquy about the European Convention

on Human Rights which took aS its theme rPrivacy and Human

Rights' . He did not offer any precise definition of private

life. Rather, he suggested that it should be seen to incorporate

at least five elements:

1. an individual's physical and mental

inviolatibilty, and an individual's moral and

intell-ectual f reedom;

2. an individual's honour and reputation;

3 . an individual 's name , identity, or I ikeness

against unauthorised usei

4. an individual's freedom from being spied upon'

watched or harrassed i and

5. the freedom from compuls ion to d isclose

information covered by the duty of professional

s""t".y. 3 1

31 . Velu, J. ' 
rThe EuroPean Convention on Human Rights and the

Riqht to ResPect for Private Life, the Home and Communications' ,
Brussels from 30which was

pub I i shed
Ir973.

held in
in Robertson' A.H. (ed) 

'Manchester Univ. Press.
in proceedings of the CoJ-loquY
September to 3 October I970,
'Privacy and Human Rightsr 'I,,lanchesterl ¡ L2, esP. 36-58.
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The five classes of interests which he identified are very simi.lar

to, and appear to have been largety modelled upon, Prosser's

categories which were noted in chapter 2 above.32 This approach

v¡as also adopted by Martin, an English delegate to the

CoIloquy.33 It tends to support Robertson's suggestion that the

phrase 'private tife' was intended to bear the same meaning as

tprivacyt.

Both Velu and Martin postulate an interest which is extremeJ-y

broad. For the same reasons as the Prosser categories were

rejectedinchapter2,theVelu,/Martinapproachiseschewed.

VeIu's second category has nothing to do with privacy except to

the extent that honour and reputation are contained in the same

paragraph as privacy in article 17 . Velu's third and fifth

categories relate to property and professional interest rather

than to any interest in privacy. The fourth category contains

elements of the 'being let alone' conception of autonomy.

defined the rrightÎhe European

respect for

Scheuten v. t

Commission of Human Rights has

private...lifer broadIY. Bruqqemann

to

and

Commission foundhe Federal Republic of Germany ,

In

the

that:

32. See chapter 2t Page 40 above.

Martin, A., 'Privacy in English Lawr, in Robertso¡ (ed) 
'

n. 31, @ 95-106 .
33.

supra
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The right to respect for private life is of such a

scope as to secure to the individual a sphere

within which he can freely pursue the development

and fulfilment of his personality. To this effect'

he must also have the possibility of establishing

relationships of various kinds, including sexual,

with other persons. In principle, therefore,

whenever the state sets ups rules for the behaviour

of the individual within this sphere, it interferes

with the respect for the private life and such

intereference must be justified in the light of

Article B(Z).Zq

However, the commission has limited the scope of this right' In

X v. Iceland, the Comission could not:

accept that the protection afforded by Article B

extend Ied] to rel-ationships of the individual

with his entire immediate surroundings, insofar as

they do not involve human relationships and

notwithstanding the desire of the individual to

keep such relationships within the private

sphere .3 5

34. (L977 ) 3 E.H.R .R. 244 @ p ara. 55. See a lso Dekler V.252,
BeIgium, 8307 /78, 2I D. & R.

248. See
116 ,
a lso

@ L24¡
be 1ow

andXv.S WI Lzer Iand,
discussion of art.8(2Szst/la, 13 D. & R.

on page et seq.

35. Supra n.30, 6825/74,5 D' & R' 86, @ 87'
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(In that case, the Commission declined to interpret article I as

securing the right to keeP a dog' )

InX v. the Federal Republic of GermanV , the Commission expresslY

differentiated between private and non-private actions.36 The

case concerned the refusal to provide official recognition for the

, new, sex of a transexual. The Commission commented that the

application concerned :

not only the applicantrs private sphere' but on

the contrary her legal status in public and in

society. Thus a violation of the applicant's

private life protected by Article B ( I ) of the

Convention was out of the question'37

The application of the criteria advanced in Part I of this thesis

would have produced a similar result. Consequently, if the word

'privacy' in sub-article 17 ( I ) has a meaning which is

substantially similar to that g iven to 'private. . .1 ife' article

B(f) of the European Convention, the definition advanced in Part I

is apposite.

The European Court of Human

' pr ivate I i fe ' broadlY .

court described:

has also interPreted the Phrase

and Y v. the Netherlands, the

Rights

InX

36.
@ 2r.

X v. the Fede ra I

37. rbid., @ 2)'.

Republic of Germany 66ee / 74, 1l D. & R. T6,
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'private Iife' , Ias] a concept which

physical- and moral integritY of

including his or her sexual 1ife.38

covers the

the person t

The seizure of private documents, the disclosure of, and the

incidental acquisition of, information contained in criminal

records or relating to people's health, phYsical conditionr or.

personality, have all been treated as constituting interferences

with 'private life', although they may have been justifiable

in the circumstances under sub-article 8(Z).Sg The use in

evidence of intimate photographs and the retention of records,

including documents, photograÞhs, and fingerprints has been viewed

as interfering with 'private Iife' , although justifiably

=o.4 
o

of the EuroPeanSer ies A'38. (1985) er
Court of Human

Judgments and Decisions
If, para. 22.Rights ' G

39. X v. Federal Re blic of German (530/76) 2
(6794/1 4) 3

, (1980) 3 E
co German

CD'
&R

.R.R.
104;

557¡ X

3 Yb 184; X

v. Federal Re ubl

(533e/72], 43
) 9 CD 53, 5

Van
V

CD 156; X v.
Yb 230¡ cf.
400 ) .

f D.
.HOo sterwr UITI T /7 6)

Norway, (7945 T4 D. & R. 228.

40. X v. Federal Re ublic of German
Federal ô blic o (r307

c v. Be

Dec S on of 12 October,
rman

VfGH Austria (OJZ L966 |
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CHAPTER 22

ARTICLE T7 OF THE COVENANÎ

sohn eulogised the International covenant on civil

Rights , claiming that it articulated 'more

obligations of states with respect to human rights

'specific obligations for Itheir] . . .enactment and

and Political

carefully the

and contained

enforcement. t I

This is an optimistic view. Even if the interests protected in

article L7 privacy, family, hOme, honour and reputation had

precise definitions¡ the protection offered is against 'arbitrary

or unlawful interference': not a specific description.

At the other extreme, Robertson described the definitions adopted

in the Covenant as being

so general or imprecise that the texts appear to be

more statements of political principle or policy

than legaIly enforceable rights ' 
2

1. Sohn, L.B. 'Human Rights I 'Organization of

History of United Nations Documents on
to StudY the

rA Short
in 18th

Peace, 'The United Nations and
L74, L75.

Report of the Commission
Human Rightsl

tI96B Oceana Publ. N.Y.l r 39, esp. @

2. Robertson 'tlanchester Univ.
A. , rHuman Rights
Press. Manchesterl

in the World', Í1982. 2nd ed',
@ 38.
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The Secretary-GeneraI of the United Nations refered to this

ambiguity in his'Annotations on the Text of the Draft of .the

International covenants on Human Rights. '3 He noted that

different views had been expressed about the meaning and scope of

article L7 and commented:

the article was couched in general terms'

merely enunciatIingJ principles, leaving each State

free to decide how far these principles v/ere to be

put into effect.4

The Secretary-General commented that there had been two schools of

thought regarding the manner in which articles on substantive

rights should be drafted: one favouring brief clauses of a general

character; and the other favouring precise statements articulating

the obJ-igations of the State, and the scope, substance and

timitations upon each right articulated'5

Various articles were influenced to differing degrees by the two

schooIs.6 In the discussions about article 17, the drafters'

and latterty the various nations' representatives at the Third

Committee meetings' were conscious of the difficulties which would

be involved in translating, the generaì- principles enunciated in

3. UN Doc A/ 2929 (L/Ju Ly/t955 ) , @ r32-L34, para. 00-10 2.

4. Ibid. , e 133 ' Para. 100 '

5. UN doc. A/2929, @ 24' Para' 13'

6. UN doc. s/2g2g, @ 27 ' para' 23, concedes this'
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article L2 of the Declaration into precise legaI tet.s.7 In the

end, they seem to have elected to lay down a generat rule '
Ieaving the states party to determine how best to incorporate into

their domestic law the protection of'privacy, family, home and

correspondence t .8

It does not follow from this that any of these rights should be

entitled to absolute protection. The covenant does not require

that they should be immune from aIl timitations; nor that they

should be immune from bona fide and reasonable limitations

consonant with pubtic order and comÍlmunal tif e.

In order to determine the nature and extent of the obligation to

protect privacy which is imposed by article L7, there are three

terms which must be clarified: 'arbitrary', 'unlawful', and

,privacy,. The term 'interference' is reasonably cIear.

22.L 'Arbitrary'

The united Kingdom representative in the Third committee meetings

described the se leit-i-on-of the terms arbitrary and unlawf u1 as

7 . UN Doc. A/ 2929, g 13 2, para. l- 0 0.

8. UN doc. A/2929, G 132-L33, para' 100'
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being particularly unsatisfactory as regards a particular person's

interference with the privacy of another'9

The word arbitrary is somewhat elastic, as the Greek

representative at the Third Commmitte debates commented.l0 But

it is not meaningless; even if it is undefined as the Australian

government argued r ll or 'undefinable' as the United Kingdom

representative cÌaimed. 12

The Third Committee considered that the concept of arbitrary was

'Iarger and wider than the concept of "unlawfu1lrr.13 Yaseen, the

representative of Iraq, expressed the view that its inclusion

strengthened the text. l4 However, there v/as no substantive

discussion of what he meant by this '

9. t0 GAOR Annex Item 28 (Part I) @ l0;
A/291OlAdd.1:

12 July 1955.

UN Doc A/4045, Para
Note verbal from

46
the( f95B ) . See also UN Doc

Government of the UK dated'

10. Mantzoul inos 'Meeting No. 1016,
(f960) 15 G.A.O.R. (Third Committee)'

@ 174; U.N. Doc a/C.3/SR.1016' @ para 14
part I. ,

ll. l0 G.A.O.R. Annexes, Agenda Item 28 (Art
A/29fo/Add l: Note Verbal from the Government
ZO June 1955 comment in respect of Art' 9'
n. B. above.

I) @ 13t U.N. doc
of Australia dated
See afso Page 358 '

L2. U.N.doc A/CN.4/694/Add.2 (20 June 1965) ' G 6

13. MacEntee , frish
Meetings, suPra n. 10,
SR. 10 1B , @ Para. I .

Representative at the
@ Ivteeting # 1018' G 182;

Third Committee
U.N. doc. A/C.3/

L4. Yaseen ' the
Meeting No. 10 16,
para. 18 .

repre sentat ive
n. 10, @ l75t

the Third Committee
N . doc A/c .3/sR. I0 I6 ,

Iraq
supra

at
U.
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The United States representative suggested that arbitrary was

wider than unreasonable; but that its proximity to 'unlawfuL' may

result in it being read down to bear a meaning close to that of

unreasonable. I5 Yet according to the Secretary-General of the

General Assembly, the reason !,/hy the term arbi trary was selected

in pref erence to the term 'unreasonabl-e' $tas that arbitrary b¡as

narrower than 'unreasonable | . Both arbitrary and unreasonable

connotate capriciousness. However, conduct could be unreasonabl-e

without being arbitrarY.l6

Arbitrary certainly means i1legaI, and contrary to law; but it

also connotes despotic, uncontrolted, tyrannical, imperious or

capricious. As the Secretary-General noted' some of the Third

Committee delegates had distinguished between 'unlawful'

interference by private persons and 'arbitary' interferences by

public authorites. lT However, the term arbitary is equally

applicable to legislation, regulation, executive or private acts'

and the exercise of executive discretion'lB

Lamey ¡ USA Representa tive' Thir d Committee meeting' supra n.r5.
10, e meeting 1018, @ 183; U.N. doc A/c.3/SR. 10r8, G para. 11.

L7. Annotations' ibid, @ 46 47.

16. ,Annotations on The Text of the Draft International covenants
on Human Rights', prepared by the Secretary-General of the G'4.'
UN Doc X/2919 (195t) e para 1bt, l0 G.A.O.R., Annexes, Agenda Item
28 (Part II) ' @ 47.

18. Volio, F., rLegaI Personality, Privacy
Henkin, L. ( ed) , 'The International BilI
Columbia Univ. Press. N.Y.l, 185' @ 19f'

and
of

the Family', in
Rights' I I9B 1.
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Its inclusion in article L7 is thus significant. More than any

other single word in the article, the word arbitrary signals that

a primary object of this provision is to protect individual

privacy against the abuses of arbitrary government'19

Hassan studied the meaning of the word arbitrary in great detail.

In short, his conclusion waS that it meant both iIIegaI and

unjust.20 McDougal criticised Hassan's analysis for failing to

recognise that arbitrary is 'commonì-y employed to summon up all

the complementary interests to a particular right and hence' does

not offer us much succour in attaching a reference to unjust"2l

However, introducing the concept of justice into the analysis is a

good starting point. It is consistent with the views of the Third

Committee of General- Assembl-y which suggested in its report in

1958 that the word 'arbiLrary' was used as a:

safeguard against the injustices of States, because

it applied not only to laws but also to statutory

19 . Sohn, L. B. , 'The New Internationa I Law: Protectron o f the
Rights of
l, @ 22,

Individuals Rather than Statesr, (1982)
emphasised that this is the primary aim

20. Hassan, P., S.J.D. dissertation, Harvard University 1970(?) '
See generaLJ-y his articles: 'The Word 'Arbitrary' A Word in the
Universal- Declaration of Human Rights: rIllegaI' aS rUnjustr?r ,

(I969) LO Harv. Int'I L.J. 225¡'The fnternational Covenant on
Civil and political Rights: Background and Perspective in art.
9(l)', (I973) 3 Denver J. Int'1 L. & Policy 153.

2L. l'lcDougal, M.S., 'Human Rights and WorId Public Order:
principle ãf Content and Procedure for Clarifying General
Community Policies', (I974) 14 Va. J. of Int'l Law 387, @ 393'

32 Am. U. L.Rev.
of the Covenant.
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regulation and to all acts performed by the

executive. An arbitrary act was any act which

violated justice, reason or legislation ' or was

done according to someone's will or discretion or

which was capricious, despotic, imperious '

tyrannical or uncontroLLed.22

In 1950, Eleanour Roosevelt, the chairperson of the Commission on

Human Rights, attempted to have the Commission formally record its

opinion that arbitrary meant both illegaI and unjus L.23 She

failed to achieve this. However, some of the other delegates

apparently had in mind a similar meaning. The united Kingdon

representative at the Third Committee debates on the draft

Declaration had suggested that arbitrary could be defined to mean

,any action taken at the wilI and pleasure of some person who

could not be called upon to show cause for i¡'t24

Perhaps the most useful guide to the meaning of the word arbitrary

Iies irr the nature of the instruments in which it is to be found'

îhe reason why the creation of an international birl of rights was

thought to be so important v/as that i t htas seen to be one of the

ways by which to prevent the recurrance of the abuses which had

been perpetrated by the totalitarian regimes in pre-1'945 Europe'

Report of the
Annex, Agenda

rd Comm
Item 32,

ttee. UN Doc
@ 7, para 49 ( r9s8-1959 ) .

A Dec.
GAOR,

23. UN doc. E/cN.4/sR I47, G para. 43 (1950)'

24.3(l) G.A.O.R. (1948) 306, Meeting 119 of the 3rd committee'
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The object of the exercise was to protect the rights of

individuals against the encroachment of tyrannical governments'25

An address to the third regurar session of the General Asembly by

the then united states secretary of state and chairman of the u's'

Delegation, provided some indication why international- protection

of human rights was seen to be necessary'

systematic and deliberate denials of basic human

rights lie at the root of most of our troubles and

threaten the work of the united Nations. It is not

only fundamentally wrong that millions of men and

women Iive in daity terror of secret police '

subjecttoseizure'imprisonment,orforcedlabor

without just cause and without fair trial, but

thesewrongshaverepercussionsinthecommunityof

nations. Governments which systematical-ly

disregardtherightsoftheirownpeoplearenot

IikeIy to respect the rights of other nations and

other people and are I ikely to seek their

objectives by coercion and force in the

international field ' 
26

25. Hassan, P., 'The International Cove nants on Human Riqh
Appr oach to InterPretationr' (re6e ) 19 Buffalo L. Rev. 35'
also makes this Point. It was aIso emphasised to this
during discussions with Mr Ralph HarrYr the alternative de

from Australia at the draft ing committee meetings.

ts: An
G 40 

'writer
1 egate

26. Marshall , U. S.
Essential Freedoms' ,
432, @ 432.

of State 'Department
I No ComPromise on

of State tUSl Bull '
SecretarY

(1948 ) 1e
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end of the drafting

the activities of

derogate from

process, some of the Parties had

the Soviet rather than the Nazi

this.govenment does not

The debates over the words arbitrary and unlawful

particularly illuminating. Whilst they v/ere extensive,

also confused and confusing.2T Volio suggested that

that both terms v¡ere used \^ras that:

privacy is essential to individual dignity '
whích is in the care of Iegal order, and its

violation cannot and should not be sanctioned by

Iaw. IllegaIity, then, is itself contrary to human

rights. Arbitrariness is even more odious because

it departs from the idea of law, creating an abyss

between force and reason, between political power

and the institutions which control and limit that

power. Action may be arbitrary even when it is not

in violation of positive law if the legislation is

itself unreasonable and capricious'28

to recognrse

to define the

were not

they were

the reason

cons t i tutes

'arbitrary' .

It may be that it is easier

arbitrarY interference than it is

what

word

ee genera 1ly UN Doc A 6 25, esp G para 6 et seq. One o
the delegates sugge sted that arbitrarY was a procedural term:
that rto act in an arbitrary manner lmeans] to act unreasonablY
where reasonable behaviour is required'. See espec ially (1960) 15

c.A.O.R. (Third Comm ittee) (Part 1. ), Meetings No'
and the text accompan ying notes 3-10 above.

28. vorio' supra n' 18' @ 191'

10 14 L020,
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unfortunately, this does not make it a particularly useful

criterion it rather puts one in mind of the judge who could not

define obscenity, but knew what it h/as when he saw it.29 Perhaps

greater precision would be difficult.

The meaning of arbitrary may never be susceptible of precise

definition. However, in practice, the American representative's

view that'arbitrary'is'unÌikely to be misinterpretedrwas

correct. 30 Much of the debate over the appl icat ion of the

description 'arbitrary' involves disagreement as to the facts '

rather than the meaning of the term'

22.L.I. Sub-article 8(2) of the European convention

This view is supported by the way in which the European court of

Human Rights has approached the interpretation of article I of the

Councit of Europe Convention for the Protection of Human Rights

and Fundamental Freedoms. That article is similar to article I7'

but does not contain the term 'arbitrary'. rnstead, article B(2)

prescribes the conditions under which an interference with privacy

by a public authority is permitted'

29. JacobelIi.s v. OhÍo, 378 U.S. 184 (L964), per Stewar
concurring G 197.

30.
Doc

USrepresentative,UNDocE/AC.7/SRl53,Gr6.SeealsoUN
E/AC.r7lSR I4B, @ 17.

t J.
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(2) There shaIl be no interference by a publ-ic

authority with the exercise of this right except

such as is in accordance with the law and is

necessary in a democratic society in the interests

of national security, public safety or the economic

weIl-being of the Country, fot the prevention of

disorder or crime , for the protection of health or

morals, or for the protection of the rights and

freedoms of others.

European Court described the object ofIn the Airey case ' the

article B as:

essentiallY that

against arbitrarY

authorities.3 1

of protecting the

interference bY

individual

the public

Both the European Court and the European Commission of Human

Rights have been concerned to identify the circumstances in which

an interference with 'private Iife' may be justifiable' The

way in which article B has been appl ied may i llustrate the

protection against 'arbitrary' interference which is offered by

article I7.

In the case

strik ing a

of KIass and others, the court noted the

balance between 'defending democratic

necessity of

society and

(L91e) 32 Series A,
Rights, G

Judgments and
L7, para. 32.31. Airey case'

the EuroPean Court of Human
Decisions of
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individual rights..32 In that case, the European Court decided

that secret surveillance was 'necessary in a democratic society in

the interest of national security and for the prevention of

disorder or crime. ' 33

The European Commission has attempted to define the timits of the

personal sPhere. fn

commented:

eruqq emann and Scheuten, the Commission

However, there are Iimits to the personal sphere.

while a large proportion of the law existing in a

given state has some immediate or remote effect on

the individual's possibility of developing his

personality by doing what he wants to do, not all

of these can be considered to constitute an

interference with the private life in the sense of

Article B of the convention. In fact r âs the

earlier jurisprudence of the commission has already

shownr the claim to respect for private life is

automatically reduced to the extent that the

individual himself brings his private life into

32. Case
dec is ions
59.

of
of

KI ass and others, (Ie78 ) 2B A, Judgments andSeries
rights,the EuroPean Court of Human esp. e 28, Para.

33. Tbid, para. 60. see also Burke, K.c., 'secret Police and

European convention on Human Rights" (1981) 33 Stanford L'
Ill3; for a discussion of the way in which the European Court
approched questions of surveillance'

the
Rev.

has
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Iife or into close connectron

interests.34

In that caser the Commission upheld laws prohibiting abortion'

commenting that Inot every regulation of the termination of

unwanted pregnancies constitutes an inte reference with the riqht

to respect for the private life of the rnother.'(Commission's

emphasis).35

The European court agreed with the commission that a law

proscribing homosexual activities with persons under the age of

consent which interfered with 'private life' may, in some

circumstances, be uphetd as being necessary for the protection of

the rights of others (see art.8(2)).36 For similar reasons the

commission also rejected complaints about the denial of a

prisoner's conjugal rights and the close surveillance of the

visits of another prisoner's wife and children'37 However' the

t4: Brú emann & Scheuten v. Federal Re ublic o f German
See also2- , para.(6ese

S iegh
CIare
quali

E. .R.R. ,

art, P. t 'The International of Human Rights' '
ndon Press. oxfordl ' G

Law
313 , where he endorses the

fications articulated bY the European Commission.

& Scheuten v Federal Republic of Germany, ibid' @

I [1e83.

35.
253,

B ru gemann
para. 6 I .

36.
7525/
r05 ) ;
Europ

Dud
76 , Comm SS ION:
Court: (I981) 45 Series

ean Court of Human Rights '

eon v. united Ki dom
BO E.H.R.

( Commi s ion
R. 40, esp.

A, Judgments and

application No.:
G 5I & 55 (para.
Decisions of the

37. X & Y v. Switzerland, (8166/78) f3 D' & R.24L¡ X v.
13 Yb 332¡ X v.of German , (360 3/68) 3I

105;
CD 48,

X v. United Kin oln r

R. 246. In addition, see Wem f v. Federa 1

Federa I ublic
Un te K I olrl r D.&R.

14 D. &

of Germany t (3448/67) 30 CD 56 regarding the unannounce d
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European Court struck down a statutary prohibition on

homosexual conduct between males for interference with the

right to respect for the private Iives, interpreted to include

sexual lives of persons of homosexual orientation.3S

al1

the

the

22.2. Unlawful

The Third committee delegates did not have much difficulty with

the term unlawful. obviously it means contrary to law' The

oxfordEnglishDictionarydefinesitasmeaning:
1. Contrary to law; prohibited by law; illegal.

2. Not permissible; contrarY to moral standard or

spiritual PrinciPIes.

4. Contrary to rule; irregutar'39

exmination o t isoner t s
/78 ( leBo )

pe rsonal effects; and McFeelev v.
Uni te d Kinodom

apr
B 317 3 E.H.R.R. l6I.

38. Du eon v. United Ki dom
5

. 36; X v. United Kin dom t
Federal

184; X v. Federal
v. united K 1n qdom

Appl i cat
Re bI ic

on
of

No. 7

German ,

, supra
78 ) 3 H. R. R.

e arbook
. 46¡ x

X v.
n

Ea

Y
RRe b I c of German

76 D.&R.

39. The Oxford
Oxfordl ' Vo1. XI,

530/5e (1e60) 3

( s935/72) 3 D. &

r7.

English Dictionary, [1933' Clarendon Press'
@ 25s.
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It is a term which is familiar to lawyers. Stroud's

DictionarY suggests that:

A thing may be unlawful in two senses, ( I ) as

unenforceable by law, (2) as punishable by Iaw'40

Black's Law DictionarY concurs:

thatwhichiscontraryto,prohibitedtor

unauthori sed bY l-aw. 4l

Judicial

Court has interpreted article B so as to entitle it

thejustificationforthe].awwhetheritis

for national security or public safety etc. The court

Dudoeon that:

22.2.I. European cOnvention and tlawfult interfêfêficê'

The article 17 term 'unIawfuI' is more restrictive that Lhe

European convention phrase 'in accordance with Iaw and is

necessary in a democratic socity in the interests of national

security ...' etc. (article B(2))'

The EuroPean

to examine

t necessary t

commented in

Jud ic iaI Dict iona ry of Words and Phrases, lr97 4.40. Stroudrs
Sweet & Maxe11. Londonl r vol. 5, @ 2875'

41.
st.

Black I s Law
Paul. Minn. I '

Dictionary, Il97g- 5th. ed' West Publishing Co'
@ 1377.
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,,necessary" in this context does not have the

flexibityofsucheXpressionsas',uSefu1'',

"reasonable" , ot "desirable", but implies the

existence of a ,'pressing social need" for the

interference in question.42

The EuroPean

requ irements

i nterference

ommitted ) .

43. Barthold
the EuroPean
Silver case,
ffiþEan Court

Court has been PrePared

for domestic l-aws relied

underarticleS-theY

to nominate minimum

upon to justifY an

must be 'adequatelY

precision to enable anaccess ible'

i nd ividual

advice' .43

and 'formulated with sufficient

to regulate his conduct, if need be with appropriate

Futher, there is some suggestion that the European court is

prepared to go behind the 'lawfulness' of an action where it

considers that the Convention imposes requirements 'over and above

conformity with domestic law'.44 fn Malone, the European Court

interpreted the phrase'in accordance with the law'as relating to

the quality of the 1aw, requiring it to be

Dudgeon case ( 1 supra n. @2 , para c tat ton
f

case, (1985) 90 Series A' Judgments and.Decisions of
Court of Human Rights, @ 2I, para' 45' See also
(1g83) 61 Series Ar Judgments and Decisions of the
of Human Rights, @ 33' Para' 86 88'

44.
Dec is

X v. the United Kin om, ( I9B2) 46 Ser ies
Rights '

A, Judgments and
@ 25 ' para. 57.ons of t e EuroPean Court of Human
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compatible with the rule of law, which is expressly

mentioned in the preamble to the Convention'45

In that case, the Court found that the:

mimimum degree of legal protection to which

citizens are entitled under the rule of law in a

democratic society [wasJ Iacking'46

Article L7 does not articulate any criteria other than rarbitrary'

by which to judge the'lawfulness'of domestic laws. Further, the

inclusion of the qualification 'arbitrary' appears to imply that a

Iaw may be ,lawful' for alI its arbitrariness. Article 17

addresses itself to interferences as such to the action rather

than the authority under which the action is performed.

Article 17 requires that people should be protected from

interferences with their privacy which are either unlawful

(although not necessarily for reasonS of privacy), 01.¡ even if

lawful, arbi Lraty. UnIess article 17 is partially tautologous

(ie. because privacy should be protected by the }aw, attacks upon

it should be unlawful)r47 the requirement that privacy should be

protected from unlawful interferences supports the views expressed

in part I of this thesis. Individual privacy is ascertaíned by

Dec is ions of45.
the

MaIone case t
Court

(r98 )82 Series A'
Rights ' @

Judgments and
32, para . 67 .of HumanEuropean

46. rbid, G 36, Para' 79'

47 . See the comments by Capotorti ' the
the Third Committee meetings' supra n

1017; U.N. doc A/C.3/SR.1017' para 9'

Ital- ian
10 ' @

representat ive
17B¡ meeting

at
No.
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to the societY's recognition

limits' for reasons other

that certain areas of Iife

than the recognition of

22.3. Arbitrary or unlawful ínterference

Article 2(3)(a) of the covenant' requires the sLates Parties to

provide remedies to people whose rights have been violated

,notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons

acting in an official capacity' . The inference is that the

Covenant requires the States Parties to take such legislative or

other measures as are necessary to provide protection against

arbitrary or unlawful interference with, inter aIia, Privacy by

either private persons or public authorities'

In ordinary parlance, the descriptions 'arbitrary or unlawfuf'

applied equally to private and public actions. Further, in X

Y v. the Netherlands, the European court of Human Rights

commented:

theobjectofarticleg[oftheEuropean

Conventionl is essentially that of protecting the

individual against arbitrary interference by public

authorities, it does not merely compel the state to

abstain from such interference: in addition to this

primarily negative undertaking, there may be

are

and
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positive obligations inherent in an effective

respect for private or family life These

obligations may involve the adoption of measures

designed to secure respect for private life even in

the sphere of the relations of individual-s between

themselves.4B

This view of the European convention is supported by

consulatative Assembly of the council of Europe.

Recommendation 582 (1970), the Assemby sought:

an agreed interpretation of the right to privacy

providedforinarticleBoftheConvention...,by

the conclusion of a protocol or otherwise' so as to

make it clear that this right is effect ively

protected against interference not only by public

authorities but also by private persons or the mass

media.

the

In

Article I7 of the Covenant is, as has been noted previously'

similar to article B of the European Convention. The primary

distinctions between the two articles lie ín the prescribtion of

the grounds upon which a law may interfere with 'private life'

etc. in sub-article s(2) of the convention as opposed to the use

of the terms 'arbitrary or unlawful' in sub-article 17 ( I ) ' and the

omission from sub-article B(1) of honour and reputation'

48. x & Y v. the Netherlan ds, (r 9Bs) 91 Judgments and
11, para . 23.of the EuroPean ourt o Human Rights ' @

Decis lons
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The result of these distinctions is that prima facie, article I

appears to be less directly concerned with private interferences

with 'private ... life' than is article L7. Consequently' if

articlê I imposes obligations to protect 'private ' .. life'

against private interference as the European Court suggests ' it

follows a fort i ori that articte 17 requires the states Parties to

the covenant to protect privacy against private actions which

arbitrarily or u lawfutly interfere with privacy.
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CHAPTER 23

RECOGNITION OF PRIVACY

Thus far the discussion has concentrated upon the concept of

privacy in an attempt to ascertain what it is; to what extent it

is impticitly recognised in and protected by Australian law; and

whether privacy requires any additional protection' The focus has

been upon the socio-Political

the right to PrivacY.

concept of privacyr âS distinct from

rt does not follow from the fact that it is possible to isol-ate

and define privacy, that the law should recognise and protect an

independent right to privacy' nor that the amount of privacy which

should be recognised by the law should be co-extensive with the

definition of privacy advanced in tLris thesis.l

The common law protection of interests which are closely a11iec1

with, and in some circumstances, virtually indistinguishable from'

discussed in Part III. As \4Ias evident f rom that

this protection is extensive. The Younger committee'sd iscuss ion,

conclus ion that:

prlvacy was

D.N. '& Soc.
'Pr ]-vacy: A Probl-em

76.l. See
Definition' ,

aÌso MacCormick '(1974) 1 Br. J. Law 75, @ 75,
of
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the existing Iaw provides more effective relief

from some kinds of intrusion into privacy than is

generallY appreciated2

is as true of Australian law as it is of English.

In Australia, the statutory and common law is devel-oping so as to

provide increasing protection to interests by reference to which

privacy is deLermined and with which it is allied' This lvas

particularly evident from the discussion of the prohibitions upon

adverse discrimination and the extention of the actions for the

wil_fu1 or negligent inftiction of nervous shock.

seipp reached a similar conclusion after examining

developments in English law since the late nineteenth century'

conc lucied that :

Privacyisanewdoctrinalcategoryinthemaking.

In England and elsewhere it is coming to be

perceived as a unified body of rules determining

theboundarieswhichwemayrelyupontokeepout

an intrusive worId.3

the

He

Part IV above examined Australia's international obligation to

provide effective remedies to people who are 'subjected to

arbitrary and unlawful inteference with' privacy. As was noted in

on Privacy ' Chairman S ir Kenneth2. Report o f Comm i ttee
Londonl ,

the
H¡4SO. Cmnd. 5012, G 203' Para' 657'

Judicial Recognition of a Right to
Legal Studies 325, @ 369-370'

Younger | 11972.

3. SeiPP, D.J
Privacy', (f983)

, 'English
3 Ox. J. of
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chapters 21, and 22, this obligation may be similar

B obligation imposed upon the signatories to

Convention on Human Rights.

to the article

the EuroPean

It does not follow necessarily that privacy should be recognised

as a distinct Iegal interest. The international obligation may be

discharged by the provision of a series of otherwise unrelated

tegal protections and remedies which, when viewed en masse,

protect privacy. The 'ragbag' of protections which were discussed

in part III may suffice to discharge this obligation.4

Australian domestic law provides ad hoc and incomplete protection

to privacy. Various heads of action have been extended to meet

particular extingencies and to provide remedies where

interferences with privacy arise out of, co-incide witht oT result

in otherwise recognised legal injuries. Thus remedies are

available where an interference with privacy arises out of' or co-

incides, with a trespass to person or properLY, involves a breach

of statutory duty t ot results in an otherwise recognised legal

injury, such as nervous shock. However, privacy complainants'

lacking title t ot resistent to ( 'mere' ) psychiatric in juryr IlìâY

4. Quot e from C ampbell, E. , & Whitmore, H. , 'Freedom IN

Australia', t L973. 2nd ed. SYdneY Univ. Pres s . Sydneyl , 372

( quoted above G Pag e 2OO, n. B). This Poin t is develoPed further
in chapter 25 belowr €sÞ. text accompanYlng nn.1&2.ComPare
art ic l-e 2L of the Convenan t ( right of Peacefu1 assembJ-Y) with the
common law Prote
the StudY of the
MacMiltan. rePri
esp. @ I24, L70.

ction as described bY DÍceY' A.V. 'Introduction to
Law of the Constitution', (IBB5) Bth.' ed. 1915'

nted by LibertY Classics. Indianapolis in I9B2l,
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have no grounds for action regardless of the intimacy of the

informat ion circulated .

Many interferences with privacy wiIl not provide grounds for

action. Thompson would lack grounds for lega1 action against her

hypothetical neighbour for using an X-ray device to look through

her walls unless the neighbour used the information, or intended

to influence her behaviour t oT, perhaps, if she developed nervous

shock as a resuIt.5 It is not saLisfactory to rest a right of

action upon psychological or psychiatric stability' even though

the measure of the remedy may be satisfactorily determined by

this.

Morison, sharwood and Pannam make a similar point in their

discussion of Grei io.6 rn that case, the Plaintiff

succeeded in an action for trespass against a defendant who had

entered the plaintiff's home and placed a microphone in the

tiving-room. Had the defendant used a parabolic microphone (which

it would not have have been necessary to actually place upon the

plaintiff's property), the plaintiff would have had no ground for

action in trespass. However, the invasion of privacy would have

been the same reqardless of the type of microphone used'

o v. Gre

5. See
d i scuss ion
discussion

above, chapter 4, page seq. See also
216 et seQ. r and
11, page 232 et

I0l e t the
the

seq.of nervous shock, chaPter 10' Page
of watching and besetting' chapter

6
L

[1966] v.L.R.376.
, I Cases on Torts' ,

Morison' W.L. 'lf96B. Law Book
Sharwood', R. L. , & Pannam 'Co. SydneYl, G 1130.
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The decision in Berstein of Leigh ( Baron ) v. Skyviews and Gene ral

Ltd. (noted previously in chapter r1) might have been different

had the plaintiff been able to demonstrate that the photographing

of his house amounted to harassment. T However, the AngIo-

Australian courts have been less adventurous than their American

counter-partS in the fashioning of new remedies.S

The common Iaw of trespass may develop to provide remedies for

interferences with privacy. During the debate upon Lord

Mancroft's (unsuccessful ) Right of Privacy 8i11, Lord Denning

argued that the common law is open to this type of development:

The Court of the United States gave a remedy in

damages, and enunciated the principles of the right

of privacy in a $7ay which would surely do justice

to anYbodY at Common Law' TheY said:

the unwarranted publicising of one's

privateaffairswithwhichthepublichasno

legitimate concern, or the wrongful intrusion

into one's private activities, in such a

manner as to outrage or cause mental

suffering,shameorhumiliationtoapersonof

ordinarY sensibil ities ' ' '

Berns te no Le Baron
See chapter 11, page 26, n

v. Sk vlev/s and General L

tl97B g.B. 47

B . Palmer, G. , 'Defamat ion and Privacy
Iowa L. Rev. I2Og, e L209. This point was

chapter 9' Page 198 et seq'

Down Underr, (I979) 64
discussed PreviouslY in
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That is the 1aw as evolved in the united States

from our common Law. Why cannot we have something

similar? I am not in despair. The Judqes may well

do it. There is nothing in any decision of this

House, judicially, which prevents it' in that

whenever any grievous cases come up we find that

the lawyers Produce a remedY.9

There are several disadvantages to leaving the development of

privacy protection to the courts. First, there may be little

attempt made to identifY a priori the concept of privacy. Courts

tend to view aIl intrusions similarly, regardless of whether (or

what type of) information is circulated as a result' This was

evident from the range of cases Seipp cited to illustrate his

contention that the common Iaw is developing so as to protect

privacy.lo

The majority of the cases which Seipp discussed concerned the

inviolability of property (especially home), or person, rather

than any particular aspects of the individual's Iife identified by

reference to its 'off limitst nature. The cases tended to focus

upon the confidential or secret nature of the transactions into

which the defendants \^rere alleged to have intruded rather than

( t3 March I
639.

961 ) 22e ( 5th Series ) H. L. Parl-9
638

10. See Seipp' supra n. 3t esp' G 362-369'

iamentarY De bates '
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upon the nature of the information circulated as a result of the

i ntrus ion.

As was discussed in Part I, if privacy is defined or determined by

the degree of the compì.ainant's objection to the intrusion, and/or

the intruder,s Iack of authority, it wilI be difficult to

determine a P riori whether any given item (or type) of information

should be freely circul-ated. Rather, it will be necessary to

enquire into the manner by which the defendant learnt the

information in question. An innocent defendant, who accidental-ly

learns intimate information about another person would not be an

'intruder', and therefore may be free to circulate the information

at wilI.

seipp's analysis of the trends in the common law may rest upon a

confusion between the proper limits of government, the

, Ia] uthority for limiting the intrusions of the State'11 and

privacy. According to the analysis advanced in Part I, the

limitations upon the intrusions of the state arise out of a

society's recognition that, ín principle, certain aspects of Iife

are 'off limits r.

In turn, and to the extent that, states recognise I imits upon

their jurisdiction over their membersr Privacy may be recognised'

states recognise privacy because they have a Iimited right to

regulate their members lives. They do not restrict their right to

rL. Supra n. 3' @ 3 65.
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because they recognise privacy. It. is therefore

to determine f irst whether, in principle, there are any

Iife which the state may not regulate, and secondly' what

areas.

The second disadvantage to leaving to the courts the development

of privacy protection is that courts may make a series of ad hoc

decisions. As hras discussed above in chapter 9 | Commonwealth

courts have tended to 'grope forward cautiousi-y',12 and determine

matterS on a 'case-by-case basis' that does not not involve

radical changes of direction or re-assessments of underlying

principles. l3 Consequently' conflicts between different

interests may be resolved summarily on the facts of individual

cases without there being any opportunity to establish, in

principle, priorities as between the various competing interests'

Thirdly, until the courts have developed and applied specific

principles by which to protect privacy, there may be considerable

uncertainty about the consequences of any given circulations of

information.

The disadvantages of leaving to the

protection of privacy without having

courts the develoPment of

first def ined the factors

I2. Fleming r

Butterworths.
J.G.,

Sydneyì r

'The
@ s68.

of
a lso

Torts' t
page l9B

[1983.
above ' G

6th ed.Law
See n. 3

13. Burnsr P., tPrivacY and
Unravelling?' , in Gibson, D'
t 1980 . Butterworths. Torontol r

esp. @ n. 6.

the Common Law: A Tangled Skein
(ed), 'AsPects of PrivacY Law',
@ 23. See also Page I9B above '
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whieh should govern the recognition of privacy are illustrated by

the American case law on privacy. The American cases do not

appear to possess any particular theme. They range across an

array a matters from the 'right to die', intrusions in property or

home, the acquis ition of evidence, and sexual and family

matters. l4 One commentator on the American case 1aw adapted the

traditional description of equity to suggest that as 'the judges'

o\¡/n vaf ues vary, so does the scope of the Fourth Amendmena ' r 15

Further, many of the case arer aS Kalven commented, tunbeatably

trivitl ' .16

4. See Arlz, D.E.' Pr vacy Law n Massac usetts: Terr tor 1a

Informational and De cisional Rightsr, (1986) 7O Mass. L. Rev. 173

for an attemPt to categorise the cases. See for eg : In Re

Qu inlan , 70 N.J. 10, 355 A. 2d. 647 (I97 6) ,ì Roe v. Wade, 410 u.s.
r13 ( I973) ¡ Lovin v. Vir inia, 3BB U.S. 1 (1967)ì Katz v. Un i ted
States, 389 U. S . (1 For some discussion of some of the
matter s which hav e been litig ated in the name of the PrivacY see 3

Loewy, 4.H., 'The Fourth Amen dment As A Device for Protecting The

fnnocentr , (r983) Bl Mich. L. Rev. 1229¡ Richards ' D.A.J. 'rConstitutional PrivacY, The Riqh t to Die and the Meaning of Life:
A Moral AnalYs is' '

(1981) 22 wilr iam & MarY L. Rev. 327 ¡ Eichbaum,
J.A. ' 'Lovisi v. S1 a ton: Constitutional PrivacY and Sexual
Expression (1 79 CoI. Human Rts L. Rev. 525¡ Levin'
H.A., & Askin' F. ' 'Privacy i n the Courts: Law and Social
Reality' '

(1977 ) 33 J. of Soc. I ssues 138; Rogers' H.P.(jr)' rA

New Era For Privacytt lI967l N. D. L. Rev. 253¡ McGinIeY, T., 'The
Right of PrivacY And The TerminallY-I1I Patient: Establishing The

"Right To Die", (1e80) 3 I Mercer L. Rev. 603 ; Botelho ' B ' M' '
'State v. Ravtn: The Right to PrivacY" (I976) 12 Williamette L.
J. 394.

15. The author of this descriPtion
article from which the quote is taken:
Under the Fourth Amendmentr, (f981) 91

81, quoting from a source which appears
author's footnotes (the cross-reference

16. Kalven, H., 'PrivacY in Tort
Wrong?' (1966) 31 Law and ContemP'

is not aPParent from the
Note, rProtecting PrivacY

Yale L. J. 313, @ 329t fn.
to have vanished from the

cited in unhelPfut).

Law Were Warren and Brandeis
Probs ' 326, @ 337 '
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As was noted above in chapter 2t after an extensive examination of

the American case, Prosser concluded that the cases lacked any

common elements. I7 Gerety endorsed this view and suggesLed that

,any 1ega1 rul-e wilI grow Iike a beanstalk unless it is vigorously

pruned,.lS This view has some judicial support' Chief Justice

Burger , of the United States Supreme Court commented in United

States v. 12 200-Ft Reels of Film:

The seductive plausibifty of single steps in a

chain of evolutionary development of a legal rule

is often not perceived until a third, fourtht ot

fifth "logicaI" extention occurs' Each step' when

taken, appeared a reasonable step in relation to

that which preceded it, although the aggregate or

end result is one which would never have been

seriously considered in the first instance'I9

Whether' and

question of

to what extent, Þrivacy shoul-d be protected is a

public policy. To the extent that privacy is a

17. See above Page 4T, Prosser, W. t
Publishing Co.

'Handbook on the Law
St. Paul-. Minn.l, @

t 1971. 4th ed
n. 28.
. Westof Tortsr r

B04t 814.

18.
L. L.

Gerety, T. ' 'Redefining PrivacY"
Rev. 233, @ 234, fn. 9'

(L977) L2 Harv. C. R. C

3),
tMr
id:
cal

r9.
per
Jus t
IAll
extr
prin
part
hold
Wate

of
the
to

nty
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condition of ignorance on the part of others, including the

government, the express recognition of privacy as an independent

interest must involve a conscious recognition and acceptance

( including by the government ) that cerLain areas of Iife are

beyond the bounds of government regulation: that there are 'off

limits' aspects of each individual's l-ife which are immune f rom

official control.

It does not follow from the fact that the judiciary is, as Justice

Brennan commented, 'the arbiter of legal propriety in the process

of administration' , that it should always be for courts to

determine the bounds of executive author ity.20 Ison suggested

that :

judicial cries for the protection of the citizen

against the state may be no more that special

pl_eading for the po\Àrer and privilege of judicial

law-making and its supremacy over the democratic

proc.ss . 2 I

To the extent that the Australian constitutional

the supremacy of the legislaturer22 it may be

system recognrses

more appropriate

20 . Brennan 'in Taggart, M. (ed). 
'the 1980's: Problems

Aucklandl, 18, G I9.

F. G.' 'The Purpose and Scope of Judicial-
of Administrative

Review' ,
Action in

II986. Oxford Univ. Press.

G , 'The Sovereignty of the Judiciary', (1985) 10

@ 11.

'JudiciaI Review
and Prospects I 

t

2L. Ison, T.
Adel. L. Rev. I

22. See Brennan, supra n. 20¡ GaIIigan' 8., 'JudiciaI Review in
the Australian ¡'ederã1 System', (1979) 10 Fed. L. Rev' 367, Ong'

D.S.K. , 'The separation -or Powers and the Exercise of Ancillary
powers through the supervision of the commonwealth Executive"
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for the legislature to determine the criteria identifying the

circumstances in which people may complain of interferences with

privacy. It is for courts t ot other appropriate tribunals, to

determine whether those criteria have been satisfied.

Legislative recognition of privacy is less susceptible to the

vagaries inherent in the judicial recognition of privacy' The

statutory specification of rights involves the a priori

determination of the criteria defining those rights, and these

criteria may provide the basis upon which to determine the

priorities as between competing interests. Further, the statutory

determination of a legat right may be consistent with far greater

lega1 certaintY than may

de termi na t ion .

its ex Post facto judicial

It does not necessarily follow from the fact that Australian 1aw

does not provide sufficient protection to privacy to discharge the

obligations implied by ratifyinq the International Covenant on

Civil and potitical Rights that Austral-ian law should be modified'

It may be undesirable to recognise privacy as an independent

interest or right.

(1982) l3 M.U. L.R. 532¡ Peiri s¡ G.L., 'Sta tutory Excl-us ron o

Judicial Rev
ÍL9B2l Publi
The Apparent
Rev. 986 | @

Law: An Unfi
572 et seq.

iew in Australian, Canadian, and New Zealand Lawr,
c L. 45 1 ; Laskin, B. ' 'Certiorari to Labour Boards:
Futility of Privitative Clauses' , (1952) 30 Can Bar.
990i Janisch' H.N. '

rBora Laskin and Administrative

f

nished JourneY' '
( 1985 ) 35 Univ. Toronto L. J. 557, @
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After an exhaustive examination

Committee concluded that it was

'blanket declaration of a right

commented thaL:

the repercussions upon

information are difficult to

could be substantial.23

The same may be true of Australia'

of EngJ- ish 1aw, the Younger

undesirable to recognise a

to privacy' . The Committee

free c irculat ion

forsee in detail

of

but

The merits of recognising an independent right to or interest in

privacy should be considered explicitly. It cannot be assumed

that it follows from the existence of an international obligation

to protect PrivacY that PrivacY is ipso facto desirable. Ït may

be that the international obl igation should be repudiated in

whole or in Part.

If this is sor it may be that a(nother) reservation should be

(re-)entered in respect of article L7 of the covenant' The terms

and extent of any such reservation would, of course, depend upon

the reason why the recognition of privacy is undesirable'

The remainder of this chapter examines the case against privacy'

Because of the international obligation to protect privacy' the

discussion proceeds from the assumption that privacy should be

n. 223. Younger Committee ' supra @ 206, para. 6 4.
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and examines the force of the case against legal-

of privacy.24

23.I. Case against legal recognition of privacy

privacy is both an ultimate val-ue and an instrumental value.

Expressed briefly, the distinction is that an ul-timate value is

one which is desirable in and for itself - such as love -, whereas

an instrumental value is one which iS a logical pre-condition for,

or an aid to, the achievement of some other va1ue.25 Thus the

interest in enjoying good health is an instrumental interest if

good health is perceived as being a pre-condition to the enjoyment

of life ì or an ultimate interest if the enjoyment of good health

is viewed as a goal in itself'

It is possible to divide many of

two rather arbitrarY categories:

the writers about PrivacY into

those who treat PrivacY as an

24. This assump colours the remainder of th is chapter.tion
It is not an uncommon starting Point. As \¡/as noted by Prickett '
M.D.S., 'The Right
Connecticut', (I980)

to Privacy: a
7 Hastings L.Q

Vie \á7 of Gr iswold v.
@ 777, most art cles

upon the assumPtion that 'The value of this

BIack
777,

about privacY
ethereal thing

proceed
called privacy is obv ious and beyond disPute.l

25. Uniacke ' S. , I Privacy and
A.S.L.P. I, G 14 , Proffers
instrumental va1ue.

Privacy', 11977-'7Bl
definition of an

the Right
this as

to
the
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particul-ar Benn, Bloustein and Fried, and those

as an instrumental val-ue.26

This latter category has attracted numerous adherents, and an

enormous range of interests have been advanced as being dependent

upon the enjoyment or privacy. Benn, Bloustein, and Fried should

also be included in this category since they treat privacy as an

indispensible attribute of the autonomous person and a

precondition for the existence of an autonomous, or 'whole'

person.

Pr i vacy

Gavison

II

has been said to Serve numerous ends r SO many, that

remarked:

appears that PrivacY is central

attainment of individual goals under every

of the individuat that has captured

imag inat ion.27

to the

theory

mants

26. Bloustein ' E. J . | 'Privacy as an AsPec f Humn DignitY"
( 1964 ) 39 N. Y.U. L.Rev. 962¡ Bloustein, E.J., 'Group PrivacY: The

Right to Huddle' , (le 77 ) 8 Rutgers -Camden L. J. 2I9 ¡ Bl-ouste tr'ìr

E. J. , I Privacy is Dear at any Price' , (1978) 12 Ga. L. Rev. 429¡
Fried , C. , 'PrivacY' , ( f968 ) 77 Yale L.J. 475 ¡ Uniacke' ibid.; See

also Benn, S. I . , I The Protect ion and Limit ation of PrivacY' '
l97B) 5I A.L.J. 601, 686¡ Benn, S'I'' 'Freedom, AutonomY and the

Concept of the Person I , (L976) 76 Arist. Soc. Proc. 109 ; and Benn '
S.I. r'PrivacY, Freedom and Respect for Persons I , in Pennock' J.R.
& ChaPma n, J.V{.(eds)' Nomos XIII, 'Privacy' , [ 1971. Atherton

The distinction between instrumental and ultimate

to

Press. NYI , 1.
values \^/as als
n. 17.

o noted briefì-Y in chaPter 6 above see page 150'

27. Gavison' R., 'Privacy and the Limits of the
Yale L.J. 42I, @ 445. See also Uniacke, supra n'
R. N. , ,Report of the workshop on Privacy' , ( r97 1 )

E. & w. ít¡, esp. @ 520 :'our privacy is in some

repository of our values'. It is arguable that the
view treats privacy as an instrumental value'

Law', (1980) B9
25, and Moore '2I (4) Philos.

sense a general
B lous te i n/Pr i eci
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This discussion is divided into two parts. It first considers

some of the criticisms of privacy per se. Second1y, it considers

the merits of some of the functions which some writers contend are

served by privacy. If the ends facilitated by privacy are

undesirable, it is may follow that privacy is undesirable. To

some extent, this latter examination, therefore' considers the

relationship betwen privacy and the ends which it is said to

serve.

23. I. l. PrivacY Per se

This part of the examination considers the case against

the assumption that privacy is an ultimate value in

described earlier.

privacy on

the sense
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23.r.1.1. A novel, and fashionable' interest

It is sometimes said that privacy is a novel and fashionable

interestr2S which was unknown in the state of nature, L:ribal

society, or even Iast century. Thus Burns suggested that:

Modern concern for privacy is the product of the

rise of the middle class which in turn is the

result of the drift from village to urban life

during the industrial revolution'29

As was noted in Part I I , concern wi th privacy may be relat iveJ-y

recent, and largely reflective of technological developments '

However, it is irrel-evant whether privacy has a lengthy pedigree'

The question is whether it is desirable to recognise and protect

privacy in a twentieth century, technological society. whether

privacy is a ,neolithic invention' is beside the point.30

Privacy: a Scept i ca 1 View' ,\l ,28. MarshaIl,
(I975 ) 2l ¡4cGiI1 L

I The
J. 242,

Right to
@ 242.

29. Burns, P., rThe Law and Privacy: The canadian Experience"
(1976) 54 Can Bar Rev. l, @ 4.

30. For a discussion of the history t oY lack of it, of privacy'
see Arndt, H.w., rThe cult of Privacyr , (l-949) 2I Aust. O. 68,
esp. @ 69. But cf. Roberts, J.M. & Gregor, H., 'Privacy: A

Cuitural View' , in Nomos III, supra n. 26, I99, esp. @ 203¡
Hofstadter, S., ffte Development of the Right of Privacy in New

yorkr, t1954.' Grosby Press. N.Y.l. see also westin, A.F. '
'privacy and Freedom í, I ( 1967 ) Lg7O. The Bodley Head ' Londonl '
esp. G:¡Z: the notion that privacy is somehow a "modern" interest
which began to take form o.tiy in the late nineteenth century is
s irnply bad historY and bad law.
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To some extent this argument reflects the view that privacy

embodies the modern ( depJ-orable ) pre-occupation with

individualism. This type of criciticism is not peculiar to

privacy. As was discussed above in chapter 20, the notion of, or

at least the conception of, human rights may be refl-ective of

(western) cultural pre-occupations with individualism.3l

The definition of privacy which was advanced in Part f does not

prescribe the ambit of privacy in any given place or time. It is

is designed to permit fluctuations in the content (conception in

the Dworkin sense) to be ascribed to privacy at any given time'

The definition rests upon otherwise, articulated community

standards and expectations. Consequently, recognising privacy in

the sense defined in this thesis wiIl not necessarily commit a

society to any particular view of individualism, nor to any

particular view upon how 'rnuch of human life should be assigned to

individuality, and how much to society'.32

3I. See the discussion in chapter 20 above r Þage 399-405.

32. Mill, J
Government 'Press, World

. S . , 'On LibertY' , in I On Libe rLY ,
The Subjection of Women' , t ( 1859 )

Cl-assic Series. Londonl , 1, @ 92.

On Representative
).97 4 Oxf ord Un iv .
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23 .1.L.2. An inherently anti-social interest

As was discussed in Part 1, privacy is a distancing mechanism.33

It is thus both an ultimate and an instrumental value. It is an

ultimate vafue if the drawing of distinctions between societies

and their members is, of itself, a desirable end. It is an

instrumental value if the drawing of these distinctions is

desirable because it promotes some other goa1, Such aS autonony.

Democracies are generally typified by the recognition of

distancing mechanisms. However, not all of these mechanisms are

or should necessarily be recognised by l-aw. This is frequently

ignored when the presenting the case for Lhe Ìegal recognition of

human rights in qeneral, and privacy in particular. The argument

seems to take the following form: democracies must recognise that

their members need, and therefore should have the right to employ'

distancing mechanisms; privacy is one such distancing mechanismi

therefore democratic societies must recognise privacy; therefore

there should be a legal right to privacy.

The fourth proposition is a non seguitur. There are a great many

attributes of life in any society, democratic or otherwise, which

are not directly recognised by 1aw. It is not self-evident that

they should be so recognised. Law is a rather clumsy instrument;

33 . Bazelon, D. L. , 'Probing Privacy'r (I977 ) 12 Gonzaga L. Rev.
587, G 588, aPPears to define PrivacY
'privacy Iis] the unitarY concePt
society.'

in terms of this function:
of separation of self from
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and it is not the only institution which constrains social

conduct. It may be that distancing mechanisms, including privacy'

are better secured by social regulation, bY the constraints of

good manners or morality, than by the law.

The thesis advanced here is that the Iimits of individual privacy

are established by the society's recognition that certain areas of

Iife are 'off Iimits' . (They are not 'off limits' because an

individual alleges that intrusion into those areas will interfere

with privacy per se. Privacy depends upon a society accepting

that it may not regulate its citizens' lives in entirety' It

depends upon an acceptance that the members of a society are

entitled to some independence vis-a-vis that society.)

To some extent, the criticism that privacy is inherently anti-

social is a product of the definition proffered' If privacy is

defined subjectively, then it is inevitably anti-sociaI. unless

the definition of privacy contains within it some element by which

to limit its application, the recognition of privacy may be

undesirabte. However, if privacy is defined by reference to some

objective criterion, as is suggested in this thesis, then privacy

is not necessarilY anti-sociaI.
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23.r. 1.3. Privacy is antithetical to democracy

One effect of explicitly protecting privacy wiII be the imposition

of restrictions upon the circulation of certain types of

information. This will encroach onto the right of free speech.

Some cons ider that this is a reason \nrhy privacy should not be

recognised.

pul-1an argues that free speech is essential in a democracy. He

maintains that although a democratic state is entitl-ed to regulate

action, 'it does not have the Same right to regulate speech.'34

Regal examined the justifications for free speech in the context

of an examination of the prohibition of hate propaganda. Althouqh

he did not consider Pullan's writing, his comments are apposite:

some writers infer that since freedom of speech is

necessary in a democracy, such freedom should enjoy

preferential status over other rights and freedoms.

This is an unwarranted inference because it is

contingent upon the presumption that freedom of

speech is the only necessary right or freedom in

society, which cl-early is not true.

Free speech is protected as part of an attempt to

optimize the levels of freedoms and rights enjoyed

34. Pu11an, R.
t 1984. Mentheun.

, 'Guilty Secrets:
Australia.l, e 10.

F ree Speech in Australia' '
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in society, and to ensure the

of our democratic political

Restrictions upon the exercise of free speech are not ipso facto

unjustifiable. They are undesirable when they unnecessarily or

excessively restrict the right to freedom of speech. A variety of

constraints and conflicting interests already restrict freedom of

speech. Several legally protected interests are inconsistent with

an unlimited right to the freedom of speech.

pu1lan's argument that speech should be completely free would, if

accepted, deny any protection to reputation. However, reputation

may be an item of trade as much as any physical attribute. For

many members of the society reputation is both more significant

and more vulnerable than any physical attribute. It is not

necessarily desirable to withdraw protection from any interest

simply because it conflicts with another this is equally true of

reputation. A balance may be struck between these competing

interests without undermining eithet.36

If freedom of

virtually any

speech is

res tr ic t ion

viewed as the

upon it may be

pre-em Í nent

treated as

civil right,

unnecessary or

¡S. negrat ' A.R. , rHate Propaganda: A

Speech' , ( 1984-85 ) 49 Sask. L. Rev.
Jeffery, 4.J., rFree Speech and Press:
B Human Rts O. I97.

Reason to Limit Freedom of
303, G 308- 309. But cf.
An Absolute Right?' , ( 1986 )

36. Briscoe v. Readerrs Di est Association , 48 3 P. 2d 34 ( 1971-.

Calif. r Pêr Peters J. esp @ 2
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excessive. If r oû the other hand ¡ Þrivacy is viewed as an

otherwise desirable interest, freedom of Speech Loo may be

balanced against the recognition of privacy, and there may be no

objection, in principle, to imposing Some restrictions upon

freedom of speech.

This analysis starts from the position

prima facie desirable. Consequently '
placed upon freedom of speech by the

merely one factor affecting the extent

recognised.

that privacy is at least

that limitations will be

recognition of privacy is

to which privacy should be

The degree of privacy recognised in any society depends upon a

balance being struck between the conflicting interests of that

society. It does not foIlow from the conclusion that privacy

should be confined within certain limits, that privacy should not

be recognised.

23.r.1.4. An exclusively bourgeois interest

'trivial middle class value'37Privacy has been criticised

of concern of interest onIY

as a

to those:

37 . Beytagh, F.X. 'Conf lict in VaIues',
rPr ivacy and a

N.Y. L
Free Press: A ContemPorary
Forum 453, G 510.(r97s ) 20
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vrhose circumstances do not rivet their minds

exclus ively on survival .38

If privacy is a middle (and upper) class concern' then it may bè

exploited to enhance the social position of the more privileqed

sections of the community against the less. This criticism is

defended by adopting the faIl-back position that' even if the

under-privileged sections of the community do derive some benefit

from privacy, and hence would derive some advantage from its

express legal recognition, the more privileged sections already

derive disproportionately greater benefit, and wilI derive

disproportionaLely greater advantages from its recognition.

The desirability of the legal protection of privacy is accorded a

far higher priority amongst those who are less pre-occupied with

the more mundane aspects of survivat, such'as the source of the

next meal.39 This is not entirely surprisinq.

In some senses at least, the privileged sections of the community

are more directly threatened by the non-recognition of privacy'

As the Canadian Report on Telecommunications commented: the less

38. Palmer, G. ' 
rPrivacY and the Law' , [197s] N.z.

Affa i r
Confe rence
National

L.R. 747, @

the Civil
on Civil

University'
7 47 . See al-so S impson , C. , I The Combe
Liberties Viewpoint' , addresss to the
Liberties , 25 February I984, Australian
Canberra ' @ 4.

39. JohnsLone 'Catholic Record
B. , I Privacy
318, @ 326.

Intrusions' ,
also Palmer'

and
See

(1e82)
supra

Australian
38, @ 747.

59
n.
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privileged one's position; the less one has to fear

abrogation of PrivacY.

The rich and powerful may also have more to hide;

for information that might destroy a career in some

walks of life could be a matter of indifference in

others . 4 0

from an

The rich and powerful will inevitably derive disproportionately

greater benefit from the explicit recognition of privacy. This is

true of the recognition of many socially defined interests.

However, it does not follow that those interests should be

abandoned.

Similarly, it does not follow thaL the poor and powerless will

derive no benefit from the explicit recognition of privacy.

UnIike the better placed members of the community, they are l-ess

able to exploit the indirect avenues of protection ( such as

property-based causes of action). The explicit protection of

privacy may thus secure for the underpriviteged the baseline as is

cuirently secured by the rich and powerful through more devious

means.

For instance, indigent

immunity from tresPassers

have no l-and in the f irst

people cannot secure their phys ical

by invoking the law of trespass if they

place. Their rich cousins may and may

-40; Canada, DePartment
Telecommunications Directing
on Telecommunications in
ottowal , @ 42.

of Communications t
Committee, rlnstant WorId

Canada', t1971. Information

Report of the
a Report

Canada.
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indirectly secure their privacy. Yet it is the

powerless which is most frequently abrogated: it

required to bargain their privacy in return

largesse or credit.41

privacy of the

is they who are

for government

The objection that privacy is a middle-class concern is motivated'

in part, by fear that pre-occupation with the recognition of

privacy will divert attention from other (arguably more important)

social concerns, Such as poverty or unemployment. In its most

extreme version this argument asserts that nothing short of

wholesale change is acceptable: band-aids merely reinforce the

existing, objectionable, social order. This may be so. But the

Revolution does not seem imminent.

In its more moderate form, this argument is simply a claim for a

different set of priorities: to the amel-ioration of which

particular societal evil should one devote one's energies: the

eradication of poverty, the elimination of domestic violence' the

elimination of illiteracy or the prevention of intrusions into

privacy? The recognition of privacy is not necessarily

antithetical to any of these interests.

eg. Harrrng ton r M. , 'PrrvacY and the Poor' ' I19]r) 247. See for
Univ. I1I. L.
intrusions' .

Forum 168 ' esP G 169, commenting upon 'bureaucratic
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23.L.2. Privacy as an instrumental conditíon

If the case for providing explicit protection for privacy is

rested upon the merits of the goals or interests which privacy

facilitates, these must bear independent scrutiny. It may be that

the objects fostered by privacy are anti-socia1. Some of these

are discussed below.

23.r.2.r. AI ienat ion

The distancing function of privacy was noted earlier. It is not

an unmixed blessing. As Bettleheim noted, 'modern alienation

results from how distantly people live from each other-'42

The distancing function of privacy operates in a number of

different ways. It serves to set individuals apart from society

as a wholet it isolates individuals from one anotheri and it sets

apart groups of individuals. Bettleheim suggested that

the more class structured a society becomes' the

more privacy do its privileged members demand.43

42.
(27 July 1968) SaturdaY Evening

IS A Myth', (1968) 24Bettleheim' B.,' The Righr to
Pos t

Pr ivacy
( newsp.

43. rbid.

usA), 6, G 9.
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This \^/as supported by Mumf ord. In his historical analysis of 'The

Culture of Citiesr r he discussed the various architectural

developments which reflected, or perhaps promoted, the increasing

withdrawal of individuals from each other within those classes.44

However, it does not necessarily follow from this separation that

the individuals (and classes) are thus alienated from each other.

Privacy is not a sine gua non of alienation. The classic

illustration of an alienated person is provded by the prisoner in

solitary confinement.45 However, in some circumstances, Privacy

may exacerbate alienation. In these circumstances, it may be

desirable to Iimit PrivacY.

This does not prove the case against privacy. It is an argument

for the selective recognitionr or non-recognition, of privacy' As

in the earlier discussion, the issue is where the balance is to be

struck. Further, as was discussed in Part T I the concept of

privacy under examination in the thesis is essentially voÌuntary

it is not a condition forced upon people '

44. Mumford, L.
Jovanovich Inc.
'Restatement of
chapter xvi.

, rThe Culture of Cit ies', [1970. Harcourt Brace
Walker ' P.G. ,
Londonl , esP.

USAI, @ 29, 40 et seq. See also
Liberty' , II95]. Hutchinson & Co.

45.
Dark
L. &

USA.

See Gardiner,
Directions for
Criminology 75,

M.R. '
tHudson v. Palmer "Bright Lines" But

Prisoner PrivacY
for a discussion

Rights' , (1985) 76 J. Crim.
of prisoners' PrivacY in the
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23.r.2.2. Minor deviance

Westin advanced aS one of the primary virtues of privacy'

permits an individual to engage in minor breaches of social

This, Vrlestin claimed, is a distinguishing characteristic

in a free society.46 As Gavison noted, this argument may

be viewed equatly as an argument agaínst privacy'47

MarshaIl stated this objection bluntly:

A quite natural response to the assertion of a

right to be let alone is the query "to do what?":

to go on battering the baby ¡ ot cheating the Inland

Revenue t ot poisoning the customers?48

that it

norms.

of life

equal ly

more complex than this. some role-deviation may

That this liberty may be abused is not, of
The

be

argument is

desirable.49

46. Westin. suPra n. 30 '
also Merton. R.K., 'social@ 35. See

€', [1957
oÍrr R.K. &

E.A. (ed),
Theory and SociaI Structur
esp. @ 342- 346¡ and Mert
embivalence' , in TirYakian '

( rev.ed ) , Free Press. NYI 'Barber, E. 
"Socioloqical'Sociological TheorY' VaIues

Press. N.Y.l, 91.and Sociocultural Change', 11963' Free

47 . Gavison,
D.Phi1 thesis.

R. E. , rPrivacy and Its LegaI Protection' , []-975 '
(unpublish.) oxfordl' G 82.

48. I'4arshaI1, supra n. 28 , @ 243. The ref erence to
alone is a referenèe to the Warren and Brandeis argument
discussed in chaPter I.

being
which

let
hras

49. See Goffman, 8., 'The Presentation of
[1959. Anchor Books, N.Y.], @ I2B-182; and
in Public', ÍL972. Harper & Row' N'Yl '

Self in EverYdaY Life"
Goffman, 8.,'Relations
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itself, a sufficient ground to abrogate it. Nor is it a

sufficient ground upon which to refuse to recognise privacy in

Australia's Iegal system. Virtually any Iiberty is susceptible to

abuse. Perhaps this is one of the tests of any right or Iiberty:

whether it is one to which a claim must be respected even when the

claim is made by a person with no redeeming qualities.50

23.I.2.2.L. Emotional releaSe and role rehearsal

privacy is commonly said to provide opportunities for emotional-

release. According to westin, 'both physical and psychological

health demands periods of privacy for various types of emotional-

release' and this is P rovided, inter alia' by relief from the

pressure of playing social roles.5l This opportunity for rest

and recreation is said to be desirabre because it (i) permits the

deveJ.opment of individuality and intimate personal relationships;

and (ii) fosters mental health'

50. Walker'
must include
detriment of
privacy.'

supra n. 44 ,
the right to
oneself and

G 339' commented: 'The right to privacy
use one's privacy wrongly and to the

one's society: it cannot otherwise be

5I. Westin, supra n.30, G 34.
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(i) Individuality and intimate personal relationships

Bloustein is one of the primary advocates of privacy as being

essential to the development of individuality and human dignity'.

Without an off-stage existence, Bloustein and Fried argue, love

and friendship are imposs ible . This may be so. Both authors

(among others) argue their case persuasively.52 However, it is

difficult either to support or to refute these claims

empirically.

Posner took issue with Bloustein by suggestinq' inter alia' that

if people \^tere forced to conform their private to

their public behaviour peopJ-e would be better

behaved if they had less privacy.53

This is not a

necessarily the

of course, in

assumption that

ipso facto 'good' .54

convincing argument. rBetter behaviour'is not

resuIL of greater uniformity of behaviour, except'

a very narro\^t sense. This depends upon the

conduct conforming with public social norms is

52. See the references above @ n. 26. See also Bazefon, supra n.
23, @ 589. In this context it
being treated as an ultimate or
both.

is debatable whether PrivacY is
n instrumental value t ot PerhaPsa

53.
393,

posner, R.A.¡ 'The Right of Privacy" (1978) 12 Geo. L. Rev.
esp. @ 407.

54. See Greenawalt' K

B4 Mich. L. Rev. | ,

'natural duty I to obeY

, rThe Natural DutY to
for a discussion of
the law.

Obey the Lav/',(1985)
the existence of a
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(ii) llentaI health

Jourard argues that complete conformity with the norms of society

causes mental illness: a form of self-alienation.55 T'his

contention is related to the Bloustein/Fried argument. In a

Sense, it substitutes the notion of mental- heaLth for that of

individuality. As in the previous case, this argument is

difficult either to substantiate or to refute. Gavison commented

that this argument has the advantage of sirnplicity, but that it

fails to account for the fact that most people live

in societies which exert a considerable amount of

pressure to conform without losing their mental

hea1th.56

Neither the individuality nor the mental health argument is

susceptible to empirical proof or disproof. Each depends upon a

assumptions, such as the notion of mental health, and the concept

of individuality. They are made completely unverifiable by the

55. Jourard, S .M. , rsome Psychologial
31 L. G Contemp. Probs. 307. See also
esp. @ 24'25.

Aspects of Privacy' 'Benn, (1971), supra
(1e66 )

n. 26,

56. Gavison 'D.Phit. thesis
R.E., 'PrivacY and Its
(unpubtished) oxfordl ' @

Legal Protection', [1975.
86.
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further contention: that

all human societies.

privacy, innot infrequent

some form, is to be found in

23.I.2.2.2. Choice and autonomy in a democracy

Some citizen participation in the decision-making processes of

society is inherent in the definition of a democracy. It is

necessary that this participation be both active and independent.

Benn argued that this was not possible without privacy. He

claimed that autonomy is possible only where the individual is

able to practice independent judgment in private'57

This is a development of the Bloustein/Jourard thesis discussed

earlier. rt asserts that ( i ) privacy is a safeguard against

conformity; (ii) conformity is the inevitable result of constant

observation; and (iii) tnis conformity is inimical to democracy,

or individuality in Bloustein's terms t oY mental health in

Jourard I s.

I

i

57. Benn, L97L, supra n. 26 , esp. @ 24-26.
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Behaviour is frequently inhibited by public observation' 58

As was noted above in chapter 7 , fear of Larnishing 'record

images' may undermine autonomony or independ..tce.59 However,

private autonomy does not necessarily result in public autonomy.

(i) Complete citizen autonomY

Democracies, like aII structured societies, assume the right to

enforce certain rules against their members and, in some

circumstances, individuals' wishes in respect of the circulation

of personal information must be overridden. For instance, it is

unlikely that anyone would suggest that people should be free to

lie to prospective employers about qualifications or experience on

the basis that disclosing the true information would interfere

with privacy. (As has been emphasised above I the notion of

privacy contemplated in this thesis is not dependant upon its

claimant's wishes. )

58. See for eg. HumPhreY, H., foreword to Long, E.V. , rThe
and HumphreY, N.K.
of Seeihg', (I976)Intrudersr t 11967. F.A. Praeger. NYI r @ viii;

& Keeble' G.R., rHora/ Ivlonkeys Acquire a New Way

5 Perception 51.

59. See
Miller,
Mich. L.
Proj ect
Personal

above discussion in chapter 7, page 16I-162, nn. 9 & 10.
A.R. , 'personal Privacy in the computer Age' , ( 1969 ) 67

Rev. 1089, G II24; Denault, H.J. et a1., UCLA Computer
part IV: 'The Dossier: the Danger of Discl0sure of
Information" (1968) I5 UCLA L. Rev. 1411' e 14I9.
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To the extent that democracies presuppose some citizen autonomy'

they must recognise their citizens' rights to invoke distancing

mechanisms to some degree. It does not follow, however, that this

right should be unlimited.

(ii) The result of private auÈonomy

Benn' among others, insists that

public autonomY. This may be so'

that autonomY will necessarilY

protecting PrivacY: PrivacY may

conditions for autonomY.

privacy is a sine gua non of

However' this does not mean

be secured bY the fact of

be not Provide sufficient

Privacy may not be a necessary condition for democracy' Ideal

citizens are not publicly comptiant but privately defiant' They

are publicty independent, but 1aw-abidinq. The recognition of

privacy may be one of practical ways in which to secure the

conditions necessary for the exercise of certain other (arguably

more important) rights, such as the freedom from discrimination on

the basis of religion. However, the emphasis ties upon the word

practical. It may not be a logical pre-condition for the

enjoyment of any or these rights i nor indeed for the existence of

autonomy.
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It is possible recognising privacy may produce dual standards and

institutional- hypocrisy. If people are free to defy the social

norms in private without fear of detection, there is no reason why

they should solicit public condemnation by broadcasting this fact.

They are Iikety to be publicly compliant and thus secure the

benefits of conformity. As Gavison remarked:

why wilI the individual risk himself and expose

himself to sanctions if he can avoid mental disease

by being "autonomous" only in relative

seclus iona60

If public autonomY

privacy, there are a

does not follow from the recognition of

number of Problems.

As was noted earlier, the middle and upper classes probabty enjoy

far more privacy than do the poor and powerless. Even if privacy

does receive explicit recognition and protection, it is inevitable

(if regrettabte) that this wilI continue to be the case' It may

follow that the middle and upper classes therefore enjoy

proportionatelY more autonomY'

If privacy arms cit izens with the abi 1 ity to surreptitiously

disregard the social norms, and no public demonstration of this

results, one consequence may be that the social norms which are'

for whatever reasons, objectionable to some elements of the

community (although publicly endorsed by that same section), will

60. Gavison' supra n. 56, @ 87.
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be mandatory only upon those who are least able to agitate for

ref orm.

Neither autonomy nor the freedom to disobey social norms, is

valued in a democracy solely for itself. They are instrumental

values. In theory at least, they serve several functions in a

democracy. They permit and promote participation in the decision-

making processes of the society; and they facilitate the gradual'

ie. non-disruptive, evolution of new social- norms'

In theory , íf any given social norm is regularly flouted by one

person ¡ ot a class of persons, a nel¡t norm will result, unless the

behaviour which disregards the norm is completely random.

According to democratic theory, if this ne\^t norm is more

attractive to the majority of persons by whom it could be adopted'

it should be substituted for the disdained norm. This wiIl occur

only if the ne\¡¡ norm is demonstrated to the society at large'

Three benefits are said to foIlow from the ability to

surreptitiously deviate from established social norms. First,

social disruption is minimised by the opportunity to (privately)

rehearse, and thuS to test, ne\,ì¡ normS, whiCh it is assumed will

result from the conduct distaining the o1d norm. this assumes

that only the final version of the (new) norm wiIl be released.

The community at large is thus spared the chaos of having to react

to the various ,first drafts' which may be rejected as unsuitable

by their players.
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Secondly, it is assumed that conformity with particular norms will

be excessively harsh, ât Ieast in Some circumstances.

Consequently, recognising an 'off stage' area in which conduct is

not scrutinised for its conformity with those norms will

ameliorate the harshness of this requirement of conformity.

ThirdIy, according t.his limited privilege to the citizens benefits

the society at Iarge. The society gains the benefits which result

for social tolerance bY according de facto recognition to social

divergence' whilst retaining its public homogeny.

Surreptit iously dev iation from establ ished soc ial norms is

beneficial to a community onty if a new norm is generated and

rehearsed, and the private divergence (production of the new norm)

is followed by publicity. As Gavison noted, it is not self-

evident that this wiII folIow.61

If some sections of the community may adopt a new norm without

disclosing it to the community at large, only people who are

deprived of privacy t ot deprived of sufficient privacy to exploit

the new behaviour mode, will be required to comply with the old

norm.

It is probable, although not logicalIy necessary, that the reason

for the development of the new norm will be that the old one is,

or is rapidly becoming, inappropriate in changing social

conditions. PeopIe who are unable to reject the oId norm

61. Supra n. 60.
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surreptitiously may thus be compelleci to comply with it until

compliance it becomes intolerable. At this point rejection of .the

old norm may be abrupt, and possibly random since there will have

been no opportunity for these Iater dissidents to rehearse their

new course of action.

This is a variant on the 'privacy is anti-sociaL' argument.

equally like1y that the norm rehearsed in private may be one

would be unaccceptable to the wider community.

It is

which

Non-totalitarian societies always concede some l-icence

members. Further, such societies frequently permit minor

provided that it is not manifested to the society at

such a htay that the society is required to respond to an

challenge. As was suggested previously (on paqe 470),

The second and third benefits claimed may al-so be arguments

against privacy. Where privacy is not available to temper the

severity of social rules, societies may be forced to examine

their rules, and the consequences of their enforcement, with more

care.

Howeverr soÍtê writers argue that some measure of 'being-apart-

from-others t is essential- to the maintenance of esprit de

corps . 6 2

to their

dev iance

large in

apparent

lr. Eg. weinstein, M.4., rThe Uses of Pr lvacy 1n the Good Life' ,

in Nomos XIII r suP ra n. 26, @ 88; Moore, W.E., & Tumin, M'M"
'Some Social Functions of Ignorance', ( 1949 ) 14 Am. Social. Rev.
787, @ 792¡ Glaser' B. ' & Strauss, 4., rAwareness Contexts and
Sociat Interaction', (1964) 29 Am. SociaI Rev. 669 .
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may rest upon the fallacy that distancing mechanisms

protect ion.

There will always be Some rules with which compliance may be

unjustifiably onerous in some circumstances t ot with which

complete compliance may be actually undesirable. It may therefore

be desirable to recognise some means of mitigating the conseqences

of the publicly endorsed requirement of conformity'

However, recognising privacy is only one of the \¡¡ays of doing

this. It may be preferable to develop and incorporate into

social presciptions, standards expressly limiting the ambit of

those prescriptions. It may be desirable to expressly recognise

the avaitability of a 'justifiable in the circumstance' defence to

be determined on the facts. AIteratively, rules more honoured in

the breach than the observance may have to be abandoned ' As

Gavison commented:

if no form of inquiry into breaches of the rule is

acceptable, the rule should not be adopted in the

first p1ace.63

If this reasoning had been to be applied

situationr 64 American privacy jurisprudence

different. That case concerned an 'uncommonly

to the Griswold

might have been

s i11y' proh j-bition

63. Gavison, supra n. 56, G 82, fn. 43.

64. Griswold v. Connecticut' 381 U.S' 479 (1965) '
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upon the use of contraceptives.65 Had the question been whether

the prohibition should be enforced, given that it could be

enforced only by forcibly entering into the accused's bedroom

(privacy American style), and not whether it should be enforced in

a manner which abused the sanctity of the accused's bedroom' the

rule may have been abandoned rather than a barrier erected against

its enforcement.

The third benifit claimed that the explicit recognition of

privacy develops social tolerance also appears to be fallacious'

Recognition of privacy does not necessarily entail an assumption

that people are entitled to please themselves in any particular

respecL. l-imited government (ie. government lacking authority to

regulate all aspects of life within its geographic domain), is not

identical with tolerance.

A society is tolerant when it recognises that not aII of Ís

members will t ot even shouldr comply with certain of its norms

typically its religious or moral precepts. This occurs when the

fact, although not necessarily the details, divergence from these

norms is publicly acknowledged. whilst this divergence is

concealed beneath the shield of privacy, a society is not

tol-erant. It is ineffective in the enforcement of its norms'

simitarly, unless a society recognises that it is undesirable to

enforce alJ-, or certain, of its social norms, that society cannot

be said to recognise the desirability of the distancing mechanisms

65. rbid. , per Stewart J (dissenting) @ 527.
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which insulate its citizens against the requirement of conformity

with those norms.

Consider this in the context of a religiousty pluralist society.

A society is religiously pluralist when it does not require

compliance with any particular type of religious worship, or it

recognises several alternative and egually legitimate norms. It

is pluralistic because of its recognition of the equal legitimacy

of the alternative norms; not because of its inability to enforce

its avowed norms. Privacy may offer a way in which to evade the

consequence of recognising religious freedom. By recognising

privacy a society may gain the best of both worlds: it may be able

to claim that it does not interfere with the freedom of religion'

So long as it is in private; and simultaneously enshrine certain

forms of religious worship as its 'official' religion.

In many cases, the immunity which is conferred by the recognition

of privacy may make a society less tol-erant. Again, consider the

position of religion. If a society which prohibits all non-

christian religions it cannot be described as religiously

tolerant. Yet those pract ices may exist under the veil of

privacy; and that privacy may even receive explicit protection'

ïf these practices are pursued in publíc, the society must make a

choice. Either it must abolish themr or it must abolish the rules

which prohibit them. If the society is in fact tolerant' it must

abolish the ruIes, thus removing the fear of arbitrary

prosecution. when it does sor It may be described as tolerant'

However I pLivacy may obscure the need to repeal these rul-es
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(assuming that privacy does facilitate some social divergence in

this respect), and thus perpetuate the formal expression of

i ntol Ierance .

There is a flaw in the argument that the recognition of privacy

may be antithetical to social tolerance. fn pracLice, many of

divergences which wiIl be accepted in tolerant societies appear

only if they are first rehearsed in private. New norms will not

spring Minerva-Iike from Jupiterrs head. Before being disclosed

to society at large, they must be rehearsed. Privacy may provide

the'space'for these rehearsals. If Benn is correct, and public

performance does follow from private divergence, privacy may

increase social tolerance.

23.2. Conclus ion

As was discussed above in chapter 3, psychologically at feast'

pr rvacy is perceived privacy.66 ro the extent that privacy is

instrumental in achieving particular ends, it may do so only to

the extent that it is perceived to exist ' In a curious

application of the theory that what people'think the facts are is

P., rA
12 Br.

SociaI
Yb. of

Psycholog ica I Examination of66. KeIvin 'Privacy', (I973) Soc. CIin. PsYchoI.
252. See above discussion @ Pages 56 et seq.

248, esp. @
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more influential than the actual facts'r67 privacy may exist; but

unless people are convinced of this, they may not rely upon 'it'

(The threats to privacy which were discussed in Part II above may

be indicative of increasing unease about the value of privacy.)

They may thus be unable to exploit the benefits which flow from

privacy.

It is not certain that the ends which are said to be facilitated

by privacy have any logicaI, or even practical' connection with

privacy. ( Some of the strongest arguments are unverifiable

because they are not susceptible to any objective proof or

disproof. Although it may be possible to test them empirically,

it is difficult to contemplate just how this would be done. )

However, if privacy is desirable because of the merits of the ends

it facilitates, it may be desirable to provide some express 1ega1

recognition of PrivacY.

67 . Berger, R. 'Press. Mass.l, @

rGovernment bY
361-.

Judiciary' , 1L977. Harv. Univ.
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CHÀPTER 24

LEGISLATIVE PROPOSÀLS FOR PRIVACY PROTECTION

During 1985-LgB7 several bills introduced into the Commonwealth

parliament were intended to provide express legaI recognition to

privacy. None of these were enacted. Three, Privacy Bill 1986,

privacy ( Consequential Amendments ) BilI 1986 r and Privacy

protection Bill L987, \^¡ere before the Parliament when it vtas

dissolved on Friday 5 June 1987. Accordingty, they lapsed on that

day.

The Australian Bill of Rights BilI 1985 was withdrawn by the

Government after it had been passed by the House of

Representatives and partiatly considered by the Senate' On 28

November l9g6 the Australian BiIl of Rights Bill l9B5 was formally

discharged from the Senate Notice Paper'

The privacy Bill I9B6 and the Privacy (Consequential Amendments)

BilI 19g6 had remained on the Notice Paper after the failure of

the Australia Card Bill 1986. Howeverr they \^/ere dependant upon

that Bill and, after second reading, consideration of them v¡as

deferred. l

1. t19861 Senate Hansard 37 62.
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If enacted, these Bills would

protection Provided to PrivacY

illustrate some of the tYPes and

be provided to PrivacY.

have affected the degree of

by Australian Iaw, and theY

degrees of Protection which may

24.r. Australian BilI of Rights BiIl 1985

There is considerable debate over both the desirability and the

effectiveness of protecting or promoting rights by the enactment

of a bitl of rights.2 In I985 the Australian Senate attempted

to diffuse some of this controversy by refering to the senate

standing committee on constitutional and Legal Affairs' inter

al ia:

Eg: aker r K. e An Austra anB I ofR ghts: Pro a

Contra I , [1986. Institute of Public Affairs' Sydneyl; Cooke, R.,
rPracticalities of a BilI of Rights' ¡ ( 1eB6 ) 2 Aust. Bar Rev. 89;

DugdaIe, D.F. ' 'Common sense about the Bill of Rights: A Criticism
of GeoffreY Pa lmerts super-lawt r [1986 I NZLJ I27 ¡ GaIligan, D.J.,

'Judiciat Revi ew and Democratic PrinciP les: Two Theories' , (1e83 )

57 A.L.J. 69¡ EIkind, J.8., 'lnternational obl isations and the

BiIl of Rights' r t 19861 NZl,r 205¡ Gibbs, H.1.' rA Constitut ional
BiIl of Rights?r '

( 19S6 ) 45 (2 ) Aust. J. of Pub tic Administration
17I¡ GiIl, M., rLaw Council worrie d about effects of Bill of
Riqhts in Present f orm' , ( I9s6 ) 2r(2) Aust. L. News 10; Hanks, P.,

'who makes the law? I , (r986) 5(3) Aust. SocietY 16; Hanks' P''
tKeeping "rights" perspective' , (1 986 ) I I Legal Servlce1n
Bultetin 2¡ Jaconelli, J., 'Enacting a BiII of Rightsr ' Ir980.
C Iarendon Press. Oxfordl ; JosePh , P' , 'The challenge of a Bill o f
Rights: a commenta::'Yt, t 19861 NZLJ 416¡ James, M" 'Constitutiona
Re form and the B ilt of Rights' ' lSept. l-986 I Quadrant 16 ¡

Mathieson ' D. L. I 'Interpreting the Proposed Bi 11 of rights' '
t19B6l NZLJ 129, 160; O'NeilI' N.K.F.' 'The Austral ian Bitl of
Rights Bill 1985 and the SuPremcY of Par liament t '

(r986) 60 A.L.J.
139; Smillie' J.A', 'The draft Bill of Riqhts:

I

safeguards or mere wr ndow-dressinq?' ' [1e B5l NZLJ 276.
meaningful
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The desirability, feasibility and possible

of a national Bilt of Rights for Australia

content

...3

The constitutional and Legar Affairs committee, composed of three

Liberal Party ( Opposit ion ) and three Austral ian Labor Party

(Government) parliamentarians, did not expressly recommend the

enactment of a bill of rights: its report did not contain any

recommendations. However, it did favour the enactment of a bitl

of rights substantially based upon the the International covenant

on CiviI and Political Rights'4

Those opposed to enacting a biIl of rights frequently quote the

statement attributed to the then chief Justice Gibbs:

Ifasocietyistolerantandrationafitdoesnot

needabillofrights'Ifitisnot'noBiIlof

RighLs will Preserve it'5

(19 April 5) No. 18 Journals o the Senate, 81.

4.Australia,Parliament,senateStandingCommitteeon
constitutional and LegaI Affairs, Exposure Report, 'A bilr of
rights for eustraria?"" t1985. AGPS. Canberra) t G 88, para' 6'13'

5. Quot ed in the S dne Morn i Herald ( newsp. ) 17 SePtember

1981' @ 12. There snoot er record o the comment, and Sir
Harry Gibbs does not actualIY recaIl having made it, although he

cons 1 ders that it is P osible that he did so' ISource: conversation
with Sir HarrY Gibbs.l The comment is simil ar to one bY Jackson,

R.H. 'The SuPreme Cou rt in the American SY stem of Goverment I ,

t(r9ss) le63 H

'of no modern
people from
usurpation, an
institutions' .

arper To rchbook. N. Y. l @ B0: noting that he knew

i ns tance in which any judiciarY has saved a whole
the g reat currents of into Ierance ¡ Þassion,
d tyran ny which have threatened libertY and free
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This comment embodies attitudes which are simitar to those of the

critics of the so-caIled New InternaLional order which vtere

referred to above in chapter 19, page 384. Watson characterized

human rights treaties as 'statementIs] of intent" and commented:

Eitherastatealreadyhasthemotivationto

observehumanrights,inwhichcaseatreatyadds

nothing, or a state does not have such motivation

in which case a treaty cannot provide it'6

This is a'neat aphorism" but it is not sufficient to deny the

desirability of either a bilI of rights or an international

convention.T As þ¡as apparent from the earlier discussion in

chapter 22, many of the cases brouqht before the European court of

Human Rights, and the European commission on Human Rights' have

concerned domestic laws which have failed to comply with the

standards expected of laws enacted by states party to the European

Convent ion.

In appropriate cases, compensation has been awarded to applicants

againstthestatesbywhoselawstheyhavebeenaffected.

Consequentty,thegovernmentsofthestatespartytothat

convention have been forced to bear in mind the international

obligations to which they are subject when enacting domestic law'

o I n ternat 10na w rnUIWatson ' J
the Protection
I4eet ing of the

eL m1
Human Rights I 'Soc. of Int '1.

te ty
(1e80 )

Law. I
74 Proceedings of
esp. @ 4.

c

of
Am.

Annual-

7. The Constitutional and Legal Affairs
remark about the comment attributed to the
Exposure Report' supra n' 4' @ l' para' 1'

Committee made the same
Chief Justice see the

4.
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Futher, domestic courts have considered

instruments when interpreting domestic

Maca rthvs Ltd v. Smith, Lord Denning M'R'

assumed that Ithe] Parliament '
passes legislation, intends to

obligations under the TreatY'B

that:

relevant international

laws. For instance, in

commented that he

whenever its

fuIfil its

The minimum effect of a birr of rights may be simirar. rt may be

viewed as a :

general statement which is meant to be a

parliamentary intention or Iegislative intention

anditcanbeviewedasabench-markwithwhichto

judge things across the board as opposed to ad hoc

pieces of parliamentary legislation'9

24.I.I. Australian BilI of Rights BiIl 1985, art' 12' Div' 4

Division 4, article 12,

1985 provided

of the (withdrawn) Australian BilI of

Rights Bill

8. 11979 I 3 All E.R. 325, @ 329.

9. Evidence of A.L. SeYford' oh
of the Young Liberal Movement ' to
ðon=titutioÁat and LegaI Af f airs '
supra n. 4t @ Para' 1'9'

behalf of the Victorian Division
the Senate Standing Committee on
quoted in the ExPosure RePort '



1. Every Person

a ) Protection

correspondence

interference;

( b) Protection

s01

has the right to

of privacy, familY,

from arbitrarY or

home and

un1 aw fu I

and

from unlawful attacks on honour and

reputation.

2. For the purpose of giving effect to the right

referred to in paragraph I and without Iimiting the

nature and extent of that right, a search or

seizure is unlawful unless Iauthorised by

warrant t oY pursuant to law, or necessary to

protect life or public safetyt ot made where there

is a compelling need for immediate action t oY made

with consentl .

Paragraph I of article 12 was similar to sub-article l7(1) of the

International covenant on civil and Political Rights' Paragraph I

or article 12 of the Austral-ian Bill of Rights Bill did not define

the word 'privacy'. However' paragraph 2 of article 12 may have

imported a new factor into the interpretation of article 12z

paragraph 2 refered to the 'right referred to in paragraph l-' '

As was noted in chapter 2I, common laWyers have been tempted to

apply the ordinary rules of statutory interpretation to the

European convention. Two dissenting judgments in which the maxim

e i usdem generis was applied were noted on paqe 422 above' It

woul-d be equally inappropriate to apply this maxim to the

interpretationofaproVisioninabillofrightswhichis
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expressed to be intended to implement the International Covenant

on Civil and PoIiticaI Rights.

Clause L2 of the Australian Bill of Rights 1985 provided that the

BiIl of Rights should prevail over inconsistent legislation,

including subsequent legislation. Regardless of how effective

this provision may have been, it manifested the intention that the

Bill of Rights \^/as to be read and applied as broadly as possible

not confined and distinguished in accordance with the narro\,{

rules of statutory interpretation.l0

No matter how sternlY

are interPreting a

completely forget the

especially the rule

directs courts ( as

enacted ) to read a

temptation to invoke

be irresistable.

courts are instructed to remember that they

bill of riqhts, judges are unlikely to

ordinary tools of statutory interpretation

e i usdem generis. Where that bill of rights

article L2 would have, had the Bill been

Iist of interests as 'the riqht' ' the

common law tools to identify 'that right' may

paragraph 2 of article 12 stated that it was not to be read as

limiting the interpretation of paragraph 1. However, inevitably

courts, and perhaps jurists generally, woul-d have looked to tl're

provisions of this second part of article 12 when attemptinq to

interpret the article.

10. Hanks ' P.
Society 16, @ 1

not do the work

, rWho Makes
I, suggested
expected of i

Law?', (1986)
sub-clause 12(4)

s(3) Australianthe
that
tr.

'wiIl probablY
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Paragraph 2 focused upon the methods of acquiring information,

the types of information acquired. It was thus more protective

property values than it \^/aS of privacy. It tended to shore up

physical boundaries of person and property: the Cooley notion

being 'Iet alone' which h/as discussed earlier.ll

not

of

the

of

24.I.2. Extent of 'the right' in article 12

Article L2 $/as constrained by the mechanical provisions of the

Australian Bilt of Rights Bitl 1985. According to the then

Attorney-Genera1, the object of the Australian Bill of Rights 1985

\^/as to act as 'a shield, not a sword' .12 Sub-clause 17 (1) of the

Bitl provided that:

Nothing in the Bill of Rights confers on a person

any right of action in respect of the doing of any

act that infringes a riqht or freedom set out in

the BiIl of Rights.

11. See earlier d iscuss ion @ pages 19 2r.

12. Explanatory Memorandum accompanying the Australian Bill of
Rights iCtft), f g-AS, and circulated by the Hon' Lionel Bowen'M'P''
Oeiuty Prime 14inister and Attorney-General, [1985' Parliament of
eustrãtia, 15405/85 Cat. No. B5 4815 41, @ 34'
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Nor, according to sub-clause 17 (2) , did it render any person

liabIe to criminal Proceedings.

If it had been enacted, the Australian BitI of Rights Bill 1985

would have provided remedies against some types of acquisition of

information. However, it is questionable whether, in practice, it

would have provided much protection to individual privacy.

Article 12 would have applied in two different contexts. First,

sub-clause f6(1) directed courts (subject to certain exceptions)

to refuse to admit evidence in criminal proceedings when that

evidence had been obtained by breaching'a right or freedomrset

out in article 12 (or - Division 6 ) of the BilI of Rights.

Secondl-y, under clause 25, the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity

Commission was to be emp owered, inter alia, to 'inquire into any

act or practice that may infringe a right or freedom set out in

the BiIl of Rightsr.

24.L .2.L. Admission of evidence

Sub-clause I6(1), directed courts to 'refuse to admit Iin criminal

proceedingsl evidence' which had been acquired in a manner which

breaches article 12 (or certain other sections of the Bill)'

unless the court was satisfied that its admission would:
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(a)...substantially benefit the public interest in

the administration of the criminal justice; and

(b) that benefit would substantially outweigh any

prejudice to the rights and freedoms of any person'

including the defendant, that has occurred or is

likely to occur as a result of the infringement or

the admission of evidence.

Sub-clause 16(2) empowered courts

subject to sub-section ( 1 ) ' make such order as

Icons idered] appropriate and just in all the

circumstances to ensure that the administration of

justice is not brought into disrepute by reason of

that infringement.

As was discussed above in Part III' a variety of statutes

that people be expressly authorised by lawr warrant '
subjects' consent before telephones or correspondence

intercepted, listening devices deployed, homes or people

and/or property seized. The common law permits courts

to receive evidence which has been obtained iIlegaIly

breach of these requirements), if its admission woul-d

prejudicial.

requ I re

or the

may be

sea rched

to refuse

( ie. in

be uncluly

If enacted, the Australian Bill of Rights Bill I9B5 might have

added to the existing law a general, statutory statement about the

impropriety of obtaining evidence unlawfully. However, it may

also have circumscribed the courts' common law discretion to

refuse to admit evidence which has been improperly obtained. The
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Bill of Rights BiIl required courts to consider whether the

admission of the evidence would have 'substantially benefitIed]

the public interest in the administration of criminal justice'.

The primary criterion by which common Iaw courts exercise their

d iscretion to refuse to admit unlawfully obtained evidence is

whether its admission would be unduly prejudicial to the accused.

In practice, this is not a simple test. Courts weigh the public

interest in convicting offenders against the public interest in

protecting defendants from unlawful and unfair treatment'13

It is possible to over-emphasise courts' concern over unlawful or

unfair treatment . In Bunninq v Cross, Justices Stephen and Aichin

noted that the judicial discretion to exclude evidence:

by no means takes as its central point the question

of unfairness to the accused ' It is, on the

contraryr concerned with broader questions of high

public policy, unfairness to the accused being only

one factor which, if present, will play its part in

the whole process of consideration'14

One factor taken into account is the undesirable effects of giving

curial approval t ot even encouragement, to unlawful conduct by

R v. Ireland '
( re70 ) 126 C. L.R. 32L, esp per Barwick c.J. e13.

33s.

14.
JJ. ,

Bunninq v Cross,
@ 74-75.

(1978) 141 C.L.R. 54, per Stephen & Aickin
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of the iIlegaIitY

account . 1 6
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the law.15 ConsequentlY, the

by the errant 1aw enforcers

consc l0usne s s

is taken into

Another factor taken into account is the ease with which

evidence might have been obtained in accordance with the 1aw

the existence of any tegislative intention to restrict powers

procure evidence. (In this context, article 12 paragraph 2 of

BillofRightsBillmighthavebeenrelevant.)

the

and

to

the

underlying the common 1aw discretion to reject improperly obtained

evidence is the belief that convictions'may be obtained at too

high a price.'17 ConsequentlY,

itmaybethatactsinbreachofastatutewould

morereaciilywarranttherejectionoftheevidence

as a matter of discretion'lB

The object of the failed Australian Bilt of Rights Bill 1985 may

have been merely to codify the common law discretion t oT perhaps

-r5 rbid., esp. Per
agreed.

S tephen & Aitkin JJ. wit h whom Barwick C.J.

16. Cleland v. The Oueen' (1983) 57 A'L'J'R' 15'

L7. R. v. Ireland' supra n' 13'

18. R. v. Ireland' s
EinfeId, M. ' 

rEvidenc
Pendulum Swung Too Fa
by Marcus Einfeld A
Conference of Labor L

upra n. 13, per Barwick C'J' @ 334' See also
e IllegalIy and Improperly Obtained: Has the
t?' , añC Spender , J - , 'A Comment on the Paper
.C.', papers delivered at the 7th National
av/yers) )-q August 1985, in Melbourne'
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to remind courts of their inherent discretion'

intended to, and would have weighed the balance in

the defendant rather more than is the case at

provision might have been nothing more than a pious

unless it is

the favour of

present, this

plat i tude .

24.L.2.2. Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission

TheHumanRightsandEqualopportunityCommissionwasnoted

previouslyinchapterlT.ItwasestablishedbytheHumanRights

andEqualopportunityCommissionActlgs6'whichwasenactedafter

the then Government had decided not to proceed with the Australian

Bill of Rights BilI 1985. The commission which was eventually

established in 1986 is less ambitious than had been contemplated

whentheAustralianBillofRightsBilllgB5wasintroduced.

The interests listed in Part II of the

BilI 1985 (including article 12) v¡ere

the (more ambitious ) Human Rights

Commi ss ion . 19 The Commiss ion vlas to

to receive comPlaints about and to

Australian Bill of Rights

to have been Protected bY

and EquaI OPPortunitY

be emPoweredt inter alia,

inquire into actions or

19. Intended to have be en created (a ndd eve IoPed out o f the

existing Human Rights
OpportunitY Commiss ion
Senate Notice PaPer on

Commission) bY th
Birl (cth)' r9B5'
28 November 1986 '

e Human Righ ts and Equal
also dischar ged from the



practices which breach

of the Australian BilI

s09

the rights or

of Rights Bill

freedoms set out in Part II

r985.20

The powers of the Commission were Iimited to attempting to effect

settlements through concitiation and reporting to the Minister'

rt was thus similar to the New south wales Privacy Committee which

!^/aS discussed in chapter 17 . However, the Commission's reports

\¡¡ere to have been tabl-ed in the Commonwealth Parl iament in some

circumstances, and this might have ensured the possibility of

debate .2 f

The commission may have been able to do no more than report that

it had ,endeavoured without success to effect such a settlementr'

At most, the commission would have been able to recommend the

payment of compensation or

other action to remedy or reduce loss or damage

suffered by a person as a result of the act or

pract i"".22

1985, Part V Functions o f70. Austral 1an of Rights BiII
Human Rights
clauses 25 and

BilI
and
26.

Equal OPPortunitY Commission, ParticularlY

2L. rbid., cr. 42.

22. The Ausrralian Bitl of Rights BilI 1985, cl. 4I(2)(b)(ii)¡
and c1. 4L(2)(e)(i) and (ii)'
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24.2. PrivacY BilI 1986

Both the Privacy Bill 1986 and the Privacy ( Consequential

Amendments ) BiIl 1986 Iapsed upon the dissolution of the

commonweatth Parliament on 5 June 1987. However, if the A'L'P' is

returned to government after the July 1987 el-ection, and succeeds

in enacting the Australia Card BiIl 1986 (the "trigger" bill for

the election), it is Iikely that the Privacy BiIls will be re-

introduced into the new Parliament'

The privacy Bill l9B6 \4Ias to have applied inter alia, to public

service departments, and bodies created for public purpos."'23

These were defined as agencies. clause I7 of the Privacy BilI

I9B6 deemed acts or practices which breach an 'Information Privacy

principle' risted in the Birl interferences with privacy'24 sub-

clause 16 ( r ) of the Privacy BitI I9B6 prohibited agencies from

interfering with PrivacY'

part III of the Privacy BiII 1986 listed eleven 'Information

PrivacyPrinciples..Thesewereintendedtocreateacodeby

which to regulate the coflection, storage, processing, use and

disclosure of personal information. rPersonal information'was

defined as:

Pr vacY B

24. Ibid., c1.17'

l9 f cI.
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information or an opinion, whether true or not' and

whether recorded in a material form or not' about a

natural person whose identity is apparent ' ot can

reasonably be ascertained, from the information or

opinion.25

Sub-cl-ause 16(2) of the Privacy Bill provided that interferenced

with privacy would Inot, of itself, give rise to criminal

Iiabirity t ot to civil liability in damages" Enforcement of the

'Information Privacy Principlesr was to have been left to the Data

protection Agency which $/as to have been established by the

( failed) Australia card Bill 1986. Like the Human Rights and

EqualopportunitiesCommission,theAgencywouldhavebeen

empoweredonlytoinvestigateandreporttoMinisters!'¡ho'in

turn, were required to table these reports in the commonwealth

ParIiament.26

The Data protection Authority would have been granted greater

powers in respect of requests for the amendment of documents

requested under the Freedom of rnformation Act l9B2 (Cth)' In

some circumstances, the Authority would have been empowered to

'direct, an agency ( stipulatively defined in the Privacy BiIl

I986) to ,add to the document an appropriate notation"2T The

25. PrivacY BiII 1986, cI.6 ( 1)

26. PrivacY Bill 1986, cI ' 24 and 28'

27. PrivacY
definition of

Birr 1986,
an tagencYt.

cl. 23(I). See cI. 6(f) for the
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Bitl defined amendment to include 'correction, cleletion or

addition' .28

As was nOted in chapter 17, in Some circumstances, 'correctingr

records may have conSequential effects upon (other) substantive

rights. This issue has been addressed by the Administrative

Appeals Tribunal in the context of the Freedom of Information Act

IgB2.29 The introduction of the 'Information Privacy Principle 7l

obligation to correct records might have complicated the matter'

The Authority's power to require agencies to add notations may

have lead it into exerc is ing jurisdiction over substantive

questions otherwise outside of its jurisdiction ' 
30 Where the

Authority had determined that a record should be amendedr ârìd haci

required such annotation, this would have been meaninqless if the

agency had been entitled to use its (in the Authority's view'

wrong) version in decision-maki.g.3t fhis might have exacerbated

the difficulties arising out of collateral challenges to

Pr vacy B I t\-

29. see discussion on page 338 et seq., esp. @ n' 38'

ted the accuracY of information
e the record described the
in another countrY, as 'single"
corded amended to 'married" In

- tion I¡Jas correct, the status of
theforeignmarrrageundereustralianlawwouldhavetobe
considered. Thi= mai raise substantive questions. which have no

connection with privacy, and which máy not be within the
j"li=oicrion of rhå Dara prorection Authority.

31. See below discussion on page 576'
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substantive decisions under the guise of Freedom of Information

Act requests for amendment or annotation'

In the absence of the Australia card BiIl 1986, the Privacy BilI

1986 was toothleSs. However, the Privacy BiIl could have been

adapted to include provision for its own enforcement ' Senator

Macklin of the Australian Democrats introduced the Privacy

protection Bill lgBT into the senate shortly before the

dissolution of the Parliament on 5 June 1987. This Bill was

substantially s imilar to the Privacy BiIl I986, but contained

additional clauses providing for the establishment of a Data

Protection AuthoritY.

Alternatively, lf the Australia card BiIl I986 \^Iere to be

abandoned,andaPrivacyBillmodelleduponthePrivacyBill]986

introduced, additional functions could be conferred upon the Human

Rights and Equal Opportunities commiss ion. However, if an

admnistrative body $¡ere to empowered to investigate alleged

breaches of the 'Information Privacy Principes', the method of,

and extent of protection provided to privacy is unlikely to be

very different from that envisaged in the lapsed Privacy Bill

r986.

The 'Information Privacy Principles' were largely uncontroversial'

They $/ere designed to establish fair information management

practices ensuring that accurater r'€levant, uÞ to date personal

information was collected and maintained for lawful purposes which

\^/ere generally known to the information-subjects who \¡¡ere to be
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entitled (generally under the Freedom of Information Act 1982) to

gainaccesstotherecords,andtoseekitsamendmentor

annotation where it was alleged to be irrelevant, out of date,

misleading, or inaccurate. They were also intended to ensure that

personal information v¡as stored securely, kept confidential' and

used only for purposes for which it was collected and is

relevant.

There are two difficulties inherent in the Privacy BilI 1986

scheme. The first has already been noted the problems of

collateral challenge. A second arises from the assumptions which

appear to underlie the 'Information Privacy Principles' ' They

appear to aSSume that information is collected for a pre-defined'

specific purpose which does not change; that there is a direct

relationship between the applicant and the record to which access

is sought; and that the record-keeper is identifiable, and both

responsible for the data and authorised to alter ( "correct" )

iL.32

The first assumption is increasingly

considerable practical problems' In

commented:

With more recent relational

possible to retrieve information

person not onlY from records

Iess realistic, and maY raise

1986, Greenleaf and Clarke

databases it is

about a Particular
which contain an

32. See
Assumptions Under
Science 68, esp. G

Thom' J.A . | & Thorne, P.G . , I PrivacY
2(I) J. of

PrincÍp les Tacit
Threat'¡ (1986)
7I.

L. & Information
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identifier to that person ( and are therefore

explicitty "about" them) but also from records

which contain no identifiers to that person. This

is made possible by the "rules of the system" which

posit relations between data items held in

different records . Such information lwhich

includes deductive informationl about the person

canbesaidtobe''storedimplicitly''inthe

database . 3 3

To the extent that records fall into this category ' the

,Information Principles' may be of little assistance' Their value

may have been further undermined by the relationship between the

(lapsed) Privacy BiIl 1986 and the Freedom of Information Act

IgB2. This Iatter Act appl ies to 'documents' , not information '

To some degree at least, the Freedom of Information Act pre-

supposes 'hard cop! I r or t at least ' discrete f iles ' 
34

consequently, it may have been difficult to apply the 'Information

principles , to relational , and largely computerised, f iles ,

particularly those in which data is stored in various (unrel-ated)

fields and combined only in response to querries'

. Green ea
Commission's Information

que o t ustra an
Proposals', (1982)
104. See also the

.t & ar €¡ A t
Pr ivacy

83 ' @

Law Reform
2(1) J. of
d iscuss ion
page I57 et

L. & Information
in chapter 7 above'
seq.

especially the example discussed on
Sc ience

34. ' I9B4-85 Annual RePort of
Defence Force Ombudsmârtr r I I9B6 '
Paper No. 485/1985' @ I75'

the Comrnonwealth
AGPS. Canberraf ,

Ombudsman and
ParliamentarY
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Furtherr r.êIiance upon the second' and to a lesser extent the

third, âssumptions about pre-defined purposes and single '

identifiable record-keeperSr mâY have undermined the value of the

,Information Privacy Principles" and presented difficulties where

they were applied to multi-purpose (or general) data-bases'

In general, the 'Information Privacy Principles' would

had regard to the sensitivity of personal information'

Principle 3 Provided that:

the col-Iector Iof personal information] should take

such steps (ir any) as are' in the circumstances'

reasonable to ensure that, having regard to the

purposes for which the information is collected-

not have

However,

(d) the collection of the information does not

intrudetoanunreasonableextentuponthe
personal affairs of an information-subject'

The Privacy Bill 1986 appears to have been designed to ensure the

existence of fair management practices in general, rather than to

protect privacy as an independent interest. (To what extent it

would have succeeded in its object is moot.) In chapter B

( above ) , the relationship between record fairness and privacy was

discussed in the context of the record systems which have evol-ved

to support the 'cashless society' . As was discussed there '

privacy is a narrower interest than fairness'
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The potential for interference with privacy may be substantially

reduced by the establishment of fair information management

practices. To this extent, the enactment of the Privacy Bill 1986

would have increased the protection which Australian law offers

prlvacy.

However, enacting the Privacy Bill 1986 would have done little to

protect privacy against ad hoc interferences by trespassers who

read personal diaries, or intrusive neighbours armed with

binoculars, telescopes or X-ray devices' or media publications of

details of domestic disputes' and such Iike. consequently, if a

bilr modelled upon the Privacy BiIl 19B6 is introduced in the new

parliament and enacted, many interferences with privacy will

remain immune from Iegal or administrative Sanction'
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CHAPTER 25

PRIVACY AND INFORIqÀTION MANAGEMENT

As has been discussed in the previous chapters, privacy may be

viewed in a variety of ways immunity, privilege, right etc' The

previous chapters have examined the socio-political interest in

privacy and the need for legal protection of (or remedy against)

interferences with PrivacY'

The common Iaw traditionally recognises rights which have been

precisely defined in Iaw' The scope and application of such

rights may not be mathematically certain, particularly where

juries may be the ultimate determinant of their application' But'

in a traditional analysis, the legal definition of a right must

encompass an express duty not to injure others in prescribed

circumstances. Thus, for example, in simple termst a perSon may

be said to have a right to vote to the extent that others are

prohibited (ie. duty bound) not to interfere with or to obstruct

any attempt to exercise that right'

AlternativelY, some interests'

underlie the legal sYStem and

colloquiaIJ-Y referred

should be classed as

to as rights '
'liberties'.1

Mac orm c I D.N. ' A Note Upon Pr rvacy 19 B9
and
of

1. See
L. Q. R. 23
assembIY.
movement

, G 25, for
See also

in GerhardY

comment a Propos
the discussion

the right to free
of the right to

speech
freedom

v. Brown' (1985) 57 A'L'R' 472'
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In some cases, these arise out of a combination of specific

( otherwise recognised ) rights. Thus Dicey commented in his

'Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution':

TherighttopersonaltibertyaSunderstoodin

England means in substance a person's right not be

subjected to imprisonment, arrest ' or other

physicalcoercioninanymannerthatdoesnotadmit

of legal justification ' 2

similarly, ât common law, the right of assembly arises out of the

view taken by courts on the liberties of person and speech'3

part I of this thesis examined the socio-political privacy

interest. The discussion focused upon the concept of privacy in

order to identify and define it with an eye to examining whether

it is recognised by Australian law and, if sor whether it receives

suff icient Protection'

In that discussion, privacy \Á/as def ined as that condition (or

state of affairs ) of persons about whom the circulation of

intimate (personal) information is limited to that person(s)' or

organisation(s), and/or institution(s) to whose (constructive or

actual) knowledge of that information the information subjects do

notobject,otwouldnotobjectweretheyawareofthat

knowledge.

2. Dicey, A.V. ' I ntroduct ion to the
1915.

19821, G

Study of
MacMillan.
r24.

Law of thethe
Constitution' , t ( 1B8s ) 8th ed.
Liberty CIass ics.

3. rbid. , e 170 .

IndianaPofis.
reprinted bY
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As was discussed in Part IV, a number of international instruments

impose obligations to recognise and protect privacy in domestic

Iaw. It is unlikely that the ad hoc 'patchwork'4 protection

provided by Australian law which was discussed in Part III is

sufficient to discharge this obligation'

25.1. OECD Guidelines and the protection of privacy

Chapter 24 discussed the Privacy BilI 1986' As was noted during

that discussion, the Privacy Bill 1986 is primarity concerned to

establish fair information management practices by which to

regulate records containing personal information.

As was noted in chapter 24 above, fair information management

practices will not provide comprehensive protection to privacy'

However, they will substantially reduce the scope for

interferences with PrivacY.

The principles governing fair information management practices

vrere examined by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

4. Australian Law Reform Commiss ion,
lJune 1980.

Di scus s ion Paper No. I3. '9I, para.'Privacy and Intrusions' ,

161 .

ALRC. SydneyJ , G
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Development (OECD), of which Australia

part of its detailed studY of the

international transmission of data.

is a member.5 This htas

problems posed by the

The OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder

FIows of personal Data are designed to establish a framework for

fair information management practices within the various Member

countries so that their respective information management

laws may be 'harmon ízed I to facilitate the international

communication of data.

The deliberations which preceded the Guidelines extended over

several years. In Ig78 r âfi Expert Group was establ-ished to

investigate the legal and economic problems relating to the trans

border flow of data and to develop guidelines so as to'facilitate

the harmonization of national legislation' regulating trans border

data flow and the protection of privacy.6 The Expert Group was

not the first oEcD body to examine the problems posed by

information management practices. It had been preceded by a study

5. eustralia was i nvited to join t heO ECD on 25 MaY l-97I t(re71)
42(s) Current Notes on Int'1 Affairs 289) On the 7 June I97L
Aus tr alia became a member of the OECD by the formal act of
depos iting with the French Government an Instrument of Accession
to the Convention on the Organisation f or Economic Co-oPeration
and Development t(f971) 42(B) Current Not es on Int'I Affairs 4041.
See lI97I I No . 1l- Aust . T. S . f or the text of the Convention.

6. See KirbY, M. D.'
Privacy In Transborder Data
A.N.Z.A.S. in Adelaide, 15
of the OECD's work.

I fnternational
Flows I , paper

May 1980r esP.

Gu idel ines to Protect
presented at Il9B0l 25
@ 13, for a discussion
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of computer utilisation in the public sector which began in

Lg69.7

In 1980, members of the OECD voted to adopt the guidelines which

had been devised by its Expert Group. B Four years l-ater r orì 10

December I984, the then Attorney-GeneraI, Senator Gareth Evans'

e.C., announced Australia's accession to the OECD Guidelines

Governing the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of

Personal Data.9 They are reproduced below aS Appendix I'

Austral ia \¡/as one of the last of the oEcD countries to adhere to

the Guidelines, despite having played a significant role in their

drafting. IO Bighteen of the twenty-four members of the OECD

.36, ent I t ed T e
and.S

Transborder
Guidelines' ;

ee rn part cu ar OECD doc. DSTI
Protection data: PrinciPles

IDG-31, G para 3.

CUG
ofMovement

and OECD
and

doc Dsrr/ rccP/ 78.43

8. 'Recommendation of
Governing the Protection
Personal Datarr dated 23
the Protection of PrivacY
t1981. OECD. Parisl , @ 7.

the Council Concerning GuideI ines
of Privacy and Transborder FIows of

September fggO, in OECD, 'Guidelines on
un-O Transborder Flows of Personal- Datar '

9. 'OECD Guidelines on Privacy',(1984) g (49)
Record253T.SeeaIsoPressReleaseNo.IB0/B4,by
Attorney-General, Senator Gareth Evans 0'C.' dated
r984.

Commonwealth
the ( then )

10 December

10. The Expert Group on Transborder Data Barriers and the
protection of privacy *rri"rt drafted the Guidelines elected as its
chairman Justice ¡,1-icrraet Kirby, the then chairman of the
Austral ian Law Ref orm commiss ion. consequent Iy r. he \¡/as also a

member of the drafting group. see oEcD doc. D9TI-/ ICCP/ 78'15 for
a summary record of that flrst meeLing in April, 1978. See also
A.L.R.C. Seminar DoCument No. Ir'Seminar On Trans Border Data

Barriers on the protection of Privacy', 26-27 June L978, Canberra'
presenting the Interim Report of the OECD Expert Group Meeting' 3-
4 April 1978, Paris, esp. @ 1'
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voted in favour of adopting the Guidetines when they were brought

before the Council of the OECD on 23 September 1980' Australia'

canada, IreIand, Iceland, Turkey and the united Kingdom abstained

from that vote.11 Iceland and Turkey acceded to the Guidelines

in January 1981; the United Kingdom in september 1983; and Canada

in June 1984.

According to both its Title and Preambl-e ' one of the primary

objects of the Guidelines is the protection of privacy' The OECD

does not necessarily use the wordtprivacyr in the way in which it

has been def ined in this thesis'

The Guidelines do not define the term 'privacy'. However'

participants at the first meeting of the OECD Drafting Group

ApriL Ig7B, agreed generallY that

whatever the limitations of the English word

"privacy", what l¡las at stake in the O'E'C'D'

exercise hras a very wide and important concept'

deservingofprotection.Itwasthecontrolofthe

fairness, accuracy and up-to-dateness of

information, upon which dec is ions may be made

af fect i.g , i n whatever waY , the I ives of

individuals in socieLY'I2

Art e eet ngoft e unc o t e

the

1n

12. Kirby, M.D., 'Report of Meeting of oECD Drafting Groupl

Stockholm, 10-12 JuIy |g78, , A.L.R.c. Seminar Document No. 6,
,seminars on Trans gorder oata Barriers and the Protection of
Privacy', 26-27 June Ig7B, Canberra, G 6' para' 16'
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The word 'privacy' is used broadJ-y in the Guidelines. Stadler

suggested that neither the French nor German languages permitted

of the distinction between 'privacy' (referring to the position of

individuals) and 'data protection' (referring to rthe sum of all

precautionary measures taken against negative consequences of

modern information technologies' ) which may be drawn in

EngJ-ish.I3 fhis appears to be supported by the Drafting Group's

use of the word 'PrivacY'.

The consensus of views among the members of the Drafting Group was

that ' it would just have to be realised by Anglophones' that a

wide concept of 'privacy' \^/as be ing env isaged . I4 The word

privacy has been used to indicate the

general conception of Ithe] limitations on

individual disclosure, information-gathering, and

the extension of individual rights over the

collection, use ' and access to personally

identifiable data. l5

13. Stadler, G., rFrom National to Internat ional Leqislation on
ICCP. No. I t
of Privacyt t

Information FIow
rTransborder Data

15. Novotny, E

A Framework for
Int'l- L. I4l, @

and Data Protection' , in OECD'
Flows and the Protection

llg7g. OECD. Parisl, 42, esP. @ 43.

14. Supra n. 12, @ 6, Para. 15' See esp'
P. Gassmann (of the Secretariat) and Mr
which are referred to by Justice Kirby'

the
c.

remarks bY lvlr Hans
wait (consul-tant ) '

J., tTransborder Data Flows
a PoIicy-Oriented InquitY' ,
I43, fn.4.

and International Law:
( 1984 ) 16 Stanford J.
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As Novotny remarked, this woul-d be better described as 'fair

information practices'.16 the 'First Draft Guidelines' had

entitled the section including the principles governing the

handling of personal data 'Title A Fair Record-Keeping

Principles' .17

25.2. The Guidelines and fair information management

The Guidelines are concerned with data protection a concept

which is far wider than privacy.IS Privacy is only one of the

interests which may be protected under the general headinq of

'data protection'.

It is arguable that there

without some measure of

earlier, the PrimarY concern

be no recognition of PrivacY

protection. As was indicated

could

data

of privacy is the suPPression of the

16. rbid.

L7. ,O.E.C.D. Draft Guidelines by Dr. Peter Siepel, University of
Stockholm, Swedenr, reproduced in A.L.R.C. Seminar Document No'
B, 'O.E.C.D. Expert Group on Trans Border Data Barriers and Lhe
protection of pfivacy', sècond seminar on Trans Border Data Fl-ows

and the Protection oÉ Privacy, 31 October 1978, Canberra, e 4'

18. This view was also
Seminar Document No. 10'
Flows and the Protection
Border Data Flows and the
Canberra, esp. G 4, Para.

taken by Justice Kirby. See A.L'R' C'
'OECD Expert Group on Trans Border Data

of Privacy' , Second Seminar on Trans
Protection of Privacy, 31 October I97Bl
7.
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circulation of

reç¡ulation of

in format ion .

intimate information. This is possible only by

the processing, manipulation, use and circulation

There is a further distinction which must be drawn here' The

'data protection' is not synonymous with the term 'security"

technical means by which data is protected are described as

security features t ot safeguards, of the record-system' These

not considered in this thesis.

the

of

For instance, people may not object to their psychiatrists

recording and retaining details about their mental health. But

they would probably object to the circulation of this information

in many circumstances, for instance, to business associates. one

\r/ay to ensure that psychiatrists do not disseminate this

information is by providinq some means of data protection to (a)

prevent pyschiatrists from circulating the information; and (b)

prevent other ( unauthorised ) people from gaining access to

psychiatrists' records. ( Such people's perceived privacy, of

course, would be ensured only if the sub jects v/ere a\¡¡are of the

existence of this data protect ion and bel ieved that it v/as

ef fective. )

term

The

the

are

The Guidelines are designed to establish the standards to which

any technical safeguards or security features must approximate;

but not to specify in precise detail which safeguards or security

features are to be adopted. Thus the Guidelines merely require
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the provision of 'reasonabl-e security safeguar¿"r.19

impractical to attempt to do otherwise in respect of

which is develoPing so rapidly.

It would be

a technoloqy

Essentially, the Guidelines establish a blue-print to ensure that

only relevant data is collected, for previously specified

purposes i that it is protected from improper use or

dissemination; and that individual data-subjects should have some

right to acertain who holds what data about them; and to

challenge, and require the correction of erroneous records'

As was noted a p roþos the freedom of information legislation in

chapter I7, and the Privacy Bi1ls in chapter 24, a right to seek

the amendment or annotation ( ie. 'correction' ) of records may

pose difficulties in practice where the rcorrection' has

consequential effects upon substantive rights' 20 The Guidelines

do not suggest any $ray to resolve these difficulties.

The Guidelines do not set up a simple, mechanical framework

implemented in domestic law regulating data management

processing. one of the few matters on which there appears to

been no division of opinion in the Expert group was that

Guidelines 'should not be applied in a mechanistic way"2l

l-g. CuiOeline 1I' supra n B. See discuss ion below.

to be

and

have

the

20. As was noted
form of collateral
and how it maY be

2L. OECD doc. DSTI/ ICCP/
DSTI/ ïCCP/ 79.35, Parts Ir

previously, examination of the scope

"fruf 
lenge, tfte jurisdictional issues i

regulated, is beYond this thesis'

of this
t raises t

para. 41i and OECD doc.
2.

79.4r, @

& rrr, @

13'
para
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The Guidelines explicitly recognise that the Member countries

will take different approaches to privacy protec tion.22 The

Ianguage of the Guidelines buttresses this conclusion. They

establish 'Basic Principles' ; not 'Basic Rules' . The Drafting

Group deliberately and explicity adopted the term principles in

preference to the term rules at its second meeting'23

Consequently, the Guidelines articulate basic principJ-es to be

applied at the discretion of the member countries and to be taken

'into account in their domestic Ieqislation concerning the

protection of privacy and individual liberties. . . '24 It seems

that one of the factors behind the adoption of this loose approach

f^ras a recognition of the difficulties which might otherwise be

faced by federal states.25 Further, they recognise the right of

the Member countries to take measures inconsistent with the

22. OECD, doc . DSTL/ ICCP/ 79.7 [DG-11] ' @

ICCP/ 79.41 (Rev.1)' @ Para. 49.
2 and OECD doc. DSTI/

IDG-101 , @ para - 3, on the
representative.

23. OECD
suggest ion

doc. D9TI/ TCCP/ 78.46
of W.L. Fishman, the U.S.

24. Preambl-e to Recommendation of the council, supra n. para'1'
see also convention on the organisation for Economic co-operation
and Development, art. 6. See jlso Kate, L.T. (ed), 'Commercial Laws

;¡ Europe', tl981. Part 38. European Law Centre. Londonl, esp' @

225.

25. OECD doc. DSTI/ ICCP/ 79.41 (rev'1) r para' 50'
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Guidelines where this is necessary in the interests of national

security, national sovereiqnty or public policy'26

The Guidelines are general. Neverthelessr âs Grossman commented'

they are

laudable for the progress ' however modest, that

they have made in establishing at least some

modicum of international accord on this highly

politicized issue. Never before have this many

countries agreed' even as to general principles'

about data protection.2T

Guideline 19 embodies the obl igations imposed by the

Guidelines. It requires:

Member countries ttol establish lega1 '

administrative or other procedures or institutions

for the protect ion of privacy and individual

1 iberties in respect of personal data. Member

countries should in particular endeavour to:

a) adopt appropriate domestic legislation;

b ) encourage and support self-regulation '

whetherintheformofcodesofconductor

otherwise;

OECD

26. Guideline 4, supra n. I

27. Grossman' G.S.
Privacy Interests of
J. Int'I L. & Bus.1'

'Transborder
Individuals and
G 33.

Data Flows: SeParating the
Corporations', (1982l 4 Nw.
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c ) provide for reasonable means for

individuals to exercise their rights;

d) provide for adequate sanctions and remedies

in case of failures to comply with measures

which implement the principles set forth in

parts Two and Three [of the Guidelines] ; and

e ) ensure that there is no unfair

discrimination against data subjects'

The enactment of legislation similar to the (lapsed) Privacy BilI

I9B6 would probably discharge this obligation' The 'Information

Privacy Principles' listed in the Privacy BiIl 1986 appear to have

been substantially modelled upon the principles articulated in the

Guidelines. Alternatively, the obligation may be discharged by

incorporating the principles into general law in the same vray as

the principles of judicial review are part of the generally

recognised law. This is discussed further in the next chapter'

25.3. Information management and privacy

Although the express object of the Guidelines is to regulate the

transborder flow of data, there is no reason why they cannot or

should not be applied generally. Indeed' without domestic

compliance the capacity to apply them internationally may be

jeopardised with the growth of international record-keeeping $'ith
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data moving rapidly, and routinely, from one country in another by

means of satellite comunications'

Domestic implementation of the Guidelines, whether by enactment of

tegislation resembling the Privacy Bill 1986 or by some other

means, would protect privacy only against interferences by record-

keepers 'data controllersr . ( It would have no effect upon

interferences of privacy by neighbours, or journatists etc')

However, there is an element of circularity in protecting privacy

by establishing fair information management practices ' As was

noted in chapter B, information management practices may be

considered to be fair, inter alia, íf they protect privacy; and

one of the grounds upon which the fairness of any given

information management practice may be assessed may be the extent

to which it Protects PrivacY'

The Guidelines focus upon the relevance and timeliness of

information and the lawfulness of the method of acquiring it' In

a sense, the Guidelines are both preliminary to and dependant upon

the recogni tion of privacy. They are prel iminary to the

recognition of privacy because they focus upon criteria which are

very similar to the concept of intimacy which¡ âs was discussed in

part It provides the touchstone of privacy. on the other hand,

their proscription of the collection of information by unlawful or

unfair methods depends upon the recognition of privacy because

the extent to which privacy is recognised as an interest in the
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affect the content to be given to the terms

t unfair' .

The Guidelines proscribe the collection of information which is

irrelevant or out-of-date in the light of the purpose for which it

is intended to be used. These criteria l¡/ere also appl ied by the

,Information Privacy Principles' listed in the (Iapsed) Privacy

BiIl 1986, particularly in Principle 8 which provided that record-

keepers should not use information unless they have ensured that

it is accurate, up to date and complete'

This test is not identical to the privacy test advanced in this

thesis: whether the information is 'intimate' ' However' it may

achieve the Same result. Like intimacy, relevance and timeliness

depend upon society's recognition of some matter as being 'off

limits': being by nature irrelevant to the public attributes or

aspects of a person's I ife. The requirement that information

shoul-d be relevant to and timely for the purpose for which it is

intended to be used, implies that not alt information about people

may be used in order to make decisions affecting their lives'

The content which may be given to the notions of relevance and

timeliness is determined by reference to societal expectations in

the same way as the content of the notion of intirnacy' For

instance, information about a person's ethnic origin may be

,irrelevant, in the Guidelines' sense in a society which

proscribes discrimination upon the basis of ethnic origin'
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If the use of information of a particular type is proscribed, it

seems to follow that it should be excluded under the Data Quality

principle (Guideline 8), because its collection and retention is

not relevant to the purposes for which it may be used. It may be

irrelevant because it cannot be used. ( 'Information Privacy

principles'9 and 10 listed in the Privacy Bill I986 were cast in

similar terms. )

It is arguable that the principles contained in the Guidelines

rest upon assumptions 'have been eroded by subsequent developments

in the technology and application of databases'.28 fite the

privacy BilI t986, the Guidelines seem to assume that records are

maintained for pre-defined, and consistent purposes; that there is

a direct relationship between the data-subject and the record; and

that there is an ,identifiable and responsible record-keeper'.29

These assumptions may undermine the practical value of the

Gu ide 1 ines .

The problems posed by I relational' records \^'ere discussed in the

previous chapter (on pages 514-515). The same difficulty as was

identified in respect of the 'Information Privacy Principles'

contained in the Privacy Bill I9B6 arise in respect of the

Guidelines. where there is, no 'record' of a particurar

( intimate ) information, merely the capacity to generate

28. Thom,
As sumpt i ons
68, G 71.

J.A. 'Under
& Thorne, P.G., 'Pr ivacy Princ iples Tac it

Sc i ence

29. rbid.

Threat' r ( I986 ) 2(I) J. of L. & Info'
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information of that type, it is difficult to assess its accuracy

or relevance to purpose etc. Further, it may not be possible'to

obtain 'confirmation of whether or not the data controller has

data relating'to any given person or not províde access to that

information to the subject.30 In some cases, information may be

generated only in response to particular queries' In other cases'

notwithstanding the capacity to generate intimate information,

information of this type may never be produced. It mâY,

therefore, be difficult t oT unrealistic, to require data

controllers to provide 'readily available' means of establishing

'the existence and nature of personal data"31

25.4. Status of the OECD Guidelines

The Guidelines take the form of a Recommendation by the Council of

the oECD addressed to the various Member countries of the oECD'

Recommedations are made by mutual agreement between the Members of

the OECD and are'not binding on any Member until it has complied

with the requirements of its own constitutional procedures' under

Quote ta en from u del

31. Guideline L2, supra n. I

ne 13 a I supra n
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article 6 of the OECD Convention.32 ffris is prefaced by

statement that the Council, recognising, inter aI ia '
that I although national laws and policies may

differ, Member countries have a common interest in

protecting privacy and individual liberties, and in

reconciling fundamental but competing values such

as privacy and the free flow of information

that domestic legislation concerning prlvacy

protection and transborder flows or person data may

hinder such transborder f l-ows; Iisl

Determined to advance the free flow of information

between Member countries and to avoid the creation

of unjustified obstacles to the development of

economic and sociaL relations among l4ember

countries.33

a

32. See art. 6(3) of the Convention, supra n. 5. See
Lega 1 1y

generally
Bindinq?'SchwartzrR.r'AretheOECDandUNCTADCodes

tI977 I Int'1 LawYer 529.

33. Preamble to the rRecommendation
Guidelines Governing the Protection
Flows of Personal Datar , dated
OECD, 'Guidelines on the Protection
FLows of Personal Data', supra n' B, @

of
of

23
of
7.

the Council
Privacy and

September
Privacy and

Conce rn i ng
Transborde r

1980, in
Transborder
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25.5. Drafting of the Guidelines

When the Guidelines \^/ere being draf ted, the Expert Group

that more than one-third of the Member countries of the

\¡¡aS awAfe

OECD had

enacted laws which hrere designed, inter a1ia,

to protect individuals against Ithe] abuse of data

relating to them and to give them a right of access

toIthat]datawithaviewtocheckingtheir

accuracy and appropriateness'34

It v¡as precisely because so many of the oECD Member countries were

developing laws in respect of data protection and data security

that the OECD had become involved in the matter in the first

place.35 The Expert Group devoted considerabte time to

identifying and studying the relevant Iegislation, both existing

and pIanned.36 It took the view that there was a number of

commonfeaturestobefoundinthevariousapproaches.

34. OECD doc. DSTI / rccP/ 79. 4I, @ para 4

35. Kirby, M.D., rlmportance of the O'E'C'D' Guidelines on

privacy,r paper deliverèd at the French Government Conference on
,Informatique et societe' , 27 September I979, Paris, @ 7 ¡ and

'Statement to the Commitiee for Scientific and Technological
PolicybytheHonourableMr.JusticeM.D.Kirby,Chairmanofthe
Expert group on Transborder Data Barriers and the Protection of
Privacy'", 2l November Lg7g, esp ' @ para ' 7 - 1l '

36. See the DTSL/ ICCP series of OECD documents in general ' S"9
and DTSI/ ICCP/ 78'45, esp' G

bY Justice KirbYr oh the 'OECD
Birriers and the Protection of

rit IgTBt , to the A'L'R'C', APriI
1978, esp. @ 33-34.
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the approaches which had been taken by

significant factor in the drafting the

the various

substantivenat ions \¡¡as

content of

basic conce

fundamental

The Expert

whether or

a

the Guidelines. The Expert Group recognised that 'one

rn at the international Ieval is for concensus on the

principles on which protection of the individual must

be based. t37

25.6. Application of the Guidelines

There is no definition of 'automatic data processing' in the

Guidelines, despite the reference to it in the Preambl-e ' The

original draft of the Guidelines did contain a definition' This

had been the exclusive concern of the'First Draft Guidelines on

Basic Rules Governing the Transborder FIow and the Protection of

Personal Data and PrivacY"3B

Group appears to have been

not the Guidelines should

fairly evenlY divided as to

be Iimited to automatic data

37 . OECD Doc. DTSI/ rccP/ 79. 40, G para B.

38. OECD doc DTSÎ/ fccP/ 7g.38 [DG-9] ScaIe E ' Annex' G 3:

Guideline r t aJ 'aut'omatic processing' . means I the proce-ss-ing of
data larqery performed by "o*p,tters.-..Ii 

and Guideline 2'," 'the
Guidelines srrarl apply to automatic processing..." This draft was

largely lhe work 
- -of Dr. pãt"t Sèipet, of the University of

Stockholm, Sweden.
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processing, and the question \^tas ref erred to the Draf ting Group

for its consideration.39 The Drafting Group decided to reduce

the emphasis upon automatic data processing so as to reduce the

rcomputer orientation of the Guidelines'. However, it continued

to identify automatic data processing aS the primary cause for

co.,cetn.4o

This controversy \4tas no mere matter of Semantics ' It ref lected a

fundamental division in the approaches to the issue of information

management. On the one hand r âutomatic data processing was

regarded as being merely the 'trigger' which initiated the

international concern. On the other, automatic data processing

was seen to present a discrete problem which had to be dealt with

on its o$/n.

In the end the ExPert GrouP did

the Guidelines to automatic data

which they chose are equivocal-:

3. These Guidelines should

prevent ing

not to Iimit the aPPlication of

processing. However, the words

not be interPreted AS

39. OECD doc. DSTI/ rcCP 78.45, para 23.

40. OECD doc. I DSTI/ICCP/ 79.7 [DG-II]' @ 2, 4, & 5'
see also the 'Third DrafL Guidelines Governing the Protection of
Privacy and Transborder Data Flows of Personal Data" OECD doc'
Oèrr/ ;.CC1/ 79.26 tDG-l21, Annex, esp. @ l(a) for a wider
<lefinition of 'automatic data processing"
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application of the Guidelines only Lo

processing of Personal data'.41

Commenting upon the apptication of the Guidelines, Justice Kirby

noted:

The Guidelines are not, in terms, limited in their

application to automatic (computerised) information

systems. They apply to public and private sectors

and to personal data which either because of the

manner in which it is processed or its nature and

contentI mây "pose a danger to privacy and civi1

Iiberties".42

Àt the same time, the application of the Guidelines is not as

clear as Justice Kirby's statement suggests. unless Guideline

3(c) is interpreted widely and the Guidelines apptied to both

automatic and manual files, their effectiveness may be Iimited'

In Cornford's words:

If data protection only applies to automatic files,

then it is a safe bet that forbidden or sensitive

41. Guideline 3 (c).See also ExplanatorY Memorandum t publ ished by

the oEcD in association with the 'Guidelines on the
privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data' ,

Parisl, @ 24-25, Para. 34 38.

of privacy
A.L.J. 163,
2.

Protection of
t1981. OECD.

and controls
G 164- 16s.42. M.D.K. ' 

rlnternational protection
over transborder data flowt, (1981) 55
Justice Kirby was quoting from Guideline
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information will be held in manual files, as indeed

is the case in Sweden.43

If they are applied only to manual fiIes, the converse is equally

I ikely to be true.

The words which had been used in the 'second Draft GuideÌines

Transborde rGoverning the Protection of Privacy in Relation to

Flows of Personal Data' t¡/ere less ambiguous:

nothing in these Guidelines shaII be interpreted

preventing (a) the aPPlication of

Guidelines to manual and other kinds of

automatic processing of personal data " '44

AS

the

non-

The Guidelines are intended to appty only to information about

natural- persons. rPersonal data' is defined broadly to mean 'any

information relating to an indentified or identifiable individual

(data subject)'.45 It is open to any Member country to apply

similar princip]es to the handling of information about non-

natural perso.,s.46

Cornford '@ 304.
J. , rThe ProsPects for Privacy' , (198r) s2 Pol. A43.

295,

44.oEcDdoc.D}TI/IC:P/79.7[DG-11]AnnexeB

45. Guideline l(b)' supra n' 8'

46. See rExPIanatorY
Governing the Protection
Personal datar, OECD doc'
paragraph 33.

Memorandum for the Draft Guidelines
of Privacy and Transborder Data Flows of

DSTL/ rcCP/ 79.41 (Rev.t), Scale Et G
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They are intended to have a very wide operation: to apply all data

moving across national borders.4T The Expert Group took the view

that there was no significant distinction to be drawn between the

public and private sectors for the purposes of the GuideIines.4B

Consequently, Guideline 2 states:

These Guidelines apply to personal data, whether in

the pubtic or private sectors, which, because of

the manner in which they are processed, or because

of their nature or the context in which they are

used, pose a danger to privacy and individual

I ibert ies .

The third part of the Guidelines, the rBasic Principles of

International Application: Free Flow and Legitimate Restrictions',

requires that Meml¡er countries should take into account the

implications for other Member countries of domestic processing and

the re-export of personal data (article 15); take aIl reasonable

and appropriate steps to ensure that transborder flows of personal

data , including transit through a Member country, are

uninterrupted and secure (article 16); and refrain from

restricting transborder flows of personat data between itself and

another Member country except where the Iatter does not yet

substantially observe these Guidelines or where the re-export of

79. 4I, G47. The point
para. 40 the
Governing the
Personal Data I .

r¡/as emphas ised by OECD

'ExplanatorY Memorandum
Protection of PrivacY

doc
for

and

DSTL/ rCcP/
the Draft
Transborde r

Guidelines
Flows of

48. See OECD doc. DSTL/ IccP/ 79.7 [DG-tr] Annex, G 7
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such data would circumvent its domestic privacy legislation

( article f7 ) .

Guideline L7 may add a significant impetus to Member countries to

observe the Guidelines in authorising Member countries to restrict

transborder flows of data to those Member countries which do not

substantiatly observe the Guidelines'

Article 1B of the Guidelines requires that:

Member countries shoutd avoid developing Iaws '

policies and practices in the name of the

protection of privacy and individual liberties,

which would create obstacles to transborder fl0ws

of personal data that would exceed requirements for

such Protection.

This may be an additional incentive to Member countries to provide

protection to privacy which is compatible with the OECD

Guidelines.

25.7 . Privacy and record keePing

The Guidelines strike a balance between the informed decision-

making and the protection of individuals against adverse

discrimination on the basis of information of a type which

societies permit their members to conceal or circulate at their
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discretion. This balance r¡,ras developed by reference to'

intended to ensure , fairness and ( in its most general

equity as between record keepers and record subjects.

and is

sense )

The implementation of the Guidelines in Australia so as to apply

to record-keeping practices generally would provide some (lega1)

protection against some interferences with privacy' It would'

therefore, partiatly discharge the obligations imposed by article

17 of the International Covenant on Civil and PoliticaI Rights'

However, this would not provide a general, legatly enforceabl-e'

right to privacy. Further, unless the relevant instrument were

skillfully drafted, it might provide inchoate regulation of record

systems, especiatly those which may be described as 'reIational"

As r¡¡as noted in this and the previous chapter, techological

developments may have undermined the value the Guidelines' and

perhaps this method of regulating information management

generalty. Any set of information management principles must be

drafted with considerable care if it not to be evaded by

sophisticated data-processing techniques' Nonetheless, it may be

desirable to apply the Guidelines generally, so long as this

is not be viewed as the only method of protecting privacy'
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CHÀPTER 26

PROPOSALS FOR REFORM: THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY

The definition of privacy advanced in this thesis indicates some

of the mainfest difficulties inherent in any attempt to formulate

any single, aIl embracing so-called right to privacy simpliciter.

There are too many situation where it is just not practical to

establish a single legaI 'right' to prevent (and have accompanying

remedies) proscribing the circulation of information any claimant

wishes to exclude from the knowledge of others '.

The position is further complicated by the inter-relationship

between privacy and other ( conceptually independent) interests '

such as freedom of information, which receive some degree of lega1

recognition. Thus, in approaching proposals for reform, to

encourage and maintain the protection of privacy aS defined here'

the focus of attention should be upon dealings with personal

information in specified circumstances, to underline the

importance of identifying situations where the circulation of

intimate informaLion is regarded as objectionable, and to devise

means, in varying guises, to acknowledge and provide practical

methods appropriate to protection in individual circumstances'

It is to not within the purview of this thesis to examine this

detail. But what seems to emerge from the examination is that

1n

no
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singJ-e, all embracing approach to remedial action (whether by

otherwise) is to be Preferred.legal suit or

There is nothing inherent in the concept of privacy which suggests

that it should receive protection only from interference by public

authorities or or only by private persons. This is particularly so

as the differences betwen what is regarded as'public'or not has

been blurred , if not extinguished , for many purposes. This may be

illustrated by the difficulties which surround the 'shield of the

crown' doctrine.

In principte, if privacy as defined in this thesis should receive

legaI recognition or protection, this should be available

regardless of the 'official' or otherwise nature of the

interference. ( Of course, in some circumstances, there may be

justification for an 'official' interference which, if perpetrated

by a private person would have have been unjustifiable. )

The practical relationship between interferences with privacy and

( adverse ) discrimination which v¡as discussed in chapter 5

re-inforces this conclusion. To the extent that privacy is

related to discrimination, privacy, and conSequently the

recognition of privacy, is allied to the defence of the 'weaker

members of the political community' which Ronald Dworkin

identified as underlying the recognition of rights against the

government.
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Dworkin,s analysis of the basis of the notion of rights against

the government is as appticable to the recognition of a right of

privacy against governments as it is to discrimination. Without

the elimination of the distinction between public and non-public

activities (in this context), the ambit of any protection which

might be accorded to privacy (except in special circumstances,

such as national security as international instruments suggest)

would be meaningless across a range of activities in modern Iife.

Dworkin suggested that the notion of rights against the government

rests upon two distinct ideas. FirSt, the Kantian concept of

respect for persons which supposes that 'there are ways of

treating a man that are inconsistent with recognising him as a

full member of the human community, and holds that such treatment

is profoundly unjust'. secondly, the more familiar idea of

potitical equality which supposes that:

the weaker members of a political community are

entitled to the same concern and respect of their

government as the more powerful members have

securedforthemselvesrsothatifsomemenhave

freedom of decision whatever the effect on the

general good, then a1I men must have the same

freedom. 1

In some circumstances' the state may be accorded greater authority

to intrude into that ,off Iimits' area than private individuals.

-L. Dworkin, R

Londonl ' G 198
. , 'Taking
r99.

' , 11977 'Rights SeriouslY Duckworth.
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where this is the case, society does not so much

an area as being 'off Iimits' except as against the

recognise that, in some circumstances , ('official' )

is justified. The circumstances in which intrusions

into privacy may be justified are discussed below in section 26.3.

26 .r. Legal recognition of PrivacY

This thesis has examined the socio-political concept of privacy in

order to identify and determine whether it does t ot should '

receive protection under Australian law. This final chapter

considers the scope of 1egal protection which should be

provided.2 Accordingly, the focus is upon the elements of the

proposed legal recognition of privacy, the types of defences which

should be acknowledged. The machinery by which this right could

be enforced is considered only briefly'

The protection of privacy aS discussed here is also influenced by

the views which \¡Jere expressed in the Australian Law Reform

CommisSion'S discussion paper on 'Privacy and Intrusions' in June

1980:

I. See Gavison' R.E . | 'PrivacY and its Lega I Protect ion', tI 975.
D.Phil thesis (unPublished) . oxfordl , @ 4,
discussion of the distinction between
protection and the form of legal protection'

and
the

16 et seq.
scope of

for a
1ega1
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It is frankly acknowledged that the law can provide

only a partial response to invasions of privacy' A

determined intruder, us ing modern technology

of ever increasing sophistication, will frequently

escape detection or be detected long after great

damage to privacy has been done The law has an

educative function, to establish and clarify

acceptable conduct in society and to denounce '

prevent, redress and ultimately punish unacceptable

conduct. The fact that every case of wrongful

intrusion into privacy is not detected and

redressed or is not punished is no reason for

failing to provide remedies and sanctions for

unacceptable invasions of privacy which do come to

notice.itistheobligationofthelegal

system to express clearly its standards, to provide

machinery for their clarification and to proffer

sanctions and remedies that witt be available where

the standards are breached, causing individual

damage or social harm.3

Commiss ion ,

lJune I980.
Discuss ion Paper No. 13,3. Austral ian Law Re form

'Privacy and Intrusions',
19.

ALRC. SYdneYJ ' G 17, Para'
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26 .2. Elements of a right to PrivacY

MacCormick commented that :

the legislative confermenL of rights involves '
necessarily and analyticaIIy, the legislative

impositionofduties;thesecanbedefinedaS

specificatty or as generally as the Iegislature

chooses.Thedefinitionbylegislationofaright

isafundamentallydifferentprocedureandprocess

from the elucidation of a concept. The same goes

for attempts to articulate definitions of rights in

academic or other discourse'4

It is, therefore, not feasible to define a specific legal cause of

action for interference with privacy in this final chapter of a

thesis concerned with defining privacy and ascertaining the degree

to which privacy is, or should be, protected under Australian law'

Ratherr the object here is to postulate a right to privacy in the

sense that MacCormick, following Hohfeld, termed a 'claim-right"

as distinct from a 'Iiberty' or 'immunity' such as the right to

free speech or the right to freedom of assembly.5 It is thus to

determine whether, and, if sor to what extent people should have

,Pr ivacy: A Prob em of Definition 97 4)', (r
4.

I Br.
MacCorm ick' D. N.,

75,J. Law & Soc. @ 77.

5. MacCormick, D.N., A Note upon Privacy'r (19731 89 L'O'R' 23'

esp. @ 23 24. But see uafsh' N'S" 'Hohfetd - and Privacy'
(Ig73)BgL.a.R.lB3,criticisingMacCormick'SarticIe.
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the right to prevent the circulation of any given item of, or all

items of, intimate information. Necessarily therefore, the object

is to determine the nature of any general duty not to circulate or

seek to learn intimate information about others.

It is unrealistic to consider irnposing a general legal duty not to

learn intimate information about others. In practice, people

frequently learn intimate information inadvertently, and it is not

practical to require people to ',unlearn', information' even if they

may be precluded from using or circulating that information'

Rccording to the definition of privacy advanced in this thesis'

why intimate information is learnt is irrelevant to an invasion of

privacy. consequently, it is impossible to frame a duty not to

invade privacy in terms of the actions or motives which shape any

particular knowledge of information'

This is made more complex by the fact that once a person's privacy

has been invaded by one person , regardless of the intruder's

cutpability, other people may also invade the person's privacy

innocently. For instance, where the original invasion of privacy

is by a media reporter who publishes the information in a

newspaper ' anyone who reads that newspaper may learn that

information. In principle, âs argued here, each of these people

would also invade the subject's privacy'

A legal

that,

right to privacy will exist onlY if, and

recognises that the circulation

to the extent

of inti-matethe law
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information to people who the privacy-claimant does not want to

Iearn that information becomes, or is transformed intor âñ injury

of which the law is or shoutd be cognizant in the absence of

acompanying injury to property or contractual rights ¡ oT economic

or physical (including mental anguish) injuries etc.

This notion of the right to privacy is thus reminiscent of the

westin-MilIer control concept which was discussed in chapter 4.

However, the view postulated here is narrovter than the Westin-

MilIer one. A specific right to privacy is not necessarily a

right to control the circulation of a1I items of personaJ-

inf ormation. rt would be a right to prevent t or seek a r.emedy

against, the circulation of intimate information.

The erements of a cause of action founded upon an interference

with privacY would be:

l. an item of intimate information (objective test); and

2. the circulation of that item of intimate information;

As was discussed in Past I I the onus of obtaining the information-

subject,s consent to the circulation of the information would

faIl upon the defendant once it has been established that the

information in question is intimate .6 This point is discussed

further berow in section 26.3, under the heading of defences.

6. See page 106 et seq.
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26.2.L. Intimate information: reasonable person

As was discussed in part I I the content of the notion intimacy is

ultimately determined by a society's recognition that certain

matters are ,off limits' for the purposes of social regulation.

Typicalty, matters which are 'of f I imits' in this \'¡ay are those

upon the basis of which discrimination is prohibited such as

race t ot ethnic origin. The content of the notion of intimacy is

not limited to these matters. They are merely the most readily

identifiable.

This is eSsentialIy a reasonable person test ' Information is

characterised as intimate by reference to society's recognition of

certain areas of life as being 'off limits' by virtue of the

society's shared expectations as to individual non-accountability.

This recognition may be manifested in a variety of ways in

legislation, in international instruments, by tacit social

understandings and so forth.

Analogy lies to the way in which Lord Atkin's good neighbour

deduce a reasonable standard of care. Like standards of

these standards of disclosure are not static, even though

procedures may be necessary in order to alter some of them'

standards of

the statutorY

disclosure

appf icat ion

cou Id

care ,

formal

should be

of the OECD

Where possible, these

formalised. ConsequentlY'
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Guidelines could be relied upon to determine the status of

information in record sYstems.

26.2.2. Third PartY knowledge

An invasion of privacy cannot occur untit the alteged intruder

actually or constructively learns the intimate information in

question. This vras illustrated in chapter 4 by the postulating

the position A whose diary had been seized, but not yet read'

Before the diary is actually read, A's privacy is not invaded'

(fhe information has is possessed by, but has not (yet) been

circulated to the person who has seized the diary' ) A is merely

in peril of an imminent invasion of privacy'

Third parties may constructively learn information in a variety of

circumstances. For instance , intimate information may be

generated and used by an artificial inteltigence system without

any person actually learning the information. Nonetheless, in

some cases this may be as injurious to a person's privacy as any

actual knowledge of that information'
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26.3. Defences

As is recognised in the International Covenant on Civil and

PoIitical Rights, not every interference with privacy is

un justif iable. Ho\^¡ever r aS was noted in chapter 22 , the

quailifers selected in the covenant 'arbitrary' and 'unIawful'

are not necessarily suited to common law recognition of privacy as

a distinct legal interest.'Arbitrary'is, ât best, ill-defined;

and 'unlawful, would be tautol0gous where privacy htere to be

recognised bY 1aw.

Once it is established that a third party has ( actually or

constructively) learnt a particular item of intimate information'

the onus should shift to that third party (defendant) to justify

this. In some form, the same defences should be available to aIl

defendants, regardless of the nature of the remedy sought.

26.3.I. Fortuitous knowldge

In some circumstanceS, people learn information fortuitously' For

example, a def endant may have been reading old ne\^Jspapers and

accidently discovered some intimate information about the privacy-

claimant. It would seem unreasonable to hold such people IiabIe

in damages for interference with privacy. However, to the extent
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that remedies for interferences with privacy should not sound in

damages, but rnerely in declaratory (or, in extreme circumstances

injunctive) orders about the use of information, a defence of

fortuitous knowledge should not immunize people from restrictions

upon dealing with information. (ffre remedies which should be

available to privacy-claimants are discussed below in section

26.6.)

However, in practice, a defence of fortuitous knowledge may be

relevant to the incidental consequences of the Iegal recognition

of a right to privacy, such as actions for breach of statutory

duty, which might flow from this. This may be complicated by the

difficulties which will confront any attempt to differentiate '

either conceptually or practically, between 'innocent' defendants

who accidentatì-y learn intimate information, and clever defendants

who assemble otherwise innocuous items of information to

'discover' the same information'

26 .3 .2. Consent

It follows from the characterisation of information as intimate by

reference to the society's recognition of the areas of life to

which its relates as being 'off timits 
" 

that people may be

assumed to object to the circulation of that information '

Ho\^/ever, this assumption may be displaced by evidence that the
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information-subject has acquiesced in the circul-ation of the

information.

l{arren and Brandeis recognised the necessity of a consent defence

in their article on 'The Right to Privacy'. In doing sor they

noted that this defence should not necessarily be available in

respect of 'a private communication or circulation for a

restricted purPose' .7

people may acquiesce in the circulation of intimate information in

several ways. They may expressly or impliedly consent to the

circulation either to the defendant or to the world at large'

similarly, they may expressly or impl iedly consent to the

circulation of all information of a particular type '

notwithstanding that it is intimate information, either to the

defendant or to the world at large '

The various v/aYS of acquiescing

may be divided into two classes:

to the circulation

implied (estoppel)

of information

and actual.

7. Warrenr S.D., &

(1890) 4 Harv. L. Rev.
Brandeis ' L.D. ,

193, e 218.
'The Right To Privacy',
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26 .3.2.I. EstoPPel

people may be estopped from complaining about the circulation of a

particular item of intimate information because of the way in

which they generally deal with information of that subject-type

about themselves. The focus of this enquiry is upon the way in

which the privacy-claimants treat information about themselves

not the vtay in which they treat information about others '

It does not follow that privacy cl-aims should be recognised only

if they are made by people who respect the privacy of others'

That would amount to an assertion that rights should be recognised

only to the extent that people recognise the rights of others. B

In order to determine whether privacy-claimants may be estopped

from treating the circulation of a given item of information as

privacy-intrusive, the way that the claimants generally treat the

circulation information of that subject-type about themselves

should be considered. People who encourage publicity about the

,off stage' aspects of their Iives I ñâY be estopped from

complaining about the circulation of information of that type

despite the intimate character of that information.

For instance,

publicity about

if

their

privacy-claimants deliberatelY

marriage or familY' theY may

cult ivate

be said to

be
and

contrarY to article8. It may also
Covenant on Civil PoIiticaI Rights.

26 of the Internat ional
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treat information about their marital status as public, despite

its formal characterisation as intimate information. They ma'y

thus be estopped from complaining about publicity about the

dissolution of their marriage.

26.3.2.2. Express consent

People cannot be heard

intimate information when

consented to this. As \^Ias

\¡¡ay information is used

status of the circulation

to object to third parties' learning

they have either expressly or irnpliedly

discussed on pages I24 - 131 above' the

may not be relied upon to change the

of intimate information.

Where information is used contrary the subject's wishes, there may

be grounds for an action for breach of confidence or breach of

contract, or discrimination etc. Thus, for instance, the ArgylI

caserg which vras discussed on pages 248 - 249 above' concerned a

breach of confidence by the defendant and an invasion of privacy

by each person to whom the information \'/as circulated' However'

the defendant's use, including his publication, of the information

did not alter the status of his knowledge of the information so as

to transform it into an invasion of privacy'

9. The Duchess of ArqylI v. The Duke of Argyll' tf 9671 ch. 302.
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As \^¡as discussed earlier, the basis of an action f or the invasion

of privacy is that a third party has learnt some intimate

information about the privacy-claimant and that privacy claimant

objects to the third party's knowledge because of the nature of

the information Per se.

An objection to the way in which a person mâY, or does' use

information, is distinct. It depends upon the consequences

apprehended; not upon the characterisation of the information. It

is thus distinct from an invasion of privacy, âIthough the

consequences may be factually similar.

26.3.3. Public interest

In some circumstances, it may be justifiable to disregard a

privacy-claimant's views aS to the circulation of intimate

information. It does not follow from the legal recognition of

privacy as a distinct ground upon which to base a complaint about

the circulation of intimate information, that aIl other interests

in the circulation of that information shoutd be disregarded.
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A number of interests compete with individual privacy.l0 Some of

these are simultaneously recognised in the international-

instruments which list privacy. Thus , for instance, the Universal

Declaration of Human rights and the International CovenanL on

Civil and political Rights expresssly recognise the importance of

freedom of speech.lI Similarly, the European Convention on Human

Rights ( Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and

Fundamental Freedoms) expressly recognises restrictions upon the

'right to respect for private and family life...'. Sub-article

8(2), of the Convention provides that:

There shall be no interference by a public

authority with the exercise of this right except

such as is in accordance with the law and is

necessary in a democratic society in the interests

of national security, public safety or the economic

well-being of the country, for the prevention of

disorder or crime , for the protection of health or

morals r or for the protection of the rights and

freedoms of others.

It is impossible t ot at least impractical, to prescribe in advance

alI circumstance in which it may be justifiable to interfere with

privacy. There is, therefore, need for an ambulatory defence '

to Privacy: I he10. See generalIY
Israeli v. The EngI

Z. , 'A General Ri
roach', If982] Pu Lavr 240 | for a

Pearce, P. , 'The
.J. 23.

SegaJ- ,
ish App

ght
blic

discussion of some of these problems. See also
courts and rndividual Privacy" (r979) 3 Trent' L

11. Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, art.

art.
19.

19; International
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Any authorised remedial action for the redress of invasions of

privacy should be subject to a general 'public interest' defence.

I{arren and Brandeis arrived at a similar conclusion in their

analysis of 'The Right to Privacy'.I2

In its examination of'Unfair Publication'the Australian Law

Reform commission noted that a 'public interest' defence may

create some problems in practice. l3 rt leaves the determination

of whether the circulation of a given item of intimate information

to a court t ot any other body, which may assess the circulation of

information with the benefit of hindsight. The Law Reform

Commission commented a propos publication:

This would hardly be fair to publishers, who need

tojudgethejustificationofpublicationin

advance . secondly, the phrase 'public interest' ,

without more, would cause uncertainty until the

courts had built up some nevr law indicating the

content to be given to the expression in this nev/

field.I4

The Law

reduced

Reform commission suggested that this uncertainty might be

by providing a defence where publication was relevant to a

Warren & Bran e s, supra n. 7 , 4.

13. Australian Law
Publication' , Í1979 .

Reform Commission, RePort
AGPS. Canberral ¡ esp. @ L32l

No. 1I, 'Unfair
para. 247 .

14. rbid.
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,topic of public interest'.15 The Commission then nominated six

categories of information which should fall within that phrase,

such as 'facts related to' suitabitity for office, public,

commercial or professional activites, enforcement of law, and

,facts otherwise of legitimate concern to the general public'.16

This approach would focus the defence upon the subject-type of the

information, as weII as the subject-matter. (es as discussed in

relation to defamation, consideration of a public interest defence

may involve , ât least incidentally, cons idering whether the

publication of information of the type in question may ever be in

the pubtic interest.) In the Iight of the definition of privacy

advanced here, this approach may not be particularly helpful. By

definition, any circulation of information which may affect

privacy concerns matters which should be viewed as 'off limits',

and therefore not a 'topic of public interest''

Rather, a 'public interest' defence, like an consent defencer mâY

have to be assessed on the particular facts. Thus' once it is

established that the information s intimate, and its circulation

at least prima facie privacy-intrusive, the enquiry should be

whether the particular circulation is justifiable.

The initial uncertaintY may not be

Commission suggests. PubIic interest

as great as

defences are

the Law Reform

recognised in a

tL r'fo., @ 133, para.247.

16 . rbid.
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variety of contexts.lT Some of these \^Jere noted in discussion in

part III. In this context, analogy should lie Iess to the defence

recognised by the law of defamation ( which looks to the

justifiability of the publication of that particular information

at large) than to the defence as it is emerging in the law of

breach of confidence. lB In this latter case, the issue turns

upon the particular circulation.

26.4. Breach of confidence and the public interest

There is some uncertainty about the application of the public

interest defence in the Iaw of breach of confidence ' It is

traditionally thought to be available where the information in

question is of 'public concern, of which the public ought to

17. See genera
Common Law Growth'
discussing 'LegaI

y Stone ', []-985.
Categor ie s

J., Prece ent an Law: DYnam cso
Butterworths. SydneyJ r esp. chapter
of IllusorY Reference' .

4

IB. As was noted in chapter 13, the English courts appear to have

developed a more extensive puniic interest defence to the action
for breach of confidence Lftat have the Australian courts ' In
Australia, there is some opinion that the courts should eshew the
development of the g".,"tui public interest test in the law of
confidence: Meagher, R.P., Gummow, W'M'C', & Lehane I J'R'F"
,Equity: Doctrines and Remedies', t1984. 2nd. ed. Butterworths'
syáneyi, @ 840, para- 4125¡ 843, para' 4r2B'
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know,.19 The circumstances in which the defence may be raised

are usually said to be divisible into three categories.

The first category is described as the inequity rule that: 'there

is no confidence aS to the disclosure of iniquity' : there can be

no confidence aS to inforrnation about crime or fraud.20

SecondIy, the law of confidence appears to recognise a 'higher

duty, rule where information which is not itself wrongful

threatens Some injury or danger to members of the pubJ- ic.

Thirdty, in some cases, courtst ot at least English courts, appear

to balance the public interest in maintaining the confidence

against the pubtic interest in knowing the truth in some

cases . 2 I

Although none of these categories directly deal with the factors

which characterise inforrnation, they are generically similar. In

the end, they rest upon a determination that ' even if the

behaviour, conduct etc. discLosed by the information is 'off

Iimits' in generaL, in the particular circumstances, the subject's

19. British Stee
A.C. 96 HL , Þêr Lor Dennrng n he
also Commonwealth v. Fairfax, (1980) I47
e s6-s7.

ICo oration v. Grena da Televis ion Ltd. ' lt9Bll
29. See

20.
114.

Gartside v. Outram (IB5
See also A v. Ha êfl r

C.A. r êsP.
c.L.R. 39, per Mason J

6) 26 LJ Ch.(n.s) 113, Per Wood V'C' G

(1985) f S6 C.L.R. 532. But see David
19B41 2 N.S.w.
& 309 ( Samuals
this defence.

S

L. R.
J.A)

& co. Lt v. Genera Motors-Holden's Ltd' t

29 97 Street CJ 6 Hut ey A.P f

for some differing views as to the limits of

21. Finn, P.D., 'ConfidentialitY and the 'Public Interest' ,

1984) 58 A.L.J. 497 | G 506-507. See also Fraser v. Evans ' [1e6e]
t Q.B. 349. Per Denning M.R.' @ 361; Initial Services
Putterill, [1968] 1 Q.B. 396 | Pe r Denning M.R. , G 405-406 '

Ltd. v.
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views must be overridden. In general, these categories of public

interest would be appropriate to the timitation of privacy

r ights .

Similarly, the Senate Standing Committee on Constitutional and

Lega1 Affairs introduced a 'public interest' test into its report

on the Freedom of rnformation BiIl 1978 (cth)' (es was discussed

in chapter 17 above, Privacy and freedom of information are

closely related.) Although the Committee recognised that 'public

interest' was not a balancing test customarily applied by

administrator s,22 the Committee concluded that the public

interest criterion should be used throughout the Freedom of

Information Bill IgTB -23

After examining the decision

Committee commented:

in Sankey v . Whitlan and Others ' the

The "public interest", which has been described as

an amorphous concept, incapable of definition '

proved to be a viable concept enabling all relevant

considerations to be brought to bear There is

no reason for supposing that in a freedom of

information case it would be more difficult for

a tribunal to isolate factors which are related to

22. Senate S tand i ng Committee on Constitutiona I and Legal
G 66,Affairsr'Freedom of Information',

para . 5.29 .

1l-979. AGPS. Canberral r

23. Ibid.' @ 64' Para. 5.22.
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the public's interest in disclosure or 'need to

know' . ( Committee's

The same may be said of

invasion of privacY.

emphas is)24

a public interest defence to actions for

For instance, in some circumstances, people's wishes with respect

to the circulation of intimate information may conflict with the

general interest in law enforcement. To the extent that there is

a public interest in the effective detection and prosecution of

crime for example, it may be in the public interest that privacy

should be overridden in some circumstances'25

In many caseS, 'relevance to purpose' will determine a public

interest defence. The phrase 'relevant to purpose' should be

construed aS bearing the same meaning as is ascribed to it in the

context of the oECD Guidelines and the Information Principles

containedinthe(Iapsed)PrivacyBiIIlgB6.ItisthusanaIogous

to the phrase as used in the review of administrative action which

was discussed above in chapter L7. Consequently, the possession

or use of intimate information cannot be hetd to be justifiable in

the public interest as being'relevant to purpose'if its use in

v. Whitlam & Others (1e78 )-24: rbid., G 65' Para.
I42 C.L.R. 1.

5.25. Sankey

25. In America, the public interest defence to defamation appears
to have ,degenårated- into a simple newsv/orthiness' test (C'W',
'Defining A PubIic Controversy in the Constitutional Law of
Defamation', (1983) 69 Va. L. nèv. 93I, @ 936)' This is not what
is intended in this context.
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the making of any given decision would result in that decision

being set aside upon aPPeal.

The phrase 'relevant to purpose' is not proferred as a definition

of the defence of public interest. It is noted here as one

criterion which may be relevant to the application of the defence

in the same manner as the'higher duty'rule is relevant to the

public interest defence to the action for breach of confidence.

Legal right of action26.5.

In principle, privacy is equally invaded when a trespasser

examines personal diaries and Iearns intimate information, by the

ne\¡rs media publication of that same inf ormation, and by the entry

of that same item of information into a data base.

In practice, the actual learning or circulation of information by,

for instance, news reporters and intrusive neighbours, may be

distinguished from the acquisition, manipulation and use of

information in record systems by, for instance, credit bureaux'

Although the various types of interferences with privacy are

conceptually identical, the practical consequences may be

different. Simitarly, the means by which the interference may be

detected maY differ.
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Nonetheless, there should be an independent legaI duty

interfere with privacy which is designed to prevent

interferences, rather than to provide redress which

retrospectivelY in some form.

or

not to

limit

operates

lrlhere people object to the circulation of intimate information,

they should be able to approach an adjudicator and seek an order

that ( a) the information in question is intimate; and ( b)

consequently, it should be circulated only with the privacy-

claimant' s consent. At this stage, of course, the defendant

shoul_d be entitled to plead justification on the grounds discussed

above.

The characterisation of information and the assessment of the

grounds of justification is essentially juridical in nature '

Further, the possible consequences of a determination whether the

circulation of information would interfere with privacy must

affect future dealings with that information. It is unrealistic

to Suggest that a defendant may be ordered to 'unknow' intimate

information. At most, a privacy-claimant may seek an order

preventing a defendant from further disseminating the information

or from using it.

A cause of action should be created aS follows' There should be

statutory provision of a right to seek a court order as to the use

of intimate information which is actionable without proof of

injury. The plaintiff should be entitled to initiate action where
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it is alleged that the defendant has Iearnt a particular item of

intimate information.

The onus should rest upon the plaintiff to etablish that (a)

information should be characterised as intimate; and ( b) the

defendant has learnt that information. It should be open to the

court to order that the defendant neither use nor circulate that

information. In a sense, the plaintiff would thus be seeking an

order that the information be treated as though it had been

obtained in confidence.

As a matter of practice, any such hearings would have to be in

camera. It would be counter-productive, and of Iittle assistance

to privacy-claimants, to provide a meanS of protecting privacy

which wouId, whenever exercised, necessarily placed the intimate

information in question in the public domain'

26.6. Remedies

In most caSes, a privacy-claimant may be satisfied by preventing

the defendant from using the intimate information. (es was noted

earlier, the use of information does not invade privacy' However'

to the extent that the (possible) use of information may affect

people's views about the circulation of information ' assurance

that information will not be used in a particular way may assuage
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objections to the circulation of information. ) Alternatively'

where a privacy-claimant is provided with a remedy against the

injurious use of privacy-intrusive information, the privacy

objection maY be assuaged.

Although it is not conceptually necessary ' various types of

interferences with privacy should be met by remedies which are

tailored to the varying types of privacy invasions which may occur

in different contexts.

26.6.I. Declaratory or injunctive relief

Where it is alleged that the circulation of information

with privacy, it should be only possible for a court

declaration as to the status of the information, and,

circumstances, to issue an injunction precluding the

information contrary to the plaintiff's wishes.

interferes

to make a

in extreme

use of the

It would be unrealistic, and largely ineffective, to contemplate

imposing criminal sanctions gainst the cro\ÁIn for interferences

with privacy. similary t ctiminal sanctions may be of only limited

assistance against corporations.26 This being sor it appears to

26. See generallY: F ].SSe, B., ' Reconstructing CorPorate C r1m inal
Law: Deterrrence ' Ret ribution, Fault, and Sanctions' , (r983 ) 56

So. Ca1if. L. Rev. 1 I 4I¡ Fisse, 8., & French, P.A' ' ' Corr ig ible
CorP orat ions & UnrulY La\n/' , t 1986 . TrintY Univ. Press. San

Antoniol ; Fisse, 8., & Braithwaite' J'l 'The Impact of PubI icity
on Corporate Offenders' , I 1983 . State Univ. of N. Y. Press.
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individuals who interfere with
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criminal sanctions against private

pr ivacy .

Any general cause of action for an interference with privacy

should not sound in damages. AS was discussed in Part III

(particularly in chapter 10), in most of the circumstances in

which an interference with privacy culminates in some distinct

physical, pecuniary or ('mere') psychiatric injury, a plaintiff

wil-l have grounds for an independent right of action. There wiII

be few cases in which a person whose privacy is invaded and, as a

result, sustains some personal (including 'mere' psychiatric) or

economic damage, is unable to recover damages for that injury'

The express Iegal recognition of a IegaJ- right to privacy, albeit

a right which does not directly sound in damages, wiIl indirectly

increase the availabtity of remedies by, in appropriate

circumstances, Ieaving open the possibility of an action for

breach of statutory duty. There is, therefore, ho necessity to

create an independent tort for 'interference with ptívacy' '27

Albanyl .

27. See similarly, Australian Law Reform
22, 'Privacy', tI983. AGPS. Canberral, vol'

Commission' RePort No.
2, 24, para. 1081.
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26.6.2. An independent statutory regime for privacy?

The Australian Law Reform Commission concluded that there should

be a specifically designated Privacy Commissioner. The Commission

recommended that this Commissioner should be a full-time member of

the Human Rights Commission the body which has since been

replaced by the Human Rights and EquaI Opportunities Commision

which was referred to in chapter 17 above.2B Similarly, the

Australia Card BilI 1986 is intended to create a Data Protection

Authority ' inter alia, responsible for the administration of the

,Information Privacy Principles' contained in the Privacy Bitt

1986.

As h¡as discussed in chapter 5, privacy is defined by the otherwise

recognised community values. It is not possible to characterise

information in isolation. Rather, determining whether, and, if

Sor to what extent, Privacy should be recognised in any given

circumstance depends upon a general familiarity with community

expectations and standards. It is thus determined by reference to

the factors which a society recognises from time to time as

limiting its authority over its members. Some of these factors

may be embodied in legislation (such as the Racial Discimination

Act Ig75), some may be conLained in international instruments to

which any given state is a party, and some may remain tacit social

understandings.

28 . rbid. , @ 14, para. 1058 et seq.
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Creating an independent Privacy Commissioner or Data Protection

Authority may isolate privacy determinations from other human

rights considerations. In additionr âs $¡as noted in chapter 24,

this may either reduce the practical worth of providing remedies

for interferences with privacy t oE encourage jurisdictional

disputes.

As r¡ras discussed previously, in some cases privacy may be invoked

to Secure conditions protecting other interests. Thus , for

instance, people rely upon privacy to prevent the circulation of

intimate information in order to prevent others from

discriminating against them on the basis of the attributes or

behaviour revealed by the information. EstabIì-shing a

Commissioner/euthority to investigate and adjudicate upon claims

that information of this type has been circulated contrary to the

privacy-claimant's wishes will be of relatively Iittle assistance

to a claimant whose primary concern is about the (possible) use of

the information. Unless the Commissioner/Authority is also

empowered to deal with discrimination complaints, when

discrimination has occurred, a complainant will be required to

initiate a new complaint before a different (or different officer

in the same ) bodY.

If the Commissioner/Authority \Átere to have jurisdiction over

complaints about the use of the information as well as its

circulation, there would appears to be no need for a Specifically

designated officer or office. Many complaints for interferences
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with rights involve the use of information, sometimes intimate

information. Consequently, a Commissioner,/Ruthority empowered to

consider complaints about the use of information would be tikely

to assume jurisdiction over an increasing range of matters such as

discrimination, and interferences with freedom of speech and

assembly.

Some of the problems arising out of reguests to'correct'records,

\^rere noted in chapters 17 and 24. Were a specif ically designated

Commissioner/Authority to assume responsibility for disputes in

this regard, these problems may be exacerbated. In some cases'

the,accuracy'of the record is relevant only to the extent that

it relates to the determination of some (other) substantive right'

Consequently, complaints about the contents of records systems may

raise substantive issues falling outside of the

commissioner' s,/Authority' s jurisdiction'

Where such a Commissioner/euthority attempts to resolve disputes

over the 'accuracy' of records which are' in reality, disputes

about (other) substantive rights, the 'privacy' determination will

either be irrelevant ( in a practical sense) or may involve the

Commissioner/Authority in a bid for jurisdiction in other,

frequently non-privacy related' areas. It will be irrelevant if'

because the commissioner/Authority lacks jurisidiction to resolve

the substantive dispute, the record-keeper 'corrects' the record'

but does not 'correct' the substantive right, oT the record-keeper

s imply records the alternative vers ions of the information '

Alternatively , Lf the commissioner/Authority asserts the
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jurisdiction to resolve the substantive dispute, this collateral

assertion of jurisdiction may lead the Commissioner/Authority into

matters unrelated to PrivacY.

This may be illustrated by the exmaple which was posed in chapter

24, page 5I2 at footnote 30. Suppose that the record containing

the description ' s ingle' which the appl icant contests is

maintained and used by the Taxation office. suppose further, that

married people are entitled to taxation deductions which are not

available to single people. If the Commissioner/Authority decides

that the applicant (who was married in a foreign country) should

be recorded as married, the Taxation Office may simply record this

alternative determination, but not alter its view upon the

applicant's entitlement to deductions. If this is the case, the

determination seems to irrelevant for practical purposes.

Alternatively , í1 the Taxation Office is required to comply with

the Commissioner/Authority's determination, and to act on the

basis of the version which the latter decides is accurate' the

Commissioner/Authority is empowered to resolve substantive

questions about the status in Australian law of marriages

contracted under foreign 1aw. Yet this subject is unlikely to

have been viewed as a privacy-related in the sense contemplated

when creating a specific privacy protection agent or agency.

There is no need to establish any specific administrative agency

to protect privacy. on the contrary, because of the integral

relationship between privacy and other interests, it is

preferable that privacy protection should be integratated into the
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existing legaI structures. Establishing a separate legal regime

for privacy wiIl undermine "'one-stop shopping" for

complaints, ,29 and may greatly increase the cost of providing

remedies. (elthougfr Beasley was addressing herself to the problem

of complaints against governments, this is true generally.)

In addition, êstablishing a Separate regime for privacy may

undermine the symbolic effect of any administrative protection by

tending to isolate it from general administrative or comrnunity

action. Selby addressed this issue in the context of

governmental action at a seminar in ¡4ay 19872

one ombudsman unit, rather that that plus a motley

collection of lesser specialists, offers cost

savings, rotation of staff (which is essential)' a

single focus for cornmunity, and certainly more

influence upon both administration and

government.3o

These comments are equally applicable to privacy interferences by

"non-pubIic" action. To the extent that it is possible to

integrate privacy protection into general domestic 1aw, privacy

will be recognised by the community at Iarge as an interest of as

much (or as tittle) significance as any of the interests with

29.
(¡ts

'1984-1985 Annua I Report South Austral ian Ombudsman',
I"tary Beasley) , If 985 . S.A. Printer. Adelaidel , @ 6.

of the
Gov' t

30. Selby' H., 'Ombudsman Inc': A Bullish
Performancã', paper delivered as the Seminar
Law: Retrospect and Prospect' , 15-16 May 1987,
University, Canbetrat G I7.

Stock with a Bare
on 'Administrative
Australian National
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which it is al1ied, such as freedom from discrimination, and the

interests which are generically similar, freedom of assembly.

(And, of course, interferences with the latter are dealt with by

general Iaw not withstanding the lack of specific protection to

which Dicey referred.3l )

26.6.3. Information management and privacy

Chapter 25 discussed the desirability of applying the OECD

Gu ide I ines 
'

mutatis mutandis, to Australian record systems. Were

this is to be done, people could complain of an invasion of

privacy where intimate information is contained in a record-system

in a manner contrary to the standards established by the

Gu ide I ines .

The information management principles contained in the Guidelines

should be applied to record systems throughout Australia'

However, this should be done by incorporating these principles

into the law, in the same way as the principtes of judicial review

are part of, and operate within, the fabric of the existing legal

system.

3I. See page 52 0 above.
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As was discussed in chapter 24 and 25, aS the spread of

,relational, records increases, the vaLue of discrete sets of

rules governing information management practice wilI diminish. To

some extent at least, record-keeping and decision-making will

become increasingly integrated as the technological capacity to

produce ne$¡ combinations of data specifically tailored to

particular decisions develops. where these combinations of data

are not ,recorded' as such, merely the capacity to produce them

retained (or obtained), they may elude the application of precise

rules or information management principles. In addition ' the

conceptual distinctions between privacy ( the circulation of

information) and the use of information (eg. discrimination), wilI

become increasingly blurred in day-to-day practice. As a

consequence, the case for integrated remedies may be

strengthened.

In practice, remedies may have to be apptied differently as

between public and non-public record-systems/decision-making' The

position of the Iatter is complicated by statutory freedom of

information regimes, and statutory codes of ( administrative)

practice. Further, public activities are already subjected to a

range of administrative checks, many of which could be adapted to

include protection of privacy. The Same is not true of non-public

data-bases (with the exception of those which are subject to the

jurisdiction of the NS!{ Privacy Committee) '

In Part III ' 
judicial and

action was discussed. In

quasi-judicial review of adminsitraive

many cases, these remedies could be
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eas ily adapted to cons ider the c irculation of intimate

information, to provide fora for disputes about the circulation of

information, and, where appropriate, to provide a cause of action

to the privacy-claimant who wishes to prevent an intruder from

circulating intimate information. In some circumstances, this may

also involve an attempt to prevent the intruder from using the

information not a privacy injury as such, but, in many cases, a

consequential injurY.

26.6.3.1.'Tracing' privacy-intrusive information'

Although the types of remedies which may be created to protect

privacy may vary according to the public or non-public nature of

the data-base containing the privacy-intrusive information, it is

not possible to assume that all circulations of information will

fall neatly into either the public or non-public classifications'

l4uch information is circulated between public and non-public

record systems. For instance, the information about the marital

status of the taxpayer whose complaint was considered earlier, may

have been provided to the public record by the taxpayer, a bank' a

credit bureau, another government department or a public or

private securitY organisation.

One consequence of re j ect ing

watch-dog,

establishment of a

that the ordinary

specificallY

distinctions

the

tailored privacY 1S
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between public and non-public actions will be imported into the

protection of privacy. Thus administrative authorities which ar.e

empowered to review public action may be incompetent to consider

non-public action. Hovrever, it would seem to be undesirable to

extend the jurisdiction of such limited bodies where the complaint

is for interference with privacy. Extending their authority in

these circumstances would be as undesirable (for the same reasons)

as would be creating a separate body.

Accordingly, the focus should rest upon the initial circulation of

the information which the subject considers to be objectionable.

In practice, a stipulative definition of initial circulation may

have to be adopted. For these purposes, the initial circulation

should be viewed as the circulation of information which is the

basis of the privacy complaint. The authority of any order made

in respect of the circulation of that information should be

extended to 'trace' aII circulations of the information which

resul-t from the circulation to which the subject objects. This

should be so regardless of whether or not these circulations are

amongst bodies falling on the same side of the public,/non-public

demarcat ion.

Thus, to return to the taxpayer's complaint about the description

of marital status , if the taxpayer objected to the information

being recorded by the Taxation Office, this may be treated as the

initiat circulation. Consequently, the objection would fall to be

determined by bodies with jurisdiction over public action. If the

information has been circulated by the Taxation Office to a bank'
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credit agency and another department, the privacy determination

made in respect of the Taxation Office's record should follow the

information to where it has been circulated including to the

bank, credit agency, and other department'

26 .6 .3.2. Administrative law and PrivacY

As v¡as discussed in chapter I7 , disputes about privacy and freedom

of information may be resolved by similar considerations. Both in

principle and in practice , Privacy and freedom of information are

frequently opposing interests in the one transaction.

Consequently, the freedom of information regimes operating at the

Commonwealth sphere and in Victoria may provide useful models

illustrating the way in which privacy disputes might be resolved'

By r^Jay of illustration, the commonweatth ombudsman could (and

perhaps should ) be empowered to investigate complaints about

,official, invasions of privacy by the inclusion of intimate

information in record-systems in the same way aS he is empowered

to investigate claims of non-compliance with the freedom of

information legislat ion. Further, the Ombudsman could be

empowered to recommend the expungement of information from record

systems just as he may recommend the disclosure of documents under

the freedom of information legislation'
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As has been noted previously, the existing 1aw with respect to

disputes about requests for amendment or annotation of records is

inadequate. In the course of developing guidelines to distinguish

between collateral challenges and genuine disputes about the

contents of records er se rules should be develoPed and

implemented to regulate the circulation of intimate information.

The Commonwealth Ombudsman is not empowered to make binding

orders. Where his recommendations are disregarded, his ultimate

sanction is to report to the Commonwealth Parliament under section

I7 of the ombudsman Act I97 6 (Cth ) .32 The Ombudsman' s pov/er in

respect of interferences with privacy should be no greater than

his por¡¡ers in respect of any other interference with any other

r ight .

Similarly, the Freedom of Information Act L9B2 Part V right to

appeal to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal against a refusal to

amend or annotate records could be extended '
mutatis mutandis

privacy-claimants who allege interference with their privacy

the inclusion in records of intimate information. Here again'

power to order that records be amended or annotated could

extended to order the expungement of intimate information.

to

by

the

be

32. To date t he Commonwealth Ombu dsman has reported r n this
manner only twice. The sole action co nsequent upon this has been

a report bY the Senate Standing Comm ittee on Constitutional and

Leg aI Affairs entitled 'The Common wealth Obmudsman's SPecial
Reports' , tabled 4

supported the Ombudsm
from the Government.

December 1986. That report substantial-IY
an's recommendations, but produced no action
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26.6.3.3. Non-public record sYstems

In principle, similar remedies, mutatis mutandis, should be

available where privacy is affected by non-publ ic action,

including the non-public use of information in record

systems and decision-making, aS are available where public

interferences are alIeged. Once again, the remedies should be

integrated into the ordinary Iaw. consequently administrative

bodies, such as the commissioner for Human Rights and Equal

Opportunities, which are already empowereed to investigate non-

public action could be also empowered to inquire into privacy

compla ints .

In addition, non-governmental regulatory bodies, such as

professional bodies, could be empowered to consider, and, where

appropriate, provide remedies in respect of, interferences with

privacy in the same way, and to the same extentr âs they consider

other matters, such as professional (mis-)conduct' The operation

of the media seems to be one clear example of an area where

special stePs are needed.
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26 .6.3.3.1. Media council:

regulat ion .

non-public adminstrative

To the extent that recognition of privacy is reflective of the

general community's recognition that certain matters should be

immune from comment by others, the recognition of privacy could be

promoted where the protection of privacy were to be integrated

into the general jurisdiction of body intended to establish and

regulate publication standards. It may be desirable, for reasons

unrelated to privacy (such as the possibilty of political bias in

media reporting), to establish a formal media council with power

to set standards for both electronic and non-electronic new media

in both the pubtic and the private sectors.

If such a media council were to be created, it could be self-

f unding and self -regulatory, but with the po\trer to promulgate

standards, and, inter aIia, to prohibit, reporting which is privacy

intrusive. Thus, fot instance, a media council could be empowered

to prohibit the publication of information about marital disputes

if the society treated these as being 'of f limits' in the same \^tay

as such a council might be empowered to prohibit the imposition of

bans on particular political opinions, subject to the defences

noted earlier.

In addition to promulgating standards, such a media council coul-d

be empowered to receive and investigate complaints in a manner

analogous to the Press CounciI, and to issue determinations

binding upon the members of the industry. These po\¡rers should be
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analogous to those possessed by other professional bodies such as

Iaw societies, bar associations, and medical- associations. In

order to ensure that it is effective, compliance with the

media council's directions could be a condition pre-requisite for

the publication of any newspaper ' ne\^JS periodical etc. t ot the

broadcast of any electronic news service. (ffris would, of course,

present special problems in view of the traditional freedom of

expression of the media, and would have to be designed with some

care. )

26.7 . State or Commonwealth jurisdiction

A general cause of action could be created by Commonwealth

Iegislation, by separate legislation in each of the States and

Territories, by a combination of commonwealth and state ( and

Territory) action. It would be preferable, however, if the Same

methods \¡¡ere to be applied Lhroughout the country.

To the extent that privacy is related to disrimination, and the

latter provided with nation-wide protection, it would seem to

follow that privacy should be similarly recognised' However, this

discussion has considered only Some possible models for the

recognition or protection of privacy. It does not purport to

examine, nor to propose, precise Iegal causes of action.

Consequently, it does not consider the jurisdictional limits
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applying to the various Australian

has focused upon the Commonwealth

general aPProach.

governments. The discussion

law as illustrative of the

26.8. Conclusion: the recognition of privacy'

Privacy is merely one socio-political interest which may require

express legal recognitiOn. AS has been emphasised before' the

relationship between privacy and fairness and discrimination '

means that any protection provided to privacy must be considered

in a wider context than mere individual preference or injury.

As a consequence, the protection of privacyr âs defined here, must

be assessed in the overall context of fair dealings as between the

state and the individualr and as between individuals' where the

balance is struck, and, in turn, the degree to which privacy is

protected, is, in the end, determined by factors external to

privacy ( the notion of intimacy) , and the existence of these

factors gives the content to the protection that should be

accorded to privacy as argued in this thesis'
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APPENDIX

RECOI{I,TENDATION OF THE COUNCIL OF THE OECD

CONCERNING GUIDELINES GOVERNING THE PROTECTION

OF PRIVACY AND TRANSBORDER FLOWS OF PERSONAL DATA

(23rd Septemberr 1980)

THE COUNCIL

Having regard to articl-es 1(c) ,

Convention on the Organisation for
Development of l4th Decemberr 1960;

Determined to advance the free
Member countries and to avoid
obstacles to the development of
among llember countries;

3 (a) and 5 (b) of
Economic Co-operation

the
and

RECOGNISING:

thatr âlthough national laws and policies may differr
Member countries have a common interest in protecting
privacy and individual libertiesr ârd in reconciling
fundamental- but competing values such as privacy and the
free flow of information;

that automatic processing and transborder flows of
personal data create new forms of relationships among

countries and require the development of compatible rules
and practices;

that transborder flows of personal data contribute to
economic and social develoPnent;

that domestic legislation concerning privacy protection
and transborder flows of personal data may hinder such

transborder flows;

flow of information between

the creation of unjustified
economic and social relations
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RECOMI4ENDS

1. That Member countries take into account in their domestic
legislation the principles concerning the protection of
privacy and individual Iiberties set forth in the Guidelines
contained in the Annex to this Recommendation which is an

integral part thereof;

2. That Member countries endeavour to remove or avoid
creating, in the name of privacy protection, unjustified
obstacles to transborder flows of personal data;

3. That Member countries co-operate in the implementation of
the Guidelines set forth in the Annex;

4. That Member countries agree as soon as possible
specific procedures of consultation and co-oPeration for
application of these Guidelines.

Annex to the Recommendat,ion of the Council of
23rd September 1980

GUIDELINES GOVERNING THE PROTECTION OF PRIVACY

ÀND TRANSBORDER FLOWS OF PERSONAL DATA

PART ONE. GENERAL

Definitions

t For the purposes of these Guidelines:

on

the

to
the
of

a) "data controllern
domestic lawr is
contents and use

means a party whor according
competent to decide about
of personal data regardless
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whether or not such data are collectedr stored'
processed or disseminated by that party or by an

agent on its behalf;

b) "personal datan means any

identified or identifiable
information relating to an

individual (data subject);

c) "transborder flows of personal data' means movements

of personal data across national borders.

Scope of Guidelines

2. These Guidelines apply to personal datar whether in the
public or private sectorsr whichr because of the manner in
which they are processed, or because of their nature or the
context in which they are usedr pose a danger to privacy and

individual liberties.

3. These Guidelines should not be interpreted as preventing:

a) the application, to different categories of personal
data, of different protective measures depending upon

their nature and the context in which they are
collected, stored, processed or disseminated;

b) the exclusion from the application of the Guidelines
of personal data which obviously do not contain any

risk to privacy and individual libertiesì or

c) the apptication of the Guidelines only to automatic
processing of personal data.

4. Exceptions to the Principles contained in Parts Two and

Three of these Guidelinesr including those relating to
national sovereigntyr national security and public policy
("ordre publicn) ' should be:
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b)
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as few as possibler and

made known to the public.

5. In the particular case of Federal countries the
observance of these Guidelines may be affected by the division
of povrers in the Federation.

6. These Guidelines should be regarded as minimum standards
which are capable of being supplemented by additional measures

for the protection of privacy and individual Iiberties.

PART T!ÙO

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF NATIONAL APPLICATION

Collection Lirnitation Principle

7. There should be limits to the collection of personal data
and any such data should be obtained by lawful and fair means

and, where appropriate, with the knowledge or consent of the
data subject.

Data Quality Principle

8. Personal data should be relevant
which they are to be usedr âDd, to the
those purposes' should be accuratet
up-to-date.

to the purposes for
extent necessary for
complete and kept

Purpose Specification Principle

9. The purposes for which personal data are collected should
be specified not later than at the time of data collection and

the subsequent use limited to the fulfilnent of those purposes

or such others as are not incompatible with those purPoses and

as are specified on each occasion of change of purpose.
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Use Limitation Principle

10. Personal data should not be disclosed, made

otherwise used for purposes other than those
accordance with Paragraph 9 except:

available
specif ied

or
in

a)
b)

with the consent
by the authority

the data subject; or
Iaw.

of
of

Security Safeguards Principle

11. Personal data should be protected by reasonable security
safeguards against such risks as loss or unauthorised access'
destruction, usêr modification or disclosure of data.

Openness Principle

12. There should be a general policy of openness about
developmentsr practices and policies with respect to personal
data. Means should be readily avail-able of establishing the
existence and nature of personal data¡ ând the main purposes

of their user âs well as the identify and usual- residence of
the data controller.

Individual Participation Principle

13. An individual should have the right:

a) to obtain from a data controllerr or
confirmation of whether or not the data
has data relating to him;

otherwiser
controller

b) to have communicated to himr data relating to him

within a reasonable time¡
at a charge, if anlr that is not excessive;

i)
ii)



iii) in a reasonable
iv) in a form that
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manner; and

is readily intelligibte to him;

c) Èo be given reasons if a request made under
subparagraphs (a) and (b) is denied' and to be able
to challenge such denial; and

d) to challenge data relating to him

challenge is successfulr to have the
rectif iedr cornpleted or amended.

Accountabil ity Principle

l-4. A data controller should be

with measures which give effect
above.

accountable for complying
to the principles stated

consideration the
domestic processing

and t
data

if the
e rased ,

PART THREE

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION:

FREE FLOT'I AND LEGITIMATE RESTRICTIONS

15. Member countries should take into
implications for other l"lember countries of
and re-export of personal data.

16. Member countries should take all reasonable and

appropriate steps to ensure that transborder flows of personal

datar including transit through a Member counbty t are
uninterrupted and secure.

l-7. A Member country should refrain from restricting
transborder flows of personal data between itself and another
Ivlember country except where the latter does not yet
substantially observe these Guidelines or where the re-export
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of such data would circumvent its domestic privacy
legisl-ation. A Member country may also impose restrictions in
respect of certain categories of personal data for which its
domestic privacy legislation includes specific regulations in
view of the nature of those data and for which the other
llember country provides no equivalent protection.

18. llember countries should avoid developing
and practices in the name of the protection
individual Iibertiesr which wouLd create
transborder fLows of personal data that
requirements for such protection.

laws' policies
of privacy and

obstacles to
would exceed

for reasonable means for individuals to
thei r rights,'

PART FOUR

NATIONAL III{PLEMENTATION

19. In implementing domesticalty the principles set forth in
parts Two and Three, lvlember countries should establish legalr
administrative or other procedures or institutions for the

protection of privacy and individual liberties in respect of
personal data. l¡lember countries should in particular endeavour

to:

a) adopt appropriate domestic legislation;

b) encourage and support self-regulation' whether in the
form of codes of conduct or otherwise;

c) provide
exe rci se

d) provide for adequate sanctions and remedies in case

of failures to comply with measures which implement

the principles set forth in Parts Two and Three; and
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e) ensure that there is no unfair discrimination against
data subjects.

PART FIVE

INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION

20. Ivlember countries should, where requested r mêkê known to
oÈher lvlember countries details of the observance of the
principtes set forth in these Guidelines. llember countries
should also ensure that procedures for transborder flows of
personal data and for the protection of privacy and individual
liberties are simple and compatible with those of other Member

countries which comply with these Guidelines-

2I. Member

facilitate:
countries should establish procedures to

i)
ii)

information exchange rel-ated to these Guidelinesr ând

mutual assistance in the procedural and investigative
matters involved.

22. Member countries should work towards the development of
principl-es, domestic and international, to govern the
applicabl-e law in the case of transborder flows of personal

data.
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